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Thank you for taking the time to read our annual report that
aims to provide an overview of new capabilities at the Advanced
Photon Source (APS) and examples of fascinating scientific
research. We are very proud of the accomplishments described
here, which are the fruit of dedicated work by our users and our
employees. The (fiscal) year 2005 was a very successful one
for the APS. The number of users grew to a record of more than
3,200, up 16% from the previous year.  The number of peer-
reviewed papers published by our users broke the level of
1,000 for the first time. And in this tenth anniversary year since
the first light at the APS, we had our largest user meeting ever,
with more than 600 participants.  The machine reached its high-
est-ever availability and reliability, at better than 98% delivered
beam, and a mean time between failures of more than 100
hours. Most important of all, the scientific impact of the research
carried out here continues to broaden and deepen, as these
selected highlights will show you.

This facility evolves in a healthy way. The number of beam-
lines operated by the APS organization grows, following the pol-
icy of the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to transfer to us
responsibility for beamlines whose operational costs the DOE
had previously funded via outside institutions. We now operate

20 beamlines through our X-ray Operations and Research
(XOR) groups, with three more beamlines currently under con-
struction. Several of these beamlines are operated jointly, either
in transition with former collaborative access team (CAT) mem-
bers who have become partner users, or indefinitely-for exam-
ple, with the Center for Nanoscale Materials nanoprobe beam-
line. (The accompanying photograph was taken at this beam-
line, which aims to be the world's most powerful hard x-ray
microscope.) 

The growth in the number of beamlines under APS con-
trol has facilitated our strategic plan to optimize our beamlines
and create more dedicated capabilities. This year we began—
with limited funding—three of these upgrades: dedicating sec-
tor 1-ID to high-energy scattering, creating a dedicated imag-
ing capability at sector 32 (the former COM-CAT), and opti-
mizing the small-angle scattering beamline at sector 12. We
also work closely with our partner users and CATs to optimize
scientific capabilities for the entire APS facility. For example,
this year we have begun installation of a special undulator for
ultra-high-brightness single-pulse diffraction at BioCARS
(sector 14) in collaboration with the National Institutes of
Health.
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... is Associate Laboratory Director for Scientific User Facilities at Argonne National Laboratory and Director of the
Advanced Photon Source.

J.  MU R R AY GI B S O N. . .

Murray Gibson (left), Eric Isaacs (Director, Center for Nanoscale Materials), and Brian
Stephenson (Director, nanoprobe beamline, Center for Nanoscale Materials) in the 26-ID-B
enclosure on the nanoprobe beamline.
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The growth of XOR has allowed us to reorganize our divi-
sions and form a dedicated X-ray Science Division (XSD).
Creation of this division brings the management of x-ray sci-
ence at the APS to an appropriately high level, where it will be
on a par with the machine and will share engineering and com-
puting support services. This change is part of a broader reor-
ganization intended to make us more efficient through consoli-
dation and sharing of resources. We have three divisions as
before, but with redefined roles. The “machine” division—the
Accelerator Systems Division  (ASD)—comprises all the tech-
nical groups that operate, develop, and carry out research with
the accelerator. The “beamlines” division—the aforementioned
XSD—contains the XOR groups, the User Office, and several
other user-support groups. The APS Engineering Support
Division (AES) will house the technical groups that maintain
and develop both the machine and the beamlines, mainly
mechanical engineering and computing support and develop-
ment. The revised organization chart is shown on page 187.

We believe that this new organization is more efficient and
promises improved safety and reliability. Safety takes prece-
dence over all else. We have made many changes at Argonne
and the APS to enhance our safety programs in the last year.
One important example is electrical safety. Our awareness of
the potential arc-flash risk associated with working at elevated
voltages was raised by a major accident at another DOE labo-
ratory. Argonne has implemented better safety controls for
electrical work—especially at higher voltages and will inspect
user equipment that is brought here.  We will always take the
time and care required to ensure the safety of our users,
employees, contractors, and visitors.

Fiscal year 2006, which began in October 2005, has also
been a challenging one for APS because of declining facility
budgets across the DOE Office of Science, and this was a
major driver for our reorganization. However, the budget picture
for fiscal year 2007 looks much more promising ever since the
U.S. President announced his “American Competitiveness
Initiative” and included in his budget request to congress signif-
icant funding increases for synchrotron facilities such as the
APS.

Many new beamlines are making progress at the APS; in
the last year, two beamlines became operational and three took

general users for the first time. The nanoprobe, inelastic x-ray
scattering, and powder diffraction beamlines will be commis-
sioned by late 2006, and the APS Scientific Advisory Committee
has recommended the approval of several letters of intent for
new beamlines, including The BioNanoprobe dedicated to cell
biology, a high-magnetic field capability, and a beamline for soft
x-rays in magnetism.

Our accelerator and support staff continue to innovate both
in improving source reliability and adding new capabilities. This
is an amazing accomplishment. I think of it as being akin to
rebuilding an aircraft while maintaining a rigid flight schedule.
Amongst the technical highlights described in this report, I want
to single out the doubling of the single-bunch current to help
users with timing experiments (page 176) and the development
of new superconducting undulators in collaboration with both
National Science Foundation and DOE laboratories (see page
180). And long term, we are very excited about developments
that promise ~1 ps pulses at the APS (pages 93 and 173).

Argonne is blessed with a number of top-quality and unique
facilities for materials-related research, including the APS, the
Intense Pulsed Neutron Source, the Electron Microscopy
Center, and the exciting new Center for Nanoscale Materials.
We are continually finding new ways of working together; for
example, using a centralized experiment proposal system. In
2006, all of these DOE Office of Basic Energy Sciences-funded
Argonne user facilities will, for the first time, participate in a
shared user meeting. A nice example of the synergy from these
facilities is given in the “round the Experimental Hall” highlight
(page 21, plus page 63), in which transmission electron
microscopy and ex-tended x-ray absorption fine structure were
used by Prof. Davidson and his collaborators in their quest to
better understand Alzheimer's disease. X-ray techniques are
better for finding the proverbial needle in the haystack, and then
electron microscopy can examine the sharp point of the needle
with atomic detail. Such synergies will be exploited here even
more in the future and will help the APS, together with our sis-
ter facilities, expand Argonne’s scientific impact. When you
have a hammer, everything looks like a nail, but at Argonne, we
have a real toolbox….

Best wishes for a productive year, 
Murray Gibson
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“Argonne is blessed with a number of top-quality and unique facilities for materials-
related research, including the APS, the Intense Pulsed Neutron Source, the Electron
Microscopy Center, and the exciting new Center for Nanoscale Materials.“
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TTHEHE APS SAPS SCIENTIFICCIENTIFIC AADDVISORVISORYY CCOMMITTEEOMMITTEE
PI E R R E E.  WI LT Z I U S. . .
... (Chair, APS Scientific Advisory Committee) is the Director of the Beckman Institute and Professor of Materials Science,
Engineering, and Physics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

The members of the APS Scientific Advisory Committee as of January 2006. Front row (l. to r.) Murray Gibson (Argonne National
Laboratory), Pierre Wiltzius, Chair, (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Michael Rowe (NIST Center for Neutron
Research; retired). Center row (seated, l. to r.): Katherine Faber (Northwestern University), Richard Leapman (National
Institutes of Health), Carol Thompson (Northern Illinois University), Gerhard Materlik (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory). Back row
(l. to r.): James Norris (The University of Chicago), Denis McWhan (Brookhaven National Laboratory, retired), John Helliwell
(University of Manchester), Joachim Stohr (Stanford Accelerator Center), Peter Ingram (Duke University Medical Center), Piero
Pianetta (Stanford Linear Accelerator Center), Miles Klein (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), Paul Bertsch (University
of Georgia), Bruce Bunker (University of Notre Dame), William Bassett (Cornell University). Not pictured: Jennifer Doudna
(University of California, Berkeley).

The Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) of the Advanced
Photon Source Meeting held its annual meeting on January 24-
26, 2006.

The meeting included two days of information, updates,
and discussions of APS strategic and tactical planning, as well
as formulation of specific recommendations to the APS for the
eight sectors reviewed during 2005, two proposals to develop
new beamlines (one for a BioNanoprobe and the other for high-
energy photoemission and soft x-ray resonant scattering), a pro-
posal to further develop the bending-magnet beamline on sec-
tor 10, and responses to issues raised during the 2005 SAC
meeting. In addition, a half day was spent in a cross-cut review
of APS research in polymer science (http://www.aps.anl.gov/
News/Meetings/APS_Cross_Cut_Reviews/index.html).

Murray Gibson, Associate Laboratory Director for Scientific
User Facilities at Argonne and Director of the APS, began by
presenting several scientific highlights from the past year. He
then described progress for selected 2005 performance goals
and outlined goals for 2006. Next, he turned to the planned

administrative reorganization of the facility, explaining the rela-
tionship of the new organizational structure to the changing
focus and management of APS beamlines, as well as to budget
projections for FY 2006 and beyond. This information served as
background to Gibson's presentation of the report on the
Department of Energy's (DOE's) Office of Basic Energy
Science review of the APS on May 23-25, 2005. The overall
report was generally very positive, with key recommendations
as follows: (1) to set priorities in consultation with the SAC and
representatives of the user community, (2) continue improving
general user access to the APS beamlines, and (3) establish a
strong in-house scientific group with international recognition. 

Gibson's presentation on the DOE review led to discus-
sions about the relationship between the strategic plan, individ-
ual year goals, the budget, staffing, and annual priorities.
Issues raised included the relationship of the new Center for
Nanoscale Materials (CNM) to the APS, how to stimulate scien-
tists/users in communities not represented on the APS staff

Please see “Science Advisory Committee” on page 7

THE APS SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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TTHEHE APSAPS UUSERSSERS OORGANIZARGANIZATIONTION
CA R O L TH O M P S O N. . .
... (Chair, APSUO Steering Committee) is Professor of Physics at Northern Illinois University.

The 2005 APS Users Organization Steering Committee: Carol Thompson (Chair, Northern Illinois University) • Gene Ice (Vice Chair, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory) • Simon Billinge (Michigan State University) • Keith Brister (Northwestern University) • Malcolm Capel (Cornell University)
• Julie Cross (University of Washington) • Millicent Firestone (Argonne National Laboratory) • Stephan Ginell (Argonne National Laboratory)
• Thomas Gog (Argonne National Laboratory) • Barbara Golden (Purdue University) • Tim Graber (The University of Chicago) • David Reis
(University of Michigan) • Ward Smith (Argonne National Laboratory) • Ex-Officio: Mark Rivers (The University of Chicago)

The highlight of the year was the 2005 Users Meeting for
the APS on May 2-6, held jointly for the first time with the
Center for Nanoscale Materials (CNM). The Users Meeting
celebrated the 10th anniversary of first light at the APS and
first light at the nanoprobe beamline. Attendance grows each
year, and the 2005 meeting set a new record with more than
600 attendees drawn to the excellent line-up of scientific talks,
9 outstanding workshops, 3 poster sessions (with generous
prizes for best student posters), and the awarding of the 2005
Arthur H. Compton Award to Günter Schmahl and Janos Kirz
for pioneering and developing the field of x-ray microscopy
using Fresnel zone plates. And finishing off the week was a
Friday cornerstone-laying ceremony for the CNM. (For more
on the 2005 Users Meeting, see page 163.) 

The Advanced Photon Source Users Organization
Steering Committee (APSUOSC) continues to play an impor-
tant role in representing the interests of the APS general user
community. The quarterly APSUOSC meetings are the main
venue for interaction with the APS management. For 2005,
items that generated much discussion included the APS
strategic plan and the plans for changes to existing and new
X-ray Operations and Research beamlines, as the transfer of
Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences (DOE-
BES) sectors to APS operations support is completed. The
APSUOSC has advised the APS on policies related to the
general user program and new access modes for users, and,
at the request of APS management, held a special meeting in
order to participate in the 2005 BES review of the APS.

The policy, initiated in 2003, to invite sector representa-
tives to join the committee for lunch and give short presenta-
tions was continued. In 2005, it was expanded to include rep-
resentatives from the Scientific Interest Groups. This provides
opportunities for user groups to share issues and concerns
with the steering committee, and it keeps the steering commit-
tee up to date on new developments among user constituen-
cies.

In addition to the quarterly meetings, the APSUOSC Chair
(or a representative) attends the weekly APS Operations
Directorate Meeting; all Sector Review Panel meetings (where
APS sectors undergo their three-year reviews), the Partner
User Council Meetings, and the annual meeting of the APS

Scientific Advisory Committee. At the quarterly meetings, the
full APSUOSC hears summary reports from the representa-
tives on these activities, and issues of interest or concern to
users are highlighted. This has served to educate and inform
the APSUOSC members and stimulates discussion between
the various communities represented on the APSUOSC. 

Advocacy continues to be a focus for the APSUOSC. In
2006, a team of APS user-group chairs, as well as those from
our sister DOE labs—including the National Synchrotron Light
Source, the Advanced Light Source, and the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory—will travel to Washington,
D.C., to expound on the importance of synchrotron science
and other user facilities. �

APSUOSC Chair Carol Thompson.

THE APS USERS ORGANIZATION
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The 2005 APS Partner User Council: Bruce A. Bunker (sector 10, University of Notre Dame, Chair) • Dean R. Haeffner (sector 1, Argonne
National Laboratory) • Qun Shen (sector 2, Argonne National Laboratory) • Wolfgang Sturhahn (sector 3, Argonne National Laboratory) •
George Srajer (sector 4, Argonne National Laboratory) • Denis T. Keane (sector 5, Northwestern University) • Douglas S. Robinson (sector 6,
Iowa State University) • Roy Clarke (sector 7, University of Michigan) • Simon G.J. Mochrie (sector 8, Yale University) • J. Kent Blasie (sector 9,
University of Pennsylvania) • Mark A. Beno (sector 11, Argonne National Laboratory) • Randall E. Winans (sector 12, Argonne National
Laboratory) • Mark L. Rivers (sector 13, The University of Chicago) • Keith Moffat (sector 14, The University of Chicago) • P. James Viccaro
(sector 15, The University of Chicago) • David Mao (sector 16, Carnegie Institution of Washington) • Lisa J. Keefe (sector 17, The University of
Chicago) • Thomas C. Irving (sector 18, Illinois Institute of Technology) • Andrzej Joachimiak (sector 19, Argonne National Laboratory) •
Edward A. Stern (sector 20, University of Washington) • Wayne F. Anderson (sector 21, Northwestern University) • John J. Chrzas (sector 22,
University of Georgia) • Robert F. Fischetti (sector 23, Argonne National Laboratory) • Malcolm Capel (sector 24, Cornell University) • G. Brian
Stephenson (sector 26, Argonne National Laboratory) • John P. Hill (sector 30, Brookhaven National Laboratory) • Kevin L. D'Amico (sector
31, SGX Pharmaceuticals, Inc.) • Paul Zschack (sectors 33-34, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

Much of the research carried out at the APS is conducted
and facilitated by partner users, who have entered into agree-
ments with the APS either to build and operate facilities at the
APS or to otherwise significantly enhance APS capabilities. As
a result, partner user organizations represent significant com-
mitments and investments from non-APS and non-Department
of Energy (DOE) entities. Effective communication and dialog
between the partner users and the APS continues to be one of
the primary goals of the Partner User Council (PUC), which was

established in May 2003, replacing the Research Directorate.
This continues to be the objective of the new Chair, Bruce
Bunker (University of Notre Dame/Materials Research
Collaborative Access Team), who was elected Chair of the PUC
in July 2005 following recommendations from an ad hoc
Nominations Committee commissioned by the then Chair, Jim
Viccaro (The University of Chicago/Center for Advanced
Radiation Sources).

Several important events occurred in 2005. During the DOE
review of the APS in January 2005, the PUC was invited to par-
ticipate in a meeting with the review panel. Approximately 12
members of the PUC participated in what proved to be a frank
and productive dialog with the panel. Also in 2005, the original
PUC charter was revisited by an ad hoc committee also com-
missioned by the Chair, and the PUC was officially reorganized
in summer 2005 with a formal charter that was approved in a
meeting in November. In the new charter, the full PUC member-
ship was amplified to include representatives from each active
Partner User Proposal (including Collaborative Access Teams,
or CATs) and Collaborative Development Team (CDT), and a
representative from each X-ray Operations and Research-oper-
ated sector. Because the local on-site beamline staff at the APS
are crucial for the operation of the facility, each sector is asked
to choose a resident user or APS staff member as an additional
representative to the PUC. Similarly, the APS-recognized
Scientific Interest Groups (SIGs) and the Technical Working
Group (TWG) are important resources for the entire community;
representatives from each of the SIGs and from the TWG are
invited to be part of the PUC. Finally, to facilitate communica-
tions with the broader-based APS Users Organization
(APSUO), a representative of the APSUO Steering Committee
is also a member of the PUC. The full PUC meets annually, usu-
ally around the time of the APS Users Meeting. 

The full PUC is large enough to be rather unwieldy for reg-
ular meetings. To address this, there is also a smaller Executive

Partner User Council Chair Bruce Bunker.

Please see “Partner User Council ” next page

TTHEHE APSAPS PPARTNERARTNER UUSERSER CCOUNCILOUNCIL
BR U C E A.  BU N K E R. . .
... (Chair 2005-2006, APS Partner User Council) is Professor of Physics at the University of Notre Dame
and Director of MR-CAT at the APS.

& P.  JA M E S VI C C A R O. . .
... (Chair 2004-2005, APS Partner User Council) is Director of the Center for Advanced Radiation Sources.

THE APS PARTNER USER COUNCIL
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(e.g., biology, and surface and interface scattering), the proper
balance between research and user support by APS beamline
staff, the appropriate levels and types of reviews needed for
APS beamlines to facilitate the best science, and industrial
access. 

The eight 2005 sector reviews that were conducted by
Sector Review Panels, comprising outside experts under the
guidance of a SAC member, were discussed. This process
has been in place for several years now and is working well,
leading to a written report to the sector leadership and the for-
mulation of specific recommendations to the Director of the
APS. Many thanks are due to all those making these reviews
effective.

The SAC discussed the Scientific User Access Policy, with
Deputy Associate Laboratory Director for X-ray Science and
Deputy APS Director Dennis Mills reviewing the four primary
modes of access for APS users, as described in the draft
Scientific User Access Policy. These modes (collaborative
access team [CAT] member access, APS beamline staff
access, general user access, and partner user access) all
depend on the principle of scientific peer review that is fair,
clear, expedient, and sensitive to the needs of users. A new cat-
egory of GU access, known as a project proposal, was
approved. General user and partner user access currently con-
stitute the fastest-growing community at the APS. The SAC
briefly reviewed reports from 20 of the 23 approved partner user
proposals. Discussion of this access mode led to the consen-
sus that it should be continued as is. 

The SAC acknowledged that the Material Research-CAT
(MR-CAT) has provided a strong scientific case for the develop-
ment of their bending magnet line. The merger of MR-CAT with
Enviro-CAT, the funding commitments from the Environmental
Protection Agency and the DOE Office of Biological and
Environmental Research, as well as the support from the

Chemical Engineering and Biosciences divisions at Argonne,
are all positive developments. 

A proposal for a BioNanoprobe was enthusiastically sup-
ported by the SAC. There is an excellent scientific case for the
development of such a beamline, which could lay the founda-
tion for a center at the APS dedicated to the study of nano-
biology.

A proposal for an Intermediate Energy X-ray Collaborative
Development Team beamline at the APS, dedicated for high-
energy photoemission and soft x-ray resonant scattering, looks
highly promising. While the review process is not yet com-
pleted, the SAC is currently strongly supportive.

Paul Zschack and colleagues reported on an important
“Workshop on In Situ Characterization of Surface and Interface
Structures and Processes” held at the APS in September 2005
(see http://surface-interface.aps.anl.gov/2005workshop/index.htm
and page 49 of this book). 

The SAC decided that the 2007 cross-cut review should be
on structural biology research at the APS. At 40%, this commu-
nity represents a large and still growing fraction of the APS user
community. To provide effective guidance to the APS, the SAC
needs to understand current capabilities, future directions, and
usage trends.

The final discussion item for the SAC was the APS strate-
gic planning process and plan. Overall, the SAC concurred that
the APS is moving forward and keeps changing, adapting to
new opportunities and challenges. It will continue to fulfill its
advisory role by evaluating the spectrum of the continuously
changing scientific programs and techniques available around
the ring. Optimizing these resources and targeting new oppor-
tunities will be an ongoing endeavor. The SAC congratulates
the APS community on its achievements and looks forward to
another successful year. �

“Scientific Advisory Committee” continued from page 4

Board that meets at least quarterly. This group is a subset of the
full PUC, consisting of each director or designee from each CAT
or CDT sector, a representative from the APS/XOR, and a rep-
resentative from the APSUO. 

According to the charter, the PUC is an advisor to the
Associate Laboratory Director (ALD) for the APS, with written
recommendations also provided to the APSUO Steering
Committee, or the APS Scientific Advisory Committee as
required. The PUC provides advice and recommendations to
the ALD in matters affecting current and future beamline oper-
ations, APS facility development, and the special APS-to-part-

“Partner User Council” continued from page 6

ner-user relationship. Additionally, the PUC serves as an advo-
cacy group for the facility, its partners, and the user community.
The Chair of the PUC Executive Committee is also an ex-officio
member of the APS Scientific Advisory Committee (participating
in annual meetings, sector reviews, and other activities as
requested by the APS) and is involved in weekly and monthly
operations meetings. 

We believe the PUC continues to demonstrate that it is a
useful resource for communication between different interest
groups at the APS, and we welcome communication with the
general user community.  �
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The Advanced Photon Source (APS) facility. Inset: the Center for Nanoscale Materials.
The APS occupies an 80-acre site on the Argonne National Laboratory campus, 

about 25 miles from downtown Chicago, Illinois. 
For maps of the Argonne/Chicago area, see http://www.aps.anl.gov/user/maps/maps.html

For directions to Argonne, see http://www.anl.gov/visiting/anlil.html

ACCESS TO BEAM TIME AT THE APS

Beam time at the APS can be obtained either as a general user (a researcher not associated with a particular beamline) or as a
partner user (e.g., a member of a collaborative access team, or CAT). If you are a CAT member, contact your CAT for instructions
on applying for CAT beam time. At minimum, 25% of the time at all operating beamlines is available to general users, but many
offer considerably more general user time, up to 80%.

How general users can apply for beam time at the APS:
1) First-time users should read the information for new users found on our Web site at http://www.aps.anl.gov/user/ new_users.html
before applying for beam time. Also, certain administrative requirements must be completed. In particular, a user agreement
between the APS and each research-sponsoring institution must be in place.

2) To choose the appropriate technique(s) and beamline(s), see the beamlines directory in the “Data” section of this volume or at 
http://beam.aps.anl.gov/pls/apsweb/beamline_display_pkg.beamline_dir.

3) Submit a proposal via the Web-based system. Proposals are evaluated before each user run. For more information and the cur-
rent proposal schedule, see the proposal system overview at http://www.aps.anl.gov/user/beam time/prop_submission.html.
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Midwest Universities CAT
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10

X-ray Operations and Research sectors com-
prise those beamlines operated by the APS.

Collaborative access team sectors comprise
beamlines operated by independent groups made
up of scientists from universities, industry, and/or
research laboratories.

To access the APS as general users (GUs),
researchers submit proposals—either individual
(good for one allocation of beam time) or program-
matic (good for multiple beam-time allocations over
a two-year period). These proposals are reviewed
and rated by one of nine proposal review panels
comprising scientific peers, generally not affiliated
with the APS. Beam time is then allocated by either
of two APS Beam Time Allocation Committees.

Those users who propose to carry out research
programs beyond the scope of the GU program may
apply to become partner users on any beamline
operated by the APS. Prospective partner user pro-
posals are peer reviewed by a subset of the APS
Scientific Advisory Committee. Final decisions on
the appointment of partner users are made by APS
management. 
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SS elf-assembling aggregate clusters
known as nanospheres (or nanoparti-
cles) that are measured in terms of

atoms are proving to have a large impact on
a wide array of new materials and critical
applications. Nanospheres are also finding
use in environmental systems because of
their ability to form at low temperature while
influencing heavy-metal and radionuclide
transport in geological fluids. Researchers
from the University of Notre Dame, the
University of Windsor, and Argonne National
Laboratory recently synthesized an entirely
new family of self-assembling nanospheres
from actinide ions in alkaline peroxide solu-
tions. Using small-angle x-ray scattering
(SAXS) data obtained at the XOR/BESSRC
beamline 12-BM-B at the APS, these
researchers confirmed the spherical-shell
model of the structures and followed the
evolution of the clusters over time in the
mother liquor.

U28

U32

U24

Np24
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A NEW SELF-ASSEMBLING
NANOSPHERE FAMILY IS BORN

< Fig. 1. Polyhedral representations of the actinyl peroxide spheri-
cal clusters U-28, U-32, U-24 and Np-24.

The laboratory conditions in which the nanospheres formed
roughly approximate conditions in high-level nuclear waste stor-
age tanks and some geologic environments where actinides
have been released. Actinyl peroxide nanoparticles may form in
alkaline mixtures in which alpha radiation breaks apart water
molecules, forming peroxide molecules. The behavior of these
minuscule clusters causes concern because they may be quite
mobile and persistent in the environment. The actinide elements
are also inherently intriguing because they have potentially use-
ful chemical, structural, and electromagnetic properties. 

Previous studies of main-group elements such as buckmin-
sterfullerene (C60) and transition-metal oxides have produced
nanostructures that assembled into a variety of clusters, some
of which are spherical. This study revealed the first such clus-
ters that are based upon uranium (U) and neptunium (Np).
Uranyl and neptunyl peroxide polyhedra have been shown to
link to form spherical clusters in peroxide solutions at room tem-
perature (25º C). 

These new species were formed from building blocks
of linear actinyl ions that self-assembled into spherical clusters.
Using x-ray diffraction data collected at the University of Notre
Dame and Argonne National Laboratory, the team determined
the molecular composition of three clusters containing uranyl
ions, and one containing neptunyl ions, which ranged in size
from 16.4 to 18.6 Å in diameter. The molecular units of U-24,
U-32, and Np-24 all consisted of hexagonal bipyramids with
identical distributions of oxygen atoms and two peroxide groups
within the polyhedra, while the U-28 cluster is built from polyhe-
dra that contain three peroxide groups (Fig. 1). Both types
appear to self-assemble in a similar fashion, as each contains
rings of from four to six actinyl polyhedra. The unusual geome-
tries of the actinyl peroxide polyhedra appear to facilitate forma-
tion of the spheres. 

SAXS data were used to analyze the parent solutions that
yielded the U-24 cluster. Data were gathered for solutions at
intervals of 2, 28, and 180 days. After just two days, spherical
clusters began to form; the nanospheres increased in domi-

nance over time, and they were the only detectable clusters in
solution by 180 days. The scattering data at 180 days confirmed
the spherical shell model obtained from the single-crystal x-ray
studies of the crystals that formed from the solution. 

Guinier analysis of the low-Q data further confirmed the
spherical model, and the size was confirmed by measuring the
radius of gyration, which was found to be a good fit with the
structure determined from the solid. These measurements
showed well-formed nanospheres with a diameter of 16.2 Å. 

Further research into the properties of this new family of
materials could reveal important structural, magnetic, and elec-
trochemical characteristics of these self-assembling nanos-
pheres. This new family of actinyl peroxide nanospheres rep-
resents apparently stable species that are persistent in the
solution. These results could have important implications for
understanding the transport of actinides contained in nuclear
waste, when such wastes are stored in a geological repository
or leak into groundwater. — Elise LeQuire

See: P.C. Burns1, K.-A. Kubatko1, G. Sigmon1, B.J. Fryer2, J.E.
Gagnon2, M.R. Antonio3, and L. Soderholm3, “Actinyl Peroxide
Nanospheres,” Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 44, 2135 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Notre Dame, 2University of
Windsor, 3Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: pburns@nd.edu

This research was supported at the University of Notre Dame; by the
Environmental Management Science Program of the Office of Science,
U.S. Department of Energy (DE-FG07-97ER14820); and by the
National Science Foundation Environmental Molecular Science Institute
at the University of Notre Dame (EAR02-21966). This research was
supported at Argonne National Laboratory by the U.S. Department of
Energy Office of Basic Energy Sciences–Chemical Sciences Division
and by the Material Sciences Division for the Advanced Photon Source
studies under Contract Number W-31-109-ENG-38. Use of the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.31-109-ENG-38.
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In order to understand sulfur's high-pressure behaviors,
including its phase-transition sequence, the collaborators con-
ducted numerous structural experiments involving x-ray diffrac-
tion over wide ranges of pressures and temperatures. Samples
of pure sulfur were loaded in a high-pressure diamond anvil
cell, along with one of several pressure-transmitting media
such as helium, neon, and nitrogen; or, in some cases, without
a pressure-transmitting medium. In situ fluorescence measure-
ments of ruby chips were performed to determine pressure.
The sample in the pressure cell was heated using a resistive
heating technique.

The ambient-pressure orthorhombic S-I phase was the
starting point for the collaborators' study. The S-I phase was
transformed into the S-II phase when sulfur was heated at pres-
sures above 3 GPa and temperatures just below its melting
curve, which caused the S8 molecular rings of S-I to break and
form infinite helical chains of S-II. The first-order phase trans-
formation produced distinct changes in sulfur's diffraction
pattern (Fig. 1). The S-II phase, which remained stable up to
36 GPa at 300K, formed a trigonal chain structure that con-
sisted of triangular chains running parallel to the trigonal axis-
with three atoms per turn (Fig. 2).

HIGH-QUALITY DIFFRACTION STUDIES
PERFORMED ON HIGH-PRESSURE SULFUR

SS ulfur (S) is a member of the group VI elements that also include oxygen, selenium, and tellurium. Sulfur has been
extensively researched in the past—and continues to be a subject of much interest—in particular because it
becomes a superconducting metal at very high pressures. However, past diffraction studies of nonmetallic sulfur

have been complicated in part by erroneous information concerning metastability effects and re-crystallization
processes. But present-day improvements in high-pressure methods and x-ray crystallographic techniques have allowed
scientists to gain a better understanding of phase diagrams and material structures under high pressures. Using such
techniques, investigators from the Carnegie Institution of Washington obtained high-quality diffraction data of sulfur over
a wide pressure range, from 5 gigapascal (GPa) to 85 GPa. These measurements—the first of this kind—were carried out
at HP-CAT beamline 16-ID-B at the APS using temperature to overcome kinetic barriers of phase transitions and to
improve the quality of the diffraction data. Two important results from this study are a better understanding of the phase
transition sequence of sulfur in its non-metallic state—specifically, that of high-pressure phases S-II and S-III—and the first
identification of a spiral chain structure of the S-III phase.

Fig. 1. In situ x-ray diffraction data. X-ray spectra of S-I at 5.8 GPa and
300K collected on pressure increase, S-II at 5.8 GPa and 800K collected
on pressure increase, and S-III collected on pressure decrease at 12 GPa
and 300K. The spectra of S-I and S-II are taken with λ = 0.4028 Å; the
spectrum of S-III is taken with λ = 0.3683 Å. Full-structure Rietveld refine-
ment is shown for the S-II and S-III phases. Red crosses, green lines, and
deep purple lines represent experimental, modeled, and difference
spectra, respectively. The ticks below the profiles indicate the predicted
peak positions. Asterisks in the S-III profile show the reflections from the
pressure-transmitting medium (N2).

STRUCTURAL STUDIES
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The first-order phase transformation
from S-II into S-III was observed when sul-
fur was subjected to pressures (1) above
36 GPa and a temperature of 300K or (2)
between 22 GPa and 35 GPa and temper-
atures between 300K and 800K. The dif-
ferent pressure-transmitting media—along
with the different pressure-temperature
paths—led to the formation of the same S-
III phase at pressures above 36 GPa and
at room temperature (Fig. 2). The S-III
phase, which remained stable up to 83 GPa
at 300K (before transforming into the metallic S-IV phase),
formed a tetragonal chain structure that consisted of squared
chains running parallel to the tetragonal axis with four atoms per
turn (Fig. 2). It produced a tighter spiral pitch and denser struc-
ture than S-II. The structure of S-III was solved and refined from
the diffraction pattern shown in Fig 1. These results clarified the
high-pressure behavior of sulfur, a subject that has been contro-
versial until now.

The research shows that sulfur has two stable high-pres-
sure phases (S-II and S-III) at pressures between 2 GPa and 83
GPa, while the S-II phase can only be obtained on heating to
high temperatures. Both high-pressure phases form unusual
chain structures. The significance of the present study centered
on the collection of high-quality x-ray data over a very wide
pressure range (covering the stability range of the non-metallic
sulfur). For the first time, the data led to an understanding of the
changes in bond lengths (among other structural parameters) of
sulfur with pressure from the structure refinement.

Employing similar x-ray diffraction experiments on sele-
nium—the next-heavier element within the group VI elements—
the collaborators also learned that selenium has the same
squared-chain structure as the S-III tetragonal phase of sulfur
when it was subjected to high pressures (~20 GPa) and moder-
ate temperatures (450K). This discovery proved that the chain
structure of sulfur is not peculiar to sulfur alone.

The discovery of the new chain structure and the advanced
diffraction data on the ring and chain structures of sulfur provide
valuable information for understanding sulfur's characteristics
and behavior at high pressures. These results on the sulfur
phases I, II, and III reveal steady sulfur-sulfur bond lengths, sim-
ilar bond angles, and conformational freedom about torsion
angles. Their work supports established theory, which asserts
that nonmetallic structures of sulfur (and selenium) are con-
trolled to first order by localized bonding properties over a wide
range of pressures and temperatures. — William Arthur Atkins

See: Olga Degtyareva1, Eugene Gregoryanz1, Maddury
Somayazulu2, Przemyslaw Dera1, Ho-Kwang Mao1, and Russell
J. Hemley1, “Novel Chain Structures in Group VI Elements,”
Nat. Mater. 4, 152 (February 2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Carnegie Institution of Washington,
2Argonne National Laboratory 
Correspondence: o.degtyareva@gl.ciw.edu

This work and HP-CAT are supported by DOE-BES, DOE-NNSA, DOD-
TACOM, NSF, NASA, and the W.M. Keck Foundation. The authors
acknowledge financial support from NSF, through grant EAR-0217389.
Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 2. Reaction and transformation diagram and crystal structures of sulfur. The boundaries
for the transitions S-I to S-II, S-II to S-III, and S-III to S-IV observed in this study are shown by
dashed lines. The S8 ring molecule of S-I, trigonal chain structure of S-II, and tetragonal
chain structure of S-III are shown with the interatomic bonds up to 2.10 Å.
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Previous studies with optical spectroscopy have examined
some of the charge behavior found in superconductors, but
these methods are limited to excitations with zero momentum
transfer. Much of the charge dynamics of interest, however, lies
in a broader range of momentum space. Probes such as elec-
tron energy loss spectroscopy can detect non-zero momentum
exchange, but this method is strongly influenced by surface
phenomena and multiple scattering events, making it less reli-
able for bulk studies. The recently developed technique of res-
onant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) in the hard x-ray regime
has been shown to be capable of probing charge excitations in
bulk superconductors over a wide momentum range. In copper
K-edge RIXS, x-rays near the absorption-edge energy are
directed at a sample and the scattered x-rays are collected and
analyzed. The scattering angle yields momentum information
and the energy of the scattered x-rays reveals the excitation
spectrum in a wide energy range.

The research team used RIXS to study charge excitations
in oxygen-doped HgBa2CuO4 (also denoted Hg1201). This
compound is considered a model material for such studies
because of its remarkably high superconducting transition tem-
perature, simple CuO2 singe-layer structure, and large spacing
between copper-oxygen planes. A large single-crystal sample
of Hg1201 was grown at Stanford University and heat-treated
in oxygen atmosphere to obtain optimal charge carrier doping
with a transition temperature of 96.5K. Resonant inelastic x-ray
scattering data were taken at beamline 9-ID-B with incident
energy set to values near the copper K edge at 9 keV to
achieve resonant enhancement of the inelastically scattered x-
rays. The spectra were analyzed using a diced germanium
analyzer crystal, which yielded an overall energy resolution of
300 meV. 

At an incident energy of 8998 eV, the RIXS spectrum
shows a scattering peak at 2.2 eV shift, along with much
weaker resonances at higher energy transfer. These weaker
peaks, at 3 eV, 4 eV, and 5 eV, were observed by fine-tuning
the incident energy to higher values. The team finds that in the
range of 2-8 eV, this multiplet of excitations, arising from elec-

CHARGE TRANSFER EXCITATIONS
IN SUPERCONDUCTORS

tron-hole excitations, disperses only weakly across the crys-
talline Brillouin zone. Of particular interest is the 2-eV feature,
which the team assigns to an excitation involving the formation
of a collective entity called a Zhang-Rice singlet, consistent
with a similar excitation found in undoped insulator com-
pounds. The observation of this mode suggests a charge trans-
fer energy gap in the optimally doped Hg1201 superconducting
phase.  To further highlight the behavior observed in Hg1201,
the researchers took additional RIXS spectra of a La2CuO4

sample, carefully focussing on the incident photon energy
dependence, and found signs of the multiplet structure and a
weakly dispersive 2-eV mode. 

TT he remarkable phenomenon of high-temperature superconductivity was discovered 20 years ago, yet the mech-
anism by which these materials conduct current without resistance remains unclear. What is certain, however, is
that the electrons in these materials are strongly correlated and the superconducting properties depend on col-

lective charge excitations. Researchers have sought to understand these excitations using a variety of theoretical and
experimental approaches, but a suitable spectroscopic technique for investigating the charge phenomena as a func-
tion of both energy and momentum was lacking until recently. Researchers from Stanford University, Jilin University,
Rutgers University, and the Brookhaven and Argonne national laboratories used resonant x-ray scattering on XOR/CMC
beamline 9-ID-B at the APS to successfully study charge excitations in one of the most important cuprate high-temper-
ature superconductors.

Fig. 1. (a) Measured magnetic susceptibility data showing the
onset and width of the superconducting phase transition in the
tetragonal high-Tc superconductor HgBa2CuO4+δ. (b) Absorption
spectra taken through total fluorescence yield, illustrating the
resonance profile used in the RIXS process. (c) Resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering spectra taken at a momentum transfer of (3,0,0)
reciprocal lattice units showing the existence of multiple features
in the excitation spectra.
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The results show the value of employing inelastic x-ray
techniques such as RIXS to correlated electron materials to
understand the role charge excitations play in superconductiv-
ity and related phenomena. Moreover, the findings highlight the
key role played by third-generation synchrotron facilities such
as the APS, where high-energy resolution can be achieved with
high brightness x-ray beams.  — David Voss

See: L. Lu1, G. Chabot-Couture1, X. Zhao2, J.N. Hancock1,
N. Kaneko1, O.P. Vajk1, G. Yu1, S. Grenier3, Y.J. Kim4, D. Casa5,
T. Gog5, and M. Greven1, “Charge-Transfer Excitations in the

Model Superconductor HgBa2CuO4+δ,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 95,
217003 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Stanford University, 2Jilin University,
3Rutgers University, 4Brookhaven National Laboratory,
5Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: greven@stanford.edu

The work at Stanford University was supported by the DOE under
Contract Nos. DE-FG03-99ER45773 and DE-AC03- 76SF00515. Use
of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

The 18-ID beamline provided facilities for the small-
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) study of the crystallization of
the amino acid glycine from a supersaturated aqueous
solution. SAXS is well suited to study complex systems
thought to contain many levels of structural features. Using
the SAXS data, it is possible to learn about particle size,
shape, and interactions. A supersaturated (3.6 M) solution
of glycine in water provided the material for analysis.
Cooling of the supersaturated solution to 10° C compen-
sated for heating caused by the x-ray absorption and
allowed glycine to crystallize within a few hours. Data col-
lection was started during cooling of the solution and was
continued until crystals were observed. Exposure time was
20 s, with a delay of 60 s between exposures. Computer
programs developed at the Intense Pulse Neutron Source
(IPNS) at ANL were used for data reduction. Software for
Unified Fit Modeling, developed at the APS, was used for
fitting the data. One advantage of using the unified fit
method is that the exponential and power law regions can
be fit together without introducing new parameters.

As glycine crystallizes in the supersaturated solution,
the scattered intensity initially increases with time (i.e.,
decreasing temperature); after 3 h, the intensity is
reduced over the entire range of q (scattering angles), a

CRYSTALLIZATION OF AN AMINO ACID

KK nowing how to synthesize crystals is extremely important in manufacturing widely used chemicals such as phar-
maceuticals and dyes. Classical theories about how complex crystals form—especially about how crystals origi-
nate—are coming under new scrutiny by researchers. The seeding of crystal formation for complex systems such

as, known as nucleation, signals the beginning of crystallization and determines how further crystal growth will proceed.
This initial stage is increasingly believed to consist of two steps instead of one. Focusing specifically on the nucleation of
the amino acid glycine, researchers from the Illinois Institute of Technology, Glaxo Wellcome Manufacturing Pte Ltd.,
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), and the Austrian Academy of Sciences used x-ray scattering (which is ideal for
studying complex systems) at the Bio-CAT 18-ID beamline at the APS to determine that early formation of crystals very
likely proceeds in two stages. Their work will now allow a much more sophisticated approach to using glycine in indus-
trial applications.

Fig. 1. Glycine data curves: red, experimental data; blue, unified fit;
green, Guinier fit; olive, Porod law fit.
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variable that describes the difference between the incident
and scattered beams. Glycine dimers appear to coexist with
monomers in the solution even before supersaturation but as
dimers alone after supersaturation. Scattering data from clus-
tered dimers suggest the characteristics of fractal structure—
self-similarity, scaling, universality, and aggregation formed by
complex random processes. SAXS has previously been used
to study fractal structure in other complex systems, such as sil-
ica particles in solution. The power law value is initially at 2.68
and increases to 2.95 in 35 min, where it remains for about 3 h
(Fig. 1). 

The presence of mass fractals in solution is suggested by
a power law value between 2 and 3—leading the researchers
to propose that, even before supersaturation occurs, the solu-
tion is a mass fractal state of monomers and dimers. The
increase in the power value indicates the formation of liquid-
like clusters composed primarily of dimers. This stable state
exists until the power law value changes to 3.14 and then
increases to a maximum of 3.21, indicating the transformation
from mass fractals to surface fractals. In this latter phase, the
liquid-like clusters are reorganizing, and the nucleation of
glycine crystals is initiated. Once nucleation begins, surface
fractal structures grow rapidly and shift x-ray scattering outside

the range assessed in the present study. The transformation
from mass fractals to surface fractals could be the signature of
a two-step crystallization process occurring in the system.

The beauty of these new results is that the evolution of
glycine from the monomeric to the crystal form can now be envi-
sioned in some detail and with a much more sophisticated
understanding of the underlying processes. Future work will
investigate whether the cluster size depends on the concentra-
tion of the supersaturated solution and the effect of the pres-
ence of additives on the crystal. — Mona Mort

See: S. Chattopadhyay1, D. Erdemir1, J.M.B. Evans2, J. Ilavsky3,
H. Amenitsch4, C.U. Segre1, and A.S. Myerson1, “SAXS Study
of the Nucleation of Glycine Crystals from a Supersaturated
Solution," Cryst. Growth Des. 5(2), 523 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Illinois Institute of Technology, 2Glaxo
Wellcome Manufacturing Pte Ltd., 3Argonne National
Laboratory, 4Austrian Academy of Sciences
Correspondence: segre@iit.edu

Bio-CAT is a National Institutes of Health-supported Research Center
RR-08630. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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INSIDE THE CLATHRATE HYDRATE CAGE

CC lathrate hydrates are solids that have a molecular structure in which gas molecules occupy so-called “cages”
comprising hydrogen-bonded water molecules. When they are empty, the cages collapse into an ice crystal
structure, but the presence of a gas molecule makes them stable. Clathrate hydrates have enormous practical

importance as potential sources of energy, as hydrogen storage media, and as components of astrophysical bodies
having methane molecules as the guest material inside their ice-like cage structures. Researchers using the XOR 3-ID
beamline at the APS and the IN6 instrument at the neutron reactor source of the Institut Laue-Langevin have gained a
better understanding of a particular clathrate hydrate that has wide implications for understanding the thermal prop-
erties of disordered solids, structural glasses, and other materials.

By using site-specific 83Kr nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray
scattering (NRIXS) in combination with incoherent inelastic
neutron scattering (IINS) and molecular-dynamics simulations,
researchers from the University of Saskatchewan, the National
Research Council of Canada, Argonne National Laboratory, the
Universität Kiel, the Universität Dortmund, and Institut Laue-
Langevin have pinpointed the reason for the anomalously low
thermal conductivity of type-II Kr clathrate hydrate: extensive
mixing of the localized anharmonic “rattling” motions of “guest”
83Kr atoms with host lattice phonons. Clathrate hydrates have
enormous practical importance as sources of energy, as hydro-
gen storage media, and as components of astrophysical bodies

having methane molecules as the guest material inside their
ice-like cage structures. The explanation derived from this
research has wide implications for understanding the thermal
properties of disordered solids, structural glasses, and other
materials containing localized oscillators. The NRIXS measure-
ments were performed at the XOR 3-ID beamline of the APS,
while the IINS measurements were performed on the IN6
instrument at the neutron reactor source of the Institut Laue-
Langevin.

Samples of type-II Kr clathrate hydrate were prepared by
continuously exposing a finely ground powder of H2O ice to Kr
gas in a reaction vessel for 7 days at a pressure of 30 bar and
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at temperatures in the -10 to 0°C range. Samples were recov-
ered at 77 K and then shipped in liquid nitrogen to the Institut
Laue-Langevin in Grenoble.

The IINS data demonstrated a very strong coupling
between guest vibrations and those of the ice-like lattice and
indicated that these interactions result in the anticrossing of
phonon modes with the same symmetry. The NRIXS technique
was used to characterize the dynamics of the guest atom
alone, in order to permit an understanding of the separate con-
tributions of the guest and host vibrations to the IINS data. Use
of the 83Kr guest atom permitted this because it has a low-lying
nuclear level at 9.4 keV that can be excited by synchrotron
radiation (in other words, it is a Mössbauer nucleus). Nuclear
resonance makes the NRIXS data sensitive only to the
motions of the 83Kr guest atoms in the clathrate cages, with the
cage vibrations themselves being rendered essentially invisi-
ble. 

The site-specific NRIXS method showed unequivocally
that the phonon coupling between the guest and the host leads
to unexpectedly large anharmonic motion of the guest (Fig. 1).
The large anharmonicity is the cause of the very low thermal
conductivity of the clathrate hydrate and is a direct indication
of the nature of the coupling between the host and guest vibra-
tions, as coupling through the anharmonic term of the interac-
tion potential provides the means for scattering the lattice ther-
mal phonons, leading to the marked reduction in the thermal
conductivity of the clathrate. 

Fig. 1. Experimental NRIXS spectra (main graph) and corresponding derived photon
density of states for Kr clathrate hydrate (inset graph), assuming an harmonic
approximation. The unphysical negative density of states is a direct indication of the
large anharmonicity of the Kr motions, which helps to scatter phonons, thus account-
ing for Kr hydrate's anomalous thermal behavior. Inset image shows the structure of
the Kr hydrate studied. 

Data were obtained at 35K, 50K, 70K, 85K, and 100K. The
researchers found that the large anharmonicity persists even at
very low temperatures. Although the thermal population of the
rattling modes at temperatures below 38K is small, the pres-
ence of glass-like thermal conductivity at very low temperatures
strongly suggests that the anharmonicity is intrinsic to the
guest-host interactions. The researchers do not believe that the
non-stoichiometry in the occupancy of the vacant sites is an
important factor. They point out that, although the absolute
thermal conductivity may change slightly with a small difference
in guest concentration, such a difference does not affect the
glass-like behavior of the thermal conductivity.   — Vic Comello

See: J.S. Tse1,2, D.D. Klug1, J.Y. Zhao3, W. Sturhahn3, E.E.
Alp3, J. Baumert4, C. Gutt5, M.R. Johnson6, and W. Press4,6,
“Anharmonic Motions of Kr in the Clathrate Hydrate,” Nat.
Mater. 4, 917 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1National Research Council of Canada,
2University of Saskatchewan, 3Argonne National Laboratory,
4Universitat Kiel, 5Universität Dortmund, 6Institut Laue-
Langevin 
Correspondence: john.tse@usask.ca
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Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Office of
Science, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Researchers have tried vari-
ous methods to stabilize ZrO2 in
its useful, cubic phase, at room
temperature, by doping with such
elements as calcium and yttrium,
but doped zirconia still has prac-
tical limitations. A promising and
cost-effective approach to stabi-
lizing large amounts of ZrO2 is to
pulverize it to a nanocrystalline
size with high-energy ball milling,
but the details of the atomic
structure of nanostructured zirco-
nia have not been well under-
stood.

In this study, specimens of
low-temperature zirconia with a
monoclinic structure were rotated
at very high speed (450 rpm) in
vials containing 10-mm chrome
steel balls at time periods rang-
ing from 1 to 3, 5, 8, and 12 h and
then examined and subjected to
XRD and PDF analysis.

To determine the three-dimensional structure, diffraction
data were obtained by utilizing high-energy x-rays up to high
values of the wave vector Q (up to about 28 Å-1), which makes
PDF analysis possible. The diffraction studies showed well
defined Bragg peaks for the unmilled samples. As milling time
increased, the diffraction patterns became broader, indicating
diminishing structural coherence. PDF analysis yielded infor-
mation on both the average and the local, subnanometer-scale
structure. 

EXPLORING THE ATOMIC STRUCTURE
OF ZIRCONIA IN THREE DIMENSIONS

The studies confirmed that milled nanocrystalline zirconia
has a long-range atomic structure (from 5 Å to approximately
2–3 nm) with a cubic lattice form, while on the local scale
(shorter than 5 Å), the structure retains its less-orderly, mono-
clinic form. The researchers propose that it is this mismatch of
orderly and disorderly structures that gives the milled
nanocrystalline material its stability (Fig. 1).

CC rystalline zirconia, a material with practical mechanical and electrical uses, assumes three distinct structures at
different temperatures. At very high temperature—greater than 2,640K—zirconia has a cubic structure. As the
temperature drops, the material takes on a tetragonal, intermediate form, and at room temperature, it assumes

a monoclinic form. As the material cools, its volume increases by 3% to 5%, and structure changes cause the material
to crack and become too fragile to be of practical use. In recent experiments conducted at the XOR/BESSRC beam-
line 11-ID-C at the APS, researchers from Central Michigan University, the University of Burdwan, India, and Argonne
National Laboratory applied the power of x-ray diffraction (XRD) combined with pair distribution function (PDF) analysis
to determine the atomic and spatial ordering of phases of nanocrystalline zirconium dioxide (ZrO2) at atmospheric pres-
sure. Using these complementary techniques, the team was able to describe the lattice arrangement at the multi-
nanometer-range, or average scale, and at the local (or subnanometer) scale, providing a more complete view of the
three-dimensional (3-D) structure of nanocrystalline zirconium dioxide (ZrO2) and a better understanding of the exact
properties that contribute to the stability of the cubic form of the material.

(A) (B)

Fig. 1. The cubic structure of crystalline ZrO2 at room temperature, stabilized by doping. The black cir-
cles represent Zr atoms that have been replaced with Ca, Y or Hf (A). Nanocrystalline ZrO2 was
obtained by high-energy ball milling of crystalline monoclinic ZrO2. The cubic average structure is
stabilized by introducing local structural disorder, which produces a local atomic order resembling
the monoclinic form (B). In both figures, Zr atoms are in red, O atoms in blue, and the black lines out-
line the unit cell.
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Further PDF analysis and the results of complementary
Rietveld studies, which use low-Q wave vectors, confirmed that
nanocrystalline zirconia occurs in a single phase with cubic
ordering on the average scale and distortions on the local scale,
rather than in two phases, monoclinic and cubic. 

The results confirm the usefulness of XRD and PDF tech-
niques to obtain a better view of the 3-D structure and more
complete data on total scattering from materials that are
ordered at the nanoscale, such as nanocrystalline zirconia. 

— Elise LeQuire

See: M. Gateshki1, V. Petkov1, G. Williams1, S.K. Pradhan2, and
Y. Ren3, “Atomic-scale Structure of Nanocrystalline ZrO2

Prepared by High-energy Ball Milling,” Phys. Rev. B 71, 224107
(2005). 
Author Affiliations: 1Central Michigan University, 2The
University of Burdwan, 3Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: petkov@phy.cmich.edu
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AA R O U N DR O U N D T H ET H E EE X P E R I M E N TX P E R I M E N T HH A L LA L L
IRON AND NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASE
Mark Davidson (left), University of Florida (UF),
and Joanna Collingwood, Keele University in
the United Kingdom (UK, who is supported by a
UK Alzheimer's Society Research Fellowship and
Dunhill Medical Trust), align a sample of
Alzheimer's brain tissue at the microfocus facil-
ity, MR-CAT, beamline 10-ID.

Davidson: “Unusual iron mineral nanoscale
deposits have been associated with many neu-
rodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's,
Parkinson's, and Huntington's. There is indication
that these deposits (containing mixed oxide
phases, such as magnetite) are involved in the
oxidative stress of the tissue.  The only way to
find and identify these minerals was by extrac-
tion from bulk tissue samples, which does not
provide information on the location of the parti-
cles in tissue. These particles are so small and
widely dispersed, finding just one via electron
microscopy could take months or years.

“We have built a microfocus x-ray absorp-
tion spectroscopy (XAS)/x-ray fluorescence (XRF) facility at 10-ID to address this issue. Using XRF from the high intensity of the APS
x-rays, we can detect a single <50-nm iron oxide particle in a 200-μm square area, allowing rapid location of biomineral particles.
After locating the particle to within <5 μm, we use XAS to identify the specific iron compounds present. The sample is analyzed with
transmission electron microscopy to identify the associated biological structures. To our knowledge, this technique is the only one
to have located and identified these compounds within tissue. The information obtained has great significance in understanding
biochemical pathogenesis mechanisms, and in the development of new iron-chelation drugs for the treatment of neurodegener-
ative disorders. We are now working with other beamlines (18-ID at the APS) and synchrotrons (DIAMOND) to share these techniques
and expand these new powerful capabilities.” (See also: page 63.)
Contact: mark@microfab.ufl.edu, j.f.collingwood@pmed.keele.ac.uk
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Fig. 1. Unit cell of Nd2Fe14B indicating the location of the two unequal Nd crystal sites that are
the focus of this study.

PERMANENT MAGNETS
AND RARE BREAKTHROUGHS

MM uch of the current technological progress in fields ranging from miniature electronics to
energy conservation relies on creating stronger and more stable magnets. How to increase a
magnet's strength and stability has been a major question pursued by many researchers,

including a group from Argonne National Laboratory, Northern Illinois University, and Iowa State
University. This research team delved deeply into how ions of rare-earth (RE) elements can be used to
improve magnet performance. Their detailed work, conducted in part at XOR beamline 4-ID-D at the
APS, revealed a positional effect in which two ions of the RE element neodymium (Nd) can either
enhance or reduce magnetism, depending on the ions’ location in a neodymium-iron-boron (Nd2Fe14B)
crystal. This new information can guide innovation in the increasingly large number of products requir-
ing permanent magnets.

ELECTRONIC & MAGNETIC MATERIALS
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The investigators studied a single crystal of Nd2Fe14B, a
material known to have an excellent record as a permanent
magnet (Fig. 1). A technique involving circularly polarized (CP)
x-rays provided a tool with which to study the behavior of the
two Nd sites, called f and g (Fig. 2). The Nd-g site turned out to
be the star in terms of enhancing permanent magnetism. The
Nd ion in the g site appears to be primarily responsible for the
strong magnetic stability of this ferromagnetic material. The
researchers discovered, however, that the Nd ion at the f site
does not behave in the same way as the Nd ion at the g site.
The Nd-f ion, because of the way in which it tends to influence
magnetic moment orientation, actually detracts from the mag-
netic stability of the material. So, in looking for ways in which to
make the magnet permanent, the details—in this case, the pre-
cise location of a single Nd ion—matter a lot. 

To bolster their empirical evidence regarding the strong
influence of the Nd-g site, the investigators used crystal field
theory to investigate the energetics of orienting the magnetism
on the different RE sites along different crystalline directions.
The calculated behavior agrees well with the measurements
obtained by using the x-ray techniques.

The surprisingly opposite behavior of the Nd ions in the
two sites on the crystal is attributable to their dissimilar neigh-
borhoods—unequal sites in the P42/mnm tetragonal space
group—causing f and g sites to produce alignment along differ-
ent axes in the crystal structure. This difference between the
Nd sites suggests one of several general applications for these
findings: If f sites could be put out of commission by preferen-
tial chemical flooding, known as doping, then their destabilizing
effect on magnetic stability could be eliminated.

Several other breakthroughs arise from the present work.
First, the researchers have shown that their methods allow
detailed study of the Nd sites, where the effect on magnetic sta-

bility is clear, independent of the Fe background magnetization,
which is strong but apparently does not play a large role in pro-
tecting the material against demagnetization. 

Second, the methods used for the present work can now
be applied to study magnetic stability in other materials. The x-
ray resonant scattering approach exploits the crystal's symme-
try and the coupling of its magnetization to CP radiation, hence
marrying site-specific diffraction to the elemental magnetic fin-
gerprints obtained near absorption edges. The result is a
remarkably fine-tuned data set that provides a clear picture of
how different parts of the crystal are affecting the magnetic sta-
bility of the material.

Finally, the present work details the atomic origins of the
intrinsic magnetic stability in Nd2Fe14B, which is currently the
best permanent magnet—thus laying the groundwork for syn-
thesis of materials that could possess the same characteristics.
Because RE ions, due to their strong effects, are a preferred
candidate for enhancing magnetic stability, the present work
can be used as a model for the use of RE ions in technological
applications. — Mona Mort

See: D. Haskel1, J.C. Lang1, Z. Islam1, A. Cady1, G. Srajer1,
M. van Veenendaal1,2, and P.C. Canfield3, “Atomic Origin of
Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy in Nd2Fe14B,” Phys. Rev. Lett.
95(21), 217207 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory, 2Northern
Illinois University, 3Iowa State University
Correspondence: haskel@aps.anl.gov

M. v.V. is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Grant No. DE-
FG02-03ER46097 and the U.S. Department of Education. Use of the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 2. Element- and site-specific Nd magnetic moment reversal loops, measured
through dichroic resonant scattering of circularly polarized x-rays at (110) and (220)
Bragg reflections.

ELECTRONIC & MAGNETIC MATERIALS



allow the in-plane STO lattice constant to shrink back to its
room-temperature value.) Normally, this action would produce
films that had contracted out-of-plane lattice constants, and
indeed this is what the researchers found for the thickest films.
However, this was not the case for the thinnest films, which
were found to have expanded out-of-plane lattice constants, or
negative Poisson's ratios.

To understand the physics behind this intriguing phenom-
enon, the collaborators performed near and extended x-ray
absorption fine-structure (EXAFS) measurements at the NIST
beamline facility X23A2 at the National Synchrotron Light
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When a thin film is grown coherently on a substrate with a
different lattice constant (i.e., grown in such a way as to pro-
duce atom-for-atom registry across the thin-film/substrate
interface), the lattice constant of the film perpendicular to the
interface will respond to the strain imposed on its lattice con-
stant in the in-plane direction. This distortion is described by
the Poisson's ratio of the thin film: A film under in-plane com-
pressive strain should expand in the out-of-plane direction.
Conversely, a film that is under in-plane tensile strain should
contract in the out-of-plane direction.

What the collaborators found instead was a negative
Poisson's ratio for the thinnest STO films: The films were found
to expand in the out-of-plane direction when they were under
in-plane tensile strain (i.e., when they were stretched in the in-
plane direction). (STO is a member of the transition-metal
oxides [TMOs] with cubic perovskite structure at room temper-
ature—crystals with the general pattern ABO3, where A and B
are cations of different sizes.)

The experimenters obtained this surprising result by grow-
ing STO thin films with thicknesses of 40, 60, 80, and 200 Å on
Si(001) substrates using molecular-beam epitaxy. To analyze
the strain state of the STO films, high-resolution x-ray diffrac-
tion measurements were performed using several Bragg
reflections—in particular, out-of-plane STO(002) and in-plane
STO(200). Measurements were carried out at the XOR/UNI
general scattering station at beamline 33-BM. The diffraction
results for the in-plane (squares) and out-of-plane (dots) lattice
constants for the STO films as a function of thickness are
shown in Fig. 1.

All films studied were found to be under in-plane tensile
strain; that is, they were not coherent with the Si substrate.
Instead, the relaxation of the films at the elevated growth tem-
perature of 700° C, together with the differential thermal expan-
sion of STO and Si, produced films that were stretched in
plane. (The larger STO lattice constant expands much more
than the smaller Si lattice constant at elevated temperature, so
when the films are cooled back to room temperature, the inco-
herent registry achieved at elevated temperature does not

STO THIN FILMS ON SI(001) SUBSTRATE:
SQUASH ME AND I DON’T BULGE!

TT ransition metal oxides (TMOs), which offer substrates for the growth of new materials, are of increasing interest to
the semiconductor industry for use in silicon (Si) device technology. This is especially true for strontium titanium
(SrTiO3, or STO) thin films grown on the 001 plane of Si [Si(001)]. It is important for materials developers to under-

stand the thin-film epitaxy of STO with Si, as well as any uncharacteristic behavior that STO may develop when subjected
to the resulting epitaxial mismatch strain that arises from growth on a substrate with a different lattice constant.
Collaborators from CINVESTAV-Queretaro, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Motorola Labs,
Pennsylvania State University, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lab,
and the Naval Research Laboratory discovered such uncharacteristic behavior—a negative Poisson's ratio—for the
thinnest STO films grown on Si(001) that were investigated. 

Fig. 1. In-plane (squares) and out-of-plane (dots) STO lattice con-
stants for the 40-, 60-, 80-, and 200-Å STO thin films grown on
Si(001). The dotted lines show the bulk cubic lattice constants of
STO and Si. Note that all STO films are under tensile strain, and
that the out-of-plane lattice constant exceeds the in-plane lat-
tice constant for the thinnest films.

ELECTRONIC & MAGNETIC MATERIALS
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Source. These measurements were made at both glancing and
normal incidence to distinguish between in- and out-of-plane
Ti-O nearest-neighbor bonding.

The EXAFS data showed that the presence of the STO-Si
interface for the thinnest films results in the polarization of the
STO layer. This polarization was found to decrease away from
the interface, likely being caused by the ionic rearrangement of
the first STO layer and the surface. Thus, the collaborators
found that the observed elastic anomaly (the negative Poisson's
ratio) arises from the interfacial polarization of the STO films.
First-principles density-functional theory calculations were also
performed, resulting in the same negative Poisson's ratio for the
in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants.

The researchers in this study suggest that this phenome-
non might be common to the growth of heteroepitaxial thin films
that possess an ionic polarizability due to the intrinsic coupling
between polarization and strain in this class of ionic com-
pounds. — William Arthur Atkins

See: F.S. Aguirre-Tostado1, A. Herrera-Gómez1, J.C. Woicik2, R.
Droopad3, Z. Yu3, D.G. Schlom4, P. Zschack5, E. Karapetrova5, P.
Pianetta6, and C.S. Hellberg7, “Elastic Anomaly for SrTiO3 Thin
Films Grown on Si(001),” Phys. Rev. B 70, 201403(R) (2004)
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A group of researchers from the University of Washington
and the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) set out
to answer these questions at the 20-BM and 20-ID beamlines
of the XOR/PNC facility at the APS, with additional work at
PNNL. The investigators grew Co:TiO2 anatase films by rf
magnetron sputter deposition in a pure Ar atmosphere at a
pressure of 4 × 10-3 torr. Films measuring ~85 nm in thickness
were deposited at 0.01 nm/s on matching (100) LaAlO3 (LAO)

MM any experts predict that the development of spintronics will be the next major leap in electronics, made pos-
sible by the discovery of substances that are ferromagnetic and semiconducting at room temperature, such
as cobalt-doped anatase titanium dioxide (Co:TiO2). But completing that leap depends on finding definitive

answers to some pesky questions, such as just what mechanism causes the ferromagnetism in anatase Co:TiO2 , and is
it affected by the manner in which the material is made? Is it related to the presence of free carriers—which might limit
the practical usefulness of Co:TiO2 anatase as a room-temperature semiconductor? Previous experiments seemed to
suggest this scenario, at least with certain film-growth techniques. Or is the Co:TiO2 ferromagnetism due to some other
property, either inherent or resulting from the film growth process? Whatever the answers, if such materials are to be use-
ful, we must have a better understanding of how and why they behave the way they do.

substrates. The films were studied both before and after a 1-h
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) annealing process at 450° C. The team
employed various techniques to examine the films, including
x-ray diffraction (XRD), high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM), and selected-area diffraction. Detailed
spectral analysis was done with energy-dispersive x-ray spec-
troscopy, and Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS).

A FERROMAGNETIC MECHANISM
IN INSULATING CO:TIO2

ELECTRONIC & MAGNETIC MATERIALS

Continued on next page
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To study the Co dopant oxidation state and geometry in the
anatase lattice, near edge x-ray absorption fine structure (NEX-
AFS) measurements were also taken at the Co K edge.

The studies display high-quality crystalline structure in the
anatase films, which was further improved with annealing. The
experimenters also observed a uniform distribution of Co
throughout the anatase with an average concentration of 2.8%.
When the present NEXAFS measurements at the Co K edge
are compared with the absorption spectra of reference samples
of CoTiO3 and Co metal, they seem to indicate that the Co in the
anatase films is not metallic, but rather in a Co2+ state, because
of the distorted octahedral configuration of the Co in the
anatase lattice. Therefore, evidence suggests that the Co2+ sub-
stitutes for Ti4+ in the anatase with an increased presence of
VOs (oxygen vacancies) in both the as-deposited and the
annealed films. Although earlier experimental results seemed to
suggest that Co:TiO2 anatase is a dilute magnetic semiconduc-
tor, the research team believes these results to be merely a
byproduct of the unbound VOs. However, most of the VOs
become bound to the Co2+ ions and create defects that result in
a dielectric ground state that is also ferromagnetic. Thus, the
annealing process that creates and diffuses these VO defects is
a critical factor in the growth of Co:TiO2 anatase films with
enhanced ferromagnetism. 

The researchers conclude that the bonding of these VOs to
Co2+ ions, along with the post-annealing high-quality crystalline
structure, is the source of the enhanced ferromagnetic proper-
ties of the Co:TiO2 anatase films. Rather than depending on free
carriers in the lattice, as was previously believed, the ferromag-
netism exists in conjunction with the anatase dielectric ground
state. The team's work provides verification of the importance of
the specific crystalline growth techniques used to create semi-
conducting materials and also suggests some ways in which the
properties of Co:TiO2 and similar dielectric materials could be
manipulated. Such knowledge will play a vital role in turning the
promise of spintronic technology into practical reality. 

— Mark Wolverton

See: K.A. Griffin1, A.B. Pakhomov1, C.M. Wang2, S.M. Heald2,
and Kannan M. Krishnan1, “Intrinsic Ferromagnetism in
Insulating Cobalt Doped Anatase TiO2,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 94,
157204 (2005).
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Fig. 1. Top: Co K-edge NEXAFS spectra for UHV annealed
Co:TiO2 film with reference samples: Co:TiO2 film (open circles),
CoTiO3 (solid line), CoO (long dash), and Co metal (short dash)
spectra. Bottom: High-resolution transmission electron
microscopy image from cross-sectional specimen of annealed
Co:TiO2 film on LAO. Inset (a): Low magnification image of film
(dark grey) on LAO (grey), (white area is epoxy); Inset (b):
Selected area diffraction pattern.
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The origin of diffuse x-ray scattering sheets in the para-
electric phase of two perovskite ferroelectrics—barium titanate
(BaTiO3) and potassium niobate (KNbO3)—has been hypothe-
sized as either the Cochran-Huller displacive model or the
Comes order-disorder model. These condensed matter physics
models predict that the paraelectric phase of crystals is one in
which neither local displacements nor their concomitant electric
dipoles exist (the displacive model) or are unaligned (the order-
disorder model). At temperatures below TC, the ferroelectric
phase exhibits spontaneous macroscopic electric polariza-
tion—local dipoles are aligned (order-disorder)—or aligned
spontaneous local displacements appear (displacive). To
resolve the uncertainty between the two models, the
researchers in this study conducted a DXS study of the para-
electric phase of single-crystal perovskite ferroelectric lead
titanate (PbTiO3).

Perovskite crystals possess a basic chemical formula:
ABO3, where A and B are cations of different sizes. Generally,
perovskite ferroelectrics make a phase transition at TC from a
low-temperature tetragonal phase to a cubic paraelectric
phase. These crystals have been extensively researched
because of their simple structure and their importance in such
practical applications as catalysts, sensors, and superconduc-
tors.

On the basis of the pure displacive model of William
Cochran [1], the DSX sheets were explained by Adam Huller as
being caused by the formation of linear chains of correlated dis-
placements in the transverse optical soft mode [2]. The DXS
sheets were also explained by R. Comes et al. through the
model of order-disorder, in which the sheets are formed by lin-
ear chains of short-range correlated local displacements that
existed in the paraelectric phase and have long-range order in
the ferroelectric phase [3].

Recent measurements of paraelectric BaTiO3 and KNbO3

confirmed the presence of DSX sheets but could not clarify the
reason for their existence. Because of the ambiguity of such
experimental studies, the collaborators sought to resolve the
uncertainty by studying paraelectric PbTiO3. They decided on
PbTiO3 because it has similar soft-mode behavior as the other

SOLVING A PUZZLE WITH PHASE TRANSITIONS
IN PEROVSKITE FERROELECTRICS

two perovskites in the paraelectric phase (as in the Cochran-
Huller model), yet it has a different local displacement with
respect to BaTiO3 and KNbO3 (as in the Comes model). BaTiO3

and KNbO3 have disordered local displacements along the
<111> directions, while PbTiO3 has disordered local displace-
ments along the <001> directions. Thus, similar diffuse sheets
should result if the Cochran-Huller model is valid, while differ-
ent diffuse sheets should result if the Comes model is valid.

SS tructural phase transitions in perovskite ferroelectrics have been the subject of intense experimentation. Their sim-
ple structure, and the importance of ferroelectricity as an interesting phenomenon with many practical applica-
tions, makes them an ideal subject for detailed studies of structural phase transitions—one of the most important

issues in condensed matter physics. Even after much study about perovskites, one unanswered question remains: the
origin of the reciprocal lattice space diffuse x-ray scattering (DXS) sheets in the paraelectric cubic phases of barium
titanate (BaTiO3) and potassium niobate (KNbO3). Researchers from the University of Washington, Argonne National
Laboratory's Advanced Photon Source, and Rostov State University used the XOR/PNC 20-BM beamline at the APS to
carry out a DXS study that settled this central issue.

Fig. 1. The (h, k) plane at l = 1. The “hot spot” at (5.05, -0.25, 1) is
due to a weak resolution-limited peak, presumably due to multi-
ple diffraction. Note that no diffuse sheet is present along h = 5,
as would be the case if diffuse sheets were present. Scattering
from acoustic transverse and longitudinal phonons causes the
diffuse signal. The white region is not shown because it was con-
taminated by the tails of the much more intense (501) Bragg
peak.
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The collaborators grew high-quality PbTiO3 single crystals
from stoichiometric melts. An experimental control of thermal
phonon diffuse scattering (TDS) was used through a single
crystal of the nonferroelectric perovskite strontium titanate
(SrTiO3). Measurements were made at a fixed sample temper-
ature of 800K (~1.05 TC) on the PNC 20-BM beamline.

The collaborators found that diffuse scattering from the
paraelectric phase of PbTiO3 was dominated by TDS, revealing
no evidence of diffuse scattering sheets (Fig. 1). When diffuse
scattering sheets were not found in PbTiO3, the collaborators
concluded that, when the sheets appeared in BaTiO3 and
KNbO3 it was not due to soft-mode contributions, but to local
displacements in the <111> directions that created correlated
linear chains in the <100> directions. For PbTiO3, the local dis-
placements were in the <100> directions; correlated linear
chains were not created because they were energetically unfa-
vorable. The collaborators' calculations showed that soft-mode
branch contribution to the sheets was negligible in all three fer-
roelectric perovskites. Consequently, the DXS features of para-
electric PbTiO3 were dominated by acoustic-phonon branches
within TDS.

This study accomplished its goal of deciding the contro-
versy concerning the origin of DXS sheets in the paraelectric
phase of the perovskite ferroelectrics BaTiO3 and KNbO3:
showing that differences in the diffuse scattering are explained
by differences in the disordering of the local displacements, as
explained through the Comes model of order-disorder.

— William Arthur Atkins
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Hispanic Educational Science and Engineering Day
Bruce Glagola (AES, at far right
in photo) has the undivided
attention of some of the 37 mid-
dle-school students and 6
teachers who toured several
Argonne facilities, including the
APS, on September 30, as the
Argonne Hispanic/Latino Club
held its first Hispanic Educational
Science and Engineering Day.
Also volunteering as tour guides
at the APS were Donald C.
Cronauer (CMT), Steve Davey
(AES), Leo Ocola (CNM), and
Mariana Varotta (ASD). After the
tours were completed, the stu-
dents were tasked with prepar-
ing slide presentations to answer
questions about the material
presented on the tours.
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As an ordered state is approached
after a material is quenched through a
phase transition, the time dependence
of the characteristic length scale (i.e.,
the average domain size) R typically fol-
lows a power law of the form R(t) ~tn.
This scaling behavior applies to a wide
range of systems and is not sensitive to
most atomic details. In general, for first-
order transitions in nonconservative
systems (such as ordering in Cu-Au and
Cu-Pd alloys [1]) the exponent is 1/2
(referred to as Model A), whereas for
conservative systems (such as unmix-
ing in Al-Li alloys [2]) the exponent is
found to be 1/3 (Model B). This dynamic
scaling hypothesis describes well the
average behavior of nonequilibrium
systems undergoing phase ordering,
but the nature of the fluctuations around
the average is harder to measure. 

A specimen of the alloy Cu3Au was
chosen for the ordering experiments
because it is a well-studied system for
observing order-disorder phase transi-
tions. At high temperatures the alloy
has a face-centered cubic structure with
each site randomly occupied by either a
copper atom or a gold atom. When the
temperature falls below a critical temperature (383º C in this
case), the alloy exhibits a first-order ordering transition in
which the gold atoms occupy the unit cell corners, while the
copper atoms occupy the face sites. However, since there is
a “four-fold ambiguity” in choosing the “corner,” the ordered
state is four-fold degenerate. As the high-temperature disor-
dered state is quenched, regions of ordered alloy in any of the
four possible states begin to form in a background of disor-
dered phase. These ordered regions eventually grow and

X-RAY STUDIES
OF A DISORDER-ORDER TRANSITION

meet at antiphase domain walls where they occupy the entire
volume of the quenched alloy. At this stage, the domains
enter a coarsening regime where the average domain size
follows a power law with exponent 1/2.

To study the fluctuations about this average time evolu-
tion, the researchers used x-ray intensity fluctuation spec-
troscopy at beamline 8-ID. In this measurement, partially
coherent x-rays at 7.66 keV impinge on a single crystal of

MM icrostructure is a fundamental parameter that determines the physical behavior of a material and strongly
affects its mechanical and electronic properties. Controlling the microstructure and understanding its links to
properties are extremely important from both fundamental and practical points of view. Understanding how

long-range order develops from a disordered state has long been the subject of intense study in materials science and
condensed matter physics. In particular, the evolution over time of this mesoscale ordering on length scales from
nanometers to several microns has been the subject of much investigation. Most of the studies, however, have meas-
ured only an average length scale of these processes. A team of researchers from McGill University and the University
of Michigan used the XOR 8-ID beamline at the APS to carry out direct measurements of fluctuations about this aver-
age behavior in a solid undergoing an order-disorder transition.

Fig. 1. (a) Growth of the [100] superlattice peak in Cu3Au, following a quench (at t = 0) from
the high-temperature, disordered phase, to a temperature below the critical temperature for
ordering. (b) The autocorrelation function of the scattered intensity at two different times, t1
and t2, reveal the internal, mesoscale dynamics of fluctuations in the ordered material. The
natural variables for analyzing these two-time correlation functions are the average time,
which is measured by the distance along the “main” (t1 = t2) diagonal, and the time differ-
ence dt, which measures the distance from the “main” diagonal. The correlation functions
along the t1 = t2 diagonal simply measure the degree of coherence of the beam. Along a
direction perpendicular to the t1 = t2 diagonal, the two-time correlation functions decay from
their maximum value to zero, for large enough time differences dt = t2 - t1. From the figure, it
can be seen that the characteristic times for these decays are longer for higher average
times or, in other words, the correlation times for the density-density fluctuations in the
ordered material increase as the material becomes more ordered.
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Cu3Au and the [100] superlattice reflection is captured via a
charge-coupled device array (Fig. 1a). The alloy sample is
mounted on a heater attached to a water-cooled copper heat
sink to achieve fast temperature quenches from 425° C to
below the critical temperature. The partial coherence of the
incident x-ray produces a speckle pattern that yields a two-
time correlation function C(q,t1,t2) that provides information
about the dynamics of the coarsening process. 

Mesoscale fluctuations in this ordering transition are dif-
ferent from equilibrium fluctuations as the fluctuation time
increases when the solid becomes more ordered (Fig.
1b).These measurements show that the fluctuations also fol-
low a dynamical scaling law in which the increase in correla-
tion times is described by a power law that was observed to
cross over from linear in time to an exponent of 1/2. Such
studies reveal the detailed mechanisms by which the disor-
dered state forms into ordered regions and makes the full tran-
sition to ordering. Moreover, the results demonstrate the
power of x-ray fluctuation spectroscopy at third generation

synchrotron facilities such as the APS, where the high x-ray
brightness makes such experiments possible. — David Voss
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In their experiment, the collaborators inserted nearly pure
MnO powder into relatively small sample chambers that used
diamond anvil cell technology and contained gaskets made of
either rhenium (Re) for x-ray diffraction or beryllium (Be) for
x-ray emission spectroscopy. Mineral oil, which helps in exam-
ining nearly imperceptible structural and spectral changes in
highly compressed MnO, was also added. X-ray emission
spectroscopy was used to investigate the 3d magnetic
moments of MnO under high pressure while inside the sample
chambers. Measurements were carried out with HP-CAT
beamlines 16-ID-B and 16-ID-D at the APS.

The research group effected structural and spectral
changes to MnO by applying high pressures; in turn, these

MEASURING THE MOTT TRANSITION
FOR MANGANESE OXIDE

FF or more than half a century, the Mott transition—the phase shift in a material from an insulating state to a metal-
lic state—could not be confirmed at room temperatures in such typical Mott insulators as 3d-transition metal
monoxides (TMO, TM-Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) because of the formidably high pressures required for such transitions.

Researchers from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory; HP-CAT; and the University of California, Davis, using
high-resolution x-ray emission spectroscopy and angle-resolved x-ray diffraction data, studied manganese monoxide
(MnO). their research revealed a series of electronic phase transitions in manganese monoxide: B1(PM) → dB1(AFM) →
B8(PM) → B8(DM), where the last transition is the Mott insulator-metal transition, occurring at a pressure of 105 ± 5 giga-
pascals (GPa) and a temperature of 300K. This work represents the first time a first-order, isostructural Mott transition has
been measured and reveals fundamental physics that should be incorporated in any general theory of electron-corre-
lation-driven transitions from the insulating to metallic state.

changes provided a logical description of MnO's phase transi-
tions (Fig.1). The three phase transitions investigated were:

1. From B1 (PM), the paramagnetic B1 phase in cubic
NaCl-like structure, to dB1 (AFM), the antiferromagnetic
distorted B1 phase in rhombohedral structure, at a pres-
sure of 30 GPa;
2. From dB1 (AFM) to B8 (PM), the paramagnetic B8
phase in hexagonal NiAs-like structure at 90 GPa; and
3. From B8 (PM) to B8 (DM), the diamagnetic B8 phase at
105 ± 5 GPa, which is the Mott transition.

The results from this study agreed with earlier studies con-
cerning MnO (at a temperature of 300K) at a pressure range of
30 GPa to 90 GPa for the dB1 (AFM) phase and at pressures
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Fig. 1. The conceptual phase diagram of MnO. The thick
phase line signifies the first-order isostructural Mott transition
that simultaneously accompanies complete loss of mag-
netic moment, a large volume collapse, and metallization;
the transition should end at the critical point (solid circle).
The gray fan above the critical point represents a smooth
cross-over to metallic behavior at high temperature.

above 120 GPa for the B8 (DM) phase. In fact, the resultant Kβ
emission lines for compressed MnO (with an emission energy of
6.490 keV) showed steady reductions in intensity as the exper-
iment proceeded from the B1 (PM) phase (below 30 GPa) to the
dB1 phase (from 40 GPa to 98 GPa) (Fig. 2).

Earlier structural studies, however, could not determine the
phase between pressures of 90 GPa and 120 GPa. The collab-
orators resolved this unknown phase by identifying an isostruc-
tural phase transition at 105±5 GPa, which occurs with a large
volume change. In addition, their results did not show the Kβ′
satellite feature at the B8 phase (above 108 GPa). Such a loss
of the Kβ′ peak clearly indicated a significant loss of magnetic
moment in MnO. At this point, the collaborators found that at the
Mott transition, from the B8 (PM) state to the B8 (DM) state, the
following three events simultaneously occurred: a significant
loss of 3d magnetic moments, a first-order isostructural transi-
tion with an approximately 6.6 percent volume reduction, and an
insulator-metal transition (i.e., metallization).

In addition, the collaborators found that the second (inter-
mediate) phase transition became a blend between the dB1
(AFM) and B8 (PM) phases. The two phases possessed very
similar energy structures that resulted in relatively large delays
in responding to pressure changes, which ultimately caused the
two phases to exist together over a larger-than-normal pressure
range.

The results here clearly suggest that the Mott transition in
MnO is more important to the scientific community that just the
knowledge concerning the beginning of metallization. In fact, as
previously predicted, the Mott transition in MnO describes
strong parallels to the transitions in the lanthanides (the series
of metallic elements commonly including lanthanum, cerium,
and ytterbium) and actinides (the series of 14 radioactive ele-
ments with atomic numbers 89 through 102). The collaborators
believe that such important similarities or any differences
between the Mott transition in MnO and those within the lan-
thanide and actinide metals should be incorporated in any gen-
eral theory of electron-correlation driven transitions. 

— William Arthur Atkins
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Fig. 2. Kβ x-ray emission branches of MnO at high pres-
sures (all in GPa), showing subtle spectral changes in the
Kβ 1,3 peak positions and the Kβ′ intensities at around 30
GPa and 100 GPa. The apparent absence of a Kβ′ peak
above 108 GPa signifies loss of the magnetic moment.
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Pendeoepitaxy can be performed with or without masking.
In the former case, a mask covers the top of the GAN column,
whereas in the latter situation no mask covers the initial struc-
ture. When masking is used, the GAN lateral growth structures
eventually grow out beyond the mask (to become “wings”) and
dislocations gather along the edge of the masked region. In the
case of maskless pendeoepitaxy, growth occurs both laterally
and from the top of the column, leading to a structure with a dif-
ferent crystallographic tilt. Many of the properties of strain and
dislocation distribution in these kinds of GAN films remain puz-
zling and cannot be explained purely by elastic behavior. To
sort out the factors that contribute to dislocation formation and
the development of strain and tilt in the wings grown by the
maskless process, the researchers used a combination of
broadband white beam x-ray microdiffraction and computa-
tional finite-element analysis to gather detailed information on
these technologically critical materials.

PROBING GALLIUM NITRIDE DEFECTS
USING X-RAY DIFFRACTION

GG allium nitride (GAN) and related materials have become the materials of choice for a wide range of short-
wavelength, light-emitting diodes, lasers, and high-power switching devices. But when GAN is grown on con-
ventional substrates, such as sapphire or silicon carbide, it contains a high degree of dislocations caused by

mismatch of the lattices and orientational disorder. Because such defects can greatly degrade the performance of
light-emitting devices, other growth methods have been developed. One technique, called pendeoepitaxy, which fos-
ters lateral epitaxial film overgrowth on the sides of columnar structures, has been found to result in very low dislocation
densities. Yet many aspects of this type of lateral growth remain unclear. Recently, a team of researchers from Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, the University of Bremen, and North Carolina State University used the facilities of the
XOR/UNI 34-ID-E beamline at the APS to conduct x-ray microbeam analysis of strain and dislocations in laterally grown
GAN films. Their results confirmed finite element calculations about elastic properties, provided new information about
dislocations, and underscored the value of high-brilliance synchrotrons for this type of experiment.

Fig. 1. Microdiffraction analysis of GaN structures grown by mask-
less pendeoepitaxy. (a) Schematic diagram of the starting col-
umn and growth wings on a SiC substrate. Laue diffraction pat-
terns were obtained at points A through H across the entire struc-
ture. The topmost row of diffraction patterns is for a sample with
thickness-column width-wing dimensions 1.46 x 3.8 x 0.98 μm,
while the next row is for a sample with dimensions 3.53 x 3.46 x 1.74
μm. The fixed SiC peaks provide a reference for determining shifts
of the GaN peaks. In the wing region, the GaN (011

-
8) peaks are

slightly shifted from the column positions owing to the tilt of the
wings on either side of the column. The narrower peaks in the
wing regions indicate a lower defect density and strain inhomo-
geneity. (b) Results of finite element calculations of strain in the
GaN layers across the wing-column structure showing reduced
dislocation density and strain in the wings, in agreement with the
experimental data.
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To create the samples for the study, the researchers etched
GAN stripes from 1-μm thick single crystal layers to provide the
starting columns. Overgrowth by metallorganic vapor phase epi-
taxy then led to growth of the lateral wings. The researchers
fabricated two specimens with different strip geometries: sam-
ple 1 with a thickness of 1.46 μm, a column width of 3.8 μm, and
a wing width of 0.98 μm; and sample 2 with a thickness of 3.53
μm, a column width of 3.46 μm, and a wing width of 1.74 μm.
Microdiffraction data were collected at beamline ID-34-E in
Laue mode to create three dimensional maps of lattice and
crystallographic properties at 0.5-μm resolution (Fig. 1). The
incident x-ray beam was polychromatic, with photon energy
ranging from 7 keV to 25 keV, and was scanned across the
sample perpendicular to the stripe axis. High-resolution x-ray
diffraction was also used to obtain reciprocal space maps of the
two samples.

Microdiffraction scans clearly indicated an upward tilt of the
GaN wings in the lateral wings, as predicted by finite-element
calculations that modeled the elastic properties of thermally
induced stress in the grown structure. In particular, the amount
of tilt depended on the aspect ratio of the column and the thick-
ness of the grown layer, in agreement with calculations.
Moreover, the diffraction peak broadening showed that the dis-
location density was reduced in the wings compared to the col-
umn, which is especially relevant for optimizing GaN device
technology. Finally, the results indicate that measurements,

such as white-beam microdiffraction, requiring high source
brightness across a wide spectral region, are possible at third-
generation synchrotron facilities such as the APS. 

— David Voss
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THE SRI2005 DETECTOR WORKSHOP
On December 8-9 more than 70

participants from the U.S. and
Europe—including representatives
from the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and the Department of Energy,
Office of Basic Energy Sciences—met
at the APS for a detector workshop
sponsored by the NSF, with support
from the U.S. synchrotron facilities. The
workshop was originally scheduled as
part of the SRI2005 meeting in Baton
Rouge, which had to be cancelled
because of hurricane Katrina, and was
a continuation of and update to the
Workshop on Detectors for
Synchrotron Radiation that was held in
October 2000. Weather seemed to be
a recurring theme with this workshop: 8
in. of snow fell on the afternoon of the
first day.  A major conclusion of the workshop was that the capabilities and throughput of many synchrotron beamlines could
be improved dramatically if a program to provide detector upgrades and advanced detector development was initiated. It
was universally acknowledged that effective detectors are one of the most efficient ways to increase scientific productivity at
synchrotron sources. Talks and detailed suggestions from the workshop are at:

http://www.aps.anl.gov/News/Conferences/2005/Synchrotron_Radiation_Instrumentation/index.htm
Contact: Sol Gruner (smg26@cornell.edu), Dennis Mills (dmm@aps.anl.gov).
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Resonant x-ray diffraction (RXD) is well suited to delineat-
ing the interplay between these degrees of freedom.
Accordingly, researchers from Max-Planck-Institut für Festkör-
perforschung, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Kyoto
University, and Argonne National Laboratory recently per-
formed an RXD study at the LII and LIII absorption edges of Ru
in Ca2RuO4 at XOR beamline 4-ID-D of the APS. The measure-
ments were performed on single crystals grown by researchers
at Kyoto University. The experimental setup at the XOR 4-ID-D
station was modified to allow measurements at energies as low
as 2.6 keV, and the beam path was optimized to minimize the
absorption of the x-ray beam by air. The sample was mounted
on an eight-circle diffractometer in a closed-cycle cryostat
capable of reaching temperatures between 10K and 350K. An
Si (111) crystal was used as a polarization analyzer, to help dis-
tinguish between the polarization components of the diffracted
beam perpendicular (σ) and parallel (π) to the diffraction plane. 

Resonant diffraction measurements at the LII edge
revealed a sequence of phase transitions, including the previ-
ously known magnetic transition at TN = 110K, as well as a new
transition at a much higher temperature, TOO = 260K. The tem-
perature dependence (Fig. 1) and polarization dependence
(Fig. 2) of the diffracted radiation, combined with supplemen-
tary muon spin rotation (μSR) experiments performed at the
General Purpose Spectrometer beamline at the Paul Scherrer
Institute, in Switzerland, indicate that the latter transition origi-
nates from ordering of the 4d t2g orbitals. The orbital order is
characterized by the same propagation vector (100) as the low-
temperature antiferromagnetic state. No charge scattering due
to lattice distortions was observed at the orbital ordering wave-
vector. This illustrates the power of resonant x-ray diffraction to
elucidate electronically driven orbital ordering phenomena that
are only weakly coupled to the crystal lattice.  — Vic Comello
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Diffraction,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 136401 (23 September 2005).

ORBITAL ORDERING TRANSITION
DISCOVERED IN CA2RUO4

TT he discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in layered cuprates has stimulated a great deal of interest
in the electronic properties of transition metal oxides in recent years. Among these oxides, such 4d electron sys-
tems as Sr2RuO4 and Ca2RuO4 are particularly interesting. While Sr2RuO4 is metallic and exhibits superconductiv-

ity below 1.5K, Ca2RuO4 is insulating and becomes antiferromagnetic below its Néel temperature, TN = 110K. Triplet pair-
ing is known to occur in superconducting Sr2RuO4, but it remains unclear how strongly the 4d electrons are correlated
and how magnetic and orbital fluctuations are related to the triplet superconductivity. Ca2RuO4 provides an opportu-
nity to study the interplay between the magnetic and orbital degrees of freedom, which could provide a clue to under-
standing their roles in the triplet superconductivity of the layered Ru oxides.

Fig. 1. (a) Temperature dependence of the integrated intensity
of the (100) peak as determined from h-scans at the LII absorp-
tion edge, both without a polarization analyzer and in σ - π′
polarization geometry (parallel to the diffraction plane; see inset,
Fig. 2). Besides the antiferromagnetic phase transition at TN =
110K, a second phase transition, attributed to the ordering of the
4d t2g orbitals, is observed at TOO = 260K. (b) Variation of the
intensity of the (100) peak with energy around the LII edge for
selected temperatures. Besides the resonance peak directly at
the absorption edge, a second peak, attributed to electronic
transitions into the unoccupied eg orbitals, is observed about 4
eV higher in energy. All scans were corrected for absorption.
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Fig. 2. Polarization dependence of the scattered intensity at (100).
Significantly diffracted intensity is observed only in the σ - π′ polarization
channel, indicating the absence of a charge scattering contribution at
this position. The solid line is the result of a fit to a Lorentzian profile. The
inset shows a schematic view of the experimental configuration. 
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THE THINNEST OF THE THIN:
ULTRATHIN FERROELECTRIC FILMS

AA s cell phones, laptops, PDAs, and other electronic gizmos keep shrinking in size (but expanding in marketability),
the importance of ferroelectric materials keeps growing. Many of these gadgets would not be possible without
advanced materials, such as the ferroelectric perovskites, which are used in nonvolatile memories and other

microelectronic applications. To maximize their potential, these materials must be very thin—in films as little as a few
nanometers in thickness. But at such dimensions, poorly understood interfacial effects may take hold and impair the
handy ferroelectric properties of the films. Understanding how ferroelectric films might change as they become thinner
and thinner is crucial to preserving and utilizing the important benefits they offer. A research team comprising members
from Argonne National Laboratory, Hebrew University, the University of Michigan, Northern Illinois University, the
University of Washington, and Brookhaven National Laboratory used three beamlines at the APS to take a closer look
at the nature of ultrathin ferroelectric perovskites. Their work provides some key details about how these materials
behave when they are only a few atoms thick.

The experimenters prepared three samples of PbTiO3 epi-
taxial films on SrTiO3 (001) substrates using an in situ growth
chamber at XOR/BESSRC 12-ID. The first two samples were
grown to thicknesses of 4 and 9 unit cells, respectively, and
slowly cooled to room temperature over a 24-h period; the third
sample was 9 unit cells thick and cooled to 181° C in about 5
h in order to produce 180° stripe domains in the sample, such
as those observed in other thin film experiments (180° stripe
domains have been shown to significantly reduce the depolar-
izing field). Samples 1 and 2 were studied ex situ at XOR/PNC
20-ID, while sample 3 was examined inside the growth cham-
ber. The investigators obtained electron density maps (Fig.1) of
each sample by using coherent Bragg rod analysis (COBRA),

an x-ray technique developed at XOR 7-ID in which complex
scattering factors are calculated along substrate-defined Bragg
rods and electron density is determined with Fourier transfor-
mation. Nine H, K, and L Bragg rods were studied in samples
1 and 2 with an x-ray energy of 10 keV, and three Bragg rods—
22L, 30L, and 31L—were measured in sample 3 at 24 keV.

All three sample films showed polarization. In samples 1
and 2, the Pb atoms are displaced away from the SrTiO3 sub-
strate, and the Ti atoms are similarly displaced relative to the
O(2) atoms. These room-temperature samples were found to
be monodomain, with up polarization (away from the substrate
layer). Sample 1, the 4-unit-cell-thick film, is one of the thinnest
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monodomain perovskite films yet observed in a polar phase.
Sample 2, at 9-unit-cells thickness, displayed larger unit cells
and displacements than sample 1. Although the Pb and Ti
atoms in sample 3 are still nearly centrosymmetric, they display
broader electron density peaks that indicate 180° stripe
domains, with Pb and Ti atoms in a folded up and down pattern
and a separation of about 0.4 + 0.1 Å, with unit cells smaller
than in samples 1 and 2. 

The characteristics of the first two samples (the films
cooled to room temperature) show intriguing hints that their
monodomain polarization may depend on interfacial effects
arising from the substrate, and that there may be a greater
tendency toward up polarization. The position of O(1) atoms
at the interface may also be related to screening of the depo-
larizing field in these ultrathin films, and possible changes in
bonding at this interface invite further study. With this work,
the researchers have demonstrated not only that the COBRA
technique is extremely effective in studying solid materials at
the sub-Å level, but that the useful qualities of these ultrathin
ferroelectric films may be preserved and even controlled at
nanoscale dimensions. As such ferroelectric materials
become thinner and more efficient, they will continue to allow

Fig. 1. Electron density maps. (a) (110) plane through the Sr, Pb, Ti, and O(1) atoms. (b) (100) plane
through the Ti, O(1), and O(2) atoms. Insets: magnified regions in substrate (left) and film (right).

the creation of even smaller and more sophisticated electronic
wonders. — Mark Wolverton
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ORIGINS OF THE BRANCHING RATIOS
AT THE L EDGES OF HEAVY RARE EARTHS

XX -ray resonant magnetic scattering (XRMS) and x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) have become power-
ful tools for investigating technologically important magnetic materials, due in large measure to the availability
of modern synchrotron photon sources like the APS. Nevertheless, relating the XMCD and XRMS intensities to the

electronic and magnetic structures of these materials remains a difficult task. One active area of research concerns
accounting for the branching ratios of the rare earths, defined as the ratio of the XRMS (or XMCD) intensities at the L3
and L2 edges (for rare-earth compounds). To do this for the heavy rare-earth elements, researchers from Iowa State
University utilized the MU-CAT 6-ID-B beamline at the APS to conduct a systematic study of the XRMS branching ratios at
the L edges of the heavy rare earths in [Gd1/3Er1/3Tm1/3]Ni2Ge2 and [Gd1/4Tb1/4Dy1/4Ho1/4]Ni2Ge2. The element-specific
branching ratios across the entire heavy rare-earth series (Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm) were then compared to theoretical
predictions obtained through first-principles, spin-polarized band-structure calculations that were performed both with-
out spin-orbit coupling (SOC) and with SOC as a perturbation.

X-ray resonant magnetic scattering and XMCD data are
closely related, since both arise from electronic transitions
between core levels to higher-lying empty orbitals at the x-ray
absorption edges of magnetic ions. The L absorption edges of
the rare-earth elements primarily involve electric dipole transi-
tions from the 2p1/2 (L2 edge) and 2p3/2 (L3 edge) core levels
to empty 5d states. Measurements of the L3 and L2 resonant
scattering intensities consistently show that the L3 edge intensi-
ties are significantly larger than the corresponding L2 edge
intensities for the heavy rare-earth elements, but that the reverse
is true for the light rare earths. Information about the 5d electrons
is important because they play essential roles in coupling the 4ƒ
moments with each other, which gives rise to the often exotic
magnetic structures exhibited by rare-earth materials.

The researchers' experimental approach exploited similar-
ities in the chemistries of the heavy rare-earth elements across
the series, allowing the easy substitution of one rare-earth ele-
ment for another in isostructural compounds. Since resonant
scattering at each absorption edge is element-specific, it is pos-
sible to probe the resonant scattering associated with several
different rare-earth elements using only a small number of
mixed rare-earth samples. This approach helps to reduce
uncertainties in the measurements arising from variations in
sample quality and compositional variances from one sample
to the next. These controlled experiments provided precision
measurements of fundamental parameters.

Single crystals of [Gd1/3Er1/3Tm1/3]Ni2Ge2 and [Gd1/4Tb1/4

Dy1/4 Ho1/4]Ni2Ge2 were produced at Ames Laboratory, using
the high-temperature solution-growth technique, and mounted
in thermal contact with the cold finger of a closed-cycle displex
refrigerator. All XRMS measurements were carried out at the
base temperature of the displex, about 7K. A liquid-nitrogen-
cooled, double-crystal Si(111) monochromator and a bent mir-
ror were used to select the incident photon energy, focus the
beam, and suppress higher-order harmonics. 

The researchers' calculations used the spin-polarized,
scalar relativistic, self-consistent, full-potential linearized aug-
mented plane wave (LAPW) method and employed the local-
density approximation (LDA)+U approach in handling the
localized 4ƒ states. To isolate the effects of SOC, calculations
were performed with and without SOC, which was added in
each iteration by the second variation method. The magni-
tude of the SOC was estimated for the 5d states from atomic
calculations, which showed that the spin-orbit splitting
between 5d3/2 and 5d5/2 states remains about 0.3 eV across
the heavy rare-earth elements, while the 4ƒ-5d exchange
interaction scales with the number of unpaired 4ƒ electrons. 

Spin-polarized band-structure calculations that included
only the 4ƒ-5d exchange interaction (no conduction-band
SOC or 4ƒ orbital polarization) produced branching ratios
across the entire rare-earth series that were equal to unity
(1:1 for XRMS and 1:1 for XMCD), which is at variance with
the experimental findings. When SOC was included, how-
ever, much better agreement was found, indicating that the
observed branching ratios were primarily due to SOC in the
5d band. The trend across the heavy rare-earth series was
seen to arise from the fact that the 4f-5d exchange interaction
contribution to the resonant amplitudes decreases from Gd to
Tm, allowing the spin-orbit contribution in the 5d band to take
on a more important role.

While the researchers did not study the light rare-earth
elements, preliminary calculations suggested that the L3

dichroic intensities of the light rare earths are strongly influ-
enced by the unoccupied spin-up 4ƒ states that hybridize with
the 5d energy bands. The researchers speculate that the
observed small intensities of the light rare-earth L3 dichroic
spectra may be explainable by calculations that include a
careful analysis of such influences. — Vic Comello
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In2O3, the host compound used in this study, is a
transparent semiconductor with a direct band gap of 2.7
eV and a cubic bixbyite crystal structure having a lattice
constant of 10.12 Å and a body-centered cubic unit
cell. In2O3 can be an n-type semiconductor having high
conductivity by introducing oxygen deficiencies (σ) or
by Sn doping. Ceramic synthesis was accomplished by
the standard solid-state reaction method. High-purity
In2O3, Fe2O3, and CuO precursors were mixed and
compressed at a pressure of 120 MPa to form cylindri-
cal ceramic samples, which were then sintered at
1100° C for 9 h. Valence variations of doped magnetic
elements were induced by Cu co-doping at a level of
about 2% and/or annealing in a reduced Ar atmos-
phere, which created the mixed-valence cations (i.e.,
Fe2+, Fe3+) necessary for charge transport and ferro-
magnetism.

As a check for impurity phases, an XRD study was
conducted at the APS to ensure a high signal-to-noise
ratio (sensitive to less than 1% impurity), as shown in
Fig. 1. The diffraction peaks of (In1-xFex)2O3-σ with Cu
co-doping were consistent with the standard pattern of
cubic In2O3. No significant impurity phase was

HIGH-TEMPERATURE FERROMAGNETISM
IN BULK CERAMICS WITH CU CO-DOPING

TT he theoretical prediction of room-temperature ferromagnetism in Mn-doped ZnO and GaN and the discovery
of ferromagnetism above room temperature in Co-doped TiO2 anatase have triggered a worldwide search for
new dilute magnetic semiconductor materials, because of their possible importance to the emerging field of

spintronics. Researchers at Intematix Corp., SRI International, Argonne National Laboratory, Rowan University, and the
University of Maryland joined the search for a host semiconductor that has a high solubility of magnetic ions, using a
thin-film combinatorial methodology. The search led to the discovery of the ferromagnetic (In1-xFex)2O3-σ bulk ceramic
system with Cu co-doping. The Curie temperature of (In1-xFex)2O3-σ exceeds room temperature, and the thermody-
namic solubility of Fe ions in the host lattice can be higher than 20%, which makes it amenable to fabricating bulk
ceramics. To confirm that the source of the magnetism is within the cation lattice rather than from an impurity phase,
bulk ceramic synthesis and characterization were carried out in such a way as to carefully address the issues of struc-
ture, composition, and secondary-phase formation. This effort depended on crucial x-ray diffraction (XRD) studies at the
XOR 2-BM-B beamline at the APS.
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Fig. 1. Synchrotron XRD of Co-doped (In1-xFex)2O3-σ bulk ceramic samples
plotted on a logarithmic scale; the intensity bars representing diffraction
patterns for In2O3, CuFe2O4, and Fe3O4 are shown at bottom of the figure
for comparison.
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detected to a level of 0.1% for most samples,
except for a small impurity phase of Fe3O4 of
about 1% in the x = 0.1 sample. More impor-
tantly, a linear decrease in d spacing was clearly
observed with increasing Fe doping, suggesting
the incorporation of doped elements into the
cubic lattices of In2O3, since the Fe3+ ion is
smaller than the In3+ ion. 

High-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) was carried out over a large-
scale area across a grain boundary of a sample
with Fe at 10%, in conjunction with an XRD
study. The diffraction pattern was consistent
with the cubic bixbyite structure of In2O3, and no
impurity phase was observed within the grains
or at the grain boundaries. The conclusion that
the magnetic moment of the sample was not
due to impurities of any kind was further sup-
ported by numerous other tests.

The Cu-co-doped (In1-xFex)2O3-σ bulk
ceramic system was found to be a thermody-
namically stable solid solution of a host lattice
and a high concentration (up to 20%) of mag-
netic ions. Also, the samples with high Fe concentration
annealed under a reduced Ar atmosphere were found to be fer-
romagnetic, with a Curie temperature of about 750K, as shown
in Fig. 2. The high concentration of magnetic ions is in sharp
contrast to most previously reported magnetic semiconductors,
which exhibit very low magnetic-ion solubilities in the host semi-
conductors. The thermodynamically stable solid solution and
the large volume magnetization of the Cu-co-doped (In1-

xFex)2O3-σ bulk ceramic system make it a promising candidate
for spintronics applications. — Vic Comello
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Lofland4, and I. Takeuchi5, “Bulk Synthesis and High-

Fig. 2. (a) M-T curves for Cu-doped (In1-xFex)2O3-σ bulk ceramic samples with various
Fe contents and CuFe2O4. M(T) is normalized by magnetization at room temperature,
Mo. Brillouin-Weiss fitting for x = 0.2 sample measured at 300K is also shown for com-
parison; the insert shows M-T curve for the sample with x = 0.2 measured at low tem-
peratures (5-300K) under 1 kOe field. (b) M-H curves of Cu-doped (In1-xFex)2O3-σ bulk
ceramic samples at 5 K for samples with x = 0.1 and 0.2. The sample with x = 0.2 was
also measured at 300 K (indicated by black solid circles). The inset is a close-up of the
M-H curve for the sample with x = 0.2 at 5 K. The coercivity of the sample is 35 Oe.
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MAKING SOLAR CELLS
THE QUICK AND DIRTY WAY

AA s the pressure mounts to develop energy alternatives to oil and coal, solar power has emerged as perhaps the most promising
candidate. But while sunlight may be unlimited, the supply of high-quality silicon used to make solar cells—photovoltaic semi-
conductor devices that create electricity from sunlight— is not. Solar cells are made from semiconductor-grade crystalline sili-

con, which is a precious commodity that is in great demand because it is prized by the microelectronics industry for use in integrated
circuits. Easier available "dirty" (metallurgical- and near-metallurgical-purity-grade) silicon usually is not suitable—given existing tech-
nologies—for making solar cells with acceptable efficiency. These factors hamper solar power's economic potential and keep it from
becoming a viable, affordable energy source. But what if a way could be found to use cheaper silicon to make solar cells? Now,
researchers from the University of California, Berkeley; Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; GE Energy; the Fraunhofer Institute for
Solar Energy Systems; and Argonne National Laboratory have have demonstrated how this can be done.
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< Artist's impression of an intense beam of synchrotron radiation (from
the upper left) striking a solar cell, imaging the iron impurity. 
(Illustration: Tonio Buonassisi)

Using highly sensitive synchrotron x-ray microprobe tech-
niques at XOR beamline 2-ID-D and XOR/PNC beamline 20-
ID-B at the APS, and the 10.3.1 and 10.3.2 beamlines at the
Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory, the experimenters studied Fe impurities in commer-
cially available multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) samples. Iron
contamination affects solar cell performance by reducing sili-
con's minority carrier diffusion length, the distance that elec-
trons can effectively move through the material. By analyzing
the nature and distribution of Fe concentrations in two different
varieties of mc-Si, and how the iron creeps into the silicon dur-
ing the growth process, the team examined how these factors
affect solar cell performance. As it happens, a little iron contam-
ination isn't necessarily a bad thing.

The researchers studied samples of both cast mc-Si and
sheet mc-Si, forms of silicon made by markedly different
processes. Cast mc-Si is grown gradually from high-quality
feedstock and cooled very slowly over several days (making it
more expensive), while sheet mc-Si is grown quickly, using
lower-quality silicon, and cooled down in only minutes (making
it cheaper but more prone to defects and impurities). The team
found that these differences in growth techniques affect the
type and distribution of Fe impurities in predictable ways. After
locating regions of Fe in the sample with x-ray induced current,
the investigators used x-ray fluorescence microscopy to iden-
tify Fe particles and clusters as small as ~30 nm in diameter.
Their chemical nature was then analyzed by means of x-ray
absorption spectroscopy.

The team's work showed that the iron contaminants fell
into two distinct groups: very small and homogeneously distrib-
uted iron silicide nanoprecipitates, and larger, more scattered
Fe-rich particles and clusters of iron oxide and stainless steel.
Having analyzed the morphology, distribution, and chemical
makeup of the impurities, the experimenters conclude that they
are largely introduced through the silicon feedstock, the crystal
growth surfaces, and the furnace during the melt process. More
important, the researchers found that, rather than the total Fe
concentration in the silicon, it's the form and overall distribution
of the iron contaminant particles that has the greatest impact on
solar cell performance. As the iron clusters become larger, and
thus more localized and less dense throughout the silicon
material, the minority carrier diffusion length increases.
Conversely, smaller and more homogeneously distributed Fe
nanoprecipitates, separated by only a few microns, can
severely limit the minority carrier diffusion length and thus the
efficiency of the solar cell material. 

The experimenters found that lower-quality, “dirty” silicon,
despite its high levels of metallic contamination, can still be
used to create practical solar cells, merely by controlling the
size and spatial distribution of metal particles in the silicon lat-
tice during crystallization—for example, by slowing down the
silicon cooling process and allowing more time for larger Fe-
rich clusters to form. This discovery comes on the heels of pre-
dictions that by 2006, the photovoltaic industry's need for sili-
con will exceed even that of the semiconductor world. The abil-
ity to use cheaper silicon stocks will open the door to realizing
the true economic and environmental potential of solar energy. 

— Mark Wolverton
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Typical metallic-glass-matrix
composites are either in situ com-
posites, in which a crystalline
phase is precipitated from a melt
during cooling, or ex situ compos-
ites, in which the reinforcing
phase is physically added to the
metallic glass prior to casting. In
situ composites included crys-
talline phases that have fine
microstructures, but the proper-
ties of the composites are quite
sensitive to processing condi-
tions. In addition, the crystalline
phases are limited to particular
amorphous alloy compositions.
While ex situ composites can be
produced from virtually any bulk
amorphous alloy, the range of
length scales of the reinforcing
phase is limited.

The researchers developed
a hybrid process for making
metallic-glass-matrix composites,
in which a high-melting-point
crystalline phase is precipitated
from a metastable crystalline
solid solution in a separate step prior to casting the
composite. By appropriately controlling the precipita-
tion process, particle sizes in the composite ranging
from 0.1 to 100 μm can be achieved. Although this
process has been used only to produce Ta-rich parti-
cles in Zr-based metallic glasses, in principle the same
basic process could be applied to any amorphous alloy
in which one element shows a solid-state miscibility
gap with a refractory metal, such as Ta, W, or Nb.

Composite alloys having the composition
(Zr70Cu20Ni10)90-xTaxAl10 (x = 6, 8, and 10 at% Ta) were

prepared by arc melting and suction casting. The basic procedure was
to prepare a metastable Zr-Ta binary ingot, and then melt this ingot with
Cu, Ni, and Al to make a master alloy ingot for casting. During the sec-
ond melting step, some of the Ta precipitates out to form ~10-μm Ta-rich
particles. The alloys were suction cast into a copper mold to form cylin-
drical rods, which were machined into prisms and polished for the syn-
chrotron strain measurements. 

The researchers performed in situ strain measurements at the
XOR 1-ID beamline by using a screw-driven load cell to create uniaxial
compressive loads from 0 to 1,800 MPa. One advantage of high-energy
x-ray scattering is that it permits in situ transmission experiments on bulk

MM etallic glasses can combine the high strength of metals with the processing flexibility of glasses, making them
attractive candidates for a variety of load-bearing applications. Unfortunately, single-phase metallic glasses
exhibit little plastic strain before fracture. For this reason, considerable effort is being directed at developing

two-phase materials consisting of crystalline particles embedded in a metallic-glass matrix. The second-phase particles
cause the plastic strain to be distributed over a larger volume of material, thus suppressing fracture. Researchers from
Johns Hopkins University, the University of Vermont, and Argonne National Laboratory recently developed a hybrid
process for making metallic-glass-matrix composites and characterized the micromechanical behavior of composite
materials made this way using in situ x-ray scattering on the XOR 1-ID beamline at the APS, and finite element modeling
(FEM). These results point the way to the development of better high-strength materials.

Fig. 1. Von Mises effective stress in the particles as a function of applied stress calculated from syn-
chrotron strain measurements (solid squares) and FEM (hollow squares). The black arrows indicate
the loading and unloading directions. The FEM contour map on the right shows that the strain in the
matrix is concentrated around the particles, which leads to localized yielding. 

PROBING THE MICROMECHANICS
OF METALLIC-GLASS-MATRIX COMPOSITES
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samples. Since the x-ray wavelength is small,
the crystallographic planes satisfying the
Bragg criterion are nearly parallel to the inci-
dent beam. Therefore, the lattice strain for the
longitudinal (parallel to loading axis) and
transverse (perpendicular to loading axis)
directions can be simultaneously measured
with a two-dimensional detector, along with
the strain for all angles. 

The researchers also developed a two-
dimensional plane-strain finite element
model (FEM) to examine the strain states of
the particles and the amorphous matrix. The
mesh-generating program ppm2oof was uti-
lized together with scanning electron micro-
graphs to create a mesh that captures the
morphology and dimensions of the
microstructure. A small-deformation plasticity
model with nonlinear isotropic hardening
was chosen to model the behavior of the Ta-
rich particles. Fig. 1 shows a comparison
between the FEM and experimental results
in terms of the calculated von Mises effective
stress for an 8% Ta alloy.

The researchers found that the lattice
strains in the particles are linear in the longitu-
dinal and transverse directions for applied
stresses below 325 MPa, indicating elastic
loading of the particles. At an applied stress of approximately
325 MPa, the particles yield, causing increased load transfer to
the amorphous matrix. After yielding, the particles are con-
strained from expanding in transverse directions by the elastic
matrix, which leads to the development of compressive
stresses. 

The glass matrix remains elastic, since it has a much
higher yield strength (~1,750 MPa) than the Ta particles
(~350 MPa). This creates a plastic misfit strain between the
particles and the matrix, resulting in a stress that the
researchers refer to as a plastic misfit stress. The plastic misfit
stress increases the load transfer to the matrix. However, at an
applied stress of ~1,450 MPa, yielding in the glass matrix
increases load transfer to the particles.

For the matrix, FEM results indicate that shear band initia-
tion is not due to a mismatch in elastic properties of the matrix
and the particles. Rather, yielding occurs through the develop-
ment of stress concentrations resulting from the plastic misfit
strain. At an applied stress of ~1,425 MPa, the yield criterion of
the matrix is satisfied near the particles, leading to localized
yielding by shear banding. At higher stresses approaching the
macroscopic yield stress of the composite (1,725 MPa), the
yield criterion is satisfied in larger regions of the matrix, allow-
ing for macroscopic yielding. The highly inhomogeneous stress

distribution in the matrix caused by the presence of the particles
thus hinders shear band propagation and may delay the onset
of failure. The researchers also found that the yield stress of the
particles can be increased by subjecting the composite to mul-
tiple loading cycles (Fig. 2), which might provide a means of
increasing the yield stress of composite alloys. — Vic Comello

See: R.T. Ott1, F. Sansoz2, J.F. Molinari1, J. Almer3, K.T.
Ramesh1, and T.C. Hufnagel1, “Micromechanics of Deformation
of Metallic-Glass-Matrix Composites from Synchrotron Strain
Measurements and Finite Element Modeling,” Acta Materialia
53,1883 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Johns Hopkins University, 2University of
Vermont, 3Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: rtott@ameslab.gov

R.T.O and T.C.H. supported (for the in situ strain measurements) by the
U.S. Department of Energy grant DE-FG02-98ER45699. Support for
the finite element modeling was provided by the Center for Advanced
Metallic and Ceramic Systems at the Johns Hopkins University, spon-
sored by the Army Research Laboratory (ARMAC-RTP), and accom-
plished under ARMAC-RTP Cooperative Agreement No. DAAD19-01-2-
0003. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 2. Von Mises effective stress in the particles vs. applied stress for a composite alloy
that has undergone four loading-unloading cycles. The residual stress that develops
during unloading increases the applied stress necessary for particle yielding in each
subsequent reloading.
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Most solar cells are made by using expensive electronics-
grade silicon. Relatively inexpensive silicon, such as the proposed
solar-grade variety, contains more metal impurities, which capture
light-generated charge carriers before they reach the electrical
contacts and therefore reduce efficiency. The researchers sought
a way to create efficient solar cells from silicon that contains high
concentrations of transition metals. Their studies suggest that
metal concentration, although important, is only part of the story:
the metal's chemical and structural state—and spatial distribu-
tion—also determine how long the average minority charge carrier
travels before it recombines at a metal-related defect. Longer
minority-carrier diffusion lengths result in higher-efficiency cells.

To study the location and effect of metal impurities in silicon,
the group used x-ray fluorescence microscopy, which allows
detection of metal nanoclusters with a radius as small as 16 nm;
x-ray absorption microspectroscopy, which provides information
on the chemical states of the clusters; and the newly developed
spectrally resolved x-ray-beam-induced current, which generates
a map of the minority-carrier diffusion length. They used these
techniques on three beamlines: the XOR 2-ID-D and XOR/PNC
20-ID-B beamlines at the APS and the 10.3.2 beamline at the
Advanced Light Source. They used beam sizes ranging from 0.2
× 0.2 μm2 to 5 × 7 μm2 and x-ray energies between 4 keV and 10
keV. 

The researchers mapped the location and size of impurities
in intentionally contaminated samples and measured the carrier
diffusion length near metal clusters. They found three types of
defects: micron-sized inclusions, metal silicide nanoprecipitates,
and atomically dissolved metals. The relative fraction of metals in
each state determines the cell efficiency. To demonstrate the
impact of metal distribution on minority-carrier diffusion length,
they compared three differently processed samples, all with the
same total metal content. 

Contaminated samples were heated to 1,200º C, then
quenched (at a rate of 200º C/s), or slowly cooled (at a rate of 3º
to 8º C/s), or quenched to room temperature and then re-
annealed at 655º C. The first option resulted in samples with
unacceptably short minority-carrier diffusion lengths (under 10
μm). The re-annealed samples were better, but the slowly cooled
samples were best, with minority-carrier diffusion lengths four
times longer than those of the quenched samples. This work sug-
gests that silicon containing high concentrations of metals could

CLUMPING IMPURITIES
FOR LESS-COSTLY SOLAR CELLS

be useful for solar cells if it was defect-engineered to control
the distribution of metals.   — Yvonne Carts-Powell

See: T. Buonassisi1,2, A.A. Istratov1,2, M.A. Marcus2, B. Lai3,
Z. Cai3, S.M. Heald4, and E.R. Weber1,2, “Engineering Metal-
impurity Nanodefects for Low-cost Solar Cells” Nat. Mater. 4,
676 (September 2005).
Author Affiliations: 1University of California, Berkeley;
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; 3Argonne National
Laboratory; 4Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
Correspondence: istratov@berkeley.edu

Work funded by National Renewable Energy Laboratory subcontract
AAT-2-31605-03. Use of the Advanced Photon Source and of the
Advanced Light Source is supported by the US Department of Energy,
Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract
Numbers W-31-109-ENG-38 and DEAC03-76SF00098, respectively

LL ess-costly solar cells may result from research carried out by experimenters from the University of California,
Berkeley and the Lawrence Berkeley; Argonne; and Pacific Northwest national laboratories. The group used syn-
chrotron-radiation-based x-ray microscopy techniques at APS and Advanced Light Source beamlines to study

the size, location, and effect of metal impurities in silicon solar cells. Comparing different growth or processing meth-
ods led them to suggest a novel concept: metal-defect engineering for solar cells. If impurities can be managed rather
than eliminated, dirtier (but less expensive) silicon materials could be used to make solar cells.

Fig. 1. The distribution of metal defects affects material perform-
ance in materials samples that are processed differently:
quenched silicon (gray), quenched and re-annealed silicon
(blue), and slow-cooled silicon (orange). The frequency vs. diffu-
sion length plot shows that the slow-cooled sample has the best
materials performance (longest diffusion lengths). The insets of
copper counts per second at different locations show that
microdefects clump more in the better material.
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β-NiAl crystallizes in a CsCl-type (B2) structure that con-
sists of two interpenetrating simple cubic sublattices. In its per-
fect stoichiometric state, one sublattice is entirely occupied by
Ni atoms and the other is entirely occupied by Al atoms. When
added to NiAl, Pt can occupy either the Al sites or the Ni sites.
To determine the T = 0K site preference of Pt in NiAl, the
researchers performed state-of-the-art first-principles calcula-
tions on 54-atom B2 supercells using the Vienna ab initio sim-
ulation package. The team examined Pt lattice site preferences
in three types of B2 NiAl: Ni-rich, Al-rich, and stoichiometric
alloys.

Under these conditions, the researchers found that, in the
Al-rich alloy—with two possible lattice configurations (Pt in
either the Ni or Al sublattice)—Pt displays a marked preference
for the Ni sublattice, strong enough that it is unlikely to be
affected by the entropic effects that come into play at higher
temperatures. In the Ni-rich alloy, there are also two possible
lattice configurations. Still, Pt shows a preference for the Ni
sublattice, although this preference is weaker than in the Al-rich
NiAl. In the stoichiometric NiAl alloy, there are three possible
site configurations (Pt in either the Ni or Al sublattice, or both)
but again, Pt displays a weak preference for sites in the Ni sub-
lattice. In both the Ni-rich and stoichiometric alloys, the prefer-
ence of Pt for the Ni sublattice is not only energetically favor-
able, but also entropically favorable at finite (i.e., higher than
0K) temperatures.

At higher temperatures, the entropy effects are also a
factor in determining the site preference of Pt in NiAl. By using
the statistical-mechanical Wagner-Schottky model, together
with the first-principles calculated point defect formation
enthalpies, the research team examined how temperature
affects the Pt site preference in NiAl. In all three alloys (Al-rich,
Ni-rich, and stoichiometric) at 1,273K, Pt consistently prefers

WHERE DOES THE PLATINUM GO?

Fig. 2. Rietveld fitting error as a function of percent of Pt on Al
sites at 1,273K. Such error approaches zero as the difference
between the observed and calculated diffraction patterns
diminishes. Clearly, putting the Pt atoms on the Ni sites more
closely matches the experimental data.

HH igh-temperature applications need materials with special characteristics to withstand such a challenging ther-
mal environment. These materials must conduct heat well and resist oxidation while not being prone to melt-
ing. One well-known material with these qualities is the intermetallic compound β-nickel-aluminum (β-NiAl).

Adding platinum to an NiAl coating greatly increases its oxidation resistance at high temperatures, but the reasons for
this unexpected bonus remain obscure. Because understanding this effect will better allow engineers to use it to
enhance existing coatings, a team of researchers from Iowa State University set out to examine how platinum (Pt)
behaves in the crystal structure of NiAl.

Fig. 1. Model-predicted percent of Pt atoms on Al sites in B2
Ni0.53Al0.37Pt0.1 alloy as a function of temperature.
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the Ni sublattice. At a constant temperature, the small amount
of Pt appearing in the Al sublattice increases as the Al concen-
tration decreases, and vice versa. 

The investigators further experimentally investigated the
site occupancy of Pt in the B2 NiAl lattice at high temperatures
by using high-energy synchrotron x-ray diffraction (HEXRD)
techniques at the MU-CAT 6-ID-D beamline at the APS. Using
a photon energy of 97.844 keV (wavelength 0.012643 nm), the
experimenters examined powder samples of an alloy with a
Ni0.53Al0.37Pt0.1 composition at temperatures between 1,173K
and 1,373K. The modeling techniques used to study the earlier
alloys predict that as the temperature increases, a small frac-
tion of Pt atoms enters the Al sublattice, raising the proportion
of Pt to about 18% at 1,273K (Fig. 1). The researchers refined
their x-ray diffraction data with Rietveld analysis software,
which again demonstrated the preference of Pt for the Ni sub-
lattice (Fig. 2). 

Although these results contradict the previous work of
Angenete et al., which seemed to indicate a generally equal
distribution of Pt in Ni and Al sites, the HEXRD experiments

give persuasive support to the conclusion of the Iowa State
experimenters that Pt displays a consistent preference for the
Ni sublattice in NiAl alloys. The researchers suggest that further
x-ray diffraction studies with more refined techniques will only
strengthen this conclusion.  — Mark Wolverton

See: C. Jiang1, M.F. Besser1,2, D.J. Sordelet1,2, and B.
Gleeson1,2, “A Combined First-principles and Experimental
Study of the Lattice Site Preference of Pt in B2 NiAl,” Acta
Mater. 53, 2101 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Iowa State University, 2Ames Laboratory
Correspondence: chaoisu@iastate.edu

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research, under
Contract No. N00014-02-1-0733. The MU-CAT sector is supported by
the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic
Sciences, through the Ames Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-
Eng-82. Use of the Advanced Photon Source is supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract Number W-31-109-ENG-38.

PHOSPHATES TOUGHEN UP
A TOOTHY PROTEIN MATRIX

AA s bones and teeth age, they grow larger and harder, the better to cope with life’s vicissitudes. Important clues
as to how specialized proteins containing bound phosphate groups (called phosphoproteins) help harden bones
and teeth as they grow have been uncovered thanks to studies using the ChemMatCARS 15-ID beamline at the

APS. The results show that phosphoproteins are essential in controlling the biomineralization process as teeth form. This
research could ultimately help in making crystalline calcium phosphate coatings for titanium medical implants.

Mineralization of teeth and bones takes place
during fetal development, when calcium salts inter-
act with these phosphoproteins as they are synthe-
sized, hardening these materials. However, only
about half of the mass of bone and teeth is mineral,
while the remaining constituents are water and a
mixture of proteins. The predominant protein is colla-
gen, which makes up 85% to 90% of the matrix. The
other proteins, including the phosphoproteins,
known as the noncollagenous matrix proteins
(NCPs), are very tightly integrated with the mineral
phase of bone and teeth and can be freed chemically
only by a strong acid that demineralizes the teeth.

By itself, a collagen matrix does not mineralize.
This evidence has led researchers to suggest that
NCPs themselves must play an important role in the
mineralization process. NCPs are composed mostly
of proteins that contain large quantities of glutamic
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and aspartic acids, and serine which can bind phosphate
groups, producing strongly anionic surfaces for calcium ion
binding.

Now, researchers from the University of Illinois at Chicago,
Northwestern University, and ChemMatCARS have investi-
gated the role of one such NCP, the dentin matrix protein, phos-
phophoryn (PP). Normal PP contains a large number of repeti-
tive amino acid sequences rich in aspartic acid and serine, and
in which most of the serine is phosphorylated. The phosphate-
linked serine residues are believed to act as anchors for cal-
cium ions during mineralization.

The researchers compared the behavior of the natural form
of PP with a version produced by engineered bacteria that lacks
the phosphate groups of natural PP. Because of this lack of
phosphates, the team predicted that it would not bind to calcium
ions so effectively. To test this prediction, they used small-angle
x-ray scattering (SAXS) to observe the ways both the natural
and the engineered PP “fold” when they are placed in a solution
rich in calcium ions. The scattering data revealed that natural
PP efficiently binds calcium and folds into a compact ball shape
as it does so. The engineered PP, on the other hand, does not
fold at all. The detailed scattering data showed that very few
calcium ions even bind to this form of the protein.

As a further test of their theory, the team investigated how
well each form of the protein converted calcium phosphate into
the plate-like crystalline form found in teeth. They found that
,even in a solution designed to simulate the natural chemical
environment in which teeth are mineralized, only the natural PP
could form these plate-like, apatite crystals. The engineered PP
failed to induce this transformation.

One final test involved the collagen proteins that are pres-
ent in bone and teeth together with PP and the other noncol-
lagenous proteins. The team found that natural PP promoted
the formation of aggregates of collagen molecules and fibrils
similar to those found in bone and teeth. This contrasted
sharply with the behavior of the engineered PP, which formed
only fibrous strands of collagen.

The accrued evidence points to the phosphate groups on
PP as being essential to the mineralization process in tooth
formation, as predicted. Natural PP binds strongly to calcium,
unlike the nonphosphorylated version. Calcium binding to PP
then changes the shape of the protein to the more compact,
globular protein rather than a fibrous form not found in teeth.
Key to the mineralization process, however, is the way in
which the phosphates on PP form a regular array of binding
points for calcium that can act to seed the crystalline apatite
form that is laid down in teeth to make them hard. 

— David Bradley

See: Gen He1, Amsaveni Ramachandran1, Tom Dahl2, Sarah
George2, David Schultz3, David Cookson3, Arthur Veis2, and
Anne George1, “Phosphorylation of Phosphophoryn Is Crucial
for Its Function as a Mediator of Biomineralization,” J. Biol.
Chem. 280 (39), 33109 (30 September 2005)
Author Affiliations: 1University of Illinois, 2Northwestern
University, 3ChemMatCARS
Correspondence: anneg@uic.edu
This work was supported by National Institutes of Health Grant DE
13836. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

The Seventh Neutron and X-ray Scattering School
For seven years, the Neutron and X-ray Scattering
School (NXS) at Argonne has provided a general
background in neutron and x-ray techniques for
young scientists earning their Ph.D.s In August 2005,
the 60 students (at right) selected to attend the
school heard lectures from top senior scientists from
academia, industry, and national laboratories.
They were also afforded the opportunity to carry
out hands-on experiments at the Intense Pulsed
Neutron Source and the APS (Argonne is the only
national laboratory with both types of facilities). The
school is a collaboration of several Argonne divi-
sions: X-ray Science, Intense Pulsed Neutron
Source, Materials Science, and Educational
Programs.
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Two different phases coexist in Ti-6Al-4V,
as indicated in the microstructure shown in Fig.
1. One, called the α phase, has a hexagonal
close-packed structure, whereas the β phase is
a body-centered cubic lattice. At elevated tem-
peratures, during heat-treating and welding, the
α phase transforms to β. At lower temperatures,
before this phase change, the usual (or normal)
increase in lattice parameter occurs as a result
of thermal expansion. During the phase trans-
formation itself, the β phase undergoes an
enhanced lattice expansion as vanadium
migrates from α to β regions. But in the temper-
ature regime just before the α → β change
begins, previous studies have revealed a sur-
prising and unexplained dip in the β lattice
parameter. The new x-ray diffraction studies at
the APS were performed to examine the details
of this lattice contraction.

Alloy specimens were obtained from 100-
mm-diameter mill-annealed bar stock and pre-
cisely analyzed for their exact composition and
trace constituents. After polishing and chemical
etching of the specimens, optical microscopy
showed a small amount of β phase distributed
among and around the elongated grains of the
α alloy. Microprobe analysis, which was used to determine the
compositions of these two phases, indicated an initial distribu-
tion of 87.9% α and 12.1% β. For the in situ x-ray diffraction
measurements carried out at the 33-BM-C beamline, 30-keV
x-rays from a silicon monochromator were focused to a beam
of 1 mm × 0.25 mm. Diffracted x-rays were collected by using
a charge-couple device detector with the samples held at tem-
peratures ranging from 400° C to 650° C. Lattice expansion
data were extracted from shifts in the Bragg peak positions.

Although the lattice parameter should increase with tem-
perature because of conventional thermal expansion, analysis
of the x-ray data for the β phase showed that its lattice param-
eter alone steadily decreased over a period of hours when held
at 450° C (Fig. 2). In contrast, when the temperature was the
phase was held at 600° C, the lattice parameter for the β phase

increased slowly over a comparable duration. The α phase, on
the other hand, exhibited a constant lattice parameter at 450°
C and a slower increase at 600° C. As a function of tempera-
ture, the β phase lattice parameter exhibited its largest contrac-
tion at 450° C before expanding again with temperature. The α
phase showed no such dip within experimental error. The
researchers believe that the time-dependent change in β lattice
parameter at temperatures below 550° C results from relax-
ation of pre-existing stress in the two-phase alloy. Above 550°
C, the change in lattice parameter is caused by the α-β phase
change and the subsequent redistribution of vanadium from α
to β. 

Such findings indicate the power of x-ray diffraction to
probe, in situ, the fundamental physical properties of individual
constituents in a multiphase alloy while temperature (and pos-

TT itanium alloys feature prominently in products ranging from turbine blades and airframes to hip joint replace-
ments and pacemakers. Among this family of materials, the workhorse alloy is Ti-6Al-4V—so designated because
of its 6% aluminum and 4% vanadium composition. Understanding how the microstructure of this alloy changes

with temperature is critical to knowing how it will behave mechanically after welding and heat treatment. Recently, a
team of researchers from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory made x-ray
diffraction measurements on the XOR/UNI beamline 33-BM-C at the APS that show details of a crucial microstructural
transformation in Ti-6Al-4V during heating.

Fig. 1. Micrograph showing the starting microstructure of the Ti-6Al-4V base metal. The
dark etching phase is β.

STRESS RELAXATION IN A TITANIUM ALLOY
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sibly other conditions) are changed. Future studies will be
undertaken to investigate the formation of residual stresses in
Ti-6Al-4V and other multiphase alloys that undergo simultane-
ous thermal contraction and phase transformations during cool-
ing from elevated temperatures. This work required a high-
brightness beam to collect data in real time during stress relax-
ation, a fine focal spot to resolve small changes in lattice
parameter, and a high x-ray energy to penetrate deeply into the
sample and avoid confounding surface effects. Thus, access to
a third-generation synchrotron facility such as the APS was crit-
ical. — David Voss

See: J.W. Elmer1, T.A. Palmer1, S.S. Babu2, and E.D. Specht2,
“Low Temperature Relaxation of Residual Stress in Ti–6Al–4V,”
Scripta Mater. 52, 1051 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
2Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Correspondence: elmer1@llnl.gov

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE), Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, under con-
tract no. W-7405-ENG-48. Part of the research was sponsored by the
U.S. DOE Division of Materials Sciences and Engineering under con-
tract no. DE-AC05-00OR22725 with UT-Battelle, LLC. The UNI-CAT
facility at the APS is supported by the U.S. DOE under Award no.
DEFG02-91ER45439, through the Frederick Seitz Materials Research
Laboratory at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (U.S. DOE contract DE-AC05-00OR22725

Fig. 2. Normalized lattice parameter [ratio of ao(t) to ao initial
at room temperature] for both phases as a function of time for
isothermal holds at 450º C and 600º C. The rapid increase at
the start of the experiment and the rapid decrease at the end
correspond to heating to and cooling from the isothermal
temperature.

with UT-Battelle LLC), the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (U.S. Department of Commerce) and UOP LLC. Use of the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

THE WORKSHOP ON “IN SITU CHARACTERIZATION OF SURFACE
AND INTERFACE STRUCTURES AND PROCESSES”

A workshop on “In Situ Characterization of Surface and Interface Structures and Processes” was held at the APS on September
8-9. Experts in synchrotron radiation tech-
niques and various synthesis, processing,
and modeling efforts identified future direc-
tions in those areas of research. They also
assessed the applicability of x-ray tools to
future research problems and evaluated
the interest of the research community in
developing at the APS dedicated facilities
for in situ x-ray characterization of natural
processes as well as the synthesis, structure,
and properties of new and technologically
important materials.  The more than 130
participants came from 39 different univer-
sity, industrial, and research institutions (plus
8 different Argonne divisions) representing
16 U.S. states, 8 countries, and 7 synchrotron
light sources. Attendees discussed a wide range of visionary concepts for the use of synchrotron radiation. One emphasis was the
need to maintain a continued dialogue between the APS and the community to help develop forward-looking concepts and to
continually incorporate advances into strategic and tactical planning. For the complete workshop report, 
See http://surface-interface.aps.anl.gov/2005workshop/index.htm. Contact: Paul Zschack (zschack@anl.gov)
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In this study, the researchers studied an
alloy of bismuth and tin. The material, a less-
toxic alternative to lead-based solder, has the
chemical formula Bi43Sn57, and apparently
behaves as a near-perfect liquid—at least
when viewed on the bulk scale. However, the
researchers used resonant x-ray reflectivity
on the ChemMatCARS 15-ID beamline to take
a much closer look at the surface of this mate-
rial. Their findings suggest an altogether more
deviant behavior.

They obtained a liquid Bi43Sn57 sample of
99.99% purity and prepared it under ultra-high
vacuum conditions, scraping off stray impuri-
ties from the surface to render it “atomically
clean” and then blasting it with high-energy
argon ions to knock out any stragglers. They
then carried out measurements on the liquid
surface diffractometer at the ChemMatCARS
beamline at a sample temperature of 142° C,
which is 4 degrees above the temperature at
which Bi43Sn57 melts—its eutectic point. The
researchers then fitted the results to a com-
puter model to reveal any organization in the
liquid.

In the bulk liquid, the bismuth and tin atoms are distributed
evenly, albeit randomly, throughout, just as one would expect of
particles in a liquid mixture. Near the surface, however, the
researchers found something quite shocking for a liquid: order.
Rather than the random metal atoms being fully mixed, they
separate out into atomic layers with alternating compositions.
The top layer is mostly bismuth; below that is tin, then another
layer of bismuth and so on, with the atoms gradually becoming
more mixed as depth increases. Their results gave an excellent
fit to the model for three ordered layers, but one and two layers
coincided very poorly with the model predictions.

Researchers have, in the past, observed a similar surface
segregation in other liquid alloys, such as gallium induium, mer-
cury gold, and bismuth indium, but the separating out of the two
liquid-metal components was limited to a single layer at the sur-

ALLOYED FORCES LAID BARE

face. Scientists explained this phenomenon in terms of the
energetics of the liquid near the surface. However, this is the
first time anyone has observed such demixing extending
deeper into a liquid than the uppermost monolayer. The power
of synchrotron-based x-ray reflectivity using hard x-rays and
atomic resolution reveals a phenomenon. On the one hand,
immiscible liquids such as oil and water, which repel each
other, quickly demix, but miscible liquids—ones in which the
components are strongly attractive—do not.

Improved understanding of surface demixing and other
phenomena—such as wetting, spreading, and reactivity—is
essential to the use of novel materials, such as multicompo-
nent alloys. Researchers might be able to tailor these materials
to specific applications, such as lead-free solders and hybrid
nanostructures (e.g., core-shell nanoparticles). It might also be
possible to “lock-in” the surface order by cooling the liquid back

NN anotechnology relies on the fact that there can be significant differences between the properties of a mate-
rial in the bulk and those at the sub-microscopic (nano) level. Low-melting metal alloys for instance, in the bulk,
are seemingly the same throughout, behaving as near-perfect liquids when heated. However, at the nano level

of metal clusters and surface atoms, several of these alloy compounds display odd behavior that seemingly goes
against the grain, including surface layering, capillary action, demixing, and surface freezing. Understanding such
nanoscale behavior might allow researchers to control it and exploit it in the production of novel materials with tailored
properties. Such an understanding is the goal of a group of researchers from Harvard University, Bar-Ilan University,
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and The University of Chicago, whose investigations into the behavior of a particular
alloy provide new information about what occurs on the material’s surface.

Fig. 1. On the surface, x-ray reflectivity reveals just how organized are liquid metal alloys.

SOFT MATERIALS & LIQUIDS
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to its solid form, resulting in a modified surface. The way sur-
faces in the liquid interact with nanoscale particles that impinge
on it could also be important in tribology applications, where sig-
nificant recent research has focused on incorporating such
nanoparticles into lubricants to help reduce friction and wear.

— David Bradley

See: Oleg G. Shpyrko1, Alexei Yu. Grigoriev1, Reinhard Streitel1,
Diego Pontoni1, Peter S. Pershan1, Moshe Deutsch2, Ben
Ocko3, Mati Meron4, and Binhua Lin4, “Atomic-scale Surface
Demixing in a Eutectic Liquid BiSn Alloy,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 95,
106103 (2005).

Author Affiliations: 1Harvard University, 2Bar-Ilan University,
3Brookhaven National Laboratory, 4The University of Chicago
Correspondence: oleg@xray.harvard.edu

This work was supported by the U.S. DOE Grants No. DE-FG02-88-
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Science Foundation, Jerusalem. ChemMatCARS Sector 15 is princi-
pally supported by the NSF/DOE Grant No. CHE0087817. Use of the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Small spheres (2.2 to 2.5 mm in diameter) of high-purity
Si, prepared by arc melting in a high-purity argon atmosphere,
were levitated in a BESL chamber at high vacuum (10-7 to 10-8

torr) on the MU-CAT 6-ID-D beamline at the APS. The levitated
samples were heated and melted by using 30-W diode and
CO2 lasers. Optical pyrometers with a 1.45- to 1.8-μm wave-
length range were used to measure the sample temperature to
an accuracy of 1K. Because of the high thermal conductivity of
liquid silicon, the samples were in thermal equilibrium over the
measured temperature range, with the maximum difference
between the temperature at the center of the samples and that
at the surface being less than 1K.

The diffraction measurements obtained at the APS
offered important improvements over previous investigations.
First, the use of high-energy x-rays (125 keV) ensured that the
experiments were performed in a transmission geometry, so
that the sample volume was probed. The use of high-energy
x-rays also minimized data corrections caused by sample
absorption and multiple scattering. Secondly, BESL offered a
distinct advantage over electromagnetic and aerodynamic lev-
itation, in that the processes of heating and positioning are

NEW INSIGHTS INTO THE STRUCTURE
OF SUPERCOOLED LIQUID SILICON

TT he structure of supercooled liquid silicon (Si) as it transforms from a metallic dense-packed structure at high tem-
peratures to a semiconducting open network at lower temperatures has remained a controversial topic for sev-
eral decades. Much of the controversy has focused on the postulated existence of a first-order liquid-liquid phase

transition in the supercooled state. While some computer simulations have produced such a transition, others have not.
Experimental studies using various containerless techniques have likewise yielded conflicting results. To resolve the ques-
tion, researchers from Washington University, Iowa State University/Ames Laboratory, the University of Massachusetts, the
University of Alabama, and the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center performed time-resolved in situ high-energy x-ray dif-
fraction measurements of liquid Si by using the recently developed beamline electrostatic levitation (BESL) technique.
Their results provide new insights into the existence (or lack) of a liquid-liquid phase transition. 

decoupled, eliminating the need for cooling or levitating
gases. The high-vacuum environment of BESL also minimizes
environmental contamination of the sample, which can lead to
heterogeneous nucleation. This allowed high-quality structural
data to be extended more deeply into the supercooled regime
of liquid silicon than has been possible before, to 316K below
the melting point. Finally, the use of fast area detector technol-
ogy in combination with the high-energy x-rays permitted rapid
data acquisition (~100 ms for a complete pattern) over a rea-
sonably wide momentum transfer range (qmax ~10 Å-1), allow-
ing the researchers to take advantage of the deep supercool-
ing obtained in BESL without needing to hold samples at a set
temperature for a prolonged period of time. Rather than
obtaining only 5 to 10 data sets spaced over the entire temper-
ature range, the researchers were able to continuously moni-
tor structural changes over temperatures from 1815K to
1369K.

The researchers found that, in contradiction to several
existing experimental studies and many simulations using the
Stillinger-Weber potential, the coordination number of liquid Si
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remains unchanged (N = 6.0±0.5) down to the recalescence
temperature corresponding to the nucleation and growth of the
crystal phase. This result is inconsistent with the existence of a
nearby liquid-liquid phase transition. Although no signal of a
sharp transition in the liquid phase was observed down to the
onset of crystallization, close inspection of the reduced radial
distribution function revealed subtle continuous changes in the
higher-order coordination shells that indicate a continuous evo-
lution of the liquid structure with decreasing temperature. Thus,
the existence of a liquid-liquid transition at a much lower tem-
perature, such as has been recently predicted by ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations to occur at approximately 300K
below the researchers' recalescence temperature, cannot be
ruled out. However, the data conclusively show that, if present,
such a phase transition has no impact on first-neighbor coordi-
nation within the experimentally accessible temperature range
down to recalescence (at least at standard pressure).
Furthermore, while the first-order liquid-liquid phase transition
predicted to occur at lower temperature could be related to the
observed transformation of the higher-order coordination shells,
the fact that these changes are continuous is intriguing and war-
rants further investigation. — Vic Comello

Fig. 1. Structure factors for supercooled liquid Si
obtained from diffraction patterns taken at a rate of 10
Hz during free cooling. Note that upon recalescence
(indicated by the arrow), the sample temperature rises.
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The team used inelastic x-ray scattering
(IXS) on samples of 4He gas liquefied in a high-
pressure Be cell with a cryostat. The x-ray beam
was directed through a diamond double-crystal
monochromator (used as a high-heat-load
monochromator or HHLM) and through a chan-
nel-cut pair of silicon crystals (used as a high-
energy-resolution monochromator or HERM).
The experimenters used a germanium crystal as
an analyzer, changing the angles of the HHLM
and HERM crystals to vary the incident energy.
Photon energy changes were measured by
obtaining Stokes-shifted spectra. The energy at
the analyzer was measured to be 9.487 keV.
The 4He liquid samples were studied under four
different molar volumes (densities) with elastic
and inelastic scans. 

A previous similar experiment by the same
researchers with lower energy resolution
detected excitons in a solid crystal of hexagonal
dose-packed (hdp) 4He, which showed excitonic
states when the crystal was subsequently
melted. Compared to the current experiment,
striking similarities between the excitonic peaks
measured in the solid and the melted, liquefied
crystal can be observed.

The current experiment with liquid 4He
sought to explore this connection more closely.
With a temperature of 26.17 + 0.02K, the team
measured exciton peaks in the 4He liquid sam-
ples at molar volumes of 14.39, 13.10, 12.24,
and 11.61 cm3. The higher energy resolution reveals an appar-
ent asymmetry in the exciton peaks, suggesting that there is
more than one peak for each pressure level tested. The result-
ing data are best fit with two Gaussians (with amplitudes con-
strained to be equal), which limits the fit errors to below 10%,
as seen in Fig. 1. With higher pressures, the peaks increase to
higher energy levels, as do full width half maximum values. 

EXCITEMENT IN LIQUID HELIUM

EE xcitons (quasiparticles consisting of an electron and electron “hole” bound together by Coulomb forces) are cre-
ated when a photon knocks an electron out of the valence band of its clump of atoms. Although they don't stick
around very long (usually the electron hole is quickly filled and the exciton disappears), they are a critical part of

many physical phenomena, including semiconducting and insulating solids, substances in which they are generally
observed. Because exciton formation is partially dependent on density, they are less often seen in liquid, which has a
less-ordered molecular structure over shorter ranges. But under the right circumstances with the right element, excitons
can be formed in liquids. One promising candidate is helium, because it can be examined as both a liquid and a solid
over a wide range of densities. By using the ChemMatCARS 15-ID beamline at the APS, investigators from Argonne
National Laboratory, The University of Chicago, the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, and Germany's ACCEL
Instruments GmbH detected excitons in bulk liquid helium (rather than in droplets, which are dominated by surface
effects) for the first time, also providing insight into the nature of excitons in other states of helium.

The experimenters infer that at least two exciton transitions
are present, and perhaps more, given that the resolution of the
current experimental setup is not quite high enough to fully dis-
tinguish the individual peaks. These measurements of exciton
states in liquid helium, along with other experiments in solid hcp
crystal helium, show that, as expected, exciton energy
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Fig. 1. Shown are the best fits to a sum of two Gaussians (with amplitudes con-
strained to be equal) for the four molar volumes. The range of data shown is the
range used for fitting.
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increases with density. Even more interesting is the fact that no
notable change in the width or height of the measured exciton
peaks is observed in the phase transition from solid to liquid
helium. This is not the case in other elements, for example Xe,
in which exciton formation is dependent on the amount of order
in the sample. The experimenters conclude from these results
that the formation of excitons is mostly dependent on short-
range order in solid, as well as bulk liquid helium. 

Further experiments with higher resolution to resolve the
multiple exciton peaks will be needed to provide a theoretical
basis for explaining the mechanics of the liquid helium excitons.
Meanwhile, however, the researchers have provided an excit-
ing first look at excitons in liquid helium and a demonstration of
the role of short-range order and the similarities in exciton for-
mation in both liquid and solid helium. — Mark Wolverton

See: D.A. Arms1, T.J. Graber2, A.T. Macrander1, R.O. Simmons3,
M. Schwoerer-Böhning4, and Y. Zhong1, “Excitons in Bulk
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THE PRESSING PROBLEM OF PRUSSIAN BLUE

TT he deeply colored pigment Prussian blue has for centuries fascinated artists and chemists alike. Its rich color
results from electrons leap-frogging from metal atom to metal atom, absorbing red light as they go and reflect-
ing just blue. Color isn't the only fascinating aspect of this complex iron salt and its related compounds. They are

also of industrial importance because their sponge-like crystal structures are full of holes, tiny pores in which small mol-
ecules might nestle while others slip through. Where there are holes, there are ways to manipulate such small mole-
cules, whether in separating mixtures, trapping gas molecules (such as hydrogen) for high-density storage purposes,
or accelerating the conversion of one molecule into another. Understanding these compounds’ structures and behav-
ior could open new ways to control small molecule, and offer insights into new, porous materials. Researchers from the
University of Sydney and Argonne National Laboratory used the XOR/BESSRC beamline 11-ID-C at the APS to investi-
gate in detail the behavior of one particular analog of the archetypal Prussian blue, which can act as a nanoporous
host to gas molecules.

While the original Prussian blue has the chemical formula
Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3, a vast range of analogs exist in which the iron
atoms are replaced by other metal atoms, such as manganese
or cobalt or both. One such analog, with the formula
Mn3[Co(CN)6]2, is of interest as a material for the reversible
storage of gases—in particular, hydrogen storage for use in
vehicles powered by fuel cells. The problem facing researchers
studying this material is that infusing it with a gas, such as
hydrogen, results in a disordered host-guest complex because
the molecular guests are relatively free to move within the
material's pores and do not necessarily occupy identical bind-
ing sites. Conventional x-ray diffraction techniques—based on
analysis of Bragg intensities—cannot adequately resolve the
structure of the gas, instead showing the smeared average of
the disordered positions over the whole material and time scale
of the experiment.

The research team has developed a way to obtain the
local structure of the guests in the gas-loaded material by using
high-energy x-ray scattering and subtracting the structural fea-
tures evident in the unloaded material.

The approach, known as differential pair distribution func-
tion analysis, separates the information from in situ x-ray dif-
fraction of the Prussian blue analog loaded with nitrogen gas
(an experiment which may provide insight into the structure of
other gases such as hydrogen). This allows the researchers to
isolate the additional structural features that arise when the
porous crystal structure is filled with guest molecules so that
the interactions between the guest molecules, and between the
guest and host, can be identified and the local structure of the
guest revealed.

The information the researchers obtain using this tech-
nique allows them to see exactly how guests interact with the
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surface of the pores and how well gas molecules can be
trapped. The manganese-cobalt analog can hold 20% by
weight of nitrogen gas. But a clearer understanding of the role
of pore shape and chemistry revealed by these studies could
help guide materials scientists in designing new analogs with
improved capacities. This technique has fewer limitations than
other approaches, such as solid-state nuclear magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy, vibrational spectroscopy, and x-ray
absorption spectroscopy, but with the added advantage of
speed and much higher resolution. The researchers point out
that the technique is not limited to a single Prussian blue ana-
log; it could be used generally for a whole range of porous hosts
loaded with guests and so provide new insights into the behav-
ior of small molecules in materials of potential industrial use as
separating agents and catalysts.   — David Bradley

See: Karena W. Chapman1, Peter J. Chupas2, and Cameron J.
Kepert1, “Selective Recovery of Dynamic Guest Structure in a

Nanoporous Prussian Blue through In Situ X-ray Diffraction: A
Differential Pair Distribution Function Analysis,” J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 127, 11232 (2005); and K.W. Chapman, P.D. Southon, C.L.
Weeks, and C.J. Kepert, “Reversible Hydrogen Gas Uptake in
Nanoporous Prussian Blue Analogues,” Chem. Commun. 26,
3322 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Sydney, 2Argonne National
Laboratory
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Fig. 1. Picture of the Prussian blue analog Mn3[Co(CN)6]2 (blue) loaded with N2 gas (red). The N2 molecules
are dynamically disordered and are averaged over the sites (lower left). The molecule, upper right, depicts
the location of the molecule as a “snapshot” in time. (Right) The differential PDF (red) was calculated from
the difference between the framework loaded with N2 (blue) and the empty framework (black).". (Left)
Direct structure information is recoverable from the differential PDF. The intramolecular correlation in the N2
molecule can be easily seen at about 1.2 Å, while the shortest host-guest correlation is evident at about 4 Å.
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Investigators from the State University of New York
(SUNY) at Buffalo, the University of Toledo, The University of
Chicago, and the University of North Texas have discovered
that, in contrast to other compounds they have studied, the trin-
uclear copper complex undergoes a fast intermolecular
change. Over the last few years, these researchers have stud-
ied several transition metal complexes that undergo light-
induced shortening of the bond between two metal centers in
the same molecule. In this new work, they used time-resolved,
single-crystal diffraction to look at the cyclic trimeric {[3,5-
(CF3)2pyrazolate]Cu}3 complex as it reacts with light to see how
the Cu-Cu separations change both within the same molecule
and between adjacent molecules (Fig.1). The shape of this
copper complex resembles that of a flattened doughnut, with its
three copper atoms linked together through nitrogen atoms to
form a nine-membered ring.

On the basis of the researchers’ low-temperature results
from metal complexes containing two atoms of platinum,
rhodium, or copper in the same molecule, the researchers antic-
ipated that the x-ray data would reveal that the distance
between the three copper atoms shortens after the molecule
absorbs light. However, this distinctive geometrical change does
not take place in the case of the copper pyrazolate complex.

Instead, when the researchers chilled this molecule and
exposed it to pulses of ultraviolet light, the time-resolved data
they obtained revealed that the excited molecule forms through
a so-called excimer, or an excited state dimer, in which two mol-
ecules in close proximity inside the crystal form an intermolec-
ular Cu-Cu bond. This finding contrasts sharply with the con-
traction of metal-metal distances within a single molecule that
the team observed in other metal complexes they have studied.
Computational modeling of a dimer-of-trimer structure corrobo-
rates these results as a transient bond between copper atoms
in adjacent molecules forms. The computations show that this
change is a result of photoexcitation to an intermolecularly Cu-
Cu bonding molecular orbital. This bonding can only be possi-
ble, explain the researchers, if the copper pyrazolate molecules
are stacked together in the solid state.

SHINING LIGHT ON FLEETING SPECIES

This unusual behavior has important implications for the
potential use of copper pyrazolates and related materials in
technological applications. These complexes can produce
strong emissions at various wavelengths of light and so might
be useful in molecular light-emitting devices (MOLEDs). Most

LL ight can reveal, and light can transform, and sometimes light can do both. Chemical reactions can be driven by
light, as well as by the more familiar “heat and stir” approach. Indeed, countless photochemical reactions take
place in the solid state. The study of photochemistry could lead to a clearer understanding of light-induced

processes as diverse as electron transfer to semiconductor surfaces in photochemical cells, photosynthesis, skin dam-
age and aging caused by sunlight, and the preservation of art exposed to light. Photochemistry also lies at the heart of
novel reactions that might one day be of industrial use. It is the short-lived intermediate species that are key to such
understanding, and time-resolved diffraction work is now yielding more information on the geometry of these species
than ever before. Synchrotron x-ray research at the ChemMatCARS beamline 15-ID at the APS has been used to find
out what happens when molecules of one such species—a trinuclear copper complex—react to light. These results
reveal the way new phosphorescent materials might be developed for various photonic applications, such as chemi-
cal and temperature sensors.

Fig.1. Top: The molecular orbital from which the photoelectron is
transferred when ultraviolet light is shone onto the copper com-
plex. Bottom: The acceptor orbital receives said photoelectron.
The bridge between the two copper atoms indicates that a weak
bond has formed in the excited state.
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molecular materials used in this technology suffer “self-quench-
ing,” which reduces the efficiency of their luminescence due to
packing in the solid state. In contrast, the bright orange phos-
phorescence in {[3,5-(CF3)2pyrazolate]Cu}3 and similar mole-
cules is caused by their association in the solid state, as the
research team has clearly proven. Thus, the problematic self-
quenching in typical emitters is turned into “self-sensitization” in
these novel phosphors. 

The fact that the emission in such materials is sensitive to
various stimuli—such as solvent, temperature, excitation wave-
length, and pressure—promises a myriad of potential applica-
tions, including optical sensing of environmental pollutants such
as solvent vapors, pressure and temperature sensors; photo-
magnetic switching devices; and non-linear optical materials.
The group is evaluating such applications in parallel with pho-
tocrystallographic studies aimed at characterizing the structural
changes in the excited states upon application of the various
stimuli. These studies will help the researchers fine-tune mate-
rials for the many practical applications.  — David Bradley
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Ionic materials are usually solids at room temperature.
Think of regular table salt, otherwise known as sodium chloride.
Most ionic materials melt only upon heating to hundreds of
degrees above room temperature. However, some ionic mate-
rials don't follow this simplistic rule because the energy barrier
to forming solid crystals can be too high for those ionic materi-
als composed of bulky and irregularly shaped ions. These have
low melting points and remain liquid near room temperature.

As chemists search for environmentally benign alterna-
tives to volatile, flammable, and toxic organic solvents, and for
less corrosive and more stable electrolytes for batteries and
general applications, such room-temperature ionic liquids have
become the focus of much research. Imidazole-based ionic liq-
uids, for instance, developed over the last decade, turned out
to be almost ideal for these applications. Unlike common
organic solvents, they are nonvolatile, nontoxic, nonflammable,
stable against water and air, and can be easily recycled.

GREEN SOLVENTS SHOW THEIR TRUE COLORS

Additionally, chemists can fine-tune the properties of such ionic
liquids for a particular application by varying the chemical
structure of the material's constituent positive and negative
ions. Indeed, more than 500 different ionic liquids have been
synthesized and tested so far, each representing a variation on
the theme.

The team studied two well-known ionic liquids consisting
of a 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium [bmim+] cation, and either a
hexafluorophosphate (PF6) or a tetrafluoroborate (BF4) anion,
using x-ray reflectivity and surface tensiometry. The high
intensities, good collimation, and world-class liquid surface
diffractometers available at beamlines 9-ID and X22B allowed
the researchers to resolve the spatial structure of the surfaces
with sub-nanometer resolution.

The researchers found that, unlike aqueous salt solutions—
where the surface is depleted of ions—ionic liquids' surfaces are

MM any chemical processes occur at surfaces and interfaces between materials. For instance: chemical reaction
fronts between different species, catalytic reactions, nucleation and growth of crystals from solutions and
melts. Knowledge of the interface’s structure is crucial to understanding such processes. The surface structure

and thermodynamics of two so-called ionic liquids, an emerging class of industrially important “green” (i.e., environmen-
tally friendly) solvents, have been determined by researchers from Bar-Ilan University, Brookhaven National Laboratory,
and Argonne National Laboratory using the XOR/CMC 9-ID beamline at the APS and beamline X22B at the National
Synchrotron Light Source. Their findings could help explain the properties of these materials as well as point to new appli-
cations and ways to use them.
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enriched by anions, relative to their bulk. The only previous meas-
urement of the surface structure of any ionic liquid, by neutron
reflectivity on the same materials, hinted at a surface layering in
these ionic liquids. However, the low neutron flux and limited
angular range did not provide conclusive results. Moreover, spec-
troscopic studies led to contradictory results regarding the orien-
tation of the surface molecules; one suggested that the imidazole
ring of the cation lies parallel to the surface, while the other sug-
gested that it is situated at right angles to the surface.

For both of the ionic liquids studied, the new measure-
ments revealed a 15% enrichment of the surface by the anions,
forming a 0.6-nm-thick surface layer. This surface layer was
negatively charged, and is 10% to 12% denser than the bulk liq-
uid. Although the orientation of the cations at the surface could
not be unambiguously determined, the researchers identified
two possible arrangements and ruled out several other possibil-
ities. Whichever of the two arrangements turns out to be correct,
both are very different from the surface ordering seen in liquid
metals, polymer melts, and liquid crystals. This may hint at
ordering mechanisms and dominant interactions that differ from

those observed to date at liquid surfaces. The team suggests
that future studies on other ionic liquids may lead to the identi-
fication and elucidation of these mechanisms. 

— David Bradley
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Fig. 1. The measured (squares) variation of the intensity of x-rays reflected off the ionic liquid's sur-
face with increasing momentum transfer in the surface-normal direction (qz), which is a measure of
the incidence angle of the x-rays onto the liquid surface. The dashed line shows the intensity
expected for an unstructured surface, while the solid line is the intensity expected for a liquid surface
with a dense surface layer. The measured intensity clearly agrees better with the latter. The liquid's
density variation with depth, z, in the lower inset, depicts the dense layer as a “bump” close to the
surface (z = 0). A schematic of the likeliest molecular arrangement in the surface layer is shown in
the upper left-hand inset.
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RAXR REVEALS STRUCTURES
FROM AQUEOUS-ION-OXIDE INTERACTIONS

TT he role of interfacial reactions is of growing importance in understanding the interaction between a mineral sur-
face and aqueous metal ions at the liquid-solid interface. This role is especially important due to the ability of
interfacial reactions to regulate a large range of reaction and transport processes in various natural systems, as

well as in such industrial and technological applications as contaminant transport, catalyst preparation, corrosion inhi-
bition, ore extraction and processing, and water treatment and purification. A key uncertainty about the interaction is
whether the ion's hydration sphere is disrupted, yielding strong chemical bonds with oxygen atoms of the substrate (i.e.,
innersphere surface complex) or whether the ion retains its hydration sphere. If the latter case is true, there will be one
or more water layers between the ion and substrate. Utilizing resonant anomalous x-ray reflectivity (RAXR), researchers
from Argonne National Laboratory and the University of Illinois at Chicago have successfully examined the adsorption
of aqueous metal complexes at the oxide mineral-water interface. They determined that RAXR is a viable way to make
direct, simultaneous examinations of geometric and spectroscopic structures of weakly bound (outer-sphere) adsor-
bate materials at the mineral-water interface, and have verified that the adsorption of aqueous metal complexes show
complex characteristics that are understandable only after resolving their geometric and spectroscopic substructures.

A key consideration guiding this study
was the nature of the interaction of metal
oxide surfaces with aqueous metal. These
interactions are critical to the first step of
noble metal catalyst preparation, where plat-
inum tetraammine (PTA, Pt(NH3)4

2+) on silica
was chosen as a model system. Previous
studies have suggested that the interaction
of ionic platinum complexes with an oxide
support results in one or more water layers
between it and the substrate, preserving the
integrity of the ion hydration shell, either as a
discrete outer-sphere surface complex or as
a continuous Gouy-Chapman diffuse ion dis-
tribution.

A second critical factor for the study con-
cerned the limited ability of conventional
spectroscopic-based techniques to probe
weakly adsorbed species in situ, in the pres-
ence of solution ions. In the past, such fluo-
rescence-based methods by themselves
could not accurately examine mineral-water
interfaces because of spectroscopic interfer-
ence from the ions in solution (or, in many
cases, the solid substrate). This is a common
limitation for in situ studies of the solid-liquid
interface. These researchers, however, over-
came the limitations by utilizing RAXR together with conven-
tional surface x-ray reflectivity.

By utilizing the XOR/BESSRC beamline 12-BM-B at the
APS for their measurements, the group probed the physical
structure and spectroscopic properties of PTA after it was
adsorbed at the quartz (100)-water interface from dilute (~200
parts per million) platinum tetraammine (II) chloride

Fig. 1. The interaction of Pt(NH3)4
2+ (PTA) ions with quartz single crystal surfaces is

obtained with RAXR. Electron density profiles, shown at right, are derived from the exper-
imental data and include the total interfacial electron density (black) and Pt-specific
electron density (red). A structural model consistent with the experimental data is shown
at left, including two distinct adsorbed PTA complexes, separated from the quartz sur-
face by a layer of adsorbed water.

[Pt(NH3)4Cl2] solutions at a pH of about 10. The quartz (100)
surface was selected because its geometric structure (when
exposed to water) is well verified and its surface functional
groups share similar characteristics with amorphous silica
used as a catalyst support.
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The group found that PTA (Fig. 1) adsorbs at a height
above the surface hydration layer (i.e., as an outer-sphere
species). Specifically, when the RAXR spectra of adsorbed PTA
were measured near the Pt LIII edge, they were found to have
(1) an interface-specific x-ray absorption near-edge profile that
exhibits a significant white-line enhancement when compared to
the bulk and (2) an unexpected geometric structure containing
two distinct outer-sphere adsorbed layers above the quartz sur-
face. These characteristics are unexpected with respect to the
standard picture that outer-sphere species are only weakly
ordered at the solid-liquid interface. They suggest to the collab-
orators that these outer-sphere adsorbates may have a more
complex structure than earlier presumed.

As a result of their experiments, the researchers confirmed
that resonant scattering is useful as an element-specific
approach for examining ion adsorption at the oxide-water inter-
face. They verified that the adsorption of aqueous metal com-
plexes, which are electrostatically held at the oxide-water inter-
face, show complex characteristics that are understandable
only after resolving their geometric and spectroscopic sub-
structures.

Thus, RAXR measurements led to a better understanding
of the complex structural and chemical changes within these
aqueous-ion-oxide interactions. The promising results provide
the scientific community with new prospects for examining inter-
facial reactions that were previously unattainable. 

— William Arthur Atkins

See: Changyong Park1, Paul A. Fenter1, Neil C. Sturchio1,2, and
John R. Regalbuto2, "Probing Outer-sphere Adsorption of
Aqueous Metal Complexes at the Oxide-Water Interface with
Resonant Anomalous X-Ray Reflectivity," Phys. Rev. Lett. 94,
076104-1 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory 2University
of Illinois at Chicago
Correspondence: cypark@anl.gov; fenter@anl.gov

This work and use of the Advanced Photon Source were supported by
the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Geoscience
Research Program of the Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W31-109-ENG-38 and by the NSF through Grant No.
DMR 0304391 (NIRT).
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ATOMIC MODELS OF PLANT VIRUSES

Amy Kendall  (left), Michele
McDonald, and Sarah Tiggelaar—all
with the Stubbs Lab in the Department
of Biological Sciences at Vanderbilt
University—taking data at the Bio-CAT
18-ID beamline.

Kendall: “Our lab uses fiber diffrac-
tion data from oriented sols and dried
fibers to determine the structures of
flexible filamentous plant viruses. Our
long-term goal is to produce atomic
models based on diffraction data at
resolutions close to 3 Å, but a great
deal of information can be obtained
at lower resolution, including the size,
shape, and symmetry of the viruses. 

“These viruses are of great signifi-
cance as models for fundamental
virology and cell biology, They have
enormous potential as vectors in
biotechnology and they are of con-
siderable importance because of the
damage they cause to agriculture.
We also use the filamentous plant
viruses as important model systems for
developments in fiber diffraction.” 
Contact: amy.k.kendall@vanderbilt.edu
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Drosophila, the fruit fly, beats its wings up and down once
every 5 milliseconds. Two layers of muscle control this action:
when one layer contracts, it stretches the other. The stretched
muscle is then primed to contract; when it does, it stretches the
first layer and completes the cycle. These cycles occur faster
than nerve impulses can stimulate them; hence, the muscles
themselves must keep the beat going.

To find out how muscles do this, the research team needed
to visualize the proteins that make muscle contract. Within the
flight muscle cells, two proteins cooperate to do this. Myosin
proteins have flexible heads and long tails that bundle together.
The heads grab filaments made of the protein actin that ulti-
mately connect at either end to opposite cell walls. Like a
bunch of hands pulling on a rope, the myosin heads drag actin
inward, making the muscle cell shorter. Methods to visualize

what proteins look like often require purifying the protein or
killing the organism in which it exists. Not only did the team
want to keep the flies alive, but they wanted to watch myosin
and actin in action. Short bursts of APS's high-intensity x-rays
allowed them to achieve both goals.

The researchers tethered flies inside a box (a “flight simu-
lator”) and used air and moving lights to convince the bugs that
they were buzzing around. Then the team took x-ray snapshots
of the proteins responsible for beating the wings. They syn-
chronized the beam's shutter speed with the wing beat's fre-
quency. Much like a strobe light reveals the status of a dancer
instantaneously, synching the wing beat to the synchrotron
x-rays allowed the scientists to view the positions of the mus-
cle proteins at one point in time. The team put together a series

FF ruit flies beat their wings faster than their cellular powerplants can generate the energy needed for flapping. To
resolve this energetic discrepancy, researchers from the California Institute of Technology, the Illinois Institute of
Technology, and the University of Vermont used the Bio-CAT beamline 18-ID at the APS to obtain a series of x-ray

photographs that revealed the flies' secret: A muscle protein used to power wings acts like a spring, storing energy while
stretched before snapping back. Not only did this finding surprise researchers who study muscle, but the results might
also help scientists better understand the human heart.

Fig. 1 (above). Smaller than the flashing green lights on its flight simu-
lator, a fruit fly (inset) uses spring-like flight muscle proteins to beat its
wings. Fig. 2 (right). All the muscle components diffract high-intensity
x-rays that are captured on the detector in colorful patterns. 
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of these images taken at different points of the beat to create a
stop-action film of the protein movements within muscle cells.

After exposure in the beam, myosin and the other muscle
components diffract x-rays onto a detector in specific patterns.
From this pattern, researchers can tell if myosin is grabbing
onto the actin filament, pulling, or releasing its grasp. In con-
tracted muscle, the researchers saw myosin dragging the actin
filament as expected.

But when the muscles relaxed, the team saw an unantici-
pated movement. Instead of completely releasing its grasp as
myosin does in other relaxed muscles, the myosin briefly let
go, but then snagged the filament again. And the bundle of
myosin tails—long believed to be stiff for pulling during contrac-
tions—stretched a bit, due to the second layer of contracting
flight muscle. This finding suggested to the researchers that
myosin stores elastic energy in its tail that can be used in the
next contraction, much like a stretched spring holds onto
energy and releases it when the spring recoils. The stretching
also appears to stimulate the myosin and actin filaments to
again contract the muscle.

In addition to this novel finding, the technological advance-
ment that allows scientists to view the composition of a living
muscle will now let them study muscle contraction in greater
detail. Fruit flies are well suited for genetic studies that might
eventually illuminate how human heart muscle, which is similar
to a fly's muscle, can fail when diseased. — Mary Beckman

See: M. Dickinson1, G. Farman2, M. Frye1*, T. Bekyarova2,
D. Gore2, D. Maughan3, and T. Irving2, “Molecular Dynamics of
Cyclically Contracting Insect Flight Muscle In Vivo,” Nature 433,
330 (20 January 2005)
Author Affiliations: 1California Institute of Technology, 2Illinois
Institute of Technology, 3University of Vermont. *Current
address: University of Illinois
Correspondence: irving@iit.edu

This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health. The APS
is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy. Bio-CAT is an NIH-sup-
ported Research Center. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was sup-
ported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Using the MR-CAT 10-ID beamline at the APS, the team
has developed a technique that combines the technique of
x-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) with with
iron-edge area scanning. The process not only allows individ-
ual, minute iron anomalies to be detected with much greater
resolution and sensitivity than ever before, but it also makes
possible their identification and specific characterization in situ.

The experimenters used tissue samples from the midbrain
of a homing pigeon for this initial demonstration of the tech-
nique. The samples were fixed and sealed between two sheets
of Kapton film containing gridlines of zinc wire for use as an ori-
entation tool. The researchers ensured that the methods and
materials used to prepare the samples, including the fixing
solutions, Kapton sheets, and slides, were fully cleaned and
purified to prevent the detection of extraneous impurities dur-
ing the experimental procedures. Comparing the x-ray fluores-

cence of the tissue samples above the iron K absorption edge
at 7,112 eV with their fluorescence below the iron absorption
edge, the team was able to generate an iron concentration map
for each sample (Fig. 1). A detection limit of less than 1 ppm is
possible because of the high intensity of the APS microfocused
synchrotron x-rays. Because of the extreme sensitivity this
affords, a single particle of nanometer scale can be detected in
a 500-μm spot. 

The tiny areas of iron concentration found were then
examined at even higher resolution— down to 5 μm—followed
by XANES analysis. The data obtained from the XANES stud-
ies were compared with measured standards and published
results for magnetite, ferritin, haemosiderin, and haemoglobin.
This revealed that the iron anomalies detected in the tissue
samples consisted of ferritin, magnetite, and haemoglobin. The
researchers also confirmed that the sample preparation tech-

IRON ON THE BRAIN

EE veryone needs iron, but too much of it in the wrong place in the body can be a very bad thing. Neurodegener-
ative disorders, such as Alzheimer's, Huntington's, and Parkinson's disease, have all been shown to be closely
related to the presence of too much iron in brain tissue, which is the result of disturbances in normal iron metab-

olism. But discovering how much iron is present in the brain, and in what particular compounds, has proven to be a chal-
lenge. The chief methods used at present rely on staining of tissue samples, a technique that provides poor resolution
and does not provide any data on the makeup of specific iron compounds. Clearly, a more precise and accurate strat-
egy for locating and identifying iron anomalies in brain tissue is needed. Now, researchers from the University of Florida,
the University of Minnesota, Keele University, and Argonne National Laboratory, using the MR-CAT insertion device
beamline at the APS, may have found just that strategy.
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niques did not affect the iron compounds detected, and that any
trace metallic contamination introduced during the preparation
process can be distinguished from biogenic iron anomalies with
XANES.

The research team's work provides a powerful demonstra-
tion of the potential of highly focused synchrotron x-ray beams
to detect and identify in situ iron deposits in brain tissue with
very high resolution and with only a few hours of study. The use
of the zinc wire gridlines on the sample slides also allows the
identification and location of anomalies for comparison study by
other techniques, including electron and light microscopy. Other
metals that have been tied to neurological abnormalities, such
as aluminum and zinc, can also be detected and analyzed via
this method. Another interesting potential use of this technique
is the study of magnetoreception in animals—how certain
species (such as pigeons) may use magnetic fields to orient
themselves and navigate over great distances.

The researchers believe that their work is the first step in
the development of even more sophisticated techniques to find,
map, and precisely characterize abnormal iron and other metal-
lic compounds within brain tissue (they have now demonstrated
the technique in human tissue from Alzheimer's patients). This
new tool promises to provide crucial information on the specific
cells and structures containing such anomalies, and clues

about the ways in which these metallic deposits do their neuro-
logical dirty work.  — Mark Wolverton
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Fig. 1. Maps of the coronal section of a pigeon brain consisting of (a) x-ray transmission map
(black–yellow) with superimposed iron fluorescence map (red–white) with 500-μm resolution;
(b) iron fluorescence map at 20-μm resolution, with 5-μm resolution wireframe image inset of
iron anomaly A consisting primarily of ferritin-like iron compounds; and (c) iron fluorescence
wireframe map at 5-μm resolution of iron anomaly D, consisting primarily of magnetite.
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Fig. 1. Phospholipid head-groups and hydrocarbon tail region of the bilayer can be seen using x-ray reflectivity and a water cushion layer
between the bilayer and the substrate revealed.
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Earlier research into model cell membranes has exploited
the penetrating power of neutrons to investigate structure per-
pendicular to a buried interface. The research team knew that
neutrons did not provide them with the resolution they could
obtain by using x-rays. Conventional x-ray techniques, how-
ever, lacked the penetrating power needed to give them a
more detailed view of model membranes at the interface
between solid and liquid. The researchers' aim is ultimately to
mimic the cell membrane with a view to creating model sys-
tems for medicine and drug screening, as well as mapping
new avenues for materials science. High-power x-rays might
point the way.

The investigators used the 9-ID beamline to probe their
model membranes by increasing the x-ray photon energy to 18
keV, allowing them to penetrate the bulk-water environment to
which the membrane is exposed. Before, XR studies were lim-
ited to examining monolayers at the air-liquid interface. In addi-
tion to providing better resolution, x-rays are also cheaper,
more accessible, and quicker than neutrons.

Now, instead of studying monolayers, the researchers can
investigate the more biologically relevant bilayer systems with
increased resolution over neutron reflectivity. They made mem-
branes from the phospholipids found in natural cell membranes
and characterized a fluid-phase bilayer and a predominantly
gel-phase bilayer formed at the interface between a solid sup-
port and liquid water. The phospholipid bilayers stabilize them-
selves by lining up their water-repellant “tails” of the phospho-
lipid molecules to “hide” themselves from water, while the
water-loving, hydrophilic “heads” sit happily exposed to the
water. These lipid structures thus mimic more complicated real
cell membranes.

This is the first time scientists have studied such phos-
pholipid bilayers using synchrotron XR, which typically uti-
lizes an incident flux that is ten orders of magnitude greater
than current neutron fluxes. With such power on tap, the team
could probe the molecular orientation of the bilayers with
unparalleled detail.

Their high-resolution results confirmed that membranes
may be more complex than imagined: arranging themselves
into non-symmetrical groups or slabs with different lipid mole-
cules preferentially segregated into the leaflet of the bilayer
that faces the solid support or that is exposed to bulk water.
The researchers could clearly distinguish the phospholipid
head-groups and hydrocarbon tail region in the bilayer as well
as observing a 4-Å-thick cushion of water formed between the
bilayer and the solid support, or substrate. The much higher
resolution afforded by x-rays enables clear resolution of the
subtle differences in the packing of the lipid leaflets, as demon-
strated by the increased electron density of the lipid head-
groups closest to the substrate.

Structural details like these will have a significant impact
on the development of membrane-based sensors for toxin
detection and drug screening. Such a straightforward and ele-
gant approach to studying cell membranes could also revolu-
tionize structural investigations of membranes and their inter-
actions with proteins. — David Bradley

See: C.E. Miller1, J. Majewski2, T. Gog3, and T.L. Kuhl1,
“Characterization of Biological Thin Films at the Solid-Liquid
Interface by X-Ray Reflectivity,” Phys. Rev. Lett 94, 238104
(2005) 
Author Affiliations: 1University of California, Davis; 2Los
Alamos National Laboratory; 3Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: cemiller@ucdavis.edu

This work was supported by University of California directed research
and development funds, by Los Alamos National Laboratory under
DOE Contract No. W7405-ENG-36, and by the DOE Office of Basic
Energy Sciences. The work at the CMC-CAT beamline is supported in
part by the Office of Basic Energy Sciences of the U.S. Department of
Energy and by the National Science Foundation Division of Materials
Research. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the
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CC ell membranes are incredibly complex, which makes studying their structure and function difficult. Model sys-
tems—thin films formed from the building blocks of cell membranes without the myriad of other components of
a real cell—can offer a simplified view and so provide crucial insights into this important area of biology.

However, earlier methods of studying such model membranes either reveal only low-resolution details or else cannot
penetrate far beneath the surface. Specular x-ray reflectivity (XR) studies of biological membranes carried out at
XOR/CMC beamline 9-ID at the APS have demonstrated that XR can reveal details that are hidden during related lower-
power neutron studies and so provide an unprecedented picture of how phospholipids structurally assemble in thin films.
The detailed observations obtained by researchers from the University of California, Davis; Los Alamos National
Laboratory; and Argonne National Laboratory will provide biomedical researchers with new targets for pharmaceutical
discovery and aid in understanding how toxins function.
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Bone consists of very tiny mineral
particles of calcium phosphate,
packed with collagen fibers. The min-
eral phase is very strong but brittle.
Collagen is a very ductile connective
tissue that, combined with the mineral
phase, produces a tough material with
some flexibility. Certain diseases,
such as osteoporosis, increase the
overall porosity of bone and decrease
its mineral density. Not all low-density
bone suffers fractures, however, nor is
all high-density bone safe from frac-
ture. Clinical researchers face a chal-
lenge in discriminating between
healthy bone and bone susceptible to
fracture. After all, physicians cannot
test their patients' bones to destruc-
tion. Animal models of bone strength
and changes that occur in disease
have improved our understanding, but
what constitutes bone quality remains
elusive

As x-rays pass through the soft
and hard (mineral containing) tissues
of the body, they commonly produce “shadow” images of bone.
The nanoparticles of mineral are tiny crystals, and the building
blocks or unit cells of these crystals scatter x-rays. When bone
is compressed, the unit cells distort in response, changing the
pattern of scattered x-rays. The Argonne and Northwestern
University team used the calcium phosphate crystal unit cells
as microscopic strain gauges for testing a bone. This approach
avoids invasive procedures, such as affixing external, millime-
ter-sized strain gauges to the bone.

With assistance from XOR beamline 1-ID, the team used
80.7-keV x-radiation to investigate the internal stresses in an
intact bone under compressive loading. They found that, using

EXPLORING THE STRUCTURE OF BONE

this technique, the changes in the crystal unit cells under load-
ing could be easily quantified. The researchers noted that
when they applied a compressive stress to the bone, the crys-
tal unit cells—however they are oriented—compressed in the
direction of the stress and expanded in the directions at right-
angles to it. This is analogous to squeezing a piece of foam
rubber with each “cell” distorted by the squeeze so that it gets
shorter in the direction of the squeeze and bulges out side-
ways.

The distortion of the crystal unit cells in bone appeared as
small, but clear differences in the x-ray scattering patterns
between unstressed and stressed bone. The researchers then

XX -rays and bones have a long history. The bones in a human hand were revealed in one of the very first x-ray
images captured by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen when he discovered the x-ray more than 110 years ago. From that
day on, x-rays have been used to image bones for medical purposes. But probing the structure of bone materi-

als itself required the high-brilliance x-rays from a synchrotron light source such as the APS. Bone is one of the most intrigu-
ing composite materials. Engineers have yet to create a structure that rivals its strength and toughness pound for pound.
Tough materials can be heavily damaged before they fail, and a tough skeleton improves an animal's chances of sur-
vival. So, studies that provide new insights into the characteristics that make bone so strong and tough, but keep it light-
weight, are keenly followed by structural researchers hoping to emulate this natural material. Such insights are also
important to medical researchers hoping to better understand bone diseases, such as osteoporosis. Scientists from
Argonne National Laboratory and Northwestern University have turned to high-energy synchrotron x-ray scattering at
the XOR 1-ID beamline to glean new insights into the way bone carries the stresses and strains encountered during
everyday life.

Fig. 1. A small x-ray beam is used to follow compression of a bone specimen (right) via
changes in the pattern of x-ray scattering measured by the area detector (left, with the col-
ors indicating different scattered x-ray intensities). The small attached strain gauge provides
supplementary information.
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Negative charges riddle the backbones
of DNA and RNA molecules. The negativity
creates repulsion that should prevent nucleic
acids from interacting (Fig.1). And yet often,
within cells (such as when DNA condenses
into chromosomes before cell division),
nucleic acids have to contact other nucleic
acids. Ions with one or two positive charges
normally coat the negative charges, forming
a so-called ion atmosphere near the mole-
cule's surface. Ions with two or more positive
charges interact to a greater extent with the
negative charges on DNA and RNA. For
example, magnesium ions with two positive
charges are commonly required for folding
DNA and RNA. Researchers have found that
in very long molecules such as chromo-
somes, these divalent and multivalent
cations line up between two DNA helices in
a way that allows the molecules to attract
each other. This arrangement could also
allow a DNA molecule to fold in upon itself.

To explore whether the same mecha-
nism prompts the folding of small DNA and
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inferred the changes in the crystal unit cells from the altered
x-ray patterns and related these to the stress applied and to the
internal forces carried by the bone. By combining wide-angle
diffraction and small-angle scattering from the bone sample
they were able to glean far more information than has so far
been possible with other techniques. Their results demonstrate
that measuring the internal strain on bone's mineral phase—
and the corresponding stress it feels—should be possible on
intact bones or vertebrae. The same approach might even allow
studies to be carried out on the limbs of anesthetized animals in
model studies to help improve our understanding of bone's
behavior. — David Bradley

See: J.D. Almer1 and S.R. Stock2, “Internal Strains and Stresses
Measured in Cortical Bone Via High-Energy X-ray Diffraction,”
J. Struct. Biol. 152, 14 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory,
2Northwestern University
Correspondence: s-stock@northwestern.edu

Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38. Use of the
Northwestern University MicroCT Facilities Scanco MicroCT-40 is also
acknowledged.

HOW ATTRACTIVE IS THAT DNA?

LL ong, linear DNA molecules bend and fold into three-dimensional shapes. The electrochemical forces that dictate
the conformation adopted by nucleic acid are central to understanding how DNA and RNA carry out their tasks
within cells. Researchers from Stanford University used the XOR/BESSRC beamline 12-ID at the APS and Stanford

Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory's 4-2 beamline to test how different electrochemical environments influence the way
DNA molecules structure themselves. The measurements will help scientists enhance their understanding of the forces
that shape DNA and RNA.

Fig.1. Positively charged ions (blue orbs) surrounding negatively charged molecules of
DNA or RNA (red and gray structures).
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RNA molecules, scientists must better understand the shape
and charge of the ion atmosphere, whose constant flux makes
it unsuitable for crystallography. Neutron scattering and small-
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) can provide information about
the shape of the ion atmosphere, and researchers have used
these methods to narrow down its breadth. But to determine
how positive or negative the atmosphere becomes with the
buildup of positive ions, the Stanford scientists tied two DNA
molecules together to see what close company they would
keep. 

The researchers first tested whether structures derived
from SAXS profiles can be distinguished from one another. To
do so, they used a small DNA helix to represent DNA that is
long and extended. They compared this to a circular DNA mol-
ecule that takes the shape of folded, collapsed DNA. The two
conformations resulted in distinct SAXS profiles.

Next, the group wanted to determine the shapes that two
independent, yet linked, helices would take under electrochem-
ical conditions replete with positive ions. If repulsive forces kept
the helices apart, the researchers would see SAXS profiles that
indicated an extended molecule. If the helices were neither
repulsed by nor attracted to each other, the SAXS profile would
indicate a relaxed, floppy molecule (a third shape in addition to
the extended and collapsed forms). If, however, large amounts
of positive ions caused an attraction, the SAXS profiles would
appear more like the collapsed DNA molecule. 

To keep the two DNA helices close enough to test how
they react to one another yet still able to move about in solu-
tion, the team linked them together with a polymer that had no
charge. The researchers mixed the linked helices with low or
high concentrations of positively charged ions and took SAXS
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snapshots (Fig. 1). The DNA helices with low levels of positive
ions milling about appeared as extended molecules, indicating
high repulsive forces, as expected. High levels of singly
charged ions resulted in floppy molecules, also consistent with
previous data. However, in contrast to the evidence that diva-
lent cations can induce DNA collapse on long molecules, the
researchers found that ion concentrations higher than those
normally found within cells do not beget such an attractive force
for the smaller molecule (Fig. 2). The researchers concluded
that biologists modeling possible structures of small nucleic
acids can ignore the attractive force. The team has applied this
finding to subsequent work on ribozymes, small enzymes made
of RNA and cations, and used the linked DNA helices to further
study repulsive forces. — Mary Beckman

See: Y. Bai, R. Das, I. S. Millett, D. Herschlag, and S. Doniach,
"Probing Counterion Modulated Repulsion and Attraction
between Nucleic Acid Dplexes in Solution," Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci. U S A. 102, 1035 (25 January 2005).
Author Affiliation: Stanford University 
Correspondence: herschla@cmgm.stanford.edu

This work was supported by National Institutes of Health Grant PO1
GM066275 and U.S. Department of Energy Contract W-31-109-ENG-
38 (to the Advanced Photon Source, beamline 12-ID, University of
Chicago, and Intense Pulsed Neutron Source). Y.B. and R.D. were par-
tially supported by Stanford Graduate Fellowships and a National
Science Foundation graduate fellowship, respectively. Beamline 4-2 of
the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory and beamline 12-ID of
the Advanced Photon Source are supported by the National Institutes
of Health and U.S. Department of Energy.

Fig. 2. Monitoring conformational states of the tethered DNA duplexes by SAXS. (A)
Predicted SAXS profiles of the extended (dotted line), random (solid line), and col-
lapsed (dashed line) states of 12-bp tethered DNA. Scattering intensity I(s) has been
multiplied by the scattering angle s to help illustrate SAXS profile differences; inset
shows the unweighted profile with intensity normalized to unity at s = 0. (B) Experimental
SAXS profiles of 24-bp duplex DNA (diamonds) and circular DNA (circles) compared to
the predicted SAXS profiles of the duplex (dotted line) and circular (solid line) DNA.
(Inset) Plots of I(s), normalized as in (A). SAXS data were obtained with 0.2-mM DNA in
1.2 M NaCl/100-mM Na-Mops, pH 7.0.
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X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy has
advantages over other methods of meas-
urement, such as quantifying serum zinc
levels or estimating dietary zinc intake, pre-
cisely because it can directly measure ele-
mental levels inside tissues. Serum zinc
concentrations are maintained homeostati-
cally, so serum zinc is a weak marker of
zinc concentrations in human tissues.
Estimating zinc intake on the basis of nutri-
ent density in diet is likewise complicated by
the fact that other dietary constituents can
have dramatic effects on zinc bioavailability.
For example, phytate in whole grain pro-
hibits the uptake of dietary zinc.

The subjects were from Linzhou,
People's Republic of China, which has one
of the highest rates of esophageal squa-
mous-cell cancer in the world. They were
selected from a group of 440 healthy sub-
jects that had filled out demographic ques-
tionnaires and had endoscopies and tissue
samples taken in 1985. All of these subjects
were followed over the years to check their
vital status and incidence of cancer through May 31, 2001.
Sixty of the initially screened subjects were chosen for study
because they had developed esophageal squamous-cell carci-
nomas and had sufficient tissue remaining in their biopsy spec-
imens for x-ray fluorescence analysis. From those who had not
developed cancer, the researchers selected 72 subjects who
were matched to the cancer subjects on the basis of their
esophageal health at baseline and who had sufficient tissue
remaining in their biopsy material. X-ray fluorescence measure-
ments were completed on tissue samples from a total of 132
people. Levels of copper, iron, nickel, and sulfur were also
assessed, in part to eliminate the possibility of confounding
effects. High concentrations of iron, for example, are known to

ZINC CONCENTRATIONS IN ESOPHAGEAL TISSUE
AND THE RISK OF ESOPHAGEAL CANCER

be associated with an increased risk of esophageal cancer,
and metallic nickel and certain nickel compounds are sus-
pected human carcinogens.

A single 5-μm-thick section was cut from each tissue
block, and 10.5-keV x-rays were focused to a 100-μm-diame-
ter spot at two randomly selected sites within each tissue spec-
imen. National Institute of Standards and Technology stan-
dards NBS 1832 and NBS 1833 were subjected to similar x-ray
exposures to provide a basis for quantitative estimates of ele-
mental concentrations.

Approximately 90% of the individuals in the highest zinc
quartile (Q4) were alive without esophageal cancer after 16

SS tudies in rats have shown that zinc deficiency enhances the effects of certain nitrosamines that act as
esophageal carcinogens, and that the mechanisms that increase the incidence of esophageal cancers oper-
ate locally inside esophageal tissues, rather than through changes in carcinogenic metabolism at other sites,

such as the liver. To study the relationship between zinc levels in esophageal tissues and the risk of developing
esophageal squamous-cell carcinoma in humans, researchers from the National Cancer Institute, Argonne National
Laboratory, and the Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences measured zinc concentrations in human tissue directly,
using x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy at the XOR 2-BM beamline at the APS. X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy can
nondestructively measure multiple-element concentrations in very small amounts of tissue. This was the first prospec-
tive study to determine the association between elemental zinc levels in human esophageal tissues and the inci-
dence of esophageal squamous-cell carcinoma.

Fig. 1. Percentage of incident esophageal squamous-cell carcinoma-free survival
among study subjects. Q1 through Q4 refer to tissue zinc concentration quartiles, with
Q1 having the lowest concentrations of zinc and Q4 having the highest. Individuals in
Q1 had a much lower probability of being disease-free at the end of the follow-up than
individuals in Q4.
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years. By contrast, only 65% of the individuals in the lowest zinc
quartile (Q1) were alive without esophageal cancer. Individuals
in the second (Q2) and third (Q3) quartiles of zinc concentration
showed intermediary disease-free survival rates of 85% and
80%, respectively (Fig. 1). The results for copper, iron, nickel,
and sulfur were equivocal, leading the researchers to conclude
that the importance of these elements in the risk of developing
esophageal squamous-cell carcinoma requires further study.

The research strengthened the hypothesis that zinc defi-
ciency is a contributing factor to the development of esophageal
squamous-cell carcinoma in humans. It also demonstrated a
method to accurately measure elemental concentrations in
small esophageal biopsy specimens. Prospectively collected
tissue samples are precious resources that must be used spar-
ingly to address important hypotheses via analytical techniques
that have sufficient sensitivity and reproducibility. One advan-
tage of the researcher's analytical method is the high sensitivity
and multiple-element capabilities of x-ray fluorescence spec-
troscopy, which requires only a single tissue section from each
subject. The study, therefore, provides a model for other pros-

pective studies of the potential associations between nutritional
or toxic elements and the risk of subsequent disease. 

— Vic Comello

See: C.C. Abnet1, B. Lai2, Y.-L. Qiao3, S. Vogt2, X.-M. Luo3, P.R.
Taylor1, Z.-W. Dong3, S.D. Mark1, and S.M. Dawsey1, “Zinc
Concentration in Esophageal Biopsy Specimens Measured by
X-ray Fluorescence and Esophageal Cancer Risk,” J. Natl.
Cancer I. 97(4), 301 (16 February 2005).
Author Affiliations: 1National Cancer Institute, 2Argonne
National Laboratory, 3Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
Correspondence: abnetc@mail.nih.gov

This study was supported by the Intramural Research Program of the
National Institutes of Health and the National Cancer Institute and the
following contracts from the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, National Institutes of Health: N01-SC-91030, N01-CP-40540,
263-MQ-822420, 263-MQ-731789. Use of the Advanced Photon
Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

The researchers, from the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign and the National Institutes of Health, used SAXS
and confocal microscopy to systematically investigate the
anionic lipid (AL)-DNA complexes induced by a wide range of
divalent ions, to show how different ion-mediated interactions
are expressed in the self-assembled structures. The SAXS
measurements were made at the Frederick Seitz Materials
Research Laboratory, the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation
Laboratory, and the XOR/UNI 34-ID beamline at the APS. The
governing interactions in AL-DNA systems were found to be
complex, as divalent ions can mediate strong attractions
between the components in various combinations. Moreover,
divalent cations can coordinate non-electrostatically with lipids,
thereby modifying the resultant membrane structure. It was

found that at low membrane charge densities, AL-DNA com-
plexes self-assemble into a lamellar structure having alternat-
ing layers of like-charged DNA and anionic membranes bound
together with divalent cations. This is the condensed DNA-ion-
membrane lamellar phase. As the membrane charge density is
increased, a new phase appears having no analog in cationic
lipid (CL)-DNA systems. In this phase, DNA is expelled from
the complex, and the divalent ions mediate attractions between
anionic membrane sheets to form a lamellar stack of mem-
branes and intercalated ions. This is the condensed ion-mem-
brane lamellar phase.

Divalent ions differ in their tendency to coordinate non-
electrostatically with lipids. Zn2+ ions are known to have strong
non-electrostatic interactions with lipids, involving significant

NEGATIVELY-CHARGED LIPIDS
FOR GENE THERAPY

GG ene therapy, using either viral or synthetic DNA delivery systems, is one of the most promising strategies for cur-
ing many hereditary and acquired diseases. Among the synthetic DNA delivery systems, those based on neg-
ative ion fatty acids (anionic lipids, or ALs) are being examined as an alternative to cationic lipid (CL)-DNA com-

plexes because the former are less likely to damage cells. Although ALs can be complexed with anionic DNA via inter-
actions with multivalent cations, such as Ca2+, and have been shown to successfully transfer oligonucleotides (mole-
cules made up of a small number of the nucleotide units that are building blocks of DNA or RNA), the inefficient associ-
ation between the ALs and DNA molecules remains an outstanding problem with this approach. To help provide a basis
for the rational design of AL-DNA vectors, researchers used small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and confocal microscopy
at the Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory, the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, and the XOR/UNI
34-ID beamline at the APS.
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dehydration of the lipid headgroups. The
researchers found that both lamellar phases
are destabilized as the global Zn2+ concentra-
tion is increased. The system in this case forms
an inverted hexagonal phase, comprising a
hexagonal array of divalent cation-coated DNA
strands wrapped in turn by anionic membrane
monolayers (see Fig. 1). Although Zn2+ is
known to adhere to both lipids and DNA, the
researchers believe that the change in AL-DNA
structure is caused primarily by a cation-
induced change in the membrane's sponta-
neous curvature. A simple theoretical model
that takes into account the electrostatic interac-
tions and the membrane's elastic contributions
to the free energy shows that this transition is
consistent with an ion-induced change in the
membrane's spontaneous curvature.
Moreover, the crossover between the lamellar
and inverted hexagonal phases occurs at a
critical curvature that agrees well with experi-
mental values. — Vic Comello

See: H. Liang1, D. Harries2, and G.C.L. Wong1, “Polymorphism
of DNA-anionic Liposome Complexes Reveals Hierarchy of Ion-
mediated Interactions,” Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA, 102 (32),
11173 (9 August 2005).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, 2National Institutes of Health
Correspondence: gclwong@uiuc.edu

This work was supported in part by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Division of Materials Sciences, under Award DEFG02-91ER45439,
through the Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the National Science
Foundation Nanoscience and Engineering Initiative, and the Petroleum
Research Fund. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by
the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. A phase diagram for anionic lipid-DNA complexes, showing the two distinct
lamellar phases (left) and the inverted hexagonal phase (right).

What killed famed composer Ludwig von Beethoven?
On December 6, Argonne researchers Francesco De
Carlo, Ken Kemner, and Derrick Mancini;, and Bill Walsh
from the Pfeiffer Treatment Center in Warrenville, Ill.,
provided insight into this 178-year-old mystery. X-ray flu-
orescence spectroscopy at the XOR sector 2 bending
magnet beamline revealed that the lead content in
Beethoven's hair at the time of his death was 60 ppm,
about 100 times higher than normal. Analysis of bone
fragments from the composer's skull showed that they,
too, had a greatly elevated lead content. The same
state-of-the-art x-ray equipment and techniques that
were used to quantify the lead in Beethoven's hair and
bones are being employed at the APS and other DOE
synchrotron x-ray facilities to guide researchers toward,
for instance, ways of cleaning up the environment,
improving existing energy technology, looking for alter-
native energy sources, furthering the cause of national
security, and designing new pharmaceuticals.  In the photo, Kemner meets the press in  the APS atrium.
For more information, see http://www.anl.gov/Media_Center/News/2005/news051206.html.
Contact: decarlo@aps.anl.gov, kemner@anl.gov, mancini@aps.anl.gov, bill.walsh@hriptc.org

AA R O U N DR O U N D T H ET H E EE X P E R I M E N TX P E R I M E N T HH A L LA L L
A LEAD TO THE ROOT CAUSE OF BEETHOVEN’S DEMISE
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A N DA N D II T ST S RR E C E P TE C E P T O RO R

< Fig. 1. Human follicle-stimulating hormone (green, teal) bound to
the hormone-binding region of its receptor (red), which is depicted
as it would project from the cell membrane. The proteins bind each
other in a perpendicular “hand-clasp” orientation.

FSH is part of a family of “glycoprotein” hormones, which
consist of a protein core studded with sugar molecules. The
receptors for these hormones project from and extend through
the cell membrane. When hormones stick to them, the recep-
tors experience shape changes that propagate through the cell
membrane and send signals inside the cell, altering its behav-
ior in some way. To try to understand how such receptors
accomplish both binding and signaling, researchers from
Columbia University crystallized FSH, together with the hor-
mone-binding region of its receptor. They and other groups had
solved the structures of several of these hormones alone, with-
out the receptor.

The hormone lies across an elongated, curved receptor,
like hands clasping each other (Fig. 1). The x-ray crystallo-
graphic structure derived from studies on SGX-CAT beamline
31-ID at the APS and beamline X4A of the National
Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory
reveals the receptor to be a solid, bent tube. The hormone lies
on the tube's concave side, perpendicular to its long axis. The
hormone bends slightly, twists at one end, and becomes more
rigid upon receptor binding, the authors conclude from a com-
parison of the structures of the free and bound hormone. The
contact area between the two proteins is dense with positively
charged amino acids on the hormone's side and negatively
charged amino acids on the receptor's side. Atomic details of
the contact interface explain how the FSH hormone uniquely

recognizes its specific receptor. No sugars are sandwiched
between them, indicating that the hormone's sugars are not
important for receptor binding. The hormone-receptor complex
forms a roughly symmetric dimer, or bound pair, in the crystal.
This dimer formation may play a role in turning on the receptor,
the researchers speculate. 

The structure is consistent with a model of receptor activa-
tion, in which the receptor-bound hormone contacts an addi-
tional site in the membrane-spanning domain for activation.
The authors argue, based on many similarities in structure and
amino acid sequence and on comparisons with results from
biochemical studies, that all hormones in this class should bind
and activate their receptors in the same way.   — JR Minkel

See: Qing R. Fan1 and Wayne A. Hendrickson1,2, “Structure of
Human Follicle-Stimulating Hormone in Complex with Its
Receptor,” Nature 433, 269 (20 January 2005).
Author Affiliation: Columbia University
Correspondence: wayne@convex.hhmi.columbia.edu

Beamline X4A at the National Synchrotron Light Source is supported
by the New York Structural Biology Center, and beamline 31-ID at the
APS is supported by SGX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. NSLS and APS are
U.S. Department of Energy facilities. Work was supported in part by an
NIH grant. Q.R.F. is an Agouron Institute fellow of the Jane Coffin
Childs Memorial Foundation. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was
supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office
of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

SS ynchrotron x-rays have provided the closest-ever look at the active form of a human hormone used to treat infer-
tility. Called human follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), it induces the development of eggs in women and the for-
mation of sperm in men. FSH works by latching onto a receptor protein on the surface of certain ovarian or testic-

ular cells. Using x-ray crystallography, investigators from Columbia University solved the structure of the hormone and its
receptor, both bound together. Greater understanding of the structural details of this joining could help in the design of
new contraceptives and infertility treatments.

PROTEIN CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
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Proteins are chains of amino acid building blocks that twist
and fold into a variety of shapes, depending on how the building
blocks fit together. These shapes include helices, flat sheets,
and disorganized blobs. Enzymes often have clefts or canyons
into which other molecules can fit. Inside these cavities, the
chemically reactive “active site” performs the magic enzymatic
reaction. A common architectural feature of active site clefts are
helices, which often form the walls of the active site cleft.

To find out whether it is possible to design clefts from
scratch that would hold a small molecule, the Scripps
researchers turned to a bit of protein called GCN4-pLI. This pep-
tide is a 33-amino-acid-long piece of a larger, well-studied pro-
tein called GCN4. Inside cells, the peptide forms a helix, and two
helices wrap around each other to become a so-called “coiled
coil." Two coiled coils team up to allow GCN4 to perform its reac-
tion. The researchers chose GCN4-pLI because it is small, easy
to work with, and can assemble even with a few mutations. The
team chemically synthesized 15 different versions of GCN4-pLI.
Each contained a change to one amino acid. Because scientists
know the three-dimensional shape of the peptide, the Scripps
group was able to alter amino acid positions that fell within the
interior core of the peptide coils. Like designers eliminating clut-
ter, they replaced large bulky amino acids with smaller ones,
hoping to open up some space in the core.

To determine the three-dimensional structure, the team pro-
duced the mutant peptides, spurred them to crystallize, and col-
lected data at the Scripps Institute (larger crystals) and the
SSRL and APS (smaller crystals). After determining the three-
dimensional structures of the peptides, the team found that all of
the mutants had structural differences compared with the origi-
nal GCN4-pLI. Most had open spaces surrounded by four sides,
though some had more of a tunnel running though the coils. The
researchers were unable to accurately measure some of the
cavities, but the remaining dozen ranged in volume from 80 Å3

to 370 Å3, compared with spaces of 20 to 40 Å3 found in normal
GCN4-pLI. To determine whether a small molecule could fit com-
fortably within the spaces, the group added iodobenzene to two
mutants with cavities measuring about 220 Å3 in size. One
iodobenzene molecule fit well in either of the spaces, proving
that appropriately engineered cavities for molecules could be
successfully designed (Fig.1). — Mary Beckman

CAVITY CONSTRUCTION

See: M.K. Yadav, J.E. Redman, L.J. Leman, J.M. Alvarez-
Gutierrez, Y. Zhang, C.D. Stout, and M.R. Ghadiri, “Structure-
Based Engineering of Internal Cavities in Coiled-Coil
Peptides,” Biochem. 44, 9723 (19 July 2005).
Author Affiliation: The Scripps Research Institute
Correspondence: ghadiri@scripps.edu

This work was supported by National Institutes of Health Grant
GM52190. J.E.R., J.M.A.-G., and L.J.L. were supported by the
Wellcome Trust (061454/Z/00/Z), the Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia y
Tecnología, and the National Science Foundation, respectively.
GM/CA-CAT has been funded in whole or in part with Federal funds
from the National Cancer Institute (Y1-CO-1020) and the National
Institute of General Medical Sciences (Y1-GM-1104). Use of the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

TT o understand how biological processes—from antibiotics to reproduction—work, scientists need to understand
how protein enzymes speed up chemical reactions within and between molecules. But protein engineers have
difficulty designing the three-dimensional structures in proteins that hold onto molecules and make them react.

To investigate the issue, researchers from The Scripps Research Institute used the GM/CA-CAT beamline 23-ID at the APS
and the 9-1 beamline at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) to determine whether spacious pockets
could be engineered within protein coils. The ability to make such pockets is the first step in eventually customizing
enzymes to perform a variety of natural and artificial chemical reactions.

Fig. 1. Amid the helices of congregating peptides, a small molecule
hangs in an engineered space. Two overlapping molecules are
shown because the molecule can be in one of two positions.
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People catch botulism from contaminated food
or an infection that lets in Clostridium botulinum. The
bacteria exude a neurotoxin into the blood, where
the toxin floats around inconspicuously, until it finds
and enters neurons. Inside the nerve cells, the toxin,
a protein, reveals its Trojan Horse leanings: a chunk
of the toxin known as the light chain splits off and
activates, chewing up another protein needed by
neurons and causing neuromuscular paralysis. Of
the seven BoNT variations, three chop up the same
neural protein, although one of those three can also
gnaw down a second neural protein. The remaining
four types—B, D, F, and G—destroy a third neural
protein. The overall shapes of three of these toxin
light chains are known, including A—more famously
known as Botox®. Determining the three-dimen-
sional forms of the remaining four will help explain
how each toxin recognizes, grabs, and chews up the
neural proteins of its choice.

The Scripps team decided to tackle light-chain
G, a variant recently discovered in soil. To do so,
they first had to form crystals of the toxin protein. Diffraction
data collected at beamline 23-ID, at a wavelength of 1.009 Å,
allowed the group to determine the overall shape of the toxin,
as well as to view the cleft in which the toxin snags and cuts its
victim, a neural protein called VAMP.

The team found that the structure of G on its own differed
from the other types, and from when it is contained within the
entire toxin complex. This result could help explain how the
light chain gets turned on only after losing its toxin partner. The
researchers also found that the clefts between two light chains
sitting side by side in the crystal connected, forming one long
channel. The biological significance to this particular feature, if
any, is still under study. 

Within the cleft, the team located a single zinc atom. It is
known that BoNT uses zinc to axe neural proteins, so the site
where the atom resides is likely important for the chemical
reaction used to snip VAMP. Although the Scripps group did not
add VAMP to the crystal mix, a computer-generated model of
VAMP appeared to fit quite nicely in the toxin's cleft. 

Lastly, comparing the G light chain to other BoNT light
chains allowed the team to identify regions similar in all ver-

BETRAYING THE NEUROTOXIC TROJAN HORSE

sions. This suggested which regions on the light chains were
more important than others—leads that can be followed up by
biochemical experiments.  — Mary Beckman

See: J.W. Arndt, W. Yu, F. Bi, and R.C. Stevens, “Crystal
Structure of Botulinum Neurotoxin Type G Light Chain:
Serotype Divergence in Substrate Recognition,” Biochem. 44,
9574 (19 July 2005).
Author Affiliation: The Scripps Research Institute
Correspondence: stevens@scripps.edu

This  work is supported in part by the PSWRCE (U54 GM AI065359).
Portions of this research were carried out at the General Medicine and
Cancer Institutes Collaborative Access Team (GM/CA-CAT) beamlines
of the Advanced Photon Source (APS). GM/CA-CAT has been funded
in whole or in part with Federal funds from the National Cancer Institute
(Y1-CO-1020) and the National Institute of General Medical Sciences
(Y1-GM-1104). Use of the APS was supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Basic Energy Sciences, Office of Science, under Contract
W-31-109-ENG-38.

BB otulinum neurotoxin (BoNT) paralyzes its victims, and if it doesn't soon kill them, renders them helpless and
dependent on mechanical breathing devices for months until the toxin clears the body. Although the medical
community has found the toxin helpful (for example, in ameliorating muscle spasms in cerebral palsy and

migraines), the defense community would like to better prepare against its use as a weapon. Researchers from The
Scripps Research Institute used the GM/CA-CAT beamline 23-ID at the APS to determine the three-dimensional shape
of one of the seven BoNT variants. The structure appears to be slightly different from the three variants that researchers
have already uncovered, providing insight into the toxin's deadly game.

Fig. 1. Channel surfing:  Two copies of light chain G (green and purple) nestle
side-by-side, creating a channel with their central clefts, seen here with zinc
atoms (yellow) resting inside.
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MAKING PROTEIN PRODUCTION
A LEAN MACHINE

AA ssembling proteins in a cell is much like assembling cars in a factory—all of the necessary com-
ponents must be present in order for production to go forward. Just as current manufacturing
methods are lean and depend on “just-in-time” delivery of parts, cellular processes for manu-

facturing protein are very efficient. One example of this efficiency is the way mammal and yeast cells
behave when they are starved and when certain amino acids needed to make proteins are in low
supply or unavailable. An enzyme system that regulates protein synthesis slows overall protein produc-
tion even while production of proteins that help combat cellular stress continues. How these wonder
enzymes accomplish such a feat is made elegantly clear by the structural data collected at the SGX-
CAT beamline 31-ID. 
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< Fig. 1. Structure of the mutant form of GCN2 protein kinase. The white monomer sur-
face is rendered semi-transparent and shown with an embedded protein ribbon con-
taining α-helices (green), β-strands (cyan), and loops (gold). The magenta-colored
portion of the surface incorporates the mutation site and exhibits structural flexibility to
regulate the GCN2 kinase activity. The small molecule that is at the surface crevice is
a non-hydrolysable analog of ATP shown in stick representation.

New knowledge about the subtleties of protein production
makes it easier to understand what happens when the mecha-
nisms go awry, cells malfunction, and a disease state ensues.
The researchers from SGX Pharmaceuticals, Inc.; The Rocke-
feller University; The National Institutes of Health; and the
University of California, San Francisco, took a unique
approach to this particular enzyme system. They studied the
structure of a mutant form of the protein kinase GNC2 from
yeast cells in order to understand the behavior of the normal
form. By doing so, they were able to determine that a two-step
activation process, and its regulation, nicely explains both acti-
vation and slowing of protein production. 

Protein kinases help keep protein assembly efficient by
controlling whether phosphate is added to an initiation factor.
GCN2 is a protein kinase that is inactive, or autoinhibited, in
normal cells, and activated when cells are under stress, such
as amino acid starvation or UV irradiation. So, GCN2 is called
into play when the cell is slowing down total protein production
and in need of those proteins that help the cell respond to
stress. To bring GCN2 back into an active state requires bind-
ing of an empty transfer RNA molecule, one that should be car-
rying an amino acid but isn't because the cellular supply is low.
The main question in the work conducted by the research team
centered on exactly how all of this activity is manifested in
structural changes.

To answer that question, the team determined x-ray struc-
tures of normal and mutant GNC2 from yeast cells (Fig. 1). By
doing so, they came up with a tantalizing two-step model for
activating GNC2. The first step involves rearranging the shape
of the hinge region. The shape change in the first step allows
the second step, binding of an adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
molecule, to occur. In the inactive, autoinhibited form of GNC2,
the shape of the hinge area is such that the second step, ATP
binding, cannot occur. The necessary remodeling of the GNC2
hinge region, which is mediated by binding of the empty trans-

fer RNA molecule, was clear in the mutant form of the enzyme,
where a way to activate GNC2 independent of transfer RNA
binding could be used.

A detailed comparison of the shape changes in the normal
and mutant GNC2 made it easy to see why ATP binding could
not occur when the enzyme is in its autoinhibited state. The
mutant form also showed interesting flexibility resulting from
loss of amino acid interactions that would be present in the
normal form. These interactions within a molecule appear to be
important for the hinge area remodeling that occurs after bind-
ing of transfer RNA. Knowledge of such differences could be
used to great benefit in the design of pharmaceuticals. 

By studying the mutant form of GCN2, the behavior of the
normal form comes into focus. What the researchers discov-
ered fits well with existing data, paves the way for increasingly
sophisticated studies of this protein kinase involved in the
stress response, and is downright beautiful. The magnificent
efficiency of the protein assembly line has just become much
easier to understand. — Mona Mort

See: A.K. Padyana1,2, H. Qiu3, A. Roll-Mecak2,4, A.G.
Hinnebusch3, and S.K. Burley1,2, “Structural Basis for
Autoinhibition and Mutational Activation of Eukaryotic Initiation
Factor2a Protein Kinase GCN2,” J. Biol. Chem. 280(32),
29289 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1SGX Pharmaceuticals, Inc.; 2The
Rockefeller University; 3National Institutes of Health;
4University of California, San Francisco
Correspondence: sburley@sgxpharma.com and

anil_padyana@yahoo.com
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Department of Energy, and SGX Pharmaceuticals, Inc. Use of the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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The key protein is SUMO. When cells want to get rid of a pro-
tein or send it to a new location, they will often tag it with a small
protein called ubiquitin, or a related protein such as SUMO. This
tagging process requires two helper proteins: a “conjugating pro-
tein” that primes SUMO for attachment to the target protein, and a
“ligase” that assists in fusing SUMO to its target. The Sloan-
Kettering Institute researchers crystallized a complex between
SUMO, its conjugating protein, a ligase, and a target protein that
participates in moving cargo in and out of the nucleus when the
entire complex is bound to the membrane surrounding the
nucleus. They determined the crystal’s structure from x-ray stud-
ies carried out on the SGX-CAT beamline 31-ID at the APS.

The structure shows how SUMO and its target interact
through a pair of narrow projections, much like fingers (Fig. 1).
The conjugating protein snugly encircles these projections like a
gasket, while the ligase cradles SUMO and the conjugating pro-
tein. Because ligases generally work by touching the substrate,
the authors argue that this ligase works indirectly by tethering
SUMO and the conjugating protein to promote an alignment that
is better able to form the chemical bond between SUMO and its
target. Tethering also reduces flexibility in the proteins' shapes,
which enhances the SUMO conjugation to the target. Another pos-
sible mechanism would be that the ligase binds to the active site
where chemistry takes place or to key structural locations on the
conjugating protein to change its shape in such a way as to pro-
mote the reaction.

To distinguish among these possibilities, the researchers pre-
pared a series of biochemical assays using complexes incorporat-
ing different mutant forms of the ligase. The presence or absence
of ligase had no effect on the chemical reactivity of the bond
between SUMO and its conjugating protein, suggesting that the
ligase plays no direct role in the reaction. But by deleting a portion
of the ligase, researchers were able to alter interactions between
the conjugating protein, SUMO, and its target, as well as the rate
at which it catalyzes the linking of the two proteins. These results
suggested that ligase simply stabilizes the bond between SUMO
and conjugates in an optimal orientation for interaction with the tar-
get, which in turn speeds up the linking reaction.   — JR Minkel

See: David Reverter and Christopher D. Lima, “Insights into E3
Ligase Activity Revealed by a SUMO–RanGAP1–Ubc9– Nup358
Complex,” Nature. 435, 687 (2 June 2005).

HOW SUMO GRAPPLES WITH A TARGET

TT he first complete picture of the crystal structure of a cluster of proteins that helps regulate the life cycle of a cell
has been determined by researchers from the Sloan-Kettering Institute. The structure suggests the mechanism by
which one of these proteins, a molecular “tag” called SUMO (small ubiquitin-related modifier), attaches to its tar-

get. Knowing how the proteins interact provides important clues about how they carry out their collective function,
which includes transport of cargo into and out of the nucleus and maintaining the integrity of the cell’s chromosomes
during cell division. Errors in this latter process are believed to contribute to cancer, although researchers have not yet
observed direct evidence suggesting that this particular set of proteins malfunctions in tumor cells.

Fig. 1. Transparent surface and ribbon representation of the pro-
tein complex containing SUMO. SUMO is yellow, the conjugating
protein Ubc9 is blue, the ligase Nup358/RanBP2 is magenta, and
the substrate RanGAP1 is colored pink. The figure was generated
using PyMOL. (http://www.pymol.org).

Author Affiliation: Sloan-Kettering Institute
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Using the NE-CAT 8-
BM beamline at the APS,
the researchers studied the
crystal structure of human
UCH-L3 that was attached
to an inhibitor called ubiqui-
tin vinylmethylester. This
inhibitor was expected to
interfere with the active site
on the ubiquitin-specific
UCHs. Using the inhibitor
allowed the investigators
not only to confirm how the
inhibitor (and by, extension,
the enzyme functions), but
also to compare the struc-
ture of the UCH enzyme
when it was attached and
unattached to ubiquitin.
Detailed analysis of this
UCH interacting with its
inhibitor led the team to
determine a detailed struc-
ture for the UCH enzyme.
The researchers were then able to show how the UCH enzyme
may remove a protein (one that was 13 amino acids long) from
ubiquitin. This aspect of the work showed that the UCH enzyme
could perform its detaching function with proteins of varying
size; the enzyme appears to be quite flexible in this respect.
The team then proposed a satisfying model that shows how the
UCH enzyme and other members of the same enzyme family
act to remove ubiquitin from other proteins by a process called
hydrolysis.

By facilitating hydrolysis—breaking bonds by adding a
water molecule—the de-ubiquinating enzymes, also known as
DUBs, act to sever the link between ubiquitin and the protein to
which it is attached. In the DUB family of enzymes, there are
four subclasses, one of which is the UCH group. Previous data

SOLVING THE STRUCTURE
OF A MYSTERY ENZYME

from yeast showed a size
limit on the protein that
could be accommodated in
the UCH detaching path-
way, suggesting that a dif-
ferent form of the enzyme
handles detaching larger
proteins. In particular, a
crossover loop at the active
site of UCH would have to
be quite flexible before
attaching to the protein-
ubiquitin complex. Though
such a trait was suggested
by previous studies, it took
the careful analyses in the
present study to demon-
strate that this was actually
the case.

The choice of the in-
hibitor allowed the re-
searchers to extrapolate
the mechanism by which
the UCH enzyme activates

the detaching of protein from ubiquitin (Fig. 1). The team also
synthesized a branched protein that, from purely structural
considerations, the UCH enzyme should not have been able to
accommodate. Nonetheless, the team was able to show that
the UCH enzyme could, in fact, hydrolyze the protein bonds
and proceed with its function in the detaching of the protein
from ubiquitin. This last piece of evidence strongly supports the
existence of a flexible active-site crossover loop for the
enzyme.

Combining the carefully collected data, the researchers
proposed a model that elegantly illustrates how UCH functions
to activate the detaching of ubiquitin from its attached protein.
By studying the UCH enzyme both in its free state and attached

JJ ust as its name implies, the protein ubiquitin is ubiquitous in cells. Many different kinds of biochemical pathways
appear to be regulated by adding ubiquitin to target proteins. Exactly what the purpose of this ubiquitous addition
of ubiquitin might be is still a mystery. But that hasn't stopped biochemists from studying how the mysterious ubiqui-

tin actually attaches to proteins. What has received less attention, and is still nearly as mysterious as ubiquitin itself, is the
process by which enzymes remove ubiquitin from proteins. Understanding both the attaching and detaching of ubiqui-
tin could lead to important clues about its real function. To that end, a research team from Harvard Medical School and
Harvard University determined the structure of an enzyme involved in detaching ubiquitin. The mystery enzyme is a type
of ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolase (UCH) that appears only in certain tissues and, when mutated, is associated with dis-
ease in humans. Solving the enzyme's structure can further our understanding of ubiquitin's role in disease.

Fig. 1. Electron density of the active site of UCH-L3 (green) bound to the
inhibitor ubiquitin vinylmethylester (magenta).
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to the inhibitor, the team could precisely define the changes
that occur when it binds to the ubiquitin-protein complex (Fig.
2). Knowing so much more about how the UCH enzyme
behaves in the detaching of ubiquitin allows future work to
concentrate on pinpointing the cellular function of the ubiqui-
tin-protein complexes, and brings us that much closer to fig-
uring out why ubiquitin is so ubiquitous. — Mona Mort

See: S. Misaghi1, P.J. Galardy1, W.J.N. Meester1, H. Ovaa1,
H.L. Ploegh1, and R. Gaudet2, “Structure of the Ubiquitin
Hydrolase UCH-L3 Complexed with a Suicide Substrate,”
J. Biol. Chem. 280, 1512 (2005).
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Fig. 2. Superimposed ribbon structures of UCH-L3 in the presence (gold)
and absence (yellow) of the inhibitor ubiquitin vinylmethylester (green).
Regions that change with binding are shown in gray, purple, and blue. 

The research group chose to study RNase P, an important
ribonucleoprotein enzyme that is necessary for proper forma-
tion of transfer RNA (tRNA), the molecule that carries amino
acids to the site of protein synthesis. Without this particular
ribonuclease, tRNA will not mature properly and will not be able
to perform its critical role of making sure that amino acids des-
tined to become part of proteins are in the right place at the
right time. RNase P is doubly intriguing because it is present in
all life forms. In fact, the structural work shows that RNase P's
function is closely tied to its structure, and that the strong uni-
versal conservation of certain regions of its RNA sequence has
occurred in order to maintain this particular functional RNA
structure.

The team focused on producing a crystal structure for the
RNA component of a RNase P from the bacterium Thermotoga

THE AMAZING RNA AS ENZYME

maritima. Given the flexible nature of RNA, it is often very diffi-
cult to obtain diffraction-quality crystals. The crystals obtained
from the 338-nucleotide molecule were small and diffracted
weakly and differently in each direction (anisotropically), and
there were often crystal-to-crystal variations (non-isomor-
phous). Given also the tendency of RNA molecules to bind
large numbers of heavy metal ions non-specifically, a large
number of potential derivatives had to be tested. It was thus
essential for the team to be able to access several APS beam-
lines and their robotic crystal-mounting systems, wherever pos-
sible. The data were collected primarily on APS beamlines 5-ID
(DND-CAT) and 32-ID (LS-CAT), with some additional work
done on beamlines 17-ID (IMCA-CAT) and 22-ID (SER-CAT).
The structure could be solved to a resolution of 3.85 Å from a
MIRAS diffraction experiment by using Os- and Co-hexamine

MM ore than 20 years ago, the news from Kruger et al. [1] and C. Guerrier-Takada et al. [2] rocked the biochem-
istry world: RNA was not only the well-known middle player in converting DNA's message to protein, but it
could also act like an enzyme, catalyzing important steps in that reaction system. Since this discovery, the

architecture of RNAs that act as enzymes—also known as ribozymes—has been a hotly pursued topic in molecular biol-
ogy. Now, by solving the crystal structure of a natural ribozyme, ribonuclease P (RNase P), a research group from
Northwestern University and The University of Chicago, using several APS beamlines, has made the astonishing abilities
of these enzymatic RNAs easier to comprehend.
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as derivatives, aided by a molecular replacement solution found
by using the specificity domain structure of T. thermophilus,
which was solved previously by the same research groups also
using the APS. 

The researchers were able to describe the structure of the
entire molecule and show how the structural domains are
arranged. The structure revealed a two-layer architecture for
the ribonuclease, where each layer is one helix thick. Most of
the regions that appear to be the same in all life forms are found
on one side of the larger layer.

The structure is divided into a specificity domain, one that
is responsible for recognizing the correct binding partners, and
the catalytic domain, the part that drives the reaction (Fig. 1).
Their data show what the overall structure of the RNA is, how
interactions occur within and between domains, where the uni-
versally conserved regions are, and where the recognition sites
for the precursor tRNA are. Additionally, since this is one of the
larger RNA molecules that have been solved, it provides new
information on how different RNA domains and helices can be
brought together by intricate, highly structured connecting
regions.

To narrow down the region where the active site is located,
the investigators built a molecular model in which tRNA was
bound to the RNase P RNA (Fig. 1). Their model not only
agrees with all known data, but it also suggests ways in which
the two RNA molecules could recognize each other and points
to where the active site is likely to be. 

From this structure, it is clear that certain structural details
of this ribonuclease must remain the same from one organism
to another, while other characteristics are allowed to vary

between organisms. Now that the overall architecture of this
ribonuclease is known, future research can delve into atomic-
level studies, where secrets about even more amazing traits
are sure to reside. — Mona Mort
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Fig. 1. A: Overall structure of T. maritima RNase P RNA showing the two structural domains: the catalytic domain or C-
domain (gray) and the specificity domain or S-domain (cyan). B: Model of the RNase P interaction with its tRNA substrate.
The tRNA T C stem loop is recognized by the S-domain, and the catalytic reaction is carried out by the C-domain. The
relevant functions of both domains are carried out in the vicinity of two patches of universally conserved nucleotides. 
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X-ray studies have revealed the first structure of the
enzyme pyrroline carboxylate reductase, part of a large family
of proteins spread across the kingdoms of life. The result is part
of an ongoing effort to catalog the most fundamental structural
types from among all known proteins. The researchers crystal-
lized PCR from two bacteria and compared the structures, to
help explain how the enzyme performs its task of synthesizing
proline, a key amino acid.

An enzyme that synthesizes proline ought to have an
ancient lineage and therefore lots of relatives. Proline is one of
the 20 amino acids, the building blocks of proteins. Bulky and
rigid, it plays a unique structural function, helping flexible pro-
teins fold properly and maintain their shape even in unfavorable
conditions. Many species respond to environmental stresses,
such as cold or salt, by building more proline. Pyrroline car-
boxylate reductase requires a so-called co-factor to catalyze
the reaction that results in proline. Accordingly, the enzyme is
also active in cellular metabolism, in which co-factors harness
the energy locked in sugar molecules. 

The researchers in this study have determined that two
identical PCR molecules link to form a kidney-bean-shaped
enzyme, with a crevice on each end for holding co-factor. The
group extracted the enzyme from 14 different species and man-
aged to crystallize it from two bacteria that infect humans—
Neisseria meningitides, which causes meningitis, and
Streptococcus pyogenes, the source of strep throat. The struc-
tures were derived from x-ray diffraction patterns measured on
the SBC-CAT beamline 19-ID at the APS.

The enzyme forms proline by transferring two hydrogen
atoms from the co-factor and protein to pyrroline carboxylate, a
molecule very close in structure to proline. To carry out this
reaction, the enzyme must bring the pyrroline carboxylate and
co-factor snugly together in a precise orientation. The group
studied this interaction by superimposing the N. meningitides
enzyme, minus co-factor and pyrroline carboxylate, on two
structures of the S. pyogenes enzyme, one bound to co-factor
and the other to proline. (The proline-bound enzyme reveals
pyrroline carboxylate's location before the reaction occurs.)
When the three structures were lined up as well as possible,
co-factor and pyrroline carboxylate were indeed close enough

AN ENZYME'S MANY RELATIVES

for hydrogen ions to jump from one to the other. Most of the
amino acids responsible for binding the substrate molecules
are conserved throughout PCR's family of proteins, the
researchers find, suggesting that the same reaction mecha-
nism may be common to them all.  — JR Minkel
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PP roteins come in a bewildering array. In humans alone, researchers estimate the number of proteins to be about
30,000. Other species have similarly large complements of proteins. For researchers trying to understand the
form-and-function relationship of protein shapes, that is a daunting variety. Luckily, all proteins in existence

today have descended from older proteins, which were copied, mixed, matched, and tweaked along the evolution-
ary path. As a result, different species share many of the same proteins or very similar ones, and many proteins in a sin-
gle species also share common structural pieces. Studying a single protein's structure can, therefore, fill in many gaps.
Researchers from Argonne National Laboratory and The University of Chicago had this strategy in mind when they
decided to scrutinize pyrroline carboxylate reductase (PCR), whose protein family numbers over 400, with representa-
tives in bacteria, plants, and animals (including people).

Fig. 1. The crystal structure of pyrroline carboxylate reductase from
bacterium S. pyogenes (left, surface view) and from N. meningitides
(right, schematic). Both enzymes consist of paired protein molecules
(right), but they differ in how they cluster together in solution. Co-fac-
tor molecules (shown as a stick model) indicate the location of the
active site, where the enzymatic reaction takes place that forms the
amino acid proline. 
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The biosynthetic pathway for fosfomycin includes the
enzyme hydroxypropylphosphonic acid epoxidase (HppE), a
member of a new subfamily of enzymes in the group called
non-haem mononuclear iron enzymes. With the help of the NE-
CAT 8-BM beamline at the APS, and a beamline at the National
Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
the researchers determined and studied six x-ray structures of
the enzyme—in its free state and bound to iron or cobalt—
ranging in resolution from 1.8 Å to 2.5 Å (Fig. 1). The high level
of detail in the resulting structural data allowed the team to sug-
gest a mechanism by which the enzyme recognizes the mole-
cules to which it must bind and the necessary changes in
shape, or conformation, that are necessary for the enzyme to
carry out its assigned role in the reaction (Fig. 2).

To achieve a deeper understanding of the enzyme's
unusual attributes, the investigators compared the enzyme to
other members of the same family. By doing so, they were able
to explain why this particular mononuclear iron enzyme can
prime an iron molecule for binding of two oxygens without α-
ketoglutarate—the presence of which is required in many other
mononuclear iron enzymes.

By taking their analysis yet a step further, the research
team also explained how the final epoxidation reaction in fos-
fomycin biosynthesis, which may be unique in living systems,
could occur. The enzyme studied by the group—an iron-
dependent epoxidase—is responsible for catalyzing the last
step in making fosfomycin. Fosfomycin is an important mole-
cule to study not only because of its importance as an anti-
biotic, but also because it is one of the few natural compounds
with a carbon-phosphorous bond in its structure. 

A look at the overall structure of the enzyme, with its β-bar-
rel fold, explains why it is in the cupin superfamily: the Latin
term for small barrel is cupa. Particular challenges posed by
the cupin family include the question of how to activate iron for
binding two oxygens. Comparing the structure of the free HppE

ENZYME STRUCTURE SHEDS LIGHT ON
ANTIBIOTIC SYNTHESIS

TT he widespread use of antibiotics is creating strains of bacteria that have developed resistance—they are not
eliminated by drug therapy. In such cases, another antibiotic can be used for treatment, but that could lead to
bacterial strains with multiple resistances. Since most prescribed antibiotics have been isolated from natural

sources, it makes sense that bacteria would be genetically well equipped for developing resistance. One way around
this dilemma would be to figure out how the antibiotics are made in nature and then to design a synthetic form with a
few structural changes, making it harder for microbes to develop resistance. It turns out that the biochemical pathways
for making antibiotics can be unusual, with unexpected twists and turns, and can take extensive labor to unravel. Thanks
to experimentation by a research team from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the University of Texas at
Austin, we are now much closer to understanding the synthetic pathway for the important antibiotic fosfomycin, which
is used in treating lower urinary tract infections and against strains of Staphylococcus aureus that have become resist-
ant to other antibiotics. This elegant work determined the structure of a mononuclear iron enzyme, revealing several fea-
tures that are rare in biochemistry.

Fig. 1. The tetrameric structure of HppE.

enzyme with one bound to iron showed how the area around
the metal binding site in the β-domain becomes ordered when
metal binds. Because of the high level of detail in the analysis,
it was possible to see that the binding process might involve
two steps before catalysis occurs. Intricate molecular move-
ments, involving a hairpin substructure and a cantilever, appear
to be responsible for creating the final conformation.

By determining the first structures for HppE, the research
team gained insight into co-factor independent mononuclear
iron enzymes. Careful analysis of the structures resulted in a
picture of binding and catalysis in the final stages of making
fosfomycin. Using this new knowledge, synthetic production of
fosfomycin-like molecules can now move forward—and with it
the battle against antibiotic resistance.  — Mona Mort
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For decades, researchers thought that all enzymes—mol-
ecules that speed up chemical reactions—were made of pro-
tein. Ribonucleic acid was thought to be just a temporary store
of genetic information from which cells build those proteins.
Then, in the 1980s, some RNAs were found to catalyze reac-
tions for cleaving and joining of RNA molecules. In these
ribozymes, the chain-like RNA twists into a shape capable of
rearranging chemical bonds in the target RNA molecules.
Although the mechanisms that drive ribozyme catalysis are still
under debate, some protein enzymes likely work in a similar
way, despite proteins being composed of twenty different amino
acids, whereas RNAs are built from just four base types.

Researchers have since created ribozymes that perform
various chemical reactions, including the ribozyme that forges

HOW AN RNA ENZYME JOINS
SMALL ORGANIC MOLECULES

bonds between carbon atoms through the famous Diels-Alder
reaction. (see Fig. 1a). The reaction, which garnered its discov-
erers a Nobel Prize, is commonly used in organic chemistry
laboratories to make biologically active compounds. The Diels-
Alder ribozyme forms a compact, puckered structure, like a
pasta shell with three corners (Fig. 1b), based on x-ray diffrac-
tion data collected on beamlines X25 and X12c at the National
Synchrotron Light Source (Brookhaven National Laboratory)
and supported by studies at the BioCARS beamline 14-BM and
SBC-CAT beamline 19-BM at the APS. The ribozyme's interior
houses a wedge-shaped, water-repellent catalytic pocket,
almost perfectly suited to carry and freely release only one type
of water-averse reaction product. Free and product-bound
ribozyme structures are nearly identical, indicating that the

TT he catalytic activity of protein enzymes as biological macromolecules has been the subject of extensive study.
Structural information on other types of catalysts, such as ribonucleic acid (RNA)-containing enzymes, or
ribozymes, is scarce and limited to a few natural ribozymes. An international team led by researchers at the

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York, New York, crystallized and determined the first three-dimensional
structure of a synthetic ribozyme catalyzing a chemical reaction between two small organic molecules. The ribozyme
fuses together two ring-shaped molecules in a highly specific way, forming chemical bonds between carbon atoms. To
figure out how the ribozyme accomplishes this task, researchers crystallized the enzyme with and without its reaction
product. The result establishes the catalytic potential of small RNA molecules.
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enzyme is rigid and that the
pocket is formed before cataly-
sis. Most other RNAs are more
flexible, wrapping around their
substrates upon binding.

The structure suggests
that the ribozyme grips its two
substrates in a precise orienta-
tion, quelling motion that would
interfere with their joining. The
catalytic pocket contains a
crevice that fits one substrate
snugly, probably stacking it
atop the other substrate, the
group reports. The crevice
would permit the substrates to
approach each other from only
one direction, which would
explain why the reaction prod-
uct is twisted in one direction
rather than another. Addition-
ally, the pocket's shape pre-
cisely complements the high-
energy transition structure
formed by the two substrates in
the course of becoming the
reaction product. Such comple-
mentarity would aid the reac-
tion by stabilizing its intermedi-
ate stages, as certain Diels-
Alder protein enzymes are
known to do.

The researchers compared the ribozyme's structure to that
of antibodies that catalyze the Diels-Alder reaction. The only
antibody that works on the same substrates also forms a water-
averse pocket shaped like the ribozyme's, so similar structural
principles and catalytic mechanisms probably underlie both
types of enzyme, the group argues.

This similarity highlights RNA's structural versatility. With
fewer chemical tools compared to proteins, RNA has independ-
ently evolved the same way of efficiently and selectively joining
carbon atoms. The structure of the Diels-Alder ribozyme
revealed a simple RNA scaffold, which can be used to create
catalytic pockets in RNA molecules, and clearly defines the prin-
ciples that could be applied in the search for novel ribozymes
for custom chemical synthesis. — JR Minkel
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Fig. 1. (a) Simplified structure of the Diels-Alder ribozyme catalyzing the reaction between anthracene
and maleimide, which forms a single geomeric form of the complex (blue). (b) Surface representa-
tion of the Diels-Alder ribozyme bound to the reaction product. Inset: catalytic pocket with reaction
product surrounded by RNA shown in stick representation.

(a)

(b)
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Just as the flying but-
tresses at Notre Dame
support the main building,
the structure of the RNA
folding intermediate stud-
ied by the team makes
clear how the core and
peripheral elements of the
molecule interact. In fact,
the particular folding inter-
mediate that they studied,
part of RNA (RNase P
RNA) from the bacterium
Bacillus subtilis, turned out
to have an intricate struc-
ture of its own. The
researchers studied the molecule in fine detail, down to the
level of its sugar-phosphate backbone. They used a variety of
techniques, including the x-ray work done at the APS, to
determine the three-dimensional (3-D) structure of the RNA
intermediate. Amazingly complex in its own right, the intermedi-
ate consists of several structural components. Some of the two-
and three-dimensional components are built in such a way as
to suggest a certain sequence of events for creating the final 3-
D form of the intermediate. It is as if the intermediate has a
dance that must be performed for its own folding before it can
participate in the assembly of the final RNA molecule. Just like
with flying buttresses, the intermediate must be properly con-
structed before it can contribute to the stability of the final archi-
tecture. 

If one looks at the intermediate in terms of how it compares
to the final RNA, you would see that it does not have the core
region or other peripheral, long-range interactions that the final
form has. So, the intermediate is truly only a part of the final
structure and not a miniature of it. The large data set produced
by the research team allowed them to visualize some of the
steps required for folding—steps leading from the intermediate
form to the final form (Fig. 1). The process is stunning in the
large amount of cooperation required by all of the structural
players in order to achieve the final form. By studying the inter-
mediate RNA in such detail, the investigators were able to dis-

BUILDING BEAUTIFUL RNA

pel certain notions about how
the final RNA structure
comes into being. Scientists
previously believed that the
folding intermediates exhib-
ited a lot of two-dimensional
structure, but perhaps not so
much 3-D structure, which
was believed to arise only
from the final form. But the
3-D structure of intermedi-
ates can be harder to find,
especially because it is not
likely to crystallize. 

A combination of meth-
ods—including chemical and

nuclease mapping, circular dichromism spectroscopy, small-
angle x-ray scattering, and molecular modeling—provides
strong support for the presence of at least short-range 3-D
structure in the intermediate, including a four-way junction and
an unusual set of two interacting loops. The structure itself
contains information suggesting the next steps in building from
the intermediate to the final form of the RNA. Although it is not
yet possible to simulate exactly how the folding dance pro-
ceeds in forming the final RNA, the current work constitutes
significant progress in that direction and makes possible cal-
culations to determine the stability of the magnificent final
structure. — Mona Mort

See: N.J. Baird1, E. Westhof2, H. Qin1, T. Pan1, and T.R.
Sosnick1, “Structure of a Folding intermediate Reveals the
Interplay between Core and Peripheral Elements in RNA
Folding,” J. Mol. Biol. 352, 712 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1The University of Chicago, 2Université
Louis Pasteur Correspondence: taopan@uchicago.edu, 

trsosnic@uchicago.edu

This work was supported by a NIH grant (GM57880). Bio-CAT is a
National Institutes of Health-supported Research Center RR-08630.
Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

WW hen regarding a magnificent cathedral, such as the Cathédrale Notre Dame de Paris, it is the overall effect
of the elegant and intricate architecture that delights one’s eye. To reach that final form, all great structures
must be assembled from intermediate stages. The RNA molecule, an important component of cellular archi-

tecture, is no exception. The complexity of the end-state of RNA comes from the folding together of many intermediate
stages. Identifying those intermediates, which are often difficult to discover and visualize, makes the end structure—and
malfunctioning—of RNA easier to understand. Thanks to work done by researchers from The University of Chicago and
Université Louis Pasteur, using the Bio-CAT 18-ID beamline at the APS, the structure of an RNA folding intermediate is now
available. Because of this new knowledge, reasons for the stability of the final RNA structure become clear and provide
a way to approach the cellular difficulties caused by RNA instability.

Fig. 1. Visualizing RNA construction, from intermediate (left) to final
(right) structure.
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The key player of the three proteins in the cluster, called
Cbf5 in some species, introduces subtle changes to the structure
of certain RNA molecules, which are similar to DNA and used by
cells to perform various basic tasks. Cbf5 needs a so-called
“guide RNA” to discriminate between different potential target
RNAs. It also must touch two other proteins: Nop10 and Gar1.
Previous studies offered inconclusive evidence about how these
two helper proteins might affect Cbf5. To better understand how
the cluster functions, its three-dimensional structure was needed.

The Cbf5 protein consists of two RNA-binding domains, one
of which modifies the bound RNA, according to the new structure.
The researchers in this study crystallized the three proteins from
a species of archaeon, a type of single-celled organism that
thrives in extreme environments. The structure was derived from
x-ray crystallography studies performed on the NE-CAT and
SER-CAT beamlines. Based on the behavior of similar proteins,
the group predicts that Cbf5 binds to RNAs that play important
roles in constructing all the cell's proteins and in maintaining the
ends of chromosomes, which allow cells to keep dividing. Its two
helper proteins bind near each other but independently (Fig. 1).

Cbf5's two helpers seem to increase the number of contacts
it makes with the guide and target RNAs, judging from several
lines of evidence. Gar1 binds to a protrusion of Cbf5 that is likely
involved in orienting the guide and target RNAs. In solution, Gar1
protects this protrusion from degraded by a protein-digesting
enzyme, the group reports, indicating that Gar1 stabilizes the
region's structure. Nop10 attaches near the catalytic site of Cbf5
and seems to mold its shape to fit that of the larger protein. This
rearrangement suggests that Nop10 acquires new functions upon
binding—perhaps serving as structural glue for the RNA and pro-
tein. In a model based on a related protein-RNA complex, Nop10
is in a position to bend the guide RNA to better fit its target RNA. 

Given the structure of Cbf5, the group also modeled the
analogous human protein, dyskerin, which is always mutated in
people with dyskeratosis congenita. Most of the known dyskerin
mutations cluster on the domain that serves only to bind RNA,
suggesting that the disease would result in a lack of important
RNA molecules. The finding is consistent with studies indicating
that mutated dyskerin disrupts both protein synthesis and chro-
mosome maintenance systems. This region of Cbf5 or dyskerin
could still play an as-yet unknown role. Figuring out its exact
function will be key to understanding its precise function in the
cell.  — JR Minkel

WORKING TOGETHER TO MODIFY RNA

See: Rumana Rashid1, Bo Liang1 Daniel L. Baker2, Osama A.
Youssef2, Yang He1, Kathleen Phipps1, Rebecca M. Terns2,
Michael P. Terns2, and Hong Li1, “Crystal Structure of a Cbf5-
Nop10-Gar1 Complex and Implications in RNA-guided
Pseudouridylation and Dyskeratosis Congenita,” Mol. Cell 21, 249
(20 January 2006).
Author Affiliations: 1Florida State University, 2University of
Georgia  
Correspondence: hongli@sb.fsu.edu

This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) grant
R01 GM66958-01 (to H.L.) and NIH grant RO1 GM54682 (to M.P.T. and
R.M.T.). R.R. is a predoctoral fellow of the American Heart Association,
Florida/Puerto Rico Affiliate (0415201B). Use of the Advanced Photon
Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-
ENG-38.

AA three-protein complex known to be essential for protein manufacturing and cell division in a wide variety of
organisms can take a deadly turn in humans. Mutations in the human version of this complex cause a rare dis-
ease, called dyskeratosis congenita, which leads to cancer and other complications early in life. Researchers

from Florida State University and the University of Georgia, using the NE-CAT beamline 8-BM and the SER-CAT beamline
22-ID at the APS, have determined the first three-dimensional structure of the three proteins. On the basis of the new
structure, the group created a model of the relevant human protein and identified the sites where disease-causing mal-
functions commonly occur. Besides illuminating a key cellular process, the results could be used to design ways of restor-
ing the cluster's function in those who have the illness.

Fig. 1. Schematic structural drawing of a three-member protein
complex responsible for ribosome biogenesis: Cbf5 (Blue), a
homolog of human dyskerin responsible for a rare genetic dis-
ease, chemically alters ribosomal RNA (grey ovals) with the help
of its two helper proteins, Gar1 (yellow) and Nop10 (red).
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< Fig 1. The 3-D structure of an RNA enzyme capable of removing
itself from a large RNA molecule.

Genes are coded in DNA and then copied into RNA, but
not all of the sequence coded in DNA makes it into the final
RNA molecule, which serves as a template for protein synthe-
sis. A process called splicing shortens the RNA molecule by
removing introns interspersed along it. Sometimes a single
RNA molecule can be spliced in multiple ways, giving a cell
greater flexibility in the proteins it can manufacture from its
store of genes. The splicing reaction first transfers a molecule
of guanosine to one  end of the intron, making the first break in
the RNA. The released piece of RNA then attacks a guanosine
at the far end of the intron, making the second break and link-
ing the broken ends.

X-ray crystallography has illuminated the precise mecha-
nisms by which some self-splicing introns work. Biochemists at
Purdue University in West Lafayette, Indiana, decided to study
an intron from a virus that infects bacteria to see whether differ-
ent introns share the same mechanism. They shortened the
viral RNA molecules and exposed one end of the intron, leav-
ing a short RNA enzyme—or ribozyme—capable of catalyzing
repeated reactions on RNA molecules. They added a small
RNA segment that is structurally similar to the ribozyme's reac-
tion product and crystallized the mix.

On the basis of x-ray studies carried out at beamlines
8-BM and 14-ID-B, the researchers found that the ribozyme
adopts a complicated 3-D shape (Fig. 1) that buries the active
site in a pocket near the center. 

The active site forms a pocket that complements the shape
of the nucleotide base guanosine, one of RNA's four subunits.
The binding site for guanosine is nestled between two base
triplets in a structure similar to that of other introns of known

structure. Binding of guanosine forms yet a third base triplet,
sandwiched between the other two, that stabilizes the binding
between enzyme and substrate.

The splicing reaction transfers guanosine from one end of
the intron to the interior of the intron, and then to the base
flanking the other end of the intron. Each reaction proceeds
through an intermediate stabilized by a cluster of two to three
magnesium ions. To identify these sites, the researchers added
manganese to the crystallization mix. One manganese ion was
incorporated into a location appropriate for coordinating the
intermediate, and the researchers found that modeling of the
other two locations was possible. Comparison of the structure
to that of another known intron structure suggests that guano-
sine binding brings the metal ions to their active configuration.

Structures of three different classes of introns at different
points in the splicing reaction are now known. Their catalytic
cores are all markedly similar, suggesting that the structures
can be used to help model those of the more than 1500 introns
currently identified by sequence searches.  — JR Minkel

See: Barbara L. Golden, Hajoeng Kim, and Elaine Chase,
“Crystal Structure of a Phage Twort Group I Ribozyme-product
Complex,” Nature Struct. Biol. 12, 82 (January 2005).
Author Affiliation: Purdue University
Correspondence: barbgolden@purdue.edu

This work was supported by NASA (NAG8-1833), the Pew Scholars
Program in Biomedical Sciences, and the Purdue University Cancer
Center. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

AA lthough most of the chemical reactions in a cell are performed by protein molecules, some RNA molecules
(close relatives of DNA) catalyze biological reactions. Introns, first discovered in the mid-1970s, are members of
one family of catalytic RNA molecules. While geneticists have known that introns are capable of splicing out

segments of themselves from the larger whole, they have been puzzled for more than 30 years about the method
chemically reactive introns use to excise themselves without help from other molecules. Now, a group of researchers
using the NE-CAT beamline 8-BM and the BioCARS beamline 14-ID-B at the APS has provided an important clue by solv-
ing the three-dimensional (3-D) structure of a viral intron bound to its reaction product. The structure reveals a ring
enveloping the RNA enzyme's snug active pocket, a hollow in which the chemical reactions that split and rejoin RNA
molecules take place.
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As part of a larger goal of
identifying all the different struc-
tural ways proteins hold their
shapes and perform their duties
in the biological world, some sci-
entists are determining what
unknown proteins look like in
three dimensions. Some spans
of proteins—long chains of
amino-acid building blocks that
twist and fold into shapes that
depend on the chemical nature of
the particular sequence of
blocks—will twirl into helices;
groupings of other blocks will
form spheres, stuffing chemically
similar blocks inside while pack-
ing others on the outside.
Substructures, such as helices,
compose different architectural
chunks of proteins, and scientists
predict the substructure that
amino-acid sequences take
based on what exists in the databases. But the Wisconsin team
wanted to learn about the vast array of proteins that remain
unexplored. Perhaps amino acid sequences have yet-to-be-dis-
covered ways of forming the same substructures, or perhaps
substructures exist that scientists have not yet seen.

First, the researchers searched the DNA databases of var-
ious organisms, looking for genes that were the most unlike
anything already studied. One such gene, At4g34215 from the
plant Arabidopsis thaliana, had less than 30% of its sequence
in common with other proteins.

Native crystals grown by the researchers were studied
using x-ray diffraction extending to 2.6 Å and 1.6 Å at the SER-
CAT and GM/CA-CAT beamlines, respectively. Studies of the
electron-density map for At4g34215 revealed an unaccounted-
for electron density. The mystery density was located in close
proximity to a serine amino acid. In addition, the team had

CATALOGING NEW PROTEIN PARTS

added a compound known as
PMSF to the protein during crys-
tallization. PMSF inhibits
enzymes that break down other
proteins by using a serine amino
acid in the biochemical reaction.
A close look at the At4g34215
structure revealed that
At4g34215 likely holds onto the
proteins it chews up in a slightly
different manner than other mem-
bers of the family. These results
confirm that At4g34215 belongs
to a well-known superfamily of
enzymes known as the SGNH-
hydrolases, which includes some
neurotoxins. Not only did
At4g34215 surprise the research-
ers by turning out to be less
unusual than expected, but  it was
also a little different than it
appeared.  — Mary Beckman

See: E. Bitto, C.A. Bingman, J.G. McCoy, S.T.M. Allard, G.E.
Wesenberg, and G.N. Phillips, Jr., “The Structure at 1.6 A°
Resolution of the Protein Product of the At4g34215 Gene from
Arabidopsis thaliana,” Acta Crystallogr. D 61, 1655 (December
2005).
Author Affiliation: University of Wisconsin, Madison 
Correspondence: phillips@biochem.wisc.edu

This work is supported by National Institute for General Medical
Sciences grants P50 GM64598 and U54 GM074901 (John L. Markley,
PI, and Brian G. Fox and George N. Phillips, Co-PI's). The work of  all
members of the CESG team is acknowledged. GM/CACAT is funded
by the National Cancer Institute (Y1-CO-1020) and the National
Institute of General Medical Science (Y1-GM-1104). Use of the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. The hitherto unknown protein At4g34215  showed itself
by grabbing onto a certain kind of inhibitor (red hexagon),
revealing its roots in a family of protein-choppers.

AA team of structural biologists from the Center for Eukaryotic Structural Genomics at the University of WIsconsin is
on a hunt. The databases that hold information about the three-dimensional forms of proteins are chock-full of
proteins with similar shapes and structures. That's because over the years, scientists have chosen to study related

proteins; otherwise, the workload would be unbearable. But with today's technology, researchers can rapidly determine
the form of proteins about which little is known—even if all the information they have on a particular protein is the slip
of DNA that codes it in an organism's chromosomes. The researchers from Wisconsin used the GM/CA-CAT beamline 23-
ID and SER-CAT beamline 22-BM at the APS to determine the overall shape of an unsung protein made by a gene found
in a small plant. The protein surprised them, though, by turning out to be similar to a known protein family that includes
neurotoxins.
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negatively charged phosphate groups projecting from the phos-
pholipids of cellular membranes. In Osh4's lidded form, two of
the basic amino acids are very near to each other. Their close
proximity creates a strain in the protein structure, because like
charges repel. The lid wants to open and relieve the strain, but

Cholesterol does more than clog arteries. The compact,
rigid molecule is an essential component of animal cells,
making their outer cell membranes sturdier and less prone to
leaking. It works by wedging itself between more fluid and
flexible molecules called phospholipids, which make up most
of a cell membrane. Cells need machinery to incorporate cho-
lesterol or cholesterol-like molecules called sterols into mem-
branes and to present them to other machinery in the cell to
shut down sterol production, for example. Accordingly, sterol-
binding proteins have been found in organisms from yeast to
people, and they tend to be key players in the proper func-
tioning of those organisms. Embryonic mice, for instance, fail
to develop without them. In keeping with the role of trans-
porter, some sterol-binding proteins change location in the
cell after latching onto a sterol. Researchers had no detailed
understanding, however, of how this type of protein binds and
transports its target molecule.

The Osh4 protein—one of seven in yeast—forms a greasy,
water-repelling tunnel that is plugged at one end and has a
flexible lid at the other end (Fig. 1), report researchers from the
National Institutes of Health (NIH, who crystallized the protein
mixed with several different sterols, including cholesterol and
ergosterol, the yeast counterpart of cholesterol. On the basis of
x-ray crystallography studies performed at SER-CAT beamline
ID-22 at the APS and beamline X25 at the National
Synchrotron Light Source, the researchers found that the Osh4
lid closes snugly around a sterol, making it inaccessible from
the outside.

The researchers were unable to crystallize the full-length
protein without a bound sterol molecule, to study how structural
changes might serve to expel the sterol. Instead, they crystal-
lized a mutant form of the protein, in which the lid had been
removed. The lidless structure displays a flat, unobstructed
surface around the mouth of the tunnel, which is well suited to
release the sterol. The shift in structure causes several posi-
tively charged, or basic, amino acids to face out from the tun-
nel mouth.

The researchers hypothesize that the release of a sterol is
driven by the affinity of these basic amino acids for the acidic,

Fig. 1. The schematic structure of Osh4, a yeast protein that
binds and transports cholesterol and related sterol molecules.
An oxysterol molecule (yellow) is shown lodged inside the pro-
tein's water-repelling tunnel (orange, green), which is kept
closed by an otherwise flexible lid (red).

LOADING AND UNLOADING
A CHOLESTEROL SHUTTLE

TT he structure of a cholesterol-sensing protein, based on studies carried out SER-CAT at the APS and beamline X25
at the National Synchrotron Light Source, has revealed how such proteins might transfer cholesterol molecules
back and forth between the membranes of cells. The result marks the first structure and possible mechanism of

action for a class of proteins essential to the survival of cells from yeast to human. Researchers crystallized the yeast pro-
tein, called Osh4, and found that it forms a cylinder-like structure with a flexible lid. When cholesterol is lodged inside the
cylinder, the protein structure is suited for traveling through liquid. In a structure lacking cholesterol, Osh4 appears
primed to latch onto a cellular membrane and spring open its lid to disgorge the cylinder's contents.
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it can only stay open when these basic amino acids have some-
thing else to bind onto, such as phosphate groups on a mem-
brane surface. The researchers therefore propose that the
empty Osh4 uses its flexible lid to help bind to a membrane and
then sucks up a cholesterol molecule, which causes the lid to
shut tight until it reaches a second membrane, into which it
injects the cholesterol, relieving the strained configuration. 

— JR Minkel

See: Young Jun Im, Sumana Raychaudhuri, William A. Prinz,
and James H. Hurley, “Structural Mechanism for Sterol Sensing

and Transport by OSBP-related Proteins,” Nature 437, 154
(1 September 2005).
Author Affiliation: National Institutes of Health
Correspondence: hurley@helix.nih.gov

This research was supported by the intramural program of the NIDDK.
Y.J.I. was partly supported by the Korea Science and Engineering
Foundation. Research carried out at the National Synchrotron Light
Source is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of
Materials Sciences and Division of Chemical Sciences. Use of the
Advanced Photon Source is supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

The researchers determined three-dimensional (3-D)
intermediate structures—in real time and under ambient condi-
tions—of the blue-light photoreceptor photoactive yellow pro-
tein (PYP) from the bacterium Halorhodospira halophila. A com-
prehensive set of Laue data collected during the PYP photocy-
cle allowed tracking of all atoms, as well as observation of how
a blue-light photon absorbed by its p-coumaric acid (pCA) chro-
mophore triggered a reversible photocycle. This event is a com-
plex chemical mechanism, in which five distinct structural inter-
mediates emerged. In the early appearing, red-shifted interme-
diates, structural changes at the chromophore shift to the exte-
rior of the protein in the late, blue-shifted intermediates. The
shift is mediated by an initial “volume-conserving” isomerization
of the chromophore followed by progressive disruption of
hydrogen bonds between the chromophore and its surrounding
binding pocket. The intermediates discovered in this study,
when combined with previous biophysical data, allow a satisfy-
ingly complete view of the PYP reaction system.

BioCars 14-ID-B beamline (APS) and beamline ID09B
(ESRF) allowed time-resolved crystallographic data to be col-
lected on the crystallized wild-type protein. Data collected at
ESRF covered the early to middle time range of the reaction,
from 1 ns to 10 μs; the APS data covered the middle to late time

FF iguring out how molecules morph during reactions is not always easy, especially if it happens in less than a sec-
ond. We can surmise that intermediate molecules exist but never really know—unless there is a way to visualize
those intermediates. Such a technique would be particularly useful for photoactive proteins, where the form and

function of energy carriers is critical to understanding the reaction. A beautiful set of intermediate molecules appeared
in an analysis recently performed with help from the facilities at the APS. An international team—led by the Korea
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST)—used the BioCARS 14-ID-B beamline at the APS and beamline
ID09B at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) to study a bacterial photoreceptor protein at time points up
to one second, producing a major breakthrough in our knowledge of photocycle reaction mechanisms.

UNTRACKING INTERMEDIATES
IN PHOTOACTIVE REACTIONS

range of 6 μs to 1.33 s. The total of 47 measured time points
spanned the complete photocycle and were analyzed with sin-
gular value decomposition (SVD). By using laser illumination
from both sides of the crystal, the APS measurements occurred
with increased photoactivation. Performing a 10-μs time point in
all data sets facilitated comparison of the APS and ESRF data
sets. SVD analysis aided in resolution of density maps, in which
coexisting intermediates can create a mixture of density differ-
ences.

When a blue-light photon is absorbed by the H. halophila
PYP pCA chromophore, a rapid trans-cis isomerization creates
a structural signal leading to a negative phototactic response.
Previous spectroscopic studies of the PYP system showed that
it participates in a reversible photocycle from the dark state
through intermediates that decay to a red-shifted intermediate,
then to a blue-shifted state, finally returning to the dark state,
but they gave limited information about the 3-D structure of
intermediates, exhibited low signal-to-noise, or did not cover
the complete photo cycle. The present study of 3-D intermedi-
ates fills in important details about events in the PVP photocy-
cle. Four relaxation times (at 20 ns, 180 μs, 5 ms, and 52 ms)
occurred in the 47 time points and yielded four proposed inter-
mediate states (α, β, γ, and δ). The β state required two inter-
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mediate structures to resolve the observed difference electron
density, thus bringing the total number of intermediates to five
(Fig. 1). Because the intermediates were studied at high resolu-
tion, the wild-type PYP chromophore isomerization can now be
visualized in stunning detail. To capture the energy of the blue-
light photon, PYP uses a strained chromophore conformation to
maintain the hydrogen bond network and harness the energy
for subsequent steps in the photo cycle. Finding ways to clearly
“see” intermediates in the PYP reaction pathway represents a
breakthrough in the study of reaction mechanisms.

— Mona Mort

See: H. Ihee1,2, S. Rajagopal2, V. Šrajer2, R. Pahl2, S. Anderson2,
M. Schmidt3, F. Schotte4, P.A. Anfinrud4, M. Wulff5, and K. Moffat2,
"Visualizing Reaction Pathways in Photoactive Yellow Protein
from Nanoseconds to Seconds," PNAS 102, 7145 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology, 2The University of Chicago, 3Technische
Universitaet München, 4National Institutes of Health, 5European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility 
Correspondence: hyotcherl.ihee@kaist.ac.kr

This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health (K.M.,
BioCARS facility), the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (M.S.), the
European Union (M.W.), the Korea Research Foundation (H.I.), and the
Damon Runyon Cancer Research Foundation (H.I.). Use of the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. Overlay of intermediates on one of the reaction pathways
determined from SVD and posterior analysis of time-resolved Laue
crystallographic data from wild-type Photoactive Yellow Protein.
Yellow denotes structural intermediates pG, red ICP, purple RCW,
and blue pB1.

THE APS SHORT-PULSE WORKSHOP
The primary purpose of the

workshop on “Generation and
Use of Short X-ray Pulses at APS”
held on May 6, in conjunction
with the APS User Meeting, was to
present preliminary results of
accelerator and optics calcula-
tions leading to the production of
short (~1 ps) x-ray pulses from the
APS storage ring. In addition to
presentations pertaining to the
generation of short pulses—and
of equal import and interest—the
workshop afforded an opportunity to summarize the science driving this project. National and international experts were invited to
hear the presentations and provide critical comments regarding all aspects of the proposal. The workshop attendees concluded
that a special configuration at the APS for 1-ps to 2-ps x-ray pulses is not only feasible, but affords unprecedented opportunities for
probing picosecond dynamics. 

The workshop summary and copies of the presentations are on the Web at:
http://www.aps.anl.gov/News/Conferences/2005/Generation_and_Use_of_Short_Xray_Pulses/index.html.
Contact: Kwang-Je Kim (kwangje@aps.anl.gov), Dennis Mills (dmm@aps.anl.gov)

Dipole      Cavity    ID             Dipole           Dipole           ID         ID         Dipole            Dipole           ID     Cavity      Dipole

Beamline                        Beamline   Beamline    Beamline                  Beamline     Beamline

AA R O U N DR O U N D T H ET H E A P SA P S

Schematic of a short-pulse configuration at the APS. Minimum implementation shown is for
insertion devices and two bending magnets.
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Actin filaments, which consist of two alternating subunits,
are a key part of a cell's internal "skeleton." If a concentrated
group of filaments grows in one direction, for example, they will
drag part of the cell with them, creating an appendage for grab-
bing food or attaching to a surface. Cells can assemble actin fil-
aments quite rapidly despite the fact that free actin molecules
join together very slowly by themselves. Researchers have
found that FH2 seeds the formation of filaments and speeds
up their growth, but until now, no group had deter-
mined the structure of one of these seeds. To
see how FH2 works its magic, investigators
from the University of Texas Southwest
Medical Center at Dallas crystallized the
protein along with actin, and gathered
x-ray crystallographic data on SBC-CAT
beamline 19-ID at the APS.

The researchers carrying out this
study found that FH2 is a short, bow-
shaped protein with a knob on one
end and a loop on the other. In their
structure, FH2 molecules string
together and wind around the actin
filament like the red band of a
candy cane, with the loop of each
molecule bound to the knob of
the next. FH2 forms a bound pair
in solution, not a string, so
based on the new structure, the
researchers modeled a pair of
FH2 molecules encircling a trio
of actin subunits (Fig. 1). The
FH2 molecules form a ring that has
four binding sites for actin, two on each side of the ring. One
half of the ring, called a “bridge element,” binds the middle and
upper actin subunits; the other binds the middle and lower sub-
units.

The structure has one snag. Actin filaments are asymmet-
ric; they have a pointy end and a “barbed” end, like a harpoon.
Prior experiments indicated that actin filaments grow from the
barbed end, but the modeled FH2 pair obstructs that end,
whereas the pointy end is completely accessible. To account
for this apparent obstacle, the researchers propose that the
bridge element stuck to the middle and upper actins slips down

ACTIN' LIKE A RATCHET

AA ctin filaments, the long, thin filaments that allow cells to change shape, could grow by a ratchet-like process,
according to new structural data obtained by investigators from the University of Texas Southwest Medical
Center using the SBC-CAT beamline 19-ID at the APS. Utilizing x-ray crystallography, the researchers studied the

structure of a piece of protein known to play a role in filament growth, called formin homology domain 2 (FH2), wrapped
around an actin filament. Based on this structure and biochemical assays of FH2, they hypothesize that fluctuations in
the protein's structure capture actin subunits as they randomly join and fall off of the nascent filament.

Fig. 1. Modeled structure of a nascent actin filament made of
three subunits (magenta, gold) encircled by a pair of proteins
critical for the filament's formation and rapid growth (green,
blue). Based on this structure, researchers proposed that a new
actin subunit attaches from below when the top “bridge ele-
ment” (green) slips downward.
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so it binds just the middle subunit and has one free binding site.
This slippage would allow a new actin subunit to come along,
join the existing filament, and leave again at random. This new
actin subunit gets caught when the other bridge element slips
down, and the process repeats.

The driving force behind this growth would be the stability
of the actins once FH2 has completely released them into the fil-
ament. The structure shows that FH2 distorts the bound actins,
putting them in a high-energy state. Once both bridge elements
release an actin subunit into the bulk filament, they cannot back
up easily because this action would require the addition of sig-
nificant energy. The mechanism proposed by these researchers
is consistent with the group's results using mutant FH2 pairs that
lack activity in one or two binding sites, they note. Deactivating
either actin binding site on either of the bridge elements blocks
filament growth, as would be expected if both bridge elements
work in tandem. — JR Minkel

See: Takanori Otomo, Diana R. Tomchick, Chinatsu Otomo,
Sanjay C. Panchal, Mischa Machius, and Michael K. Rosen,
“Structural Basis of Actin Filament Nucleation and Processive
Capping by a Formin Homology 2 Domain,” Nature 433, 488
(3 February 2005).
Author Affiliation: University of Texas Southwestern Medical
Center
Correspondence: mrosen@biochem.swmed.edu

This work was supported by grants from the NIH to M.K.R. T.O. was
supported by the Human Frontier Science Program. Use of the Argonne
National Laboratory Structural Biology Center beamlines at the
Advanced Photon Source was supported by the US Department of
Energy, Office of Energy Research. Use of the Advanced Photon
Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

The Merck researchers prepared several dihydroben-
zoxathiin SERAMs with alkylated pyrrolidine side chains or
alkylated linkers. The series of compounds started with analog
1, which previous studies characterized as retaining potency
while reducing the oxidative metabolism of the side chain. The
fused cyclopropyl analog 2, when compared to analog 1, exhib-
ited even better potency and subtype selectivity, and similar
uterine activity, but still exhibited side chain oxidation. Using
analog 1 as a starting point, the search for a pyrrolidine analog
that exhibited an improved SERM profile and lower susceptibil-
ity to oxidation resulted in synthesis of alkylated pyrrolidine side
chain and linker analogs, with accompanying assays for estro-
gen receptor (ER) binding and uterine activity. The analyses
reveal that the dihydrobenzoxathiin SERAMs exhibit a SERM
profile that depends on the size of the side chains as well as
their location. Several of the new compounds were an improve-
ment over compound 1, especially compounds 4, 15, and 18,
and suggest modifications that could further enhance the selec-

tivity and activity of these SERAMs. This systematic approach
could very likely lead to improved treatment of diseased uter-
ine tissue. 

X-ray analysis of 15, 16, 18, and 19 bound to the ligand-
binding domain of ER occurred at the APS IMCA-CAT 17-ID
beamline. Crystals, obtained by means of vapor diffusion, were
in the space group P6522 (cell dimensions, 15: a = b = 58.62,
c = 276.79; 16: a = b = 58.57, c = 276.31; 18: a = b = 58.64, c
= 275.77; and 19: a = b = 58.69, c = 277.18). A series of assays
using the newly synthesized compounds measured cyanide
adduct formation after microsomal oxidation, estrogen receptor
ligand binding, breast cancer cell proliferation, and estrogen
agonism and antagonism in rat uterine tissue. 

An ethylene linker is the usual way in which SERM side
chains are connected to the core structure. Because methy-
lated pyrrolidines exhibited superior uterine profiles, the
research team investigated the effect of adding a methyl group

HH ormones are powerful biological molecules capable of directing major metabolic rearrangements. It came as
no surprise, then, to find estrogen activity linked to uterine and breast cancer. In particular, selective estrogen
receptor modulators (SERMs), and a subtype (selective estrogen receptor alpha modulators, SERAMs), show

promise in terms of designing drugs that can treat estrogen-related cancers. Building on their earlier work, a research
group from Merck Research Laboratories, using the IMCA-CAT 17-ID beamline at the APS, recently discovered that
minor changes in one class of SERAM markedly affect hormone activity in uterine tissue. The new data will facilitate cre-
ation of pharmaceuticals to battle related diseases.

ESTROGEN RECEPTOR BINDING:
SMALL CHANGES WITH BIG EFFECTS
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to the linker. As long as the stereochemistry was conserved,
addition of a methyl group to the position of the ethylene linker
improved the SERM profile (Fig. 1). The size of the substitution
greatly influenced the metabolic profile, as was also the case
with the alkylated pyrrolidines. Increased oxidation—as meas-
ured by cyanide adduct formation—resulted from larger substi-
tutions. The novel alkylated pyrrolidine analogs (4–16) exhibited
the high ER potency found in analogs 1–3. Analog 4 demon-
strated that smaller side chain substitutions yielded greater
metabolic stability and a better uterine profile. Extreme uterine
antagonism was observed with compound 15, probably due to
stabilization of helix 12 in the antagonist conformation. In con-
trast, structural shifts in compound 16, which result in subopti-
mal contacts with helix 12, appear to partially eliminate this pos-
itive effect. In compounds 18 and 19, the methyl substitutions
are on the linker instead of on the ring. Compound 18 has bet-
ter contacts with residues in helix 12, and, as expected,
stronger uterine antagonism than compound 19. 

A major contribution of this careful and detailed analysis of
SERAMs is demonstrating that the size and location of side

chain substitutions greatly influence SERM profile. In addition,
seemingly minor changes in side chains or linkers can have a
great impact on biological activity.— Mona Mort

See: T.A. Blizzard, F. DiNinno, J.D. Morgan, II, H.Y. Chen, J.Y.
Wu, S. Kim, W. Chan, E.T. Birzin, Y.T Yang, L-Y. Pai, P.M.D.
Fitzgerald, N. Sharma, Y. Li, Z. Zhang, E.C. Hayes, C.A.
DaSilva, W. Tang, S.P. Rohrer, J.M. Schaeffer, and M.L.
Hammond, “Estrogen Receptor Ligands. Part 9:
Dihydrobenzoxathiin SERAMs with Alkyl Substituted Pyrrolidine
Side Chains and Linkers,” Bioorg. Med. Chem. Lett. 15, 107
(2005).
Author Affiliation: Merck Research Laboratories
Correspondence: tim_blizzard@merck.com

The Industrial Macromolecular Crystallography Association, by contract
with the Illinois Institute of Technology, supported use of the APS beam-
line 17-ID. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. Compound 15 bound to ERa, showing nitrogen (blue); oxygen (red); sulfur (gold); and
carbon atoms in the ligand (yellow) and protein (gray). “Up” and "down" refer to stereo-
chemistry of methyl substitutions.
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The investigators concentrated on the myosin V molecule,
which boasts two heads and had been shown to be involved in
cellular transport in mammals and yeast cells. The myosin V
motor turned out to have two really interesting aspects to its
structure. First, it has what the researchers called processivity,
which can be likened to a procession along a route, as in a
parade. The myosin V motor can proceed along the surface of
the actin molecule with its payload. And in doing so, it exhibits
a second remarkable attribute by taking large steps—for a mol-
ecule, that is. The myosin can take linear steps as long as 36
nm, which is equal to one turn of the helical track of the actin
molecule. Obviously, this myosin is not messing around when it
decides to move forward. 

What allows the myosin molecule to take such long steps?
The researchers provided an elegant answer to that question
by investigating the crystal structure of a myosin light chain
bound to a myosin V from yeast. The myosin V light chain-bind-

PICTURING MYOSIN:
A MIGHTY MOLECULAR MOTOR

ing domain, with its six tandem sequences, called “IQ motifs,”
is the key to the giant strides. 

Using an array of techniques—including the crystallogra-
phy done at the APS—and incorporating data from previous
work, the team built a fascinating model for the light chain-bind-
ing domain of myosin V. If you took a look at the overall struc-
ture of the molecule, you would see two heavy chains and
twelve light chains. There is a motor domain, with the actin-
binding site, at the head of each heavy chain. Then comes the
light chain-binding domain with its six tandem IQ motifs fol-
lowed by the tail domain, which is involved in binding cargo. 

The model developed by the researchers reveals why the
myosin motor is such a powerhouse and capable of staying
attached to actin for a large part of the movement cycle (Fig. 1).
A slow rate of energy release—by forming adenosine diphos-
phate (ADP) from adenosine triphosphate (ATP)—is one factor

II magine a massive chain-tread tractor lumbering over rugged terrain at a construction site, pushing forward yards
of soil. Now shrink that image to the cellular level, where the tractor and the terrain are the proteins myosin and
actin, and the payload is a starch bundle that needs to be moved from one part of the cell to another. Just like the

tractor itself, myosin is a motor that, in concert with actin, gets things moving in cells. Unlike the steel in the tractor, the
myosin motor is constructed of molecules, an intriguing and complex system of proteins and associated linkers—a true
engineering feat. It is not surprising that, for decades, biophysicists and biochemists have been busy unraveling the won-
ders of the actin-myosin system. One such group of researchers, based at the Boston Biomedical Research Institute, used
the BioCARS beamline 14-BM-C at the APS to produce a structure for a portion of the myosin molecule. Their results make
it much easier to understand how this molecular motor, so critical to normal functioning of the cell, functions.

Fig. 1. Model of the lever arm of myosin V (cyan and magenta, light
chains; green, IQ motifs).
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responsible for allowing the myosin to hang on so long. Another
factor is that the six IQ motifs of the light chain-binding domain
are yoked in three separate pairs. Within each pair, the mole-
cules cooperate, but there does not seem to be interaction
between pairs, so that there is flexibility, just like there would be
between links of a metal watchband. 

The researchers describe the myosin V molecule as being
able to essentially walk across the actin filament (the roadway)
in a straight line, while carrying large cargoes in its cargo-bind-
ing domain connected to the long lever arm—and avoiding col-
lisions with other components of the cell. That is quite a feat for
a molecule that is driving itself and, along with actin, efficiently
moving cellular components. With a detailed picture of the

myosin V motor in hand, future research can focus on cellular
functions of the molecule and mutants. — Mona Mort

See: M. Terrak, G. Rebowski, R.C. Lu, Z. Grabarek, and R.
Dominguez, “Structure of the Light Chain-Binding Domain of
Myosin V,” Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 102(36), 12718 (2005).
Author Affiliation: Boston Biomedical Research Institute
Correspondence: rdominguez@bbri.org

This work was supported by the National Institutes of Health, the U.S.
Department of Energy, and the National Science Foundation. Use of
the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

When the bacterium Bacillus anthracis infects cells, the pri-
mary disease effect comes from an enzyme toxin, a zinc-
dependent metalloprotease called lethal factor. This factor,
secreted into the cellular machinery of the host, wreaks havoc. 

The researchers from Merck Research Laboratories, the
United States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious
Diseases, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
wanted to find a lethal factor inhibitor that could specifically
block the ability of lethal factor to prevent macrophages—the
cell's vacuum cleaners—from eliminating anthrax spores early
in the infection (Fig. 2). Such an inhibitor could be administered
when intentional release of anthrax is suspected and would
help prevent the disease from developing. Or, if infection is
already under way, the inhibitor could be used, together with an
antibiotic, to make it less virulent and give the host a better
chance of survival.

To pursue these goals, the team worked on the crystal
structure of a proposed lethal factor inhibitor—a hydroxam-
ate—bound to lethal factor at its active site. By studying this
interaction in detail and by performing relevant bioassays, the
group was able to show several promising inhibitory effects of
the hydroxamate. Most important, when in complex with the

FINDING WAYS TO FIGHT ANTHRAX

hydroxamate, enzyme activity of the lethal factor decreased.
The presence of the hydroxamate also helped keep the natural
defenses intact; macrophages could carry out their eviction of
the anthrax spores despite lethal factor. In mice, the presence
of the hydroxamate provided complete protection against a
recombinant form of lethal factor. Mice and rabbits exposed to
a lethal dose of anthrax showed a significant survival advan-
tage and a longer average time to death. And, in rabbits, using
the hydroxamate treatment in combination with the antibiotic
ciprofloxacin completely protected against anthrax infection.
This is a significant improvement over the 50% protection
demonstrated by giving the antibiotic alone.

All of these results support the research team's conclusion
that they have discovered a small molecule that can signifi-
cantly impair the virulence of lethal factor in anthrax infection.
The group achieved their goal of finding a way to arrest the rate
at which the infection takes over the organisms and leads to
circulatory shock. The hydroxamate even shows promise as a
prophylactic monotherapy against anthrax, in addition to being
effective in a late stage of the disease when used with an
antibiotic. Inhibiting anthrax lethal factor, when combined with
an antibiotic administered during and immediately after anthrax

TT he anthrax bacterium has received extensive attention as a biological weapon, because the anthrax spore is
durable, and because after being ingested or inhaled, the resulting bacterial infection is highly toxic. Current
treatment for anthrax exposure is limited to antibiotics that must be taken very early in the infection cycle, often

when the flu-like symptoms may be too mild to identify as an infection. Even this treatment does not address the sys-
temic toxicity that accompanies the infection and that would still be present after the bacteria had been killed by
antibiotics. Any information about how to improve treatments for anthrax infection—and to make more likely the sur-
vival of those infected—constitutes great progress. A research team using the IMCA-CAT 17-ID beamline at the APS
characterized a molecule that inhibits the factor responsible for making the anthrax infection lethal (Fig. 1). Their work
is an important step in the discovery of treatments for controlling anthrax infection.
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of lethal factor inhibitor bound to lethal factor. (a): Overlay of full-length (blue) and truncated
(green) lethal factor used in the study; domains numbered in red; lethal factor inhibitor and zinc ion represented as ball-
and-stick models. (b): Molecular surface around the inhibitor binding site.

Fig. 2. Lethal factor disables the antibacterial effects of host
macrophage and allows anthrax bacteria to gain access to the
bloodstream. 

infection, shows great promise for saving people from the fatal
effects of the disease. — Mona Mort

See: W.L. Shoop1, Y. Xiong1, J. Wiltsie1, A. Woods1, J. Guo1,
J.V. Pivnichny1, T. Felcetto1, B.F. Michael1, A. Bansal1, R.T.
Cummings1, B.R. Cunningham1, A.M. Friedlander2, C.M.
Douglas1, S.B. Patel1, D. Wisniewski1, G. Scapin1, S.P.
Salowe1, D.M. Zaller1, K.T. Chapman1, E.M. Scolnick3, D.M.
Schmatz1, K. Bartizal1, M. MacCoss1, and J.D. Hermes1,
“Anthrax Lethal Factor Inhibition,” Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA
102, 7958 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Merck Research Laboratories, 2United
States Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases,
3Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Correspondence: jeffrey_hermes@merck.com

Use of the Industrial Macromolecular Crystallography Association
Collaborative Access Team beamline 17-ID was supported by the
Industrial Macromolecular Crystallography Association through a con-
tract with the Illinois Institute of Technology. Use of the Advanced
Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.
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The investigators determined the elegant structure (Fig.
1) of particulate methane monooxygenase (pMMO) from the
methanotrophic bacterium Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) to
a resolution of 2.8 Å. The architecture of the membrane-bound
enzyme follows the rule of three. There are three subunits,
with each subunit consisting of one copy of each of three dif-
ferent amino acid chains, called α (pmoA), β (pmoB), and γ
(pmoC). The enzyme is partly soluble (primarily pmoB) and
partly within the membrane (primarily pmoA and pmoC). Two
metal centers in pmoB contain copper ions—either one or two.
The pmoB subunit is also interesting because it looks a lot like
an enzyme in the respiratory metabolic pathway. In the crystal,
the membrane-bound section of the enzyme contains zinc ions
in a third metal center. In living bacteria, this third metal center
would most likely contain another metal ion, such as copper or
iron.

One of the most promising aspects of this research is that
the enzyme studied is one that is capable of converting
methane to methanol at room temperature. That is important
because a real stumbling block in synthetic production of
methanol from methane has been the high temperatures
needed to catalyze the reaction—temperatures at which the
product methanol was not stable. Because methane is also a
greenhouse gas and has been implicated in global warming,
understanding how bacteria can convert dangerous methane
into useful methanol is an added environmental benefit of
knowing the structure of pMMO, which is one of the few
enzymes capable of modifying methane.

Another important set of questions—about the number
and nature of pMMO's metal centers—has also been
answered by this study. Knowing how many and what type of
metal ions the enzyme utilizes is integral to understanding how
to manipulate its activity. Previous studies presented conflict-
ing models of pMMO's metal binding properties, with some

reports of up to 15 copper ions present in each subunit. The
researchers conducting this study were able to provide data
that nicely put the controversy to rest. In each of the three sub-
units of pMMO, there are three metal centers that, taken
together, carry three copper ions and a fourth metal ion, with its
exact identity in living systems yet to be determined.

With the structure of pMMO known in detail, the next ques-
tion is: Which of the metal centers is the active site responsible
for the oxidation activity of the enzyme? Because it is unusual
and resembles other active double-copper-ion centers (such as
in hemocyanin), the metal center that carries two copper ions is
a plausible candidate. Or, because it resembles part of a
cytochrome oxidase subunit, the two-copper-ion pmoB site
could be involved in electron transfer, in which case the metal
center carrying one copper ion could be the active site for oxi-
dation of methane. Following the rule of three dictated by the
enzyme's structure, there is a third possibility—the third metal
center occupied by the zinc ion in the crystal could be the active
site. Because of the enzyme picture revealed by this study, the
answers to such questions, and others, are now within reach.

— Mona Mort

See: R.L. Lieberman and A.C. Rosenzweig, “Crystal Structure
of a Membrane-bound Metalloenzyme that Catalyses the
Biological Oxidation of Methane,” Nature 434, 177 (10 March
2005).
Author Affiliation: Northwestern University
Correspondence: amyr@northwestern.edu

This work was supported by the American Chemical Society Petroleum
Research Fund (to A.C.R.), the David and Lucile Packard Foundation
(to A.C.R.), and the NIH (to A.C.R. and R.L.L.). Use of the Advanced
Photon Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No.
W-31-109-ENG-38.

< Fig. 1. The structure of pMMO, showing the three subunits and metal
centers (cyan: copper; magenta: zinc). A semi-transparent molecular
surface is superimposed.

WW ith oil reserves rapidly dwindling, finding a way to tap the fuel potential of extensive natural gas reserves is
becoming critical. Converting methane to its liquid form, methanol, would make natural gas a desirable
energy alternative to petroleum. Humans have yet to come up with an efficient method for converting

methane to methanol. Certain bacteria, on the other hand, have long been capable of living on methane by turning
it into methanol. Researchers from Northwestern University used the DND-CAT 5-ID beamline at the APS to characterize
the first enzyme in the pathway that bacteria use to convert methane to methanol. Their work provides a clear picture
of the enzyme's structure and is an important breakthrough in understanding how to improve the synthesis of methanol.
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A GROWING UNDERSTANDING
OF FETAL-MATERNAL IMMUNITY

II t's a simple problem with a complex solution. A developing fetus is also a foreign body in the maternal womb. How
does the fetus protect itself from the maternal immune response that is designed to eliminate foreign cells? A large
number of immune system molecules are involved to varying degrees in a process not clearly understood. The APS

helped shed light on the fetal immune response when researchers from Monash University and the University of
Melbourne utilized the BioCars beamline 14-BM to characterize the crystal structure of the protein HLA-G. Their work
points to a role for HLA-G in fetal immunological tolerance and paves the way for a deeper understanding of immune
responses in general.

Fig. 1(a). Overall structure of HLA-G. The heavy chain is shown in red, β2M in green, and the
peptide in purple. (b) Interactions between the peptide (yellow) and the HLA-G antigen
binding cleft, illustrating the extensive network of contacts that impose structural constraints
on the peptide. (c) Electrostatic representation of HLA-G with the peptide (ball-and-stick)
bound in the antigen-binding cleft.

In terms of overall structure, HLA-G is similar to known major histocompatibility class I (MHC-
I) molecules in that there is a heavy chain with three domains (α1, α2, and α3) associated with
β2M [Fig. 1(A)]. An amino acid chain—or peptide—from histone H2A protein attaches in a
groove created by the helices α1 and α2, with a floor formed by an antiparallel β sheet [Fig.
1(B)]. Detailed analysis of the HLA-G binding constraints leads to an understanding of why
HLA-G exhibits restricted amino acid specificity [Fig. 1(C)]. 

The investigators used a resolution of 1.9 Å to study an HLA-G molecule attached to
the peptide from histone H2A. The intricacies of the peptide binding are not typical of
related MHC-Ia (classical) structures and are more similar to those found in the nonclas-
sical (class Ib) HLA-E. An array of contacts between the peptide and the HLA-G antigen-
binding cleft result in restricted binding similar to that found in the HLA-E molecule. HLA-
G shares high (78%) sequence similarity with HLA-E and equal or higher sequence simi-
larity with related molecules (Qa-2, HLA-A2, HLA-B44, and HLA-CW3).

HLA-G exhibits its specificity by binding to a limited suite of peptides; it also interacts with
LIR-1 and LIR-2, inhibitory leukocyte Ig-like receptors, and perhaps with some natural killer
cell receptors. The binding constraints point to a structural basis for the limited number of
peptides that are bound by HLA-G. In addition, the α3 domain of HLA-G, which may be the
binding site for the LIR-1 and LIR-2 inhibitory receptors, is structurally different from α3
domains of classical MHC-I molecules. Different structures may explain why different
peptides are bound by the two types of molecules. 

The human choriocarcinoma cell line JEG-3 provided the
gene for HLA-G*0101. Site-directed mutagenesis
produced a variant of HLA-G*0101 in which Cys-
42 of the heavy chain was changed to serine;
this procedure improved the yield of correctly
folded HLA-G. The two HLA-G forms were
expressed separately in E. coli and puri-
fied. The 14-BM BioCars beamline
allowed structural measurement, at 1.9 Å,
of a flash-frozen crystal of the Cys42-
Ser42 variant. Diffracting crystals,
obtained by hanging drop vapor diffusion,
belong to the space group P3221 (unit cell
dimensions a = b = 77.15 Å; c = 151.72
Å). The Cys-42 is unique to HLA-G rela-
tive to other MHC-I molecules and is the
site for disulfide bond formation when
HLA-G attaches to another molecule of its
own kind, thus forming double molecules.
Nevertheless, crystals of wild-type HLA-G,

(a)

(c)
(b)
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grown under identical conditions, exhibited the same unit cell
dimensions as the variant and did not form double molecules
under the experimental conditions.

The limited peptide repertoire of HLA-G, in addition to its
high expression in the placenta and unusual promoter ele-
ments, point to a unique functional role in fetal-maternal
immune responses. The researchers suggest that HLA-G
makes a significant contribution to the immunological tolerance
of the fetus. Future work will undoubtedly focus on how HLA-G
interacts with inhibitory killer and LIR-1/2 receptors, following
the trail of a novel mode of interaction suggested by the present
data. — Mona Mort

See: C.S. Clements1, L. Kjer-Nielsen2, L. Kostenko2, H.L.
Hoare1, M.A. Dunstone1, E. Moses2, K. Freed2, A.G. Brooks2, J.

Rossjohn1, and J. McCluskey2, “Crystal Structure of HLA-G: A
Nonclassical MHC Class I Molecule Expressed at the Fetal-
maternal Interface,” PNAS 102, 3360 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Monash University, 2University of
Melbourne
Correspondence: craig.clements@med.monash.edu.au

This work was supported by a Wellcome Trust Senior Research
Fellowship in Biomedical Science in Australia (to J.R.), a Monash
University Research Fellowship (to C.S.C.), the National Health and
Medical Research Council, the Australian Research Council, the
Australian Synchrotron Research Program and the Roche Organ
Transplantation Research Foundation. Use of the Advanced Photon
Source was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

THE SILK ROAD LEADS TO THE APS
Lori Khatchadourian (University of

Michigan) and Adam Smith (The Uni-
versity of Chicago) switch sample
mounts at the ChemMatCARS 15-ID-D
beamline.  The samples are from one of
Smith’s excavations in Armenia and
date to 1300 B.C.  They were recovered
from a shrine destroyed in a violent
conflagration that ended occupation
in the region for several hundred years.
Smith’s group is analyzing relics from
northern China, the southern Urals, and
the south Caucasus. These materials
date to three distinct phases, from the
early third millennium B.C. to the mid-
first millennium B.C. The other team
members, all from The University of
Chicago, are Alan Greene, Charles
Hartley, and David Peterson.

Smith: “Archaeologists, on the rare
occasions when they have turned to
the APS, have traditionally used it to
describe a single remarkable 'treasure'
in great depth. While this approach
sheds much light on unique finds, it
focuses attention on the extraordinary,
singular find at the expense of the vast
corpus of ordinary materials that make
up most archaeological assemblages.  Our group’s goal is to determine the utility of APS analysis to examining large assemblages
of mundane objects from different parts of the past. Eurasia—the vast continent that stretches from the Caucasus to China—is our
geographic focus because, first, it is best known through archaeological methods; historical records from the Bronze and Iron Ages
are rare.  And second, the links between China, the Russian Steppe, and the Caucasus would later form the basis for the complex
exchange networks known as the Silk Road.  There was clearly an earlier material basis for these connections that we think is still vis-
ible in the artifacts of the three regions.  But such connections will not be visible in the unique art historical treasures. They will only
emerge from close analyses of everyday things.”  Contact: atsmith@uchicago.edu
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The researchers determined structures for bacteriophage
T4 DNA-adenine methyltransferase (T4Dam) and studied the
effects of substitutions in the related Escherichia coli DNA-ade-
nine methyltransferase (EcoDam). The researchers examined
T4Dam in complex with partially and fully specific DNA and a
methyl-donor analog. Altered residues in EcoDam were those
that correspond to that observed in the interaction with the
T4Dam GATC (Gua-Ade-Thy-Cyt) target sequence. Two types
of protein-DNA interactions emerged from this work.
Discriminatory contacts are responsible for stabilizing the tran-
sition state and accelerating methylation of the cognate site.
Antidiscriminatory contacts work by disfavoring activity at
noncognate sites while not having a large influence on methy-
lation at the cognate site. The beauty of the structural transi-
tions is that they show how the enzyme-DNA interaction moves
from nonspecific to specific, with a strong suggestion of a tem-
poral order for forming specific contacts.

The IMCA-CAT and SER-CAT beamlines facilitated collec-
tion of crystallographic data in three sets. Data set 1 used crys-
tals from a 13-mer oligonucleotide (protein/DNA ratio ~2:1) and
the methylation reaction product S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine
(AdoHcy). Data set 2 used an orthorhombic-form crystal from
the 15-mer oligonucleotide (protein/DNA ratio ~1:1) and
AdoHcy; since this reaction mix could produce several forms of
crystal within the same drop, the protein/DNA ratio and PEG
6000 concentration were varied to create a predominance of
one form. Data set 3 used crystals from the blunt-end 16-mer
DNA (protein/DNA ratio ~2:1) and sinefungin [adenosyl
ornithine, an S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet) analog]. DNA
methylation and binding experiments allowed tracking of how
the variants performed with respect to specificity. 

< Fig. 1. Three DNA adenine methyltransferases (Dam) molecules
(grey, orange, salmon) move linearly along the DNA (green) and
rotate up and down as rigid bodies searching for the specific
DNA sequence GATC. In the background, electron micrograph
(courtesy of Dr. Robert P. Apkarian, Emory University) shows poly-
morphonuclear leukocytes harvested from human peripheral
blood containing the bacterium Staphylococcus aureus. (Image
courtesy of Drs. John R. Horton and Xiaodong Cheng, Emory
University.)

GG iven the large size and intricate structure of DNA molecules, it is a wonder that binding proteins ever find their
target location. But they do, with the help of sophisticated chemical bonding events and rearrangements. The
DNA methyltransferases, a particularly interesting group, exhibit elegant specificity in terms of where they bind

DNA. Some particulars of this process were already known. Now, investigators from Emory University, International
University Bremen, and University of Rochester, aided by the IMCA-CAT 17-ID and SER-CAT 22-ID beamlines at the APS in
have carried out studies of bacteriophage and related bacterial DNA-adenine methyltransferase. Their results reveal
telling detail about the suite of steps involved in binding. Since the resulting methylation is linked to the virulence of path-
ogenic bacteria, such as Salmonella, refined understanding of the process shows promise for inhibiting the spread of dis-
ease that is bacterial in origin.

The 13-mer oligonucleotide, in complex with T4Dam and
AdoHcy, had one GATC binding site. In a surprising result, the
two DNA molecules in the crystal showed shifting, so that the
helical axes were offset by ~12 Å. Each DNA molecule in the
crystallographic asymmetric unit was bound to two Dam
monomers. One monomer generally binds nonspecifically to
eight base pairs in a single DNA duplex, while another binds in
the joint between the two DNA duplexes.

The end sequence of the 15-mer duplex represents part of
the GATC target. One type of Dam molecule occupied all the
joints between adjacent DNA molecules; two other types of
Dam molecule appear to be more restricted in terms of where
they will bind. Intermediate stages in specificity are seen by
conformations that mimic partial site recognition. For full site
recognition, a protein side chain intercalation is involved. The
16-mer oligonucleotide-sinefungin binding revealed extensive
detail about the active-site conformation.

The substrate-recognition pathway exhibited six unique
T4Dam-DNA interactions that occur without much conforma-
tional change in the proteins or the DNA. The transition stages
strongly suggest a time component for forming specific binding
while T4Dam slides along the DNA (Fig. 1) and also suggest
how proteins and enzymes could have acquired DNA speci-
ficity during evolution. Enzyme activity was strongly reduced
after disrupting the discriminatory contact, suggesting a way to
debilitate the metabolism of bacterial pathogens. 

— Mona Mort

See: J.R. Horton1, K. Liebert2, S. Hattman3, A. Jeltsch2, and X.
Cheng1, “Transition from Nonspecific to Specific DNA
Interactions Along the Substrate-recognition Pathway of Dam
Methyltransferase,” Cell 121, 349 (6 May 2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Emory University, 2International
University Bremen, 3University of Rochester
Correspondence: xcheng@emory.edu
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Focusing on quartz, because it was the most abundant
mineral in their sample, the researchers combined their micro-
scope observations and x-ray images to reconstruct processes
in the Bishop magma. Two types of glass-coated quartz crys-
tals occurred: crystals showing bipyramidal shapes (euhedral)
and round crystals. Commonly found were whole crystals
greater than 200 μm in size, with no whole crystals under 100
μm. The higher the density of the pumice, the greater was the
weight fraction composed of crystals. 

Because fragmentation of crystals is thought to be impor-
tant in magma formation, the size distribution of crystals lends
itself to interpretations of magmatic processes. The data sug-
gest that before or during eruption, crystals in the Bishop
magma underwent pronounced fragmentation. Since small
whole crystals are less likely to fragment than large crystals, it
was assumed that, if they had formed in great numbers, small
whole crystals would have been present in the sample. But the
small crystals were not present in abundance, leading to the

WW here, when, how—three questions that are often asked about volcanic eruptions in the distant past. One way
to find answers to those questions lies in examining magma—the molten rock under the Earth's crust that turns
to igneous rock upon cooling at the surface. In the enormous Long Valley Caldera near Mammoth Lakes,

California, the Bishop Tuff is a prime example of erupted magma. Researchers from The University of Chicago employed
the GSECARS bending magnet beamline 13-BM to examine the size and distribution of crystals and bubbles in the Bishop
Tuff. Their results are making it possible to reconstruct the volcanic events that rearranged the landscape, leading to
refined knowledge of how magma behaves before reaching the Earth's surface—information that could help predict
volcanic activity.
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conclusion that seeding, or nucleation, of crystals was not
important in the later stages of crystallization of this particular
magmatic body. 

A high-silica pyroclastic rhyolite, the Bishop Tuff was the
source of five pumice samples from three early-erupted strati-
graphic units. Using facilities at the APS, the researchers stud-
ied crystal size classes via: crushing, sieving, and winnowing
(for crystals >100 μm); optical microscopy of pumice fragments
(for crystals <100 μm); and computerized x-ray microtomogra-
phy (for crystals >100 μm, using ~1 cm3 pumice pieces). The
observed crystal size distributions can be explained by crystal
fragmentation. Frequently found were embedded fragments
coated with glass, showing that fragmentation happened prior
to eruption. 

The size distribution for whole crystals, characteristic of a
group of high-density pumice with high crystal content, indicates
late-stage growth with limited nucleation (Fig. 1). Another group
of pumice samples exhibited low density, low crystal content,
and few large crystals; nucleation appeared to be locally signif-
icant, perhaps near the walls (Fig. 2). A third group exhibited
characteristics intermediate between the first two groups. The
larger the number of crystals, the smaller the volume of bub-
bles; this result is compatible with sinking of large crystals and
rise of bubbles in the magma. All of these features are consis-
tent with a large, gas-saturated, slowly cooling, stably stratified
magma.

X-ray tomography produced three-dimensional images of
crystals and crystal fragments and was used to determine their
spatial distributions, as well as size distributions. The GSE-
CARS bending magnet beamline was used for collection of
x-ray tomographic data. The tomography data were important
because they revealed the characteristics of the pumice sam-
ples prior to any significant laboratory processing, unlike the
other techniques used. 

A pattern of relationships among density, crystal abun-
dance, and size and shape of the Bishop Tuff samples allowed
three different kinds of pumice to be identified in the pre-erup-
tive magma. Study of crystal fragmentation, nucleation, and
growth can be used to retrace the temporal and spatial paths by
which magma journeyed to the Earth's surface and became the
history-laden treasure of hard rock now visible. — Mona Mort

See: G.A.R. Gualda, D.L. Cook, R. Chopra, L. Qin, A.T.
Anderson, Jr., and M. Rivers, “Fragmentation, Nucleation and
Migration of Crystals and Bubbles in the Bishop Tuff Rhyolitic
Magma,” T. Roy. Soc. Edin-Earth 95, 375 (2004).
Author Affiliation: The University of Chicago
Correspondence: ggualda@uchicago.edu

1,000 μμm

1,000 μμm

Fig. 1 (above). A small magnetite crystal (yellow) and
three quartz crystals (orange)—one of which is nearly
broken in two—in a glass matrix with small vesicles
(green) and a few large vesicles (black) that are rem-
nants of large bubbles in the magma. 

Fig. 2 (below). A feldspar crystal (bright orange) with a
tiny inclusion of magnetite.
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The hydroxylated (0001) surface of hematite (α-
Fe2O3) served as the main focus of the study, which relied
on crystal truncation rod (CTR) diffraction and density
functional theory (DFT). Combining experimental and the-
oretical results, the researchers propose that two chemi-
cally distinct hydroxyl units—singly and doubly coordinated
with Fe—dominate the surface. Distinct domains of the
surface species appeared, with one domain corresponding
to the hydroxylation of the surface Fe-cation predicted to
be most stable under ultra-high vacuum. In a second
domain, complete removal of the surface Fe leaves the
hydroxylated oxygen layer. In addition, at high water partial
pressures, the hydroxylated hematite surface structures
prove to be more stable than the dehydroxylated versions
previously observed in ultra-high vacuum studies of the
same surface. Interestingly, when compared to the same
type of stability transition for α-alumina, the hematite tran-
sition occurs at water pressures that are orders of magni-
tude lower. The latter finding helps explain why hematite
and alumina (0001) surfaces react differently with water
and aqueous metal cations. 

A CTR is a diffuse streak of x-ray intensity that arises
from the abrupt termination of a crystal lattice. CTR diffrac-
tion data, measured on a natural specular hematite speci-
men from Brazil, were obtained at the GeoSoilEnviroCARS
13-ID beamline (Fig.1). Density functional theory calcula-
tions allowed predictions of surface structure that could
then be compared directly with the experimental CTR
results, and they provide detailed information about the
energetics of the surface.

The DFT results predicted that a single-layer Fe-termi-
nated surface (Fe-O3-Fe-R, or charge-balanced termina-
tion) should be most stable under ultra-high vacuum con-
ditions (Fig. 2). The application of ab initio thermodynamic
calculations to predict the surface energy in the presence
of water suggested, however, that environmental condi-
tions would strongly influence both the structure and com-
position of the most stable surface configuration.

A refinement of the CTR data set led to a best-fit struc-
tural model consistent with hydroxylation of the charge-bal-

HEMATITE SURFACES

anced Fe2O3 (0001) surface but showed a partial occupancy of
the terminating Fe-cation (Fig. 1). Detailed comparison of the
experimental structural model with optimized DFT surface
models suggested that the surface consisted of two distinct

CC hemical reactions occurring at the interface between minerals and water are among the most important fac-
tors controlling the fate of contaminants in the environment. Therefore, having a fundamental understanding of
how water interacts with mineral surfaces is critical to the fields of environmental chemistry and geochemistry.

As a common iron oxide, hematite provides an excellent model system in which to study how aqueous solutions affect
the structure and reactivity of mineral surfaces. An extensive research project, based at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks and aided by the GSECARS facilities at the APS, has now resulted in a detailed description of the structure and
reactivity of the hydrated hematite (0001) surface. These new data advance our understanding of the factors control-
ling surface structure under aqueous conditions; they also provide experimental and theoretical constraints for devel-
oping models that predict contaminant fate in aquatic systems.
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Fig. 1. Experimental structure factors (FHKL) as a function of perpendi-
cular momentum transfer (L, in reciprocal lattice units) for the α-Fe2O3
(0001) surface and calculated CTR profiles for best-fit model.
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hydroxylated domains: one in which the surface structure is
consistent with adsorption of three waters at the Fe-cation site
on the charge-balanced surface and a second consistent with
complete removal of this cation, leading to a single hydroxyl
layer (Fig. 3). While the thermodynamic calculations predict that
a single domain should be most stable, the researchers specu-
late that kinetic factors prevent complete conversion of the sur-
face. Future experimental and theoretical work will refine the
factors influencing the dynamics of the surface transformation.

By providing a sophisticated analysis of the surface and
structure of hydrated hematite, the present study contributes
immensely to our knowledge of how minerals respond to inter-
action with water. Using this knowledge, more accurate predic-
tions can be made about how structural chemistry controls the
fate of surface and groundwater contamination. — Mona Mort

See: T.P. Trainor1, A.M. Chaka2, P.J. Eng3, M. Newville3, G.A.
Waychunas4, and J.G. Catalano5, and G.E. Brown, Jr.5,6,
“Structure and Reactivity of the Hydrated Hematite (0001)
Surface,” Surf. Sci. 573, 204 (2004).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Alaska Fairbanks, 2National
Institute of Standards and Technology, 3The University of
Chicago, 4Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 5Stanford
University, 6Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory
Correspondence: fftpt@uaf.edu
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Fig. 3. Atomic layering sequence and layer spac-
ings (d) along the [0001] direction for the best-fit
relaxed surface models. Top panel, O3-Fe-Fe-R;
bottom panel, O3-Fe-O3-R; large spheres, O
atoms; small spheres, Fe atoms. Adsorbed water
layers (layer 0) drawn with arbitrary in-plane posi-
tions and water molecule orientations. The analy-
sis gives layer 0 oxygen densities for surfaces: 1.2 ±
0.3 (O/unit cell), O3-Fe-Fe-R, and 2.0 ± 0.3 (O/unit
cell), O3-Fe-O3-R.
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The researchers began with orthopyroxenes sam-
ples with x = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 (designated as Fs20,
Fs40, Fs60, and Fs80, respectively) and compressed
them to 120 to 150 GPa in symmetrical diamond-anvil
cells. The samples were heated by using double-sided
laser systems and examined via x-ray diffraction on the
13-ID-D (GSECARS) and 16-ID-B (HP-CAT) beamlines
at the APS. Laser-heating of Fs40 and Fs60 at 30 GPa
to 100 GPa produced silicate perovskite, magne-
siowustite, and stishovite. Heating samples com-
pressed directly to 120 GPa to 150 GPa at 2,000K,
Fs20, Fs40, Fs60, and Fs80 transformed to ppv without
a trace of silicate perovskite or mixed oxides.

The research team found that the increase in vol-
ume with iron content was fairly small, so the density of
the ppv was essentially dependent on the amount of
iron—as iron content increased, so did the density of
the ppv. For Fs80 ppv, this translates into a density increase of
20% relative to other iron-poor lower mantle phases. Such high
density in the silicates would have a major impact on the seis-
mic and geodynamic properties of the D" layer.  As a first
approximation, seismic velocities are reduced inversely propor-
tional to the square root of the increasing density because of
the iron enrichment. For instance, a ppv silicate with x= 0.66
would be sufficient to lower seismic velocities by the amount
observed in ultralow-velocity zones found at the base of the D"
layer. 

Contrary to beliefs that the composition of lower mantle sil-
icates was essentially unchanged by contact with the iron-rich
core (i.e., that the D" layer would be fairly iron-poor), this study
shows that this boundary layer may consist of denser silicates
with a high iron content. At the core-mantle boundary, ppv sili-
cate would be in contact with a huge iron reservoir, which may
provide favorable conditions for the formation of high-iron ppv
silicate (Fig. 1). This may provide an alternate explanation for
the cause of ultralow velocity zones and some of the other
intriguing seismic properties of the D" layer. — Karen Fox

IRON AT THE D” LAYER

See: Wendy L. Mao1,2, Yue Meng3, Guoyin Shen1, Vitali B.
Prakapenka1, Andrew J. Campbell1, Dion L. Heinz1, Jinfu Shu2,
Razvan Caracas2, Ronald E. Cohen2, Yingwei Fei2, Russell J.
Hemley2, and Ho-kwang Mao1,2,3, “Iron-rich Silicates in the
Earth’s D” Layer,” Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 102, 9751 (12
July 2005).
Author Affiliations: 1The University of Chicago, 2Carnegie
Institution of Washington, 3High Pressure Collaborative Access
Team 
Correspondence: wmao@uchicago.edu
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AA t the boundary between the Earth's silicate mantle and iron-rich core lies the enigmatic D" layer. This layer is
approximately 2,600 km to 2,900 km below the Earth's surface, and it has intrigued scientists because of its many
complex seismic features, which include ultralow-velocity zones. Recent work has suggested that MgSiO3 per-

ovskite, the most abundant phase in the lower mantle, undergoes a transition to a post-perovskite (ppv) phase at pres-
sures and temperatures comparable to those of the D" layer. Researchers from the The University of Chicago, the
Carnegie Institution of Washington, and HP-CAT have studied the solubility of iron in this phase, which was previously
unknown. They found that iron-rich (FexMg1-x) SiO3 with x as high as 0.8 was stable, forming a single-phase ppv silicate
(rather than decomposing into oxides). The iron-rich phase is up to 20% denser than any known silicate at the core man-
tle boundary, and if present in the D" layer, could explain the large reductions in seismic velocity observed in ultralow-
velocity zones.

  
Iron 

D’’ Iron-poor ppv 

 

Mantle Upwelling 

ULVZ 
Iron-rich ppv 

Outer Core 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the reaction boundary between an Fe-poor
mantle and Fe-rich core, and the accumulation of Fe-rich ppv in ultralow-
velocity zones.
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WHAT LIES AT THE EARTH’S
CORE-MANTLE BOUNDARY?

TT he lowest level of the Earth's mantle, some 2,700 km below the surface, has recently been the subject of some
intrigue. Known as the D" layer, this thin boundary between the Earth’s mantle and its core shows unexplained
seismological properties. Seismic waves change speed as they cross the layer in a variety of interesting and not

well understood ways: speed varies from region to region within the layer and also varies with the polarization of the seis-
mic wave. Understanding the composition and crystal structure of the mantle is a key first step to interpreting these seis-
mic features. Researchers using the GSECARS 13-ID beamline at the APS have uncovered some tantalizing clues that
point to transformed perovskite as a major component at the boundary between the Earth’s mantle and core.

The mantle is made of rock, the core is made of
metal, but the composition of the D" layer in between is
not completely understood. Understanding the composi-
tion and crystal structure is a key first step to interpreting
the seismic features. The dominant mineral in the lower
mantle is known to be MgSiO3 with a perovskite-type
structure—a mineral which is also found in many super-
conducting materials. In the 1990s, the first synchrotron
in situ high pressure-temperature experiment on MgSiO3

perovskite (Mg-Pv) suggested that at pressures of 1,500-
km depth, it separated into two minerals: MgO and SiO2.
Shim et al examined the stability of Mg-Pv at a wide
range of pressures and temperatures and found no such
transition. Instead, they found evidence that Mg-Pv
undergoes a major phase transition at much deeper
depth conditions (2,700-3,000 km). This is consistent
with the post-perovskite phase proposed by Murakami et
al. in 2004 [1] and it may account for the oddities of the
D" layer. 

The research was conducted by researchers from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Princeton
University, the University of California, Berkeley; and The
University of Chicago. MgSiO3 glass was loaded into a
rhenium gasket with an insulating layer of argon. This
was then put into a diamond anvil and then examined
with angle-dispersive diffraction on the GSECARS 13-ID
beamline. The researchers studied the samples at pres-
sures from 90 to 144 GPa. (90 GPa is comparable to a
depth of 2,000 km from the Earth's surface; 144 GPa is
comparable to 3,000 km.)

For the lower pressure range, they used a double-
side laser heating system to heat the samples to more
than 1,500K for 30 to 45 min. A new peak was consis-
tently visible above 88 GPa during heating. (Shim et al.
[2] reported this peak initially, though in that paper it only
appeared in 50% of the measurements.) This new peak
was not consistent with any of the known or postulated
structures in the sample—including MgO and SiO2. It
could, however, be associated with Mg-Pv or a material
of similar compressibility. 

Fig. 1. Top: Reported pressure and temperature conditions for perovskite
and postperovskite. Bottom: the data points obtained in this study over
three-year period (1999-2001) at GSECARS. The data points are color
coded based on the observed phase (blue = perovskite and orange =
post-perovskite). The thick gray line is the expected pressure-tempera-
ture profile of the mantle. Most of the data points are very close to the
P-T conditions of the mantle. 

For the higher pressure range (130-140 GPa), the temper-
ature was held at 2,500K. These samples showed many addi-
tional new peaks, which also did not correlate to MgO or SiO2.
Nor did they correspond to a simple tilting of the octahedrons
of perovskite. Many of these peaks showed good agreement
with the peak of the recently proposed post-perovskite phase
structure. The observed patterns may indicate an incomplete
transition from modified Mg-Pv to the post-perovskite phase.
The fact that only Mg-Pv was observed below 2,500K may indi-
cate that Mg-Pv is still stable at such temperatures, and at
pressures comparable to the D" layer. In addition to the appear-
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ance of the new peaks, the diffraction peaks for standard per-
ovskite decreased in intensity at the pressures, offering addi-
tional support for a post-perovskite phase transition.

These results offer the hypotheses that previous evidence
of peaks suggesting that MgSiO3 separated into MgO and SiO2

was probably due to thermal gradients—not seen in this
instance because the insulating argon layer protected against
such gradients. Instead the peaks here support the existence of
a major phase transition under conditions close to those at the
base of the Earth's mantle—suggesting the D" layer may be
made of this post-perovskite material. — Karen Fox
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EE stimating the composition of the Earth's iron-rich core is often a matter of making inferences from data that have
been extrapolated to Earth-core conditions. Not surprisingly, different methodologies often produce conflicting
results, creating controversies in the process. Recently, researchers from Carnegie Institution of Washington,

Argonne National Laboratory, and The University of Chicago entered the fray by conducting a static nuclear-resonant
inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS) study of sound velocities in hexagonal close-packed (hcp) Fe samples at pressures up
to 73 GPa and temperatures as high as 1,700K in a laser-heated diamond anvil cell at the XOR 3-ID beamline at the APS
(Fig. 1). The measurements revealed the temperature dependence of the compressional-wave velocity (Vp) and shear-
wave velocity (Vs) of hcp Fe for the first time. 

USING NRIXS TO PEER INTO
THE EARTH'S CORE

The properties of the Earth's core have been inferred
from estimates of iron densities at high pressures and temper-
atures and from measurements of Vp and Vs for sound waves
passing through the core. These data have indicated that the
Earth's core is less dense than pure iron by about 10% for the
outer core and 3% for the inner core, suggesting the exis-
tence of light elements in the core. On the other hand, Birch's
law, which is a linear sound velocity-density relation that has
also been used to extrapolate measured sound velocities at
high pressures and room temperature to inner core condi-
tions, suggests that the inner core is mainly made of Fe-Ni
alloy; Birch's law performs the extrapolation without consider-
ing a temperature effect.

The NRIXS technique is a direct probe of the phonon den-
sity of states (DOS) of the resonant isotope, which in this case
is 57Fe. Energy spectra were obtained by tuning the x-ray
energy (±70 meV) around the nuclear transition energy of
14.4125 keV and collecting the Fe K-fluorescence radiation

that was emitted. The researchers used a quasiharmonic
model to extract the phonon DOS from the NRIXS spectra
(Fig. 2). Parabolic fitting of the low-energy regime of the DOS
yielded the Debye sound velocity, and vibrational, elastic, and
thermodynamic parameters were obtained by integrating the
DOS. The rest of the parameters needed to calculate the shear
modulus and Vp and Vs were then obtained by use of a thermal
equation of state (EOS) from previous studies and the Birch-
Murnaghan EOS. 

These calculations showed that the bulk sound velocity fol-
lowed Birch's law at high temperatures but that Vp, Vs, and the
shear modulus did not. At a pressure of ~54 GPa and over a
temperature increase of 1,000K, Vp decreased by ~7%, while
Vs decreased by ~14%, and the shear modulus decreased by
~28%. X-ray diffraction spectra showed that the samples main-
tained a polycrystalline hcp structure at high pressures without
a significant preferred orientation, suggesting that the strong
effect of temperature on the sound velocities cannot be
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explained simply by elastic anisotropy in
highly textured hcp Fe.

The extrapolated sound velocities of hcp
Fe at 3,000K and 6,000K, obtained by com-
bining the researchers' study results with
those of a previous NRIXS study at high pres-
sures and 300K and with shock-wave data at
high pressure and high temperature, showed
that the effect of temperature on the sound
velocities of Fe is significant at moderate
pressures, but weakens under inner core
pressures, because highly compressed Fe
has a smaller thermal expansion. This implies
that the extrapolated Vs values in the inner
core should actually be corrected to even
lower values, because the temperature of the
inner core is believed to be close to the melt-
ing curve of Fe. The extrapolated data also
suggest that the temperature effect on Vp is
suppressed under inner core conditions,
whereas temperature continues to have a
strong effect on Vs, even under core pres-
sures. 

Previous studies have shown that the
addition of a light element (such as Si or S) to
Fe would increase Vp and Vs under high pres-
sures. In light of the temperature effect on the
Vp and Vs of hcp Fe at inner core pressures
and 6,000K, the APS research showed that
an additional few percent of light elements
alloyed with Fe are needed in the inner core
to increase Vp to match seismic models. This
suggests the presence of more light elements
in the Earth's inner core than has been sug-
gested from the application of Birch's law.

— Vic Comello

See: J.-F. Lin1,†, W. Sturhahn2, J. Zhao2, G.
Shen3, H.-k. Mao1, and R. J. Hemley1, “Sound
Velocities of Hot Dense Iron: Birch's Law
Revisited,” Science 308, 1892 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Carnegie Institution of
Washington, 2Argonne National Laboratory,
3The University of Chicago 
(†Present address: Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory)
Correspondence: lin24@llnl.gov

This work and use of the APS were supported by
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science,
Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract
No. W-31-109-ENG-38, and the State of Illinois,
under HECA. We thank GSECARS at the APS for
the use of the ruby fluorescence system. Work at
the Carnegie Institution of Washington was sup-
ported by DOE/BES, DOE/NNSA (CDAC), NSF,
and the W.M. Keck Foundation.

Fig. 1. NRIXS setup with a double-sided laser heating system for high-pressure experi-
ments on hcp Fe. Two infrared laser beams were focused by the laser lenses (LENS)
and reflected off mirrors onto samples in a diamond anvil cell (DAC). An x-ray beam
of 14.4125 keV was used to resonate iron samples in the DAC, and Fe K-fluorescence
radiation was collected by three avalanche photodiode detectors (APD) surround-
ing the DAC.

Fig. 2. Phonon density of states (DOS) of hcp Fe at high pressures and temperatures.
Red curve: 46.5 GPa and 1,100K; black curve: 43.3 GPa and 300K. The initial slope of
the low-energy regime increases significantly at 1,100K, indicating a softening of the
lattice excitation and a decrease in the Debye sound velocity. Debye sound veloc-
ities, derived from parabolic fitting of the low-energy regime of the DOS, were then
used to calculate compressional and shear wave velocities of hcp Fe under high
pressures and temperatures.
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SAMMS SOAK UP TOXIC ACTINIDES
TO BENEFIT THE ENVIRONMENT

SAMMS materials, which were originally synthesized by PNNL
scientists, bring together a nanoporous ceramic (silica-based) sub-
strate and a technique for attaching a functional monolayer onto the
pore surfaces throughout the porous substrate. Each “flavor” of
SAMMS is specifically designed to sequester large amounts of a
specific target contaminant (such as arsenic, cadmium, chromium,
lead, mercury, or radionuclides) in a very small volume of sorbent
material. In this study, the SAMMS were tailored specifically to bind
actinides.

Actinide-selective SAMMS were developed by the collabora-
tors in such a way that a variety of chemically different monolayer
interfaces could be easily installed onto various substrates, allowing
subtle differences in chemical selectivity to be exploited for different
separation needs. In this particular study, a number of different
actinide-selective ligands were employed, including glycinyl-urea
(Gly-UR), salicylamide (Sal), and a couple of related phosphonate-
based ligands (Phos).

Gly-UR-SAMMS were prepared by combining an isocyanate-
terminated silane and a triethylamine-buffered solution of glycine,
which results in the amino acid joining with the silane through a urea
linkage. The resulting Gly-UR-SAMMS covered a surface area of
about 4.0 silanes per square nanometer (silanes/nm2). Sal-SAMMS
were prepared by combining the carboxylic acid, carbonyl diimida-
zole, and 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane, which results in the sali-
cylate ligand joining with aminopropylsiloxane through an amide
linkage. In this case, Sal-SAMMS were attached to the surface at a
population of about 1.1 silanes/nm2. Phos-SAMMS were prepared
by displacing trifluoroethanol by 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane
from the corresponding ester, with the resulting material covering
the surface at a level from 2.0 to 2.2 silanes/nm2.

To test the effectiveness of the resulting SAMMS, the actinide
(isotopic) target materials of 241Am(III) (americium), 237Np(V) (nep-
tunium), 239Pu(IV) (plutonium), 230Th(IV) (thorium), and 233U(VI)
(uranium) were used. Because these actinide materials normally
produce insoluble polymeric oxides or hydroxides in an alkaline
environment, the collaborators performed binding studies in a pH
range from 1.0 to 6.5. The actinide binding affinity of these SAMMS
was found to be pH-dependent. In general, Sal-SAMMS were
found to be only moderately effective. The affinity of the Gly-UR-

SS AMMS (short for self-assembled monolayers on mesoporous supports) are high-efficiency, high-capacity sorbent
materials that can be used to sequester toxic materials from the environment, a key component of environmen-
tal remediation. The SAMMS technique, which is easy to use, less expensive, much faster, and much more effec-

tive than traditional sorption methods, has been developed by researchers from the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL) for the sequestration of mercury and other heavy metals (Fig. 1). This research effort was later
extended to include anions, cesium, radioiodine, and other toxic metallic species; and is now the basis for their latest
work: the sequestration of actinides. The SAMMS technique is an important aspect in reducing the volume of radioac-
tive waste (which includes actinides)that must undergo the waste vitrification process as a part of the U.S. Department
of Energy's (DOE’s) environmental cleanup efforts.

Fig. 1. SAMMS (top) without heavy metals and (bottom) with
heavy metals (in this case, mercury [Hg]). Molecular self-
assembly allows for the construction of highly organized
arrays of binding sites available to bind heavy metals inside
of a nanoporous ceramic matrix. This combination makes
for a very effective, and very fast, method for removing
heavy metals and radionuclides.
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SAMMS was found to be highly effective at higher pH values,
but rapidly decreased below a pH of 2. In addition, the Gly-UR-
SAMMS were determined to bind easily with all of the actinides
except Np(V) and to bind over a broader range of pH values
(well below a pH of 4) than the other two SAMMS. The
acetamide phosphonate (Ac-Phos) SAMMS ester was found to
be effective at separating actinides that were in both aqueous
and nonaqueous waste streams, while the affinity of the propi-
onamidephosphonate (Prop-Phos) SAMMS ester was more
selective over the tested actinides, especially at low pH values.
Am(III) and Pu(IV) were easily and almost totally separated by
a single treatment with the Prop-Phos-SAMMS ester. Overall,
the phosphonic acid SAMMS were found to be excellent mate-
rials for actinide separations.

In order to better understand the structure and stability of
the metal-laden SAMMS, the researchers subjected certain rep-
resentative adducts to extended x-ray absorption fine structure
characterization at the MR-CAT beamline 10-ID at the APS.
These studies provided valuable insight into the geometry and
structure of the macromolecular chelation these metal ions
experience at the monolayer interface.

The SAMMS study demonstrates the superior ability of
SAMMS to sequester actinides from complex toxic mixtures,
even when competing ions or complexants are present.

According to the collaborators, directing the SAMMS technol-
ogy toward actinides could significantly reduce the volume of
high-level waste that must be run through the vitrification
process. As a result, these actinide SAMMS offer potentially
substantial cost savings for DOE’s remediation efforts. 

— William Arthur Atkins

See: Glen E. Fryxell1, Yuehe Lin1, Sandy Fiskum1, Jerome C.
Birnbaum1, Hong Wu1, Ken Kemner2, and Shelley Kelly2,
“Actinide Sequestration Using Self-Assembled Monolayers on
Mesoporous Supports,” Enviro. Sci. Tech. 39 (5), 1324 (2005).
(See also Environ. Sci. Tech. 39, 1332 [2005], which outlines
the chemistry developed to effectively bind Np.)
Author Affiliations: 1Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,
2Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: glen.fryxell@pnl.gov

Research was supported by the U.S. DOE, Environmental Management
Science Program. Portions of this work were performed at Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory, which is operated for the DOE by
Battelle Memorial Institute under Contract DE AC06-76RLO 1830. MR-
CAT is supported by the DOE under Contract DE-FG02-94-ER45525
and the member institutions. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was
supported by the U.S. DOE, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

NANOPARTICLES IN THE ENVIRONMENT
Matt Newville (The University of Chicago)
and Juyoung Ha (Stanford University) at the
GSECARS 13-BM-D beamline.

Ha: “Nanoparticles are widespread in a
range of different natural environmental set-
tings despite their predicted instability based
on the classical thermodynamic analysis.
Nanoparticles can arise from a variety of
mechanisms: chemical weathering pro-
cesses, precipitation from relatively saturated
solutions in hydrothermal and acid mine
drainage environments, evaporation of
aqueous solutions in soils, and biological for-
mation by a variety of microorganisms. 

“When compared to bulk materials,
environmentally occurring nanoparticles pos-
sess distinctive properties with respect to their
reactivity toward different ionic species in
natural waters. However, the molecular-
scale characterization of structures and
compositions of reactive sites on mineral nanoparticles in contact with aqueous solutions are poorly understood, mainly due to the
complexities of the interfaces and scarcity of appropriate analytical tools for probing such complex systems. 

“Here, we are studying the nanoparticles of laboratory-synthesized hematite particles and their interaction with different
organic acids and heavy metal ions in the solution phase at different environmental conditions. Investigating the surface structures
of ligands in interface between hematite nanoparticles and water at a molecular level can give indirect information on the reac-
tivitiy of the mineral phases. This is because the reactivity of a mineral phase is controlled, in part, by the types and concentrations
of surface structure, sites exposed to the aqueous solution, and the different surface complex that forms at the interface.” 
Contact: juyoung@gmail.com, newville@cars.uchicago.edu
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The researchers conducted in situ studies of nanoparticle
growth in flames using both the XOR/UNI 33-ID beamline at
the APS and the ID2 beam line at the ESRF. With the diffusion
flame apparatus installed in the beamline, a 12.46-keV mono-
chromatic x-ray beam, 300 μm in diameter with an exposure
time of 0.3 s, entered the flame from the right. The beam,
including the scattered x-rays, continued into a 10-m evacu-
ated chamber, which contains a small-angle x-ray scattering
(SAXS) detector consisting of an image-intensified charge-cou-
pled device detector above the diffusion burner. The nanopar-
ticles created in the flame were collected on a filter, on which
they were later examined by means of electron microscopy,
nitrogen gas adsorption, and SAXS. The burner is fed by three
temperature-controlled streams using mass flow controllers
(with nitrogen and methane as carrier gases) and then doped
with hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO) to produce silica
nanoparticles. Computer control of the flame and burner
motion allowed various scattering patterns to be observed and
recorded.

The SAXS studies show that nanoparticles initially form in
the diffusion flame at about 5 mm above the burner. After the
initial 300 μs of particle growth, diffusion fronts in the flame
allow continued particle nucleation and coalescence in higher
regions of the flame. The size of the nanoparticles depends
upon both the position at which they form and the amount of
time spent within the highest-temperature regions of the flame.
At the 5-mm height, silica nanoparticles coalesce to very small
diameters of about 20 nm, with high polydispersity. The growth
of nanoparticles within the flame can be mapped by using a
least-squares method to fit the data to a global scattering func-
tion based on polydisperse, smooth spheres. This mapping
reveals a diffusion front where precursor converts to oxide at
about 10 mm to 30 mm above the burner, with a high volume
of silica and consequent high density of nanoparticles. The

largest nanoparticles form in the regions of least polydisperse
particles, whereas nanoparticles are relatively uniform in shape
and size further downstream. The flame temperature profile
was measured by means of infrared spectroscopy. From this
profile, the axial velocity of the laminar gas stream can be
determined by using the ideal gas law, which confirms that the
size of the nanoparticles is a function of time within the flame. 

The experimenters have proven that nanoparticle nucle-
ation and growth can be directly studied in situ by using SAXS
for particle sizes ranging from 0.5 nm to 500 nm, at a time scale
as short as 100 μs. Their success paves the way both for more
accurate modeling and simulation of nanoparticle formation
and a method to directly confirm such models. With the greater
understanding of nanoscale phenomena that such tools will
afford, we will be much closer to creating nanomaterials with
the precision and confidence that a Swiss watchmaker brings
to bear on the finest watch movement. — Mark Wolverton

See: Gregory Beaucage1, Hendrikk Kammler2, Roger Mueller2,
Reto Strobel2, Nikhil Agashe1, Sotirise Pratsinis2, and
Theyencheri Narayanan3, “Probing the Dynamics of
Nanoparticle Growth in a Flame Using Synchrotron Radiation,”
Nat. Mater. 3, 370 (1 June 2004).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Cincinnati, 2Institut für
Verfahrenstechnik, 3European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
Correspondence: beaucage@uc.edu

This work was supported by the National Science Foundation (CTS-
0070214), the Swiss National Science Foundation (200021-101901/1),
the Swiss Commission for Technology and Innovation (TopNano21-
5487.1), and the synchrotron facilities at ESRF (beam-time allocation
ME421). Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

< A supported silica diffusion flame in a SAXS camera at the ESRF.

FF or nanotechnology to fulfill its commercial potential, efficient ways to create large numbers of very tiny things must
be developed and perfected. Currently, the most viable mass production technique for nanotechnology is pyrol-
ysis, or flame synthesis—producing nanomaterials such as nanotubes and quantum dots by doping a highly-con-

trolled flame with the appropriate raw materials. To properly control and employ such a process, however, the process
must first be fully understood. The same high-temperature, kinetically busy, and extremely bright conditions in the depths
of a flame that make it an ideal environment for nanosynthesis also make direct observation of the process a consider-
able challenge. A team from the University of Cincinnati, Institut für Verfahrenstechnik at the ETH Zentrum in Zurich, and
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) has succeeded in using synchrotron x-ray scattering to probe the
secrets of nanoparticle formation in a flame, even at volume fractions as small as 10-6.
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Block copolymer/nanoparticle films were prepared by spin
coating toluene solutions of a mixture of 3- or 5-wt% poly-
styrene-block-poly(2-vinylpyridine) copolymer (PS-b-P2VP)
and 1-wt% tri-n-octylphosphine oxide-covered CdSe nanoparti-
cles (4 nm in diameter) onto silicon wafers. The 150- to 600-
nm-thick films were annealed thermally at 170° C under vac-
uum in either a supercritical fluid CO2 environment at 70° C or
in chloroform vapors at room temperature. Each treatment
imparted mobility to the thin-film mixtures, allowing them to
attain their equilibrium morphologies within about two days. 

The researchers—from the University of Massachusetts,
Universität Bayreuth, Argonne National Laboratory, the
University of South Carolina, and the University of Pittsburgh—
carried out GISAXS measurements at the 1-BM beamline. The
measurements were made before and after thermal annealing,
and included measurements at several incident angles to pro-
vide quantitative information on the depth dependence of the
thin-film morphologies (Fig. 1). These measurements were
supplemented with data derived from scanning force
microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and transmission
electron microscopy.

To indicate that a corresponding interplay between assem-
bly processes could apply to a wide variety of other systems,
the researchers also examined a blend of poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG)-tagged ferritin bio-nanoparticles (ferritin-PEG) and a
lamella-forming diblock copolymer of poly(2-vinylpyridine) and
poly(ethylene oxide) (P2VP-b-PEO). Thin-film samples of the
block copolymer with and without ferritin-PEG particles were
prepared and annealed in saturated benzene vapor. Without
the ferritin-PEG particles, the P2VP-b-PEO microphase sepa-
rated into lamellae oriented parallel to the surface, with the
crystalline PEO located at the surface. With the ferritin-PEG
particles, PEO crystallization was suppressed, and the lamellar
microdomains were oriented normal to the surface. Thus, the
ferritin-PEG bio-nanoparticles were incorporated into the PEO
microdomains, where they suppressed crystallization, medi-

COPOLYMER/NANOPARTICLE MIXTURES EXHIBIT
SELF-DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY

RR esearchers using the XOR 1-BM beamline at the APS have derived a process for nanoparticle self-assembly that
provides for exceptional control and flexibility over the fabrication of nanostructured materials with applications
including chemical sensing, separation, catalysis, high-density data storage and photonic materials.  The group

used grazing incidence small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) measurements at the APS to show that mixtures of diblock
copolymers and either cadmium selenide- or ferritin-based nanoparticles exhibit cooperative, coupled self-assembly on
the nanoscale. In thin films, the copolymers assembled into cylindrical domains that dictated the spatial distribution of
the nanoparticles. Segregation of the particles to the interfaces, in turn, mediated interfacial interactions and reoriented
the copolymer domains normal to the surface of the substrate, even when one of the blocks was strongly attracted to
the substrate. Organization of both the polymeric and particulate entities was achieved without the use of external
fields, demonstrating a simple and general route for fabricating nanostructured materials with hierarchical order.

Fig. 1. GISAXS data for thin-film PS-b-P2VP/CdSe nanoparticle
composites. (a) Data from a freshly spin-coated thin film of
diblock copolymer and nanoparticles at an incidence angle of
0.06° with a penetration depth of 44 Å. Data from a thin film ther-
mally annealed for 48 hrs at 170°C at incidence angles and pen-
etration depths of (b) 0.08° and 54 Å, (c) 0.09° and 61 Å, and (d)
0.12° and full thickness, respectively. (e) qy linescan at qz = 0.0376
Å-1 at four different x-ray incident angles of 0.058°, 0.088°, 0.108°,
and 0.12°, with penetration depths of 44 Å, 54 Å, 73 Å, and full
thickness, respectively. (f) qz linescan along the first-order peak (1
0) for the four incident angles. The critical angle of the thin film
was measured to be 0.11°, and qy and qz are the momentum
transfers normal to the diffraction plane and sample surface,
respectively.
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ated interfacial interactions, and reoriented the microdomains.
This result was similar to the reorientation seen in the PS-b-
P2VP/CdSe nanoparticle mixtures. 

The researchers thereby provided examples of synthetic
and biologically inspired systems wherein one-step hierarchical
self-organizations occur via interplays between distinct self-
assembling processes—producing spatially ordered, organic-
inorganic and organic-bioparticle hybrid materials. The inherent
synergy that was demonstrated represents a significant
advance over other processes that rely on sequential fabrica-
tion steps to incorporate functionality into pre-organized tem-
plates. Furthermore, microdomain orientation, which is built into
the system by the segregation of the nanoparticles to the inter-
faces, is independent of film thickness, the nature of the inter-
faces, and the geometry of the system—eliminating the need for
external fields to manipulate the orientation. This is particularly
important for systems like PS-b-P2VP, where interfacial interac-
tions are so strong that even large external fields could not
reorient the domains through the entire film. 

Coupled with recent advances in the synthesis of
nanocrystals and the large variety of bionanoparticles that can

be surface-modified and biomineralized, the synergistic assem-
bly process the researchers demonstrated could provide control
and flexibility over the fabrication of nanostructured materials. 

— Vic Comello

See: Y. Lin1, A. Böker1,2, J. He1, K. Sill1, H. Xiang1, C. Abetz2,
X. Li3, J. Wang3, T. Emrick1, S. Long4, Q. Wang4, A. Balazs5,
and T.P. Russell1, “Self-directed Self-assembly of Nanoparti-
cle/Copolymer Mixtures,” Nature 434, 55 (3 March 2005).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Massachusetts, 2Universität
Bayreuth, 3Argonne National Laboratory, 4University of South
Carolina, 5University of Pittsburgh
Correspondence: russell@mail.pse.umass.edu
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ported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Many of the currently available methods for synthesizing
nanocomposites based on functionalized nanoparticles embed-
ded in a stable polymer matrix have shortcomings. These in-
clude producing unwanted contaminants, poor dispersion, or
uncontrolled nanoparticle size distributions. One method gain-
ing interest is the use of polymer-capped metal or semiconduc-
tor nanoparticles that are blended into a pre-made polymer
matrix by using a solvent (Fig. 1). Nanoparticle capping is an
attractive synthesis route because the interaction between the
particle coating and the polymer matrix can be fine tuned, while
offering full control of the composition of the nanoparticle and
the matrix. The challenge then is to be able to observe and con-
trol the subsequent aggregation and miscibility of the nanopar-
ticles in the matrix.

To study nanoparticle dispersion in a polymer matrix, the
researchers used gold cores with diameters ranging from 3.6 to
6.2 nm, capped with polystyrene (PS) and polyethylene oxide
(PEO) shells of different degrees of polymerization (the ratio of
the molecular weight of the polymer to that of a monomer unit).
The capping layer can be described as a polymer brush, where
one end of the polymer chain is grafted onto the gold nanopar-

PEERING INTO POLYMER NANOCOMPOSITES

ticles with the polymer extending outward into the solvent or
matrix. These capped nanoparticles were then blended into PS
and PEO matrices of the same or differing molecular weight to
examine the degree of dispersion or aggregation of particles in
the nanocomposite. The researchers used a suite of tools to
characterize the nanocomposites: transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis),
and small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS). The TEM images
yielded the distances between nanoparticles, an estimate of
the number of particles per unit volume, and an estimate of the
extent of aggregation. helped detecting aggregation.
Aggregation of the gold particles in drop-cast and spin-coated
samples was examined with UV-vis (300-nm to 800-nm) spec-
troscopy. 

Small-angle x-ray scattering is a valuable technique for
determining the details of colloidal systems because of the
sensitivity of the scattering structure factor to particle aggrega-
tion. The SAXS measurements were carried out at beamline
8-ID of the APS with an incident beam energy of 7.66 keV,
which was collimated to a 20-μm × 20-μm beam. The diffrac-

EE ngineered composite materials are becoming a mainstay for nanotechnology applications and may also find
wide use in microelectronics and biomedical applications. To this end, a substantial effort has been devoted to
developing nanocomposites based on functionalized nanoparticles embedded in a stable polymer matrix.

Recently, researchers from McGill University used XOR beamline 8-ID to learn more about the properties of capped
nanoparticles and nanoparticles in polymer matrices.
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Fig. 1. Left: Schematic representing polymer-stabilized gold nanoparticles embedded in a polymer matrix.
Middle: TEM image of a 60-nm-thick section of nanocomposite (dispersed gold nanoparticles stabilized with
short PS19-SH ligands in a short PS20 matrix). Right: Schematic representing a polymer-stabilized gold nanopar-
ticle (truncated octahedral gold core with thiol-terminated polymeric chains covalently attached to the
core).

Fig. 2. SAXS data obtained from gold nanoparticles. Circles cor-
respond to the calculated cross sections from the core-shell
model used by the authors. (a) PEO45-Au (offset by 105). The
matrices are PEO340 (Mn = 15,000 g/mol) (black solid) and PEO25
(1,000 g/mol) (red dashed). (b) PS125-Au (offset by 103), with
matrices PS760 (Mn = 80,000 g/mol) (black solid), PS440 (Mn =
46,400 g/mol) (red dashed), and PS20 (Mn = 2,000 g/mol) (blue
dotted). (c) PS19-Au (offset by 102) with matrices PS20 (Mn = 2,000
g/mol) (blue dotted), PS19-SH (red dotted), and toluene (green
dot-dashed). (d) C14-Au, with matrices PS440 (pink dash-dotted),
and PS760 (black solid). 

tion patterns from the nanocomposite samples were detected
with a charge-coupled device array. The scattering cross sec-
tion as a function of Q was calculated by assuming an electron
density model based on a gold metal core surrounded by a
lower-density polymer shell, with the capped particle dissolved
in solvent or bulk polymer (Fig. 2). 

The researchers found a rich and complex set of aggrega-
tion phenomena for the different capped structures and differ-
ent molecular weight polymer matrices. In particular, TEM
shows that the gold nanoparticles have a faceted geometry at
the diameters used in the study (Fig. 1), and this has a large
influence on the wettability of the polymer cap by the matrix
polymer. Theoretically, highly dense polymer brushes should
not be wetted by high-molecular-weight matrices, but the gold
faceting causes a large volume fraction of voids in the brush,
which, in turn, improves the dispersion of the nanoparticles in
the matrix, as observed in the experiments.  As suggested by
theory, in the case of lower-density polymer brushes, the
nanoparticles were observed to disperse in both high- and low-
molecular-weight matrices. These observations highlight how
geometries (in this case of the faceted gold nanoparticle) at the
nanoscale introduce new properties to materials.

These results show the importance of detailed analysis via
complementary probes of capped nanoparticle dispersion in
polymer matrices, in this case a combination of TEM, optical
spectroscopy, and x-ray scattering. In addition, the SAXS data
indicate the value of third-generation synchrotron facilities,
such as the APS, where the high beam brightness can make
small-angle scattering feasible. Such studies open an impor-
tant window on the properties of nanomaterials and what fac-
tors control their composition. — David Voss

See: Muriel K. Corbierre, Neil S. Cameron, Mark Sutton, Khalid
Laaziri, and R. Bruce Lennox, “Gold Nanoparticle/Polymer
Nanocomposites: Dispersion of Nanoparticles as a Function of
Capping Agent Molecular Weight and Grafting Density,”
Langmuir 21, 6063 (2005).
Author Affiliation: McGill University
Correspondence: bruce.lennox@mcgill.ca
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Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Fig. 1. Top: Schematic of GISAXS experiment setup and (lower
panel) resonance-enhanced GISAXS patterns of gold nanoparticles
in an ultrathin polymer x-ray waveguide (A) at the first resonance
mode and (B) at an off-resonance condition. The insets depict the
corresponding calculated electric-field intensity distributions in the
waveguide. The enhancement of the scattering intensity at the res-
onance condition is readily observable.

Resonance enhancement of the x-ray scattering in a
waveguide structure was the key development that enabled
the researchers to obtain high sensitivity in such a sparse
sample. In the vicinity of the surface, x-rays incident on a
metal mirror at grazing incidence (Fig. 1) form a standing
wave normal to the surface by total external reflection. If a low
electron density film, such as a polymer layer, is applied to the
mirror surface and has a thickness that is a multiple of the x-
ray wavelength, then the electromagnetic field at the surface
can be enhanced by one to two orders of magnitude. The use
of such a resonant waveguide to increase the x-ray scattering
probability means that even very weakly scattering structures
can be observed. Moreover, the higher sensitivity allows
changes in the particle ordering to be observed in a time-
resolved manner.

To create the nanostructures, a 35-nm layer of polytert-
butylacetate (PtBA) was applied to a silver/chromium x-ray
mirror. A submonolayer of gold nanoparticles was deposited
by thermal evaporation onto this polymer surface and covered
by another layer of PtBA of equal thickness. The gold
nanoparticles had diameters of between 2 and 4 nm sepa-
rated by an average distance of approximately 6 nm. Grazing
incidence small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) measure-
ments were carried out at XOR beamline 1-BM (8-keV inci-
dent energy) and XOR beamline 8-ID (7.66-keV incident
energy) at the APS. The scattering patterns were recorded by
an image plate detector. X-ray reflectivity measurements
were undertaken to confirm the presence of the resonance
enhancement in the thin film structure, and these results
agreed well with calculated electric field values inside the
waveguide structure.

Diffusion of the gold was probed with GISAXS by first
heating the polymer film to 65° C, well above the glass transi-
tion temperature (49° C), to allow the two PtBA layers to melt
into a single layer. Then, with the sample at 75°C allowing
nanoparticle diffusion, x-ray scattering measurements at 0
min, 10 min, and 47 min intervals revealed significant lateral

WATCHING NANOPARTICLES ASSEMBLE
IN REAL TIME

SS elf-assembly of metal particles in polymer materials is an important approach for synthesizing nanocomposites for
electronic, spintronic, and photonic applications. To be effective, however, precise control has to be maintained
over the aggregation of nanoparticles into larger engineered nanostructures. To achieve this level of control,

especially in ultrathin film systems, monitoring of lateral diffusion and transport of the particles is essential. Such measure-
ments are difficult because of the small number of particles in a given volume (less than one monolayer) and these par-
ticles are often randomly distributed before self-assembly. Recently, researchers from Argonne National Laboratory;
Northwestern University; the University of California, San Diego; and Los Alamos National Laboratory overcame these lim-
itations in studies of gold nanoparticles in thin film polymers using a combination of x-ray scattering techniques at two
APS beamlines.
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In the quest to develop new materials with useful elec-
tronic, chemical, and optical properties, a major challenge
has been to prepare wire- or rod-shaped metal nanoparticles.
But synthesis of nonspherical shapes requires many
painstaking interventions using a hard matrix as a template. A
team of researchers from Argonne National Laboratory
recently discovered that a soft, ionogel template impregnated
with a gold salt and subjected to reducing ultraviolet radiation
produces a large collection of nonspherical nanoparticles in a
variety of shapes and sizes without requiring tedious, multi-
step manipulations. By using small-angle x-ray scattering
(SAXS) at the XOR/BESSRC 12-ID-C beamline, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), and optical spectroscopy, the re-
searchers were able to confirm the intriguing morphologies of
these particles in the soft template, including trigonal pris-
matic nanorods, which had never before been synthesized
(Fig. 1).

The template was prepared by adding a small concentra-
tion of a gold salt solution to an ionic liquid, creating a viscous
gel phase that adopted a two-dimensional (2-D) hexagonal
structure. Irradiation of the composite with ultraviolet light

NOVEL NONSPHERICAL NANOPARTICLES

caused the photochemical reduction of the gold salt to
nanoparticles without destroying the liquid crystalline texture of
the ionogel. An interesting feature of the template is its distinct
channels that likely contribute to the formation of nanosized
particles.

Incident x-ray beams directed perpendicular to the long
axis of the capillary containing the nanoparticles revealed three
distinct Bragg peaks, indicative of the formation of a 2-D
hexagonal lattice structure at the intermediate, or mesoscopic,
scale over the entire sample volume probed by the x-ray beam.
It is most unusual to observe such order in a self-assembled
material without further intervention. 

To further explore the structure of the sample, the team
used optical spectroscopy, which revealed three surface plas-
mon bands consistent with the formation of nonspherical
nanoparticle shapes such as cylinders or rods. When the gold
particles were freed from the ionogel by simply dissolving the
gel in ethanol, the midwavelength and near-infrared spectral
features disappeared, suggesting that the process of liberating
the nanoparticles altered their shape, or that the organization
or aggregation of the particles was disrupted in the process.

II n the quest to develop new materials at the nanoscale with useful electronic, chemical, and optical properties, a
major challenge has been how to prepare wire- or rod-shaped metal nanoparticles, because synthesizing non-
spherical shapes has required many painstaking interventions using a hard matrix as a template. A team of

researchers from Argonne National Laboratory has recently discovered that a soft, ionogel template impregnated with
a gold salt and subjected to reducing ultraviolet radiation produces a large collection of nonspherical nanoparticles in
a variety of shapes and sizes without requiring tedious, multi-step manipulations. Using small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS)
at the XOR/BESSRC 12-ID-C beamline, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and optical spectroscopy, the team was
able to confirm for the first time the structures of these particles.

motion of the gold particles. Plots of the scattering intensity in
reciprocal space (I vs. q) indicated that the in-plane motion
along the film dimensions was not Brownian, but was instead
dominated by attractive van der Waals forces between the gold
particles. This lateral mobility was more than an order of mag-
nitude higher than the motion perpendicular to the plane of the
film, which can be attributed to both the anisotropic nature of the
gold nanoparticle distribution (being in a two-dimensional layer)
and the mobility of the polymer chains perpendicular to the film,
which is reduced by confinement.

The results show that resonantly enhanced scattering car-
ried out in a thin-film waveguide structure may offer greatly
improved sensitivity for observing real-time phenomena in dilute
or weakly scattering samples. This is especially the case when
carried out at third-generation synchrotron facilities such as the
APS, where waveguide enhancement can complement the high
brightness of the incident x-ray beam. In particular, these stud-

ies of particle mobility may yield important information for con-
trolling particle aggregation in nanotechnological materials.  

— David Voss

See: Suresh Narayanan1, Dong Ryeol Lee1, Rodney S.
Guico1,2, Sunil K. Sinha3,4, and Jin Wang1, “Real-Time Evolution
of the Distribution of Nanoparticles in an Ultrathin-Polymer-
Film-Based Waveguide,”  Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 145504 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory;
2Northwestern University; 3University of California, San Diego;
4Los Alamos National Laboratory
Correspondence: wangj@aps.anl.gov

This work and use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by
the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38. The work
was also partially funded by NSF Grant No. DMR-0209542.
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Further examination of the samples used SEM to directly
observe the morphology of the nanoparticles. The images
revealed particles 100 to 1,000 nm in size adopting a surpris-
ing variety of shapes, including hexagonal and triangular
plates, prisms, and trigonal prismatic rods. Of particular inter-
est are trigonal prismatic nanorods, which differ from the thin,
triangular nanoparticle plates observed in previous studies.
These particles fit the description of true nanorods; that is,
they are thicker than plates, having an aspect ratio greater
than 1 but less than 20.

Although the morphologies and sizes of the nanoparticles
were well documented in this suite of experimental probes, the
exact mechanism that allows their formation remains to be
determined, as does the nature of the interaction between the
guest nanoparticles and the host ionogel template. When these
questions are answered, it may be possible to control the shape
and spacing of the nanoparticles and harness the materials for

use in plasmonics and other applications that depend on the
precise control of these characteristics for their electronic, opti-
cal, and catalytic properties.— Elise LeQuire

See: M.A. Firestone, M.L. Dietz, S. Seifert, S. Trasobares, D.J.
Miller, and N. J. Zaluzec, “Ionogel-templated Synthesis and
Organization of Anisotropic Gold Nanoparticles,” Small 1(7),
754 (2005).
Author Affiliation: Argonne National Laboratory
Correspondence: firestone@anl.gov

This work was performed under the auspices of the Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, Divisions of Materials Sciences (M.A.F., S.S., S.T.,
D.J.M., N.J.Z.) and Chemical Sciences (M.L.D.), United States
Department of Energy. Use of the Advanced Photon Source was sup-
ported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. (A) Polarized optical micrograph of a gold nanoparticle-ionogel composite. (B) SAXS pattern
showing 2-D hexagonal symmetry of the composite. (C) Scanning electron micrographs of represen-
tative gold particles formed within ionogel. (D) Schematic diagram of self-assembled ionogel illustrat-
ing the possible arrangement of encapsulated gold particles.
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Specifically, the group studied
bimetallic nanoparticles of plat-
inum-silver (Pt-Ag), which is com-
pletely immiscible in bulk, and pal-
ladium-silver (Pd-Ag), which is
entirely bulk-miscible. In these two
systems, the atomic sizes of the
components differed (i.e., were
mismatched) by 15% and 16%,
respectively.

The effect of morphology on
the degree of alloying was exam-
ined at a core size of 2 nm for
spherical shaped Pt-Ag nanoparti-
cles (Fig. 1) and in a diameter of 20
nm for cylindrical-shaped Pd-Ag
nanoparticles (or nanowires). Both
systems were synthesized radiolyt-
ically (irradiated), which allowed for
structural control of the particles
when experimental parameters
were varied.

To determine the alloying of
the two disordered bimetallic
nanoparticle systems, as well as
analyze their local structures (such
as interatomic distances, coordina-
tion numbers, bond lengths, and
bond-length distributions), the col-
laborators used the technique of
x-ray-absorption fine structure
(XAFS). The XAFS measure-
ments—taken at the Pt L3, Ag K,
and Pd K edges—were performed
at the MR-CAT beamline 10-ID at
the APS.

MM etallic nanoparticles are of increasing interest due to their use in many applications, from catalysis to elec-
tronic devices. Bimetallic nanoparticles, comprising two different metallic elements, are of even greater inter-
est. They hold promise as biosensors, which can be used for disease prevention and treatment, ensuring a safe

food supply, and environmental monitoring. Researchers from the University of Notre Dame, the University of Missouri-
Rolla, and the Illinois Institute of Technology studied the mixing behavior of metallic nanoparticle materials composed
of two metallic elements. The impetus for this study came from theoretical comparisons of excess surface free energy
versus elastic relaxation within bimetallic nanoparticles. The investigators showed that the metals alloyed in ways that
paralleled how their bulk form alloyed; that is, two metals possessing the ability to thoroughly mix and form a single
homogeneous phase in their large bulk form (i.e., complete miscibility) also displayed that ability as bimetallic nanopar-
ticles. Likewise, two metals that were completely immiscible in bulk also remained as separate phases when mixed as
bimetallic nanoparticles.

Fig. 1. TEM Image of the 2-nm Pt nanoparticles. The particles were synthesized radiolytically and
were used as core for the Pt-Ag particles.

BIMETALLIC NANOPARTICLES PARALLEL
BULK ALLOYING CHARACTERISTICS
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In addition, x-ray appearance near-edge structure
(XANES) was used to determine that the absorbing metal
atoms of the samples did not oxidize during the measure-
ments, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was
used to determine the composition, shape, and size of the
samples (Fig. 2).

According to the collaborators, when the two bimetal-
lic nanoparticles were mixed, the materials followed their
bulk alloying characteristics in all cases. Specifically, the
collaborators found—with bimetallic Pt-Ag—that at a diam-
eter of two nanometers and larger, Pt and Ag did not alloy
in the nanosized system. Instead, the two metals remained
separated in both spherical and cylindrical forms because
the tension produced in the Ag-Pt lattice from crystallo-
graphic mismatch was greater than the excess surface free
energy found in the particle pair. In the case of bimetallic
Pd-Ag, the research showed that the cylindrical rods of the
nanowires alloy in the nanosized system (as was the case
with their spherical equivalents from other, similar studies).
With Pd-Ag, the mismatch-induced strain was less than the
excess surface free energy found in the small particles.
Thus, the two metals did not remain separated.

The collaborators concluded that the morphology of
the nanostructures did not directly influence their ability to
alloy in these systems and at these very small sizes. The
information learned in this study will be important in future
research, especially with regard to (1) providing a method
to control energies of plasmon absorption bands of metal-
lic mixtures, (2) improving catalytic activities of particles,
which sometimes produce new catalysts unknown in bulk
form, and (3) alloying component metals in order to make
structural alterations that affect the electronic properties of
composites, as well as possibly increasing or decreasing
Fermi-level equilibration in those composites. Future
applications of bimetallic nanoparticles are growing in
many diverse fields such as catalysis, biosensing, and
electronics.   — William Arthur Atkins

See: Debdutta Lahiri1, Bruce Bunker1, Bhoopesh Mishra1,
Zhenyuan Zhang1, Dan Meisel1, C.M. Doudna2, M.F.
Bertino2, Frank D. Blum2, A.T. Tokuhiro2 Soma
Chattopadhyay3, Tomohiro Shibata3, and Jeff Terry3,
“Bimetallic Pt-Ag and Pd-Ag Nanoparticles,” J. Appl. Phys.
97, 094304 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Notre Dame, 2University
of Missouri-Rolla, 3Illinois Institute of Technology 
Correspondence: bunker.1@nd.edu

Work performed at MR-CAT is supported in part by funding from
the U.S. Department of Energy under Grant No. DE-FG02-
04ER46106. The work done at the Notre Dame Radiation
Laboratory has been funded by the U.. Department of Energy
under Contract No. 4568. Use of the Advanced Photon Source
was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-
31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 2. (a) Bright-field TEM micrographs of Pt-Ag nanowires: A large (20
nm) particle of 85 ± 5% Ag can be seen at the top of the figure; thin fil-
aments (3-nm diameter) of 50% Ag extend out of the particle. (b) Pd-Ag
nanowires: The wire-like particles have a diameter of 20-25 nm and a
length of up to 1.5 μm.

(a)

(b)
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Paul Fenter (left) and Zhan Zhang at the mineral-fluid interface spectrometer on the XOR/BESSRC 12-ID-D beamline. 

PHASING OUT THE PROBLEM
IN INTERFACIAL CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

NNOVELOVEL XX--RARAYY TTECHNIQUESECHNIQUES
&& IINSTRUMENTNSTRUMENTAATIONTION

XX -ray diffraction and scattering have been applied to study a broad range of materials, from proteins and inter-
faces, and now to nanoparticles. But the “phase problem” of crystallography limits these applications. The phase
problem arises because the complete description of a structure requires a complex structure factor with both a

magnitude and a phase. Because the measured x-ray intensities are proportional to the structure factor magnitude,
phase information is lost in the measurement. If the phase information were recovered, the data could be inverted
directly to “image” the structure. Researchers from Argonne's Chemistry Division have demonstrated the applicability
of error correction algorithms as an effective method for one-dimensional imaging of buried interfacial structures, less
than 1-Å spatial resolution. 

NOVEL X-RAY TECHNIQUES & INSTRUMENTATION
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yet been demonstrated to invert one-dimensional data with
sub-Å resolution. The Argonne researchers’ approach
derives from a similar one that had been applied to the inver-
sion of coherent diffraction data of larger meso- and
nanoscale structures. Here, the computer in effect acts as a
lens, converting the reciprocal space image of the crystal
truncation rod into a one-dimensional direct-space image of
the interface (Fig. 1). Application to high-resolution specular
reflectivity data measured at the XOR/BESSRC 12-BM-B,
11-ID-D, 12-ID-D; and XOR 1-BM beamlines at the APS
demonstrates the efficacy of this approach, in which individ-
ual layers of water molecules at the oxide-water interface are
directly imaged. Comparisons of interfacial structures
derived with model-dependent and model-independent
approaches show that this approach provides a reliable first-
order indication of the interfacial structure, revealing atomic
locations within ~0.2 Å of those derived using model-
dependent approaches. The success of this approach, cou-
pled with previous developments in this area, suggests that
the inversion of diffraction data need not be the rate-limiting
step, and that real-time analysis of x-ray scattering data for
complex interfaces may be possible. — Paul Fenter and
Zhan Zhang Contact: fenter@anl.gov

See: P. Fenter and Z. Zhang, “Model-Independent One-
Dimensional Imaging of Interfacial Structures at <1 Å resolu-
tion,” Phys. Rev. B, Rapid Communications, 72 081401R
(2005).
Author Affiliation: Argonne National Laboratory

Use of the Advanced Photon Source was supported by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Since the advent of dedicated synchrotron radiation
facilities, the applications of x-ray diffraction and scattering
for structure determination have expanded to include a
broad range of materials, from proteins and interfaces to
nanoparticles. However, the well-known “phase problem” of
crystallography limits these applications. The phase problem
arises because the complete description of a structure
requires a complex structure factor having both a magnitude
and a phase. The measured x-ray intensities, however, are
proportional to the structure factor magnitude, and phase
information is lost in the measurement. If the phase informa-
tion were retained, the data could be inverted directly to
“image” the structure. Over the years, several methods have
been developed that effectively bypass the phase problem in
traditional crystallography (e.g., multiwavelength anomalous
diffraction phasing, direct methods) and in coherent diffrac-
tion. Various approaches have been developed for inverting
interfacial scattering data, including coherent Bragg rod
analysis (COBRA) and holographic inversion techniques,
but so far, these have been demonstrated for only a rela-
tively narrow range of systems (e.g., thin-film structures, or
inversion of data in the Fresnel regime). Consequently, the
“brute-force” least-squares fitting approach is still the most
widely used method of data analysis for interfacial systems,
but it can require several months of effort for a successful
analysis.

Researchers from Argonne's Chemistry Division have
recently demonstrated the applicability of error correction
(i.e., Fienup) algorithms as an effective approach for one-
dimensional imaging of buried interfacial structures. They
applied this approach to the determination of the hydration
structures of oxide-water interfaces at high resolution. This
topic was particularly challenging because no approach had

Fig. 1. A schematic of the inversion process (left to right): The reflectivity of an interface is probed by normal procedures revealing a recip-
rocal space image of the “crystal truncation rod.” This is inverted to a direct-space density profile by use of a computer algorithm which
acts as a lens that images the interfacial structure.
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VIBRATIONAL MODES OF 57FE
IN HEME AND HEME PROTEINS

TT he synchrotron-based technique of nuclear resonance vibrational spectroscopy (NRVS) has been applied to an
investigation of the vibrational modes of 57Fe in heme and heme proteins. Hemes are the complex molecules
that contain ferrous-state iron and are important contributors to a variety of biochemical processes. The new

technique, which can be thought of as Mössbauer spectroscopy with vibrational sidebands, is possible now because
of high-brightness third-generation synchrotron sources like the APS. The selectivity of NRVS is reminiscent of that of res-
onance Raman spectroscopy, but with the significant advantage of not being subject to the optical selection rules of
Raman or infrared spectroscopy. NRVS may be said to provide the ultimate limit in selectivity, because only the vibra-
tional dynamics of the probe nucleus contribute to the observed signal. Moreover, the NRVS intensity is directly related
to the magnitude and direction of the motion of the probe nucleus; so, the method provides a uniquely quantitative
view of the measured vibrational spectrum.

The radiation from third-generation synchrotron sources
helps circumvent previous experimental limitations by
enabling measurements in a time-resolved fluorescence exci-
tation mode. The subnanosecond duration of the synchrotron
pulse, together with fast detectors, allows the nuclear reso-
nance signal to be distinguished from the background signal,
because of the 57Fe signal arrives with a delay on the order of
the nuclear lifetime (141 ns). The high source brilliance at the
XOR 3-ID-D undulator beamline at the APS allowed
researchers from the University of Notre Dame, Purdue
University, and Northeastern University to use a tunable,
ultra-high-resolution monochromator to produce a beam with
an extremely narrow energy bandwidth (0.001 eV) and
acceptable photon fluxes, which resulted in an experimental
resolution of the vibrational spectrum of 7–8 cm-1. The energy
of the incident photons was tuned in the vicinity of the nuclear
resonance at 14.413 keV, and photons that were absorbed by
57Fe at any given wavelength were determined by measuring

the resulting 6.4-keV atomic fluorescence emitted from the
excited 57Fe atoms with an avalanche photodiode detector.
Thus, the observed fluorescence signal was proportional to
the number of photons absorbed by nuclei within the excited
sample volume.

The NRVS experiments provided the complete set of bands
corresponding to the modes of motion of the iron atom (Fig. 1).
All iron-ligand modes were observed, including many that had
not been previously observed. For hemes, these included in-
plane iron vibrations that have not yet been reported by reso-
nance Raman studies and the iron-imidazole stretch, which was
not previously identified in six-coordinate porphyrins. The data
demonstrated the importance of peripheral substituents on the
vibrational spectrum of heme derivatives. 

Although the NRVS technique has been available for a rel-
atively short time, the early progress achieved by these and
other researchers indicates that NRVS has significant potential
for elucidating the role of Fe in biology. This is important

Fig. 1. Plot of the NRVS spectrum of nitrosylmyoglobin and the corrected assignment of the Fe-NO vibration.
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because many physiologically essential proteins incorporate
Fe, often at the center of a planar heme group. The best-known
heme proteins (such as hemoglobin and cytochrome c oxidase)
are involved in the transport and usage of molecular oxygen.
Heme proteins also mediate the function of another diatomic
molecule, nitric oxide (NO), a signaling molecule involved in
diverse physiological processes, including neurotransmission,
immune function, and regulation of blood pressure. Both O2

and NO bind to Fe, and this atom is believed to play a funda-
mental role in protein control of active-site reactivity.
Conventional Mössbauer studies, although they provide insight
into Fe dynamics in proteins, only characterize the averaged
fluctuations of the Fe nucleus. In contrast, NRVS resolves the
contributions of individual vibrational modes to Fe fluctuations
in proteins.    — Vic Comello

See: W.R Scheidt1, S.M. Durbin2, and J.T. Sage3, “Nuclear
Resonance Vibrational Spectroscopy-NRVS,” J. Inorg. Biochem.
99, 60 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1University of Notre Dame, 2Purdue
University, 3Northeastern University
Correspondence: scheidt.1@nd.edu
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PHY-9983180. J.T.S. acknowledges grants from NIH (GM-52002) and
NSF (PHY-0240955). Use of the Advanced Photon Source was sup-
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SELF-ASSEMBLY OF METAL ISLANDS
ON OXYGEN-COATED SURFACES

MM any technologies, especially those based on nanoscale magnetism, require the ability to fabricate patterned
surfaces and structures on an industrial scale. One attractive route for accomplishing this is self-assembly, in
which a material spontaneously arranges itself into structures of useful sizes or shapes. In self-assembly, large

quantities of nanoscale structures can be created quickly, although the ability to control their size and placement is cur-
rently limited. A variety of structures have been created via self-assembly of metals into nanowires and dots, but the for-
mation mechanisms remain poorly understood. Moreover, a great deal of important surface physics can be studied by
examining the behavior of metal nanostructures on surfaces. Recently, a team of researchers from Argonne National
Laboratory and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory used the XOR-4-ID-C beamline at the APS to understand the
surface features necessary for achieving controlled self-assembly of cobalt nanodots on an oxidized ruthenium (0001)
surface. 

To study the growth of cobalt islands, the researchers
used a combination of x-ray photoemission electron
microscopy (XPEEM) and low-energy electron microscopy
(LEEM). Precise resolution of the chemical structure and mag-
netism of the cobalt nanodots was obtained by means of
XPEEM, in which soft x-rays strike the sample and photo-emit-
ted electrons are collected to form a surface image. In LEEM,
electrons backscattered from a surface are collected and
focused to form an image of the surface. LEEM is especially
sensitive to surface morphology and chemical composition. 

Sample preparation and surface investigation were car-
ried out in an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber at 5 × 10-11 mbar.
Single crystals of ruthenium (0001) with the surface exposed
were cleaned of oxygen by flash heating at 1600K. Partial oxi-
dation of the surface was achieved by flashing to lower tem-
peratures. The substrate was held at 650K to 800K for cobalt
deposition. During the deposition process, LEEM was used to

monitor the formation of “nanoislands.” X-ray photoemission
electron microscopy images were collected with x-ray excitation
at a cobalt resonance energy of 778.1 eV to create chemical
contrast. In addition, x-ray magnetic circular dichroism was
used to obtain images of the magnetic domain structure of the
islands.

For the unoxidized substrate, the team found that at tem-
peratures above 700K, cobalt deposition results in the growth of
ribbons aligned with step edges. With continued deposition, the
ribbons grow laterally until they coalesce to form a perfect
monolayer of cobalt. More deposition leads to nucleation and
lateral growth of cobalt islands that are anchored to the step
edges. 

Cobalt island growth on a partially oxidized ruthenium
(0001) substrate at 800K resulted in formation of a much differ-
ent pattern. Based on the XPEEM images, the partial oxygen
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Fig. 1. X-ray photoemission electron microscopy images of partially oxidized ruthe-
nium (0001) surfaces. (a) The dark rhombus-shaped patterns are ruthenium oxide
and the lighter regions are clean ruthenium substrate. (b) Cobalt elemental map
of eight-monolayer-equivalent cobalt film. (c) Magnified view of image (b). (d)
Ten monolayers of cobalt with boundaries between pure ruthenium and ruthe-
nium oxide marked by black lines. (e) Profile of cobalt elemental signal shown in
(c), where 1 is across a rhombus and 2 is across a cobalt island.

termination of the substrate before cobalt deposition
appears to create rhombus-shaped ruthenium oxide
regions on top of the clean Ru(0001) surface. For
eight-monolayer equivalents of cobalt deposited, the
XPEEM data with elemental contrast show that the
cobalt islands begin nucleating on the clean Ru
region but do not stick at all to the Ru oxide zones.
Deposition with the substrate at a lower temperature
of 730K indicated that dense island growth occurred
in the clean Ru regions with small amounts of growth
on the oxidized areas, but with much lower density.
Magnetic imaging showed that the island domains
were randomly distributed, indicating that the islands
were well separated and there was very little mag-
netic communication among the islands.

All of these data point to clear differences in dep-
osition and growth behavior that the researchers
attribute to temperature dependence of the sticking
coefficients for cobalt on the oxidized versus the
clean ruthenium surfaces. The results illustrate the
power of combining multiple techniques, such as in
situ self-assembly, XPEEM, LEEM, and x-ray mag-
netic circular dichroic imaging, for unraveling the puz-
zle of directed self-assembly on complex surfaces.
Moreover, the findings show the importance of high-
brightness third-generation synchrotron facilities,
such as the APS, which offer x-ray beams of sufficient
brightness and polarization characteristics to enable
such chemical and magnetic imaging experiments. 

— David Voss

See: H.F. Ding1, A.K. Schmid2, D.J. Keavney1,
Dongqi Li1, R. Cheng1, J.E. Pearson1, F.Y. Fradin1,
and S.D. Bader1, “Selective Growth of Co
Nanoislands on an Oxygen-patterned Ru(0001)
Surface,” Phys. Rev. B 72, 035413 (2005).
Author Affiliations: 1Argonne National Laboratory,
2Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Correspondence: keavney@aps.anl.gov
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X-ray fluorescence microscopy
(XRF) is a powerful technique for the map-
ping and quantification of elemental distri-
butions in biological specimens, such as
cells and bacteria. The sample is raster-
scanned through a focused x-ray beam;
element-specific x-ray fluorescence ex-
cited in the sample is then detected by an
energy-dispersive detector. Per-pixel
dwell times are chosen to compromise
between high spatial resolution (corre-
sponding to many sampling points) and
good counting statistics in order to
achieve reasonable scan times. However,
interpretation of elemental maps can be
difficult when spectral signatures overlap.
Ideally, therefore, full spectra are acquired
and saved at each scan position to allow a
later deconvolution of overlapping peaks
and removal of the background.

Several approaches are possible to
map the fluorescence counts detected by
the energy-dispersive detector to quantify
element concentrations. Spectral filtering
based on spectral regions of interest (ROI)
is the simplest and fastest method, but it
lacks precision when there is interference
by other peaks or by overall background.
Fitting of the single spectra at every pixel
can better account for these interferences,
but this can be a slow process, as many
spectra need to be fit. For example, in a
100 × 100 pixel scan, fits of 10,000 spec-
tra need to be calculated and potentially
inspected. Also, because the photon sta-
tistics in a single-pixel spectrum are low,
the number of fit parameters has to be lim-

MAPPING X-RAY FLUORESCENCE DATASETS
TO ELEMENTAL DISTRIBUTIONS
USING PCA AND FITTING

CC ombining principal component analysis (PCA) with spectral fitting can significantly improve data analysis in
x-ray fluorescence mapping of a biological specimen. This is achieved by reducing the processing time and pro-
viding better discrimination between background and signal. Using this technique at the XOR sector 2 beam-

lines 2-ID-D and 2-ID-E, members of the XSD X-ray Microscopy Group, in collaboration with colleagues from the Veterans'
Affairs Medical Center in Durham, NC, carried out analysis on the elemental distribution in Leishmania donovani para-
sites that were treated with a therapeutic drug containing antimony.

Fig. 1. Maps of selected elements of a cluster of several Leishmania donovani amastigote
forms [4], generated from a full (x,y, energy) x-ray fluorescence dataset. Elemental maps
in A were generated using only spectral filtering (ROIs). The signal in the Sb Lα,β map is
dominated by bleed-through from the Ca Kα,β-lines and does not show the true Sb distri-
bution. In B, the maps were calculated using per-pixel fitting; Ca and Sb are well decon-
voluted. The Sb distribution is quite distinct from the other elements and shows that the Sb
content of different L. donovani cells varies significantly. However, the background in low
count-rate regions cannot be distinguished from true signal. The Cr map, for example, is
dominated by detector artifacts, such as incomplete charge collection. In C, the maps
were calculated using a combination of principal component analysis and fitting.
Elemental maps of high count-rate elements are reproduced, as well as those generated
using only fitting, but with a shorter processing time. Additionally, uncorrelated signal (i.e.,
noise and background) are better recognized as such, as is apparent in the much lower
apparent level of Cr in the image (Cr is not actually present in this sample). 
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ited, and in regions of low count rate, detector background
and “true” fluorescence signal may be indistinguishable.

Principal component analysis provides a method to
correlate an XRF dataset with full spectra at each scan
point and to weigh each component of the spectrum, and
its corresponding eigenimage, according to its respective
significance in the dataset [1-3]. In particular, photon noise
is not correlated among pixels and therefore does not con-
tribute to the principal components. By fitting the eigen-
spectra of the principal components, one can then gener-
ate maps of fitted elemental components with high accu-
racy, without the need to fit the spectra of single pixels.
This drastically reduces the number of spectra that need to
be fit, typically to less than 20. In addition, the correlation
of elemental distributions can be used to reveal informa-
tion about the number and composition of the different
major constituents of a cell.

Using this technique, the members of the XSD X-ray
Microscopy Group carried out analysis on the elemental
distribution in Leishmania donovani parasites that were
treated with a therapeutic drug containing antimony
(Pentostam, The Wellcome Foundation, London, UK). The
Sb L-lines overlap significantly with the Ca K-lines, so that
the naturally occurring Ca content of L. donovani makes an
accurate analysis and mapping of the Sb difficult. Region
of interest-based spectral filtering is not able to distinguish
between Ca and Sb; instead, the Sb map is dominated by
“bleed-through” from Ca (Fig. 1). Fitting the spectra at

every pixel visualizes the differences in spatial distribution
between Ca and Sb well but is comparatively slow (~15 min for
the image shown). Principal component analysis-based fitting is
able to deconvolute Sb and Ca as well as direct fitting and it is
~5 times faster. Moreover, it better distinguishes background
from signal, as evidenced by the reduced apparent Cr signal,
which can be attributed to detector artifacts.
Contact: Stefan Vogt (vogt@aps.anl.gov)
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AN R&D 100 AWARD FOR THE MULTILAYER X-RAY LAUE LENS

Argonne researchers (l. to r.) Chian Liu,
Raymond Conley, and Albert Macran-
der, all of the XSD Optics Fabrication
and Metrology Group, received one of
four prestigious R&D 100 Awards pre-
sented to Argonne scientists in 2005. The
awards are given each year, by R&D
Magazine, to the world's top 100 scien-
tific and technological innovations. Liu,
Conley, and Macrander were recog-
nized for their development of the mul-
tilayer x-ray lens wafer technology (see
article on the next page). This year's
awards bring to 90 Argonne's total since
the magazine began presenting them
in 1964.
Contact: atm@aps.anl.gov
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To produce an MLL [1], a flat substrate is first coated with
thousands of alternating layers with nanometer-scale thick-
nesses. The layer thicknesses gradually increase through the
multilayer to form the zones of a linear Fresnel zone plate. Thin
cross sections of the multilayer are then made, which focus
x-rays when illuminated in transmission (Laue) diffraction
geometry. As shown in Fig. 1, a pair of cross sections can be
used to focus in one dimension. A second pair (not shown) can
be used to focus in the perpendicular dimension. Unlike earlier
sputtered-sliced zone plates, in which the thinnest layers were
grown last, in fabricating an MLL, these critical thinnest layers
are grown first, so that any cumulative roughening of layer inter-
faces is less consequential. 

The properties of these new x-ray focusing structures have
been investigated theoretically [2]. As a result of the large depth
of the MLL, the diffraction physics differ from the thin-optic
Fresnel diffraction employed for standard zone plates; volume
diffraction effects occur, akin to those applicable to a crystal.
For example, local diffraction efficiency is highest when the inci-
dence angle matches the local Bragg condition. But, unlike a
periodic crystal, the optimum incidence angle matching the
Bragg condition varies across the optic, corresponding to the
varying layer thicknesses in the structure. Each half of the MLL
can be tilted with respect to the incident beam to maximize
overall efficiency. A diffraction-limited 5-nm line focus with 30%
efficiency at 20-keV x-ray energy is predicted for a multilayer
structure having a thinnest layer thickness of 5 nm, at the opti-
mum depth and tilt. At higher x-ray energies, the predicted effi-
ciency increases. A near-atomic resolution of below 2 nm is pre-
dicted for an idealized structure in which each layer is tilted so
that the Bragg condition can be achieved for all layers simulta-
neously.

Experimental studies of MLL structures at XOR beamlines
12-BM and 8-ID have yielded results that corroborate the the-
ory [2]. A scanning-electron-microscope image of a multilayer
cross section is shown in Fig. 2 [3]. This sample consists of 728
tungsten silicide (~WSi2) and silicon layers with thicknesses
graded from 10 nm to 58 nm, for a total thickness of 12.4 μm.
This materials combination is found to have the correct proper-
ties to allow deposition of such thick and accurate multilayer
structures and to allow its preservation during subsequent sec-

NANOMETER LINEAR FOCUSING
OF HARD X-RAYS BY A MULTILAYER LAUE LENS

Fig. 1. Schematic view of a cross section cut from a multilayer wafer,
and a pair of cross sections positioned to focus x-rays.

FF ocusing of light to near atomic resolution using hard x-rays has been a dream ever since the nature of x-rays was
understood a century ago. A new type of x-ray optic, dubbed Multilayer Laue Lens (MLL), developed in collabo-
ration between the Center for Nanoscale Materials and APS, promises to fulfill this dream. The optical depth of an

MLL can be many times the depth that can be achieved for nanometer-scale zone plates by using lithographic tech-
niques, resulting in many-fold higher efficiencies for hard x-rays.

Fig. 2. An image of one side of a cross section obtained with a scan-
ning electron microscope.
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tioning. As shown in Fig. 3, a single cross-section of this multilayer
produces a nearly diffraction-limited line focus of 30.6 nm (full width
at half maximum) and 44% efficiency at 19.5 keV. This measure-
ment is made by scanning a 10-nm-thick Pt film section edgewise
through the focal plane and measuring the Pt fluorescence [2].
Because the predicted resolution improves as the layer thicknesses
decrease and the total thickness increases, further experiments in
this direction are planned. A structure having 1,588 layers with a
5-nm smallest thickness has recently been deposited, and focusing
measurements are underway.
Contact: Hyon Chol Kang (kang@anl.gov), Chian Liu (cliu@
aps.anl.gov), Jörg Maser (maser@aps.anl.gov), G.B. Stephenson
(stephenson@anl.gov), A.T. Macrander (atm@aps. anl.gov).
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Fig. 3. Fluorescence signal obtained by scanning a 10-nm-thick Pt
film turned on edge. The scan reveals a full width half maximum
of 30.6 nm for the focus.

The extraordinary catalytic properties of metallic nanopar-
ticles can be strongly altered and catalytic activity can be lost
because of the sintering process that takes place at elevated
temperatures or upon exposure to mixtures of reactive gases.
Therefore, understanding the physical and chemical properties
of these nanoparticles as a function of size and shape in a cer-
tain matrixes or on substrates is crucial. 

Unfortunately, only a limited number of tools are available
to observe particles on the nanoscale. The small-angle x-ray
scattering (SAXS) technique gives better resolution as the par-
ticle size grows smaller; with microscopy, the opposite is true.
Grazing incident small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS), which
is a branch of SAXS, is a useful in situ technique because it

MM etallic nanoparticles are the subject of much interest, not least because of their extraordinary catalytic prop-
erties. However, these properties can be strongly altered, and catalytic activity can be lost. Size and shape
measurements of metallic nanoparticles in certain matrices or on substrates are crucial for understanding their

physical and chemical properties. The anomalous grazing incident small-angle x-ray scattering (AGISAXS) technique
has proven to be a highly effective tool for overcoming barriers to a greater understanding of these particles, as
demonstrated by recent studies at XOR/BESSRC beamline 12-ID-C.

AGISAXS STUDIES OF PLATINUM NANOPARTICLES
FORMED BY CLUSTER DEPOSITION

can enhance the scattering signal and deliver the size and
shape of particles in multiple dimensions. However, in the case
of supported nanoparticles on a substrate, often the roughness
of the substrate can be of the order of the particle dimensions,
and its scattering signal will be mixed with the GISAXS signal of
the particles of interest. 

To overcome this limitation, AGISAXS studies were carried
out on platinum (Pt) clusters deposited on a silicon wafer by
means of a laser ablation method. The AGISAXS results
demonstrated that the signals that do not originate from a par-
ticle could be separated out from the total signal. Coverages of
Pt on samples S1, S2, S3, and S4 were 1.4 × 1014, 3.4 × 1015,
6.8 × 1015, and 1.4 × 1016 atoms/cm2, respectively.
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The AGISAXS experiments were performed at
XOR/BESSRC beamline 12-ID-C by using monochromatic
x-rays with energies near the L3-absorption edge of Pt (E =
11.564 keV). Prior to the scattering measurement, energies
were calibrated by using the absorption edge of a standard Pt
foil. Three detectors were used: an ion chamber for the meas-
urement of incoming beam flux, a pin diode for the transmitted
or reflected primary beam, and a 2048 × 2048 pixel two-dimen-
sional MarCCD detector for recording AGISAXS images from
the sample. The detector was positioned about 0.9 m from the
sample. The incident angle was kept at 0.14°, close to the crit-
ical angle of the SiO2/Si(111) substrate for total reflection.

As shown in Fig.1(c), the anomalous effect is clear; scat-
tering at the smallest angle region is almost energy independ-
ent, indicating that it is from the surface of the substrate and not
from the particle. Figure 1(d) shows the variations of GISAXS
intensities of the particle as a function of the incident x-ray
energy. With this AGISAXS measurement, the particle scatter-
ing is separated from the total scattering signal and summa-
rized in Fig. 1(e-f). In a low-coverage sample, the ISAXS signal
fits to a small cylindrical shape. As the coverage goes higher, it
fits well to the larger spherical shape. This AGISAXS result is
understood as follows: A single Pt cluster, which is composed
of a small number of Pt atoms, probably has an anisotropic
shape or a facet. The clusters are agglomerated to a nanopar-
ticle whose size gets larger as the amount of the deposited
clusters is increased. When the nanoparticle is small and com-

posed of a single or low number of clusters, the nanoparticle
might still maintain the shape of a cluster that is probably far
from spherical, but close to a cylinder or a hemisphere. As more
clusters are agglomerated—randomly oriented on the surface
of a nanoparticle—nanoparticles will be larger in size and
isotropic in shape.
Byeongdu Lee, Sönke Seifert, Stephen J. Riley, George
Tikhonov, Nancy A. Tomczyk, Stefan Vajda, and Randall E.
Winans. Contact: blee@aps.anl.gov
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Deposition,” J. Chem. Phys. 123(7), 074701 (2005); and R.E.
Winans, S. Vajda, B. Lee, S.J. Riley, S. Seifert, G.Y. Tikhonov,
and N.A. Tomczyk, “Thermal Stability of Supported Platinum
Clusters Studied by in situ GISAXS,” J. Phys. Chem. B 108(47),
18105 (2004); and S. Vajda, R.E. Winans, J.W. Elam, B. Lee,
M. J. Pellin, S. Seifert, G.Y. Tikhonov, and N.A. Tomczyk,
“Supported Gold Clusters and Cluster-Based Nanomaterials:
Characterization, Stability and Growth Studies by In Situ
GISAXS under Vacuum Conditions and in the Presence of
Hydrogen,” Top. Catal. In press. (2006).

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.
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Traditional powder dif-
fraction methods that step-
scan a fine slit or analyzing
crystal over a range of
angles are inefficient
because they collect only a
small part of the diffracted
spectrum at any time and
can take several hours to
collect a complete spectrum. 

Not only is this an ineffi-
cient method (only a small
fraction of the available dif-
fracted intensity spectrum is
measured at each point), but
measurements on samples
that change in time are diffi-
cult and sometimes impossible. For example, it is not practical to
study phase transitions by using a measurement technique that
inherently takes hours to collect a single diffraction spectrum.
Furthermore, samples that experience radiation damage can
change during the course of the measurement. 

Position-sensitive detectors have been employed to collect
large parts of the diffraction pattern at once, but these are often lim-
ited in terms of either resolution, count rate, or angular range. 

By contrast, the CIP detector developed by the UIUC-HASY-
LAB-XOR/UNI group is a linear-sensitive x-ray detector with intrin-
sic resolution as high as 0.006° and fast data acquisition times.
The system is based on proven image-plate technology, and per-
mits simultaneous measurement of the powder diffraction spec-
trum over the range of scattering angles up to nearly 40°. With a
read-out time of about 6 s, the duty cycle of this detector is much

A CURVED IMAGE-PLATE DETECTOR
FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION, FAST,
POWDER DIFFRACTION MEASUREMENTS

KK nowledge of the specific atomic arrangement of materials (such as ceramics, metals and alloys, thin films, semi-
conductors, superconductors, bio-materials, catalysts and polymers) is essential to understanding their physical
properties, chemical reactivity, or biological function. Many of these important materials are either unavailable

in single-crystal form or are fabricated and used in a powder form. For these reasons, powder diffraction techniques are
critical for solving crystal structures. Researchers at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) Materials
Science Department have collaborated with researchers at HASYLAB and XOR/UNI to develop a curved image-plate
(CIP) detector that allows the collection and reading of the x-ray diffraction pattern to a data file in seconds [1,2].

Fig. 1. The curved image plate detector system (right) at the XOR/UNI
33-BM-C beamline is used in conjunction with the quadrupole lamp
furnace (inset) for rapid in situ XRD measurements, up to 2000° C in air.
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CIP detector development was funded by an AFOSR-DURIP Award
FA9550-04-1-0345 to the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
High-temperature XRD studies were supported by the National Science
Foundation (DMR 02-11139). The XOR/UNI facility at the APS was sup-
ported by the U.S. DOE under Award No. DEFG02-91ER45439. Use of
the Advanced Photon Source supported by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

less than 1 min., thereby increasing the measurement through-
put by two to three orders of magnitude. The image plate is
mounted to an arc with an ~1-m radius. The read laser and pho-
tomultiplier tube are mounted on a carriage that moves rapidly
along an encoded track that provides excellent position resolu-
tion. Once positioned and calibrated, this detector enables a
variety of time-resolved studies and permits more efficient use
of the XOR/UNI 33-BM bending magnet beamline. Once fully
commissioned, this unique detector will support studies in high-
temperature ceramic material properties and phase diagrams,
and will represent a paradigm shift in how high-temperature
ceramic phase diagrams will be determined. 

In addition, the details of phase transformations can now
be studied directly in situ. For example, martensitic transforma-
tions, and the subsequent relaxation phenomena that immedi-
ately follow these displacive transformations, can be examined
in detail as they occur. And of course, the kinetics of other
phase transformations (or of chemical reactions) can also be
directly investigated by using this fast detector while the sample
is held in a high-temperature furnace or a reaction cell.
Contact: Waltraud M. Kriven (kriven@uiuc.edu),

Paul Zschack (zschack@anl.gov)
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in a 0.1- mm glass capillary.

Fig. 3. High-temperature XRD studies of MgO coated with Pt using the CIP detector and quadrupole lamp furnace from TSet = 25 to
1100ºC in steps of 100ºC. The entire experiment was completed in 72 minutes; temperature change was the slowest step, and
accounted for 49 min; each scan was from a 60-s exposure [1].
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Sub-millisecond time-resolved surface x-ray diffraction
measurements are used to study the deposition, aggregation,
and surface evolution phases of pulsed-deposition growth
using x-rays at the undulator beamline in sector 33 of the
APS. Direct analysis of pulsed-deposition epitaxial growth
transients is used to construct an overall framework for the
synthesis of nonequilibrium materials and structures by
manipulation of epitaxial growth parameters. While the mate-
rials focus is currently on perovskites, the PLD technique is

A central problem in nonequilibrium materials
synthesis is the nature of epitaxial growth and the
relationship between deposition parameters and the
resulting film structure. The high-brightness x-ray
beams available at the APS permit studies that can
lead to an understanding of both the nature of this
growth and the parameters affecting the growth of
high-quality thin-films.

The ORNL-UIUC PLD chamber (Fig. 1), now
installed at XOR/UNI beamline 33-ID-D, was
designed around the (2+2) circle diffractometer
geometry and is optimized for surface x-ray diffrac-
tion (Fig. 2). The chamber is integrated with the
goniometer, and a load lock sample and target-
changing mechanism permits quick sample and tar-
get turnaround. With suitable alignment procedures,
the specular and off-specular truncation rods can be
monitored simultaneously, providing structural infor-
mation about the growing film both in-plane and per-
pendicular to the growing surface. 

THIN-FILM GROWTH
BY PULSED LASER DEPOSITION

PP ulsed laser deposition (PLD) has emerged as an important approach for the growth of high-quality thin films of
complex materials. In PLD, non-equilibrium growth occurs as a plume of laser-ablated material is ejected from a
suitable target and impinges on the growth substrate. Researchers from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL) Condensed Matter Sciences Division and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC) Materials
Research Laboratory have developed instrumentation to allow the real-time investigation of the epitaxial surface
growth process. These experiments utilize a focused excimer laser to ablate target material onto the substrate inside a
growth chamber.

Fig. 1. (above) Ben Larson (ORNL) inspects the installation
and scattering geometry of the PLD chamber at 33-ID-D.

Fig. 2. (left) Pulsed laser deposition schematic.
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well suited to many classes of materials encompassing wide-
ranging structures and properties of both fundamental and tech-
nological interest. 

Detailed measurements of the time scales of crystalliza-
tion, aggregation, and surface evolution are critical to develop-
ing a fundamental understanding of the growth mechanisms
and for practical applications of nonequilibrium film growth
methods (Fig. 3.). The ability to measure and control interlayer
transport can lead to the discovery of new approaches to syn-
thesis of high-quality oxide films that will be required for future
device functionality. 
Contact: Jon Tischler (tischlerjz@ornl.gov), 

Paul Zschack (zschack@anl.gov)

The SER-CAT remote-user participation system consists
of (1) an automated crystal mounter originally developed at the
Advanced Light Source and modified by SER-CAT; (2) a cus-
tom user interface, SERGUI, developed by SER-CAT; and (3)
an Access Grid technology (www.accessgrid.org)-based com-
munication link between the remote observer/user and the
beamline. 

The automounter (Fig. 1) allows for uninterrupted screen-
ing or data collection of up to 96 samples at a time. Mounting
of the crystal takes less than five seconds, during which the
crystal temperature is maintained well below 120K. The crystal
(loop) can be centered either manually or automatically within
SERGUI, using a remote-controlled xyz goniometer head. 

The SERGUI user interface (Fig. 2) provides tab note-
book-style access to all beamline control and data collection
functions, as well as access to data reduction and analysis
software. 

The remote user workstation (Fig. 3) consists of three
active screens: environment, experiment, and processing. The
environment screen is used for Access Grid control functions
(audio, video, and text messaging) and allows the remote user

THE SER-CAT REMOTE-USER
PARTICIPATION PROGRAM

SS triving to meet the growing demands for timely access to its beamlines, the Southeast Regional Collaborative
Access Team at APS sector 22 has developed an innovative program for secure remote user participation in data
collection on its bending magnet beamline.

Fig. 1. The SER-CAT automounter installed on 22-BM.
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Fig. 2. The SERGUI2 user interface.

Fig. 3. The Access Grid remote user workstation.

to communicate with associates at SER-CAT or beamline staff.
The experiment screen is used to set up and carry out data col-
lection via the SERGUI interface. The processing screen is
used to run HKL2000 and other data reduction and analysis
software remotely at the beamline using VNC connections.
Because all data remains on SER-CAT computers, the commu-
nications overhead is dramatically reduced. After processing,
the resulting structure factors or experimental models can be
quickly moved to the remote site for further analysis.

A key component of the system is the Access Grid commu-
nications backbone developed by the Argonne’s Mathematics
and Computer Science Division. This backbone allows for
secure communication (audio, video, and VNC-based software

applications) between the beamline and the remote user work-
station. Each remote user must be registered in the Access
Grid database and verified via a certificate in order to access
the SER-CAT beamlines. Thus, only those users scheduled for
data collection will have access to the beamline. 

The remote access system was alpha tested by
researchers at the University of Georgia for nine months, with
a planned release to the SER-CAT membership in mid-2006.
The automounter, coupled with the ability to initiate or super-
vise data collection remotely via SERGUI and Access Grid, will
enable SER-CAT to begin exploring the possibility of restruc-
turing its current 24-h minimum beam time allocation into
smaller but more frequent 4-, 6-, or 8-h shifts. This would give
SER-CAT members better access to the facility and allow them
to plan their experiments and beamline use more efficiently.
Contact: John Rose (rose@BCL4.bmb.uga.edu)

DISTINGUISHED PERFORMANCES
IN X-RAY IMAGING

Jin Wang (left in photo) and Wah-Keat Lee (both XSD) were
among five Argonne scientists who received the 2005 University of
Chicago Board of Governors for Argonne Distinguished Performance
Award, which recognizes outstanding scientific or technical achieve-
ments or a distinguished record of achievements.

Wang and Lee were honored for their success in using x-rays in a
wide range of imaging. Jin Wang is a world-renowned expert in the
application of x-ray scattering to a variety of materials science prob-
lems. He is best known for his research into the dynamics of fuel sprays,
where he applied an innovative research approach and achieved
unique results. Wah-Keat Lee, after many years of developing success-
ful high-heat-load x-ray optics, switched fields and became an expert
in phase contrast x-ray imaging. The results of his in vivo imaging of
breathing insects have been acclaimed worldwide. The two have
recently developed an ultra-fast x-ray phase-contrast imaging tech-
nique with submicrosecond exposure times using the APS. 
Contact: wangj@aps.anl.gov, wklee@aps.anl.gov

AA R O U N DR O U N D T H ET H E A P SA P S
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Complex nanocomposites are
believed to be associated with novel
electronic, magnetic, and photonic
properties of organic and inorganic
components. In these nanocomposite
systems, highly ordered structures
can often form in a self-assembled
fashion, but the formation of the
structures can be extremely dynamic,
far from the commonly accepted
near-equilibrium conditions even at
the end of the ordering processes.
Therefore, a controlled self-assem-
bling of the nanostructure has to be
guided by a thorough understanding
of ordering kinetics and nanoparticle
dynamics in the complex matrices.

For probing the systems involv-
ing dynamical structure of surfaces
and buried interfaces, many x-ray
surface and interfacial characteriza-
tion techniques provide a unique sci-
entific opportunity to study the princi-
ple of formation of ordered nanostruc-
tures. As an increasingly important
structural-characterization tech-
nique, GISAXS finds vast applica-
tions for in situ and real-time studies of nanostructures
and nano-composites at surfaces and interfaces
because of its probing q-range (10-3 - 1 nm-1) and tempo-
ral resolution (10-3 - 1 s).

At synchrotron sources worldwide, dedicated in-vac-
uum and in situ GISAXS instruments have been set up,
facilitating highly sensitive, time-resolved measurement
of nanostructure formation. At the APS, research-ers
have pioneered the use of GISAXS techniques under
thin-film waveguide-based resonance conditions to study
nanoparticle/polymer nanocomposites (Fig. 1) and the
kinematics of ordered nanoparticle formation at air/liquid
interfaces. However, with an in-air setup, only a very lim-

ited number of experiments involving intense scattering parti-
cles—such as gold nanoparticles—can be effectively per-
formed because the signal-to-noise ratio is limited by back-
ground scattering from air, beam-defining and collimating slits,
and flight-pipe windows.

AA dedicated grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) beamline has been designed and con-
structed as a part of the XOR 8-ID-E beamline at the APS. This dedicated beamline allows structural and dynamic
characterization not only of a wide array of nanoparticles, but also of organic/organic nanocomposites that pos-

sess only weak scattering contrast. This new capability presents a unique research opportunity in the field of soft-con-
densed matter research at the APS.

Fig. 1. Normalized 2-D GISAXS patterns of a nanoparticle monolayer
embedded in a polymer ultrathin film measured at the first resonance
condition (TE0 mode, top panel) and at off-resonance condition (bot-
tom panel), respectively. The insets depict the corresponding calcu-
lated E-field intensity distribution in the film.

A DEDICATED GISAXS BEAMLINE AT THE APS
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To meet the strong demand from the nanoscience com-
munity, a dedicated GISAXS beamline has been designed
and constructed as a part of the 8-ID-E beamline at the APS
(Fig. 2). Taking advantage of the high-brilliance x-ray beam
from an APS undulator, this beamline is designed with both
simplicity and flexibility in mind to achieve high resolution in
both reciprocal and real spaces, as well as high temporal reso-
lution in measurement. The simplicity is associated with a fixed
photon energy of 7.4 keV with three sets of stable, upstream,
in-vacuum slits to ensure a high-throughput, user-friendly oper-
ation. The flexibility comes from many aspects, such as a four-
circle diffractometer-based sample holder for freedom and pre-
cision of sample manipulations, together with the ability to pro-
vide various types of sample environments in which the sam-
ples can be situated in an integrated vacuum chamber on a
high-precision heating and cooling stage. The sample chamber
can also be isolated from the beamline to allow solvent flows
and to accommodate other mechanical systems, such as in situ
dip-coating devices.

This new dedicated GISAXS beamline has allowed struc-
tural and dynamic characterization not only of vast varieties of
nanoparticles, but also of organic/organic nanocomposites that
possess only weak scattering contrast. This new capability
presents a unique research opportunity in the soft-condensed
matter research field. A list of new and exciting research pro-
grams has been built around the x-ray measurements:

• Kinetics of block copolymer thin films under thermal
and/or solvent annealing, 

• Methods for obtaining mesoscaled ordered nanostruc-
tures using the phase properties of the polymer blocks,

• Sol-gel processes to form highly-ordered nanostructures,
which are affected by solvent, temperatures and other
sample environments,

• Formation of organic/inorganic nanocomposites; for
example, using organic materials as the templates for
inorganic nanocrystals to form superlattices,

• Preparation and characterization of quantum dots,
• Magnetic nanomaterials and their assembly at surfaces

and interfaces,
• Dynamics of surfaces, interfaces, and nanoparticles in

ultrathin films,
• Dynamics of two-dimensional (2-D) nanocrystals and their

domain walls: rotational, translational motions, and
• Characteristics of true 2-D systems: phases, phase tran-

sitions. 

Xuefa Li, Suresh Narayanan, Michael Sprung, Alec Sandy,
Dong Ryeol Lee, Jin Wang. Contact: wangj@ aps.anl.gov

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

Fig. 2. Layout of the dedicated GISAXS beamline developed as a part of the APS 8-ID-E station. 
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The entire instrument, including the tomography
setup, automatic sample loader, beamline, and a ded-
icated 32-node computer cluster for data analysis
(Fig.1), is also remotely accessible via Access Grid
(AG) technology, giving a user full remote control of
every aspect of the experiment.

During the last year the 2-BM microtomography
system has been used extensively to resolve the den-
sity distribution of biological and material samples at
1-μm spatial resolution. The final results are usually
presented as a 3-D volume or as slices. The quasi-
real-time feature of the system has been instrumental
in both biological applications—where a statistical
approach is needed to characterize a broad popula-
tion of samples—and in materials science, where
time-dependent 3-D sample evolution can be studied
on practical time scales.

An automatic sample changer into which a user
can preload up to 70 samples has also been installed
at 2-BM. 

Another major improvement in remote beamline
operation is the implementation of AG technology at
the experimental station to allow external users the
capability for full remote control of the instrument, with
the goal of creating a virtual environment in which col-
laborators at geographically distributed sites can per-
form high resolution x-ray tomography measure-
ments. The same tool is used by the beamline staff to
remotely support user operation.

The ability to generate time-dependent 3-D
images of sample evolution has been applied to study
the corrosion of aluminum alloys (Fig. 2). In wet envi-
ronments, aluminum alloys are susceptible to corro-
sion along grain boundaries (intergranular corrosion,
or IGC). This is a problem because the narrow
regions of attack along grain boundaries can be sites
where cracks initiate, leading to structural failure. The
use of x-ray microtomography allows real-time moni-
toring of the development of IGC in situ in an aqueous
environment. This offers remarkable insight into the

Fig. 1. A row of samples preloaded on the tomography automatic sample
loader, in queue to be measured.

A REMOTE-ACCESS, AUTOMATED
X-RAY TOMOGRAPHY SYSTEM AT XOR 2-BM

XX -ray microtomography is an established tool for three-dimensional (3-D) imaging of thick structures at the 1-10-μm
scale. The fast microtomography system developed at XOR beamline 2-BM offers near video-rate acquisition of
tomographic data, pipelined processing, and 3-D visualization combined with fully automated and remotely

controlled capability. At its maximum throughput, the system can image hundreds of specimens a day. Every sample is
fully analyzed within 2-3 min, giving the user immediate feedback on the quality of the results. The system has use in both
biological applications and materials science, such as the recent study of corrosion propagation in industrially impor-
tant metals.
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evolution of corrosion, and enables the measurement of the
rate of attack along individual grain boundaries as well as the
rate of growth of the width of the cavities compared with their
length. Furthermore, this sheds light on the interaction of the
corrosion front with microstructural features such as intermetal-
lic particles. Even the role of surface corrosion products and
hydrogen bubbles produced during corrosion can be examined.
Prior to this, information could only be obtained from mechani-
cal cross sectioning of ex situ corroded samples, a labor-inten-
sive process that does not give any time-dependent informa-
tion. 

Comparison of the characteristics of attack and propaga-
tion rates for the different alloys will provide data that can be
correlated with electrochemical corrosion measurements and
high-resolution microstructural characterization of the alloys.
The rate of corrosion propagation through the metal will, in
future, be used in models to predict the life of aluminum compo-
nents in aircraft, ships, and land vehicles.
Contact; Francesco De Carlo (decarlo@aps.anl.gov)

See: B.J. Connolly, D.A. Horner, S.J. Fox, A.J. Davenport, M.
Preuss, N.P. Stevens, T.J. Marrow, M. Stampanoni, and A.
Groso, “In Situ, 3D Observations of Localized Corrosion in
Aluminum Aerospace Alloy 2024,” PSI Scientific Report 2004
VII, Synchrotron Radiation / Micro- and Nanotechnology (2005).

B.J. Connolly, S.J. Fox, D.A. Horner, C. Padovani, A.J.
Davenport, M. Preuss, N.P. Stevens, J.-Y. Buffiere, T.J. Marrow,
M. Stampanoni, and A. Groso, “3D Investigation of Localised
Corrosion in Aluminum Aerospace Alloys via High-resolution, in
situ Synchrotron X-ray Tomography,” 16th International
Corrosion Congress, (2005).

G. Svenningsen, M.H. Larsen, J.H. Nordlien, and K.
Nisancioglu, “Effect of High Temperature Heat Treatment on
Intergranular Corrosion of AlMgSi(Cu) Model Alloy,” Corros. Sci.
48(1), 258 (2005).

A.J. Davenport, R. Ambat, M. Jariyaboon, P.C. Morgan, D.A.
Price, A. Wescott, and S.W. Williams, “Corrosion of Friction Stir
Welds in High Strength Aluminum Alloys,” Corrosion in the 21st
Century, Manchester (2003).

This work was funded by the governments of the United Kingdom,
Switzerland, and Norway, and by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office
of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-
109-ENG-38.

Fig. 2. An AlMgSi alloy after grain boundary corrosion in a chloride-
containing environment. (a) cross-section, diameter ~2 mm; (b) 3-D
rendering of 1-mm cube extracted from the center of the sample.
(Courtesy of Alison Davenport, University of Birmingham, UK; and
Magnus Hurlen Larsen, NTNU, Norway)

(a)

(b)
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Researchers at the
APS have recently devel-
oped time-resolved mag-
netic imaging at 300-nm
spatial and 90-ps time reso-
lution using the soft x-ray
photoemission electron
microscope (PEEM) at
XOR beamline 4-ID-C. In
recent years, the ability to
fabricate magnetic struc-
tures with micron and sub-
micron dimensions has
advanced substantially.
These nano-scale magnets
form the building blocks for
a host of potential new
applications in electronic
de-vices, such as magnetic
random access memories.
However, as the size of
magnetic structures is
reduced, the boundaries of
the objects begin to influ-
ence both their static and
dynamic behavior very pro-
foundly, and this interplay
between boundary and bulk
effects is not always under-
stood, even in simple
geometries. One of the prin-
cipal questions is the behavior of magnetic vortices (regions of
circulating magnetic polarization). Vortex phenomena offer
insight into magnetization dynamics on a fundamental level,
and they also govern the magnetic reversal of device struc-
tures. In magnetic devices, the shape of the structures can also
have a strong effect on the fields needed and the time required
for switching, with a corresponding impact on their real-world
applicability. Therefore, techniques to characterize magnetic
nanostructures that yield high spatial and time resolution are
crucial to understanding how these structures respond to fast,
time-dependent external magnetic field pulses, and to the more

TIME-RESOLVED MAGNETIC IMAGING
USING PEEM

fundamental influence of finite-size effects on magnetism. 
The approach discussed here uses the pulsed nature of

the radiation from the APS to map out time-dependent domain
patterns in lithographic NiFe alloy structures grown on top of a
waveguide. A schematic of the timing arrangement is shown in
Fig. 1. Working in the 24-bunch mode of the APS storage ring,
a pulse train synchronized with the x-ray pulses is sent down
the waveguide, creating fast magnetic field-induced transitions
in the nanostructures. In this mode, the x-ray pulse width is
~90 ps and the separation is 153 ns, which is ideal for studies

 

153 ns Δt 

Pulse generator 

Timing signal 

50 Ω 

APS 

4-ID-C x-ray beam 

X-ray pulses 

Field pulses 

Dots 

Waveguide 

Fig. 1. Diagram of the timing arrangement for stroboscopic PEEM imaging. Magnetic field pulses are intro-
duced at the nanostructures using a coplanar waveguide. The pulse generator is driven with a timing sig-
nal from the synchrotron such that an x-ray pulse always arrives at a time Δt after a field pulse. The result-
ing photoelectrons are imaged with the PEEM optics (not shown), and the delay time is scanned to map
the time response of the dots.

RR esearchers at XOR sector 4 have recently developed element-specific time-resolved magnetic imaging using a
soft x-ray photoemission microscope. This technique can determine the response of magnetic domain patterns
in nanoscale magnets to fast external field excitations. Dynamical information such as this contributes to our

understanding of finite size effects in magnetism and is important for new magneto-electronic device applications.
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of magnetization dynamics because
it allows high time resolution and suf-
ficient time between pulses to study
low-frequency effects. By varying the
delay between the x-ray and field
pulses, the time response of the
structures can be imaged strobo-
scopically. Magnetic contrast is
achieved by taking the difference of
two photoelectron images with left-
and right-circularly-polarized radia-
tion at the Ni L3 absorption edge.
These difference images have a
strong contrast from the resonant
x-ray magnetic circular dichroism
effect, thus areas with opposite mag-
netization show up as light or dark. 

In collaboration with Argonne's
Materials Science Division and
Center for Nanoscale Materials, this
technique has been used to examine
the fundamental dynamics of mag-
netic vortices in circular structures
and the effect of shape on the mag-
netization reversal in elongated
structures. In the vortex dynamics
experiment, the relaxation behavior
of the vortex state was imaged after
abrupt removal of a bias field. In
addition, since these elementary cir-
cular structures can be treated ana-
lytically, the team performed theoret-
ical calculations that further con-
tribute to our understanding of how
the finite size influences magnetization dynamics in confined
structures. The researchers were able to observe how the vor-
tex oscillation frequencies depend on the disk geometry and to
help address outstanding questions regarding the trajectory of
the center of the vortex [1]. In Fig. 2, selected snapshots of the
vortex motion in a 5.3-μm disk (after the removal of the bias
field) are shown, along with the displacements of the vortex
core. 

In another experiment, the researchers examined the role
of end tapering in making elongated magnets reverse their
magnetic directions. Previous work had found that tapering
these structures results in a more uniform switching field, mak-
ing them desirable as magnetic memory elements. Using a pos-
itive-to-negative field transition, the researchers found that in
rectangles, with no end tapering, the magnetization reversal
starts at multiple points along the length of the structure, includ-
ing the ends, and proceeds in a disordered way. These multiple
starting points allow for local variations in the field required to

begin the magnetization reversal, which leads to problems with
reproducibility of the switching field in large arrays of dots, as
would be found in many applications. As the ends become
tapered, the structures begin to reverse in the center only
before moving out to the ends. This explains the more uniform
switching field in tapered dots and shows how the destabilizing
influence of the end domains can be remediated by adjusting
their shape.
Contact: David Keavney (keavney@aps.anl.gov)

REFERENCE

[1] K. Yu. Guslienko, X.F. Han, D.J. Keavney, R. Divan, and S.
D. Bader, “Magnetic Vortex Core Dynamics in Cylindrical
Ferromagnetic Dots,” Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 067205 (2006). 

The work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office

of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-

109-ENG-38.

Fig. 2. Selected vortex images (upper panels) from the first oscillation of the 5.3-μm disk (0 to
~23 ns). The dark (light) region indicates magnetization to the left (right), thus the counterclock-
wise circulating magnetization pattern (indicated by arrows) shows up with dark/light contrast
between the top and bottom and grey lobes on the left and right. The location of the vortex
core, defined as the transition point between light and dark, is seen to oscillate after removal
of the bias field. In the lower panel is plotted the vertical position of the core with time along
with a sinusoidal fit, showing a period of 18 ns.
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The laser-only room, designated 7-ID-E, (Fig. 1), is com-
plemented by a new ultrafast laser amplifier that was funded
jointly by the XSD Time-Resolved X-ray Research Group and
the Argonne Chemistry Division’s Atomic Physics Group. The
amplified femtosecond laser is unique to the APS (2.5 W, < 50
fs pulse duration, 1 or 5 KHz repetition rate). Its stability, beam
quality, and high pulse energy have resulted in several suc-
cessful experiments since its installation in the fall of 2004. 

The new laser enclosure (Fig. 2) provides additional space
that will make possible future development of a number of new
instruments, such as a high-repetition-rate ultrafast laser to
match the standard APS fill pattern, an adaptive optical system
for generating custom laser waveforms, and dedicated doubled
and tripled light laser beam paths, etc. Beamline 7-ID-E is cur-
rently delivering laser beam directly to 7-ID-D for general time-
resolved x-ray experiments, but eventually the laser will be
delivered via beam pipes to x-ray-technique-specific upstream
hutches for microprobe, surface science, and white beam stud-
ies. Placing the laser in a separate lab has not only been good
for the laser (which needs a fair amount of regular mainte-
nance), but has also freed up valuable x-ray hutch real estate.
The arrangement also permits simultaneous “tweaking up” or
reconfiguration of the laser while x-ray setup is under way, thus
saving a considerable amount of time. 

The major justification for a new separate laser enclosure
is the potential user community for such a facility: the hundreds
of research groups worldwide that build or use femtosecond
lasers. The transient phenomena studied by time-resolved
researchers cannot be preprepared and transported as a sam-
ple to a beamline. Instead, this research requires duplication at
a beamline of the same type of conditions under study at a sci-
entist's home institution. Proper use of an ultrafast laser as a
measurement instrument takes as much time to set up as an
x-ray experiment. The value of an ultrafast laser as a tool to
study time-resolved phenomena is essentially lost unless a lab-
oratory is available that can be set up and used off-line (i.e., not
during x-ray beam time). To illustrate this, the laser system has
been on for a large fraction of the January 2006 shutdown, with
users commissioning a new mass spectrometer. 
Contact: Eric Landahl (elandahl@anl.gov)

This work supported by the U.S. DOE, Office of Science, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

Fig. 1. Drawing of the laser enclosure.

AA recently completed laser laboratory located
at the end of the XOR 7-ID beamline will bene-
fit the users of femtosecond lasers at the APS

by improving existing research programs, making
more efficient use of available beam time, and
increasing safety.

Fig. 2. Emily Peterson (Chemistry Division) inside the new sector 7 laser lab
(right). The amplified laser system is at the far end of the main photo and
in the inset.

THE SECTOR 7 ULTRAFAST LASER LAB
FOR TIME-RESOLVED RESEARCH
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The use of polarized x-rays offers unique capabilities in the
study of magnetic materials. In particular, the element speci-
ficity of resonant x-ray scattering and absorption provides a key
tool to decipher the different magnetic contributions in multicon-
stituent materials. Circularly polarized x-rays have proven par-
ticularly useful, because they couple directly to the ferromag-
netism of a sample. On beamline 4-ID-D, transmission phase-
retarding optics (PRs), consisting of thin, single-crystal dia-
mond plates, have been used effectively to obtain circularly
polarized x-rays for a wide variety of experiments. If the dia-
mond PR is oriented near (but not exactly on) a Bragg reflec-
tion, the beam transmitted through the diamond becomes circu-
larly polarized (Fig.1). Furthermore, the helicity of the transmit-
ted x-ray beam can be easily reversed by rotating the PR to
either side of the Bragg reflection. Most circularly polarized
x-ray experiments measure the differential absorption or scat-
tering signal upon this helicity reversal. As can be seen in Fig.
1, however, this change in helicity is accompanied by a small

Fig. 2. Picture of the two in-series phase-retarders and orienting
stages showing scattered beam (blue) and transmitted beam
(red) used for experiment further downstream.

AA technique utilizing two transmission phase retarders to produce circularly polarized x-rays has been developed
on XOR beamline 4-ID-D. The simultaneous use of two thin-diamond phase retarders reduces experimental arti-
facts in measured dichroic spectra by eliminating intensity changes upon helicity reversal. Furthermore, using two

phase retarders in-series yields an effectively thicker optic, enabling measurements at higher-energy absorption edges.
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Fig. 1. Circular polarization (red) and intensity (blue) of the beam
transmitted through a 400-μm-thick diamond as a function of
angular offset from the Bragg condition ( 8 keV). Solid (dashed)
line indicates the beam polarization with the scattering plane at
+45°(-45°) from vertical.

A DUAL-DIAMOND TRANSMISSION
PHASE-RETARDER INSTRUMENT
AT XOR 4-ID-D
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change (~5%) in the transmitted beam intensity. This
asymmetric beam intensity can typically be compensated
for, by normalizing the detected signal with an incident
beam intensity monitor, such as an ion chamber. This nor-
malization, however, can introduce systematic errors into
the measurement, especially when detecting minute sig-
nals. A method of using two PRs in series to compensate
for this intensity asymmetry has been developed on XOR
beamline 4-ID-D, thereby reducing systematic errors and
permitting the detection of smaller dichroic signals. 

Figure 2 shows the phase-retarder setup on beam-
line 4-ID-D. It consists of two separate in-vacuum
goniometers for aligning phase-retarding crystals in the
beam path. The scattering planes of each of the rotation
stages are oriented at ± 45° with respect to the vertical
(i.e., one scatters up and inboard and the other out and
outboard). In this geometry, the sense of the circular
polarization produced by each PR as a function of the
deviation from the Bragg condition is inverted (Fig. 1),
while the transmitted intensity asymmetry remains con-
stant. Thus, the intensity asymmetry can be eliminated by
rotating each PR an equal amount in opposite directions
and adjusting the angular offset such that each PR pro-
vides half the necessary phase lag (1/8 wave plate condi-
tion). 

The phase-retarder setup on 4-ID-D is also equipped
with piezoelectric transducer rotational stages to rapidly
oscillate the PR crystals between opposite beam helici-
ties. This enables the use of lock-in detection methods to
measure extremely small dichroic signals. Figure 3 shows
a scope trace of an ion-chamber signal, as two phase
retarders are oscillated in opposing directions at 11.7 Hz.
The two minima in the signal demonstrate that the rotation
of the two PR crystals is synchronized to less than 2 ms.
The red line indicates the total time for reversing the helic-
ity (~8 ms) and the constant beam intensity on either side
of the Bragg reflection. 

A further advantage of using two phase retarders is
that it enables dichroism measurements at higher-energy
edges. Higher energies require thicker diamond crystals,
which can be both difficult to obtain and prohibitively
expensive. Using two PRs in series effectively mimics a
single, thicker PR optic with the added advantage of elim-
inating the intensity asymmetry. This technique extends
the circular polarization capabilities of 4-ID-D up to ener-
gies as high as 16 keV, enabling the study of the spin-
polarization of valence electrons in 4p and 5d systems.
Figure 4 shows an example of such a XMCD measure-
ment taken at the Ge K edge (11.114 keV) in a GdGe2Si2
sample. Contact: Jonathan Lang (lang@aps.anl.gov)

This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Office of Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under
Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.
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Fig. 2 (above). Schematic of the laser heating optics on the top
experimental table. “WP” denotes wave plate; “BS,” beam splitter;
“BE,” beam expander; “BD,” beam dump; “DM,” dichroic mirror;
“ccd,” CCD camera. The red lines represent the YLF-laser path;
orange lines, the He-Ne
alignment laser; and
green lines, the thermal
radiation from the heating
spot. The heating optics
below the top experimen-
tal table are shown in the
photo at right.
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Figure 1 shows the laser heating system as part of an inte-
grated high-pressure/high-temperature x-ray diffraction setup.
The major portion of the heating optical components is located
on the top experimental table, shown schematically in Fig. 2.
This double-sided laser heating system has two identical
Nd:YLF lasers (Photonics GS40, wavelength = 1053 nm) oper-
ating in horizontally polarized donut mode (TEM01 mode) and

AA double-sided yttrium lithium fluoride (YLF) laser heating system has been developed and installed at the HP-CAT
undulator beamline 16-ID-B for in situ x-ray diffraction measurements at simultaneous high-pressure and high-tem-
perature conditions. Integration of the laser-heated diamond anvil cell (DAC) technique with a microfocused,

third-generation synchrotron x-ray source provides a unique opportunity for users to probe the novel behavior of mate-
rials subjected to high pressures (up to several megabar) and high temperatures (up to thousands of degrees).

Fig. 1. The integrated laser heating and microfocused x-ray dif-
fraction setup at the undulator beamline of HP-CAT.
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A YLF LASER-HEATING SYSTEM FOR
X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES UNDER
EXTREME CONDITIONS
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providing a total maximum output of 170 W with a power stabil-
ity greater than 99%. The heating laser beam is split by a cube
beam splitter into two beams that pass through the opposing
diamond anvils to heat the high-pressure sample simultane-
ously from both sides (Fig. 3). The heating spot size is typically
30 to 50 μm in diameter.

Temperatures can be measured simultaneously from both
sides with an imaging spectrograph. The power ratio of two
laser beams to each side of a diamond anvil cell can be con-
trolled by changing the polarization direction of the incident
beam with a waveplate. All controls can be handled through the
motif editor and display manager computer interface. Laser
heating and x-ray diffraction measurement can be conducted
simultaneously; at the same time, the sample and the heating
alignment, as well as the coupling between the heating spot and
temperature measurement, can be monitored from both sides
(using charge-coupled device cameras) and adjusted as needed.

In addition to opening the way to state-of-the-art tech-
niques, this system is also optimized for user-friendly operation
and is capable of accommodating a variety of user demands,
such as different heating configurations and DAC dimensions.
Contact: Yue Meng (ymeng@hpcat.aps.anl.gov)

HEMLEY AND MAO OF HP-CAT RECEIVE BALZAN PRIZE FOR MINERAL PHYSICS
Russell J. Hemley (second from right) and Ho-kwang

(David) Mao (far right) were awarded the 2005 Inter-
national Balzan Foundation Prize for Mineral Physics. The
ceremony, shown here, was held in Berne, Switzerland,
on Friday, November 11, 2005, in The Federal Parliament
Building Chamber of the Swiss National Council. The pre-
senter was Mr. Pascal Couchepin, Federal Councillor (far
left). 

Much of the research that garnered this award was
carried out at the HP-CAT beamlines, APS sector 16. Mao
is HP-CAT director. Hemley and Mao (both from The
Carnegie Institution of Washington and affiliated with the
Carnegie/ DOE Alliance Center) were honored “For the
impressive impact of their joint work leading to funda-
mental breakthroughs, theoretical and experimental, in
the field of minerals submitted to extreme physical condi-
tions. They have operated as a highly effective team,
characterized by 20 years of research contributions at
the highest level. They have developed techniques
which allow them to study the behavior of a wide range of materials, such as hydrogen, the most abundant ‘mineral’ in the uni-
verse. Their results have deep implications for our understanding of nature.”  The Balzan Prize comes with a stipend of 1,000,000
Swiss francs (approximately 650,000 euros). The prizes are given annually to persons who have earned international distinction in
their fields. See http://www.balzan.it/News_eng.aspx?ID=1951for more on the Balzan Prize.
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See: Sebastien Merkel, Atsushi Kubo, Lowell Miyagi, Sergio
Speziale, Thomas S. Duffy, Ho-kwang Mao, and Hans-Rudolf
Wenk, “Plastic Deformation of MgGeO3 Post-Perovskite at
Lower Mantle Pressures,” Science 311, 644 (2006).

W.L. Mao, Y. Meng, G. Shen, V. Prakapenka, A.J. Campbell,
D.L. Heinz, J. Shu, R. Caracas, R.E. Cohen, Y. Fei, R.J.
Hemley, and H.-k. Mao, “Iron-rich Silicates in the Earth's D"
Layer,” Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 102(28), 9751 (2005). 

W.L. Mao, G. Shen, V.V. Prakapenka, Y. Meng, A.J. Campbell,
D.L. Heinz, J. Shu, R.J. Hemley, and H.-k. Mao,
“Ferromagnesian Postperovskite Silicates in the D" Layer of the
Earth," Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 101(45), 15867 (2004). 

Crowhurst et al., “Synthesis and Characterization of the Nitrides
of Platinum and Iridium,” (Science, accepted).

This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)-Basic
Energy Sciences, DOE-National Nuclear Security Administration, NSF,
Department of Defense-Tank-Automotive and Armaments Command,
and the W.M. Keck Foundation.
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The range of magnetic fields and types of x-ray techniques
required to study materials are diverse. While magnetostriction
in magnetic nanoparticles requires the use of powder diffraction
in intermediate fields, studies of metamagnetic states or Bose-
Einstein condensation of integer-spin particles call for magnetic
scattering with polarization analysis in fields of ~10 T and be-
yond. On the other hand, short-range correlations associated
with competing phases in correlated electron systems—such as
the cuprates and manganites—require high-energy diffuse scat-
tering studies in a wide range of fields. A 13 T magnet that has
been successfully commissioned by the XOR sector 4 beamline
staff in collaboration with a group from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology will serve a growing need for high-field
magnets at third-generation synchrotron facilities by enabling
studies of magnetic-field-induced phenomena on the hard x-ray
branch beamline at XOR sector 4.

The high-field cryogenic magnet, manufactured by Oxford
Instruments (Fig. 1) for studies of materials in magnetic fields,
provides vertical fields with a maximum strength of 13 T. It has
four asymmetrically placed kapton windows, each of which has
40° of opening angle in the horizontal plane. In the vertical
direction, the opening angle is ± 5°. These windows allow for a
significant range of optical access and scattering angles. The
magnet can be tilted as allowed by the windows during meas-
urements. The magnet is supported by an APS-designed
mount. The mount has a rotation bearing and two translation
stages. The mount is fully integrated into a two-circle diffrac-
tometer with an arc, making a true four-circle scattering geom-
etry available for experiments. A high-throughput rotary pump is
utilized to attain 13 T. 

The sample is mounted at the end of a rod (~1.5 m long) by
using an in situ goniometer and top-loaded into a sample cham-
ber filled with He exchange gas. Several mini-goniometers,
made with low-magnetic-impurity materials such as copper and
phosphor-bronze, are used. The sample rod has a thermal link
to a variable-temperature insert that can regulate the sample
temperature in the range of ~1.6K up to room temperature. In
addition, the sample rod can be rotated a complete 360° while
inside the magnet. In order to adjust the sample height and

A HIGH-FIELD MAGNET FACILITY
FOR SCATTERING STUDIES
OF CONDENSED MATTER

AA wide range of magnetic fields and x-ray techniques is required for the study of materials. A vertical-field cryo-
genic magnet capability with a maximum field of 13 T has been commissioned on the hard x-ray branch
beamline of XOR sector 4. Several scattering techniques are available for studying magnetic-field-induced

phenomena in diverse classes of materials. This facility will serve a growing need for high-field magnets at third gen-
eration synchrotron facilities.

Fig. 1. The 13-T vertical-field cryogenic magnet shown mounted
on a diffractometer. A polarization analyzer is mounted after
two sets of slits on the 2θ arm. A two-dimensional image plate is
placed downstream to quickly collect diffraction patterns.
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Fig. 2. A table-top diffractometer was assembled to pre-
cisely prealign single-crystal samples. Inset and circled on
large photo: A minigoniometer machined from OFHC
copper holding a tiny single crystal (red arrow). It consists
of two tilts and a rotation in order to orient the crystal
using the table-top diffractometer as required with a pre-
cision of ~0.5º.

compensate for thermal contraction/expansion, the sample rod
is mounted on a translation stage. In the case of single-crystal
samples, a table-top goniometer is placed upstream of the
magnet to facilitate prealignment of the sample, as shown in
Fig. 2.

In summary, the 13-T vertical-field cryogenic magnet is
complementary to existing intermediate-field (4-T) cryogen-free
magnets, which have been in operation for a few years. As a
set, these magnets offer the user community a unique capabil-
ity at the APS for in-field studies of a wide range of problems in
condensed matter physics and materials science. 
Contact: Zahir Islam (zahir@aps.anl.gov)

This work was supported by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Basic
Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38.

The device has recently been used by the authors’ group and
collaborators for SAXS studies carried out at the
XOR/BESSRC beamline 12-ID.

In the flow cell set-up, fresh solution is continuously
pumped, through the observation volume, allowing for long inte-
gration times without incurring radiation damage, which enables
measurements on low-molecular-weight samples and samples
particularly susceptible to radiation damage. It was employed in
several studies on peptides, such as ≈ 0.9 kDa, 11-residue ala-
nine peptide [3], and in a series of alanine- and lysine-rich pep-
tides [4]. Static cell measurements have been used in a study
on membrane proteins solubilized by micelle-forming deter-
gents, where it is difficult to obtain large sample quantities
because of the difficulty of over-expressing membrane proteins
[5], and in several studies of nucleic acid samples. A construct
of tethered DNA duplexes was studied by probing their interac-

Small-angle x-ray scattering is an important technique for
the study of the size, shape, and interactions of biological
macromolecules and other polymer or detergent systems [1,2].
Small-angle x-ray scattering and anomalous small-angle x-ray
scattering (ASAXS) enable investigations of macromolecules
under (near) physiological conditions in solution without the
need to crystallize the sample. These techniques can also be
used to study unfolded and/or denatured conformations [1] and
to follow conformational changes as a function of time.

A sample holder has been developed that can be used for
both static and flow cell measurements using the same cell
mount and different sample cells (Fig. 1). This holder allows
the user to switch between static and flow cell measurements
without the need to realign the detector and camera geometry.
The device makes possible high-signal-to-noise experiments
with sample volumes as small as 16 μl (static cell) and can be
thermocontrolled using a standard recirculating water bath.

A SAMPLE HOLDER FOR SAXS
STATIC AND FLOW CELL MEASUREMENTS

AA sample holder has been devised that can be used for both static and flow cell measurements with small-angle
x-ray scattering (SAXS) using the same cell mount and different sample cells. This new device expedites the
experimental set-up process and enables the study of extremely small samples.

Continued on next page
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Fig. 2. Scattering profiles of horse heart cytochrome c. Average
over 5 profiles with 0.1-s exposure time for static cell measurement
(red, solid line) and over 40 profiles with 1-s exposure time for a flow
cell measurement (black, solid line). Inset: Experimental (static cell)
scattering profile (red, solid line) and theoretical profiles obtained
from the crystal structure (PDB accession code 1CRC) using the
software crysol[7] (black, dashed line). s = 2 sinθ/λ where 2 θ is the
total scattering angle and λ the x-ray wavelength.

Fig. 1. Photograph of the sample cells: Flow cell with tubing (left)
and static cell (right). A quarter is shown for comparison.
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tions under different salt conditions [6], an RNA riboswitch was
studied as a function of salt and ligand concentration, and gold-
labeled DNA was utilized to probe molecular distances (work in
preparation).

As a performance test, Fig 2 presents typical flow cell and
static cell data collected at beamline 12-ID on horse heart
cytochrome c, which is a readily available protein that the
authors employ routinely as a molecular weight standard. The
differences in signal to noise for the two measurement types
are apparent. The design drawings for the sample holder and
sample cells are available from the authors upon request and
are discussed in more detail in a forthcoming publication.
Jan Lipfert1, Ian S. Millett, Sönke Seifert, and Sebastian
Doniach. Contact: lipfert@stanford.edu 
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GROWING AND PROBING TINY CRYSTALS

TT he crystalline form of many molecules and nanoclusters provides researchers with invaluable information about
materials. However, such traditional tools as spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction require relatively large crystals.
Newer tools, such as atomic force microscopy, can image microscopic crystals, but those crystals are typically

grown randomly on a substrate amid other microstructures. A new method for growing microscopic crystals has been
verified using the DND-CAT 5-ID-C beamline at the APS. This method will provide researchers with a tool for investigating
difficult-to-grow macromolecule crystals, as well as an efficient way to determine the best crystal-growing conditions for
these molecules.

Researchers from Northwestern University used dip-pen
nanolithography (DPN, Fig.1) with an atomic force micro-
scope (AFM) tip to grow single crystals with specific crystal
orientations on a substrate, as well as both controlling and
imaging their growth to micrometer sizes. Just as a pen trans-
fers ink to paper using capillary forces, the tip of an AFM can
transfer molecules with an affinity for the substrate. Coating
the AFM tip with a molecular solution and then writing the
desired pattern leaves behind a relatively small collection of
molecules in submicrometer dimensions. Dip-pen nanolithog-
raphy was developed by the Northwestern University group
reporting this work. It has been used to study monolayer for-
mation and as a massively parallel writing method; both appli-
cations provide potential benefits for crystal-growers.

In this study, the research team grew triangular prisms of
the polymer poly-DL-lysine hydrobromide (PLH) on mica sub-
strates. Polylysine attaches well to inorganic substrates, so it
has been used to coat inorganic substrates employed for bio-
logical purposes. By raster-scanning the lysine-coated AFM
tip across the substrate, the researchers controlled the
growth rate of the crystals. 

Fig. 1. Depiction of DPN nanolithography [1], in which an
extremely narrow strip of molecules in solution is transferred from
an AFM tip to a substrate surface.

Crystals of PLH in solution or microcontact-printed on the
substrate form all sorts of structures. In contrast, DPN nanolith-
ography with the AFM operated in tapping mode (which is less
likely to damage the surface than contact mode) resulted in the
growth of equilateral triangular prisms. The researchers found
that prisms initiated at the same time grew at very similar rates.
All the prisms grew in one of two orientations, which differed by
180º (Fig.1). This suggests that the prisms’ growth was ori-
ented to the substrate's lattice.

The researchers used 5-ID-C to perform x-ray diffraction
studies on the PLH prisms,to confirm that the structures were
crystalline and to investigate their relationship to the substrate.
Two patterns were obtained: one for mica and one for PLH-cov-
ered mica. The diffraction spots were found to be consistent
with single crystals, with the lattice oriented to the oxygen on
the surface of the mica substrate. Had the PLH not been in the
form of many similarly-oriented single crystals, it would not
have been possible to obtain diffraction spots from the material.

Fig. 2. Time sequence of 8 × 8 μm AFM images taken at 512-s intervals,
showing growth of PLH prisms on a freshly cleaved mica surface.
Subsequent x-ray diffraction analysis showed that the prisms were sin-
gle crystals with the outer equilateral triangular shape and two
opposing orientations dictated by the underlying pseudo-hexagonal
symmetry of the mica surface.

See “Tiny Crystals” on page 157
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EXPLORING MATERIALS
UNDER SIMULTANEOUS HIGH-PRESSURE
AND HIGH-TEMPERATURE CONDITIONS

SS tudies of vibrational and thermodynamic properties of materials at high pressure (~1 Mbar) and high temperature
(~3000K) have been very limited. Now, nuclear resonant spectroscopy (NRS)—which benefited tremendously from
the development of (1) x-ray monochromatization to meV bandwidth and (2) focusing techniques to micron

beam size—has become a truly unique method to study the vibrations, magnetism, and elastic properties of materials
containing Mössbauer isotopes under Mbar pressure in diamond anvil cells (DACs). By integrating a laser-heating system
at XOR beamline 3-ID at the APS, NRS was recently found to be the only method available for the study of sound veloc-
ities and magnetic properties of materials under conditions similar to those found in the deep interior of planets. Some
crucial issues in geophysics and geology could be addressed utilizing this new capability.

Nuclear resonant scattering techniques, including nuclear
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (NRIXS) and synchrotron
Mössbauer spectroscopy (SMS), have been successfully
applied at highly-brilliant third-generation synchrotron radiation
light sources such as the APS to study materials under high
pressure in DACs. The NRIXS technique provides a direct
probe of the phonon density-of-states of a resonant isotope; the

Fig. 1. X-ray Science Division staff member Jiyong Zhao at laser-heated diamond anvil cell system on XOR beamline 3-ID. The top tier
(shown) is for the laser and laser optics, while the lower tier holds the diamond anvil cell and x-ray optics. The system can produce tem-
peratures up to 3000K at the center of a diamond anvil cell.

SMS technique probes the magnetic properties of a sample.
Both NRIXS and SMS have been applied at ambient tempera-
tures and Mbar pressures. Higher temperatures can be
obtained by using the laser-heated diamond-anvil cell (LHDAC)
technique, which is a unique, static method for generating
extreme pressures (above 1 Mbar) and temperatures (above
3000K). The LHDAC technique has been widely used in com-
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bination with x-ray diffraction to conduct melting point and
phase equilibrium studies based on structural analysis. The
combination of NRS and LHDAC techniques now make it pos-
sible to extract thermodynamic and elastic information from
materials under simultaneous high-pressure and high-tempera-
ture conditions, which are of fundamental importance to our
understanding of the physical and chemical state of planetary
interiors.

Combine the two techniques is not an easy task, mainly
because of the low counting rates in many NRS experiments.
The typical collection time for a reasonably accurate NRIXS
spectrum of a sample in the DAC is at least 6 h. Previously
operated LHDAC systems were only required to provide stable
heating conditions for times on the order of minutes for in situ x-
ray diffraction experiments. It was thus very challenging to
design an LHDAC system for NRS applications that would be
highly stable over hours of operation. The use of high-resolution
monochromators and avalanche photodiode timing detectors
raised the bar even higher for a design that would eventually
maintain a thermally and mechanically stable environment near
the DAC and in the experimental hutch.

The solution to the stability challenge of an LHDAC system
for NRS studies is shown in Fig. 1 [1]. A two-tier structure was
devised to make the system compact and stable. The idea has
now been used in new designs at HP-CAT (sector 16) and at
GSECARS (sector 13). In this system, the laser and most of the
laser optics are located on the top tier, while the DAC and the
x-ray optics are located on the bottom tier. An Nd:YLF laser
(1.053-μm wavelength) operated in continuous donut mode
(TEM01) provides a maximum output power of 80 w. In order to
minimize the thermal effects on the detector and high-resolution

monochromator, the laser, the beam stop, and the DAC are
water cooled. The temperature of the DAC stays below 310K
even during extended hours of data collection, which ensures
mechanical stability. Temperatures of the sample inside the
DAC during laser heating are measured by means of spectral
radiometry and by the detailed balance principle of the NRIXS
spectra. By utilizing this system, researchers have studied
sound velocities in hexagonal, close-packed Fe via NRIXS up to
a pressure of 73 GPa and up to temperatures of 1700K [2]. The
data revealed the separate temperature and density depend-
ence of the sound velocities of hcp Fe for the first time.

The combination of sophisticated experimental techniques
such as laser-heating, diamond anvil cells, and nuclear reso-
nant spectroscopy has extended the research capabilities at
beamline 3-ID to extreme conditions: Mbar and 3000K.
Scientists in the fields of high-pressure material science, miner-
alogy, and geophysics can count on a new tool in the fascinat-
ing quest to understand the thermodynamic, elastic, and mag-
netic properties of materials under these extreme conditions.
Contact: Jiyong Zhao (jzhao@aps.anl.gov)
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The researchers also found that prisms increased in two-
dimensional area faster than they grew in thickness. This dis-
parity may arise because more molecules are required to
increase a layer of depth than to increase the length of the
sides.

By changing the temperature during growth, the
researchers changed the shape of the crystals in a repro-
ducible way. Thus, the technique can be used to investigate
structural effects of changes in environmental conditions.
Understanding such effects is important because scientists
often struggle with the process of growing crystals of macro-
molecules. By using DPN as a massively parallel writing tool,
this method allows researchers to quickly find good conditions
for growing the crystals of a molecule.  — Yvonne Carts-Powell
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Essential to the study of materials
is an understanding of their atomic
structure, elemental composition, and
local mesoscopic structure, including
grain boundaries and defects. While a
variety of techniques are available for
examining bulk properties, local, non-
destructive three-dimensional (3-D)
methods with submicron resolution
are essential to addressing funda-
mental and long-standing issues of
materials science. Ultra-small, in-
tense, hard x-ray beams provide a
unique non-destructive means of
characterizing materials. These
beams can be produced by focusing
x-rays generated by powerful syn-
chrotron radiation sources. 

Hard x-rays can be focused by
zone plates, compound refractive
lenses, capillary optics, crystals, or
mirrors, depending on the application.
Mirrors provide a means for achro-
matic focusing: pho-
tons of all energies are
focused at the same
location. This attribute,
on the one hand, and
advances in high-pre-
cision mirror fabrica-
tion on the other, have
made using mirrors to
focus x-ray beams to
submicron and nano-
meter levels an attrac-
tive option.

A typical set-up to
produce focused x-ray
beams consists of placing a pair of elliptically figured short-
focal-length mirrors orthogonal to each other in the Kirkpatrick-
Baez arrangement. The mirrors are located at a sufficient dis-
tance from the source to provide high-demagnification, point-to-
point focusing. For example, at the APS, a 60-mm focal length

elliptical mirror placed at 60 m from the source demagnifies the
latter by 1,000 times. A 30-μm source size can thus be focused
to 30 nm under ideal conditions.

However, producing x-ray beams on the order of 100 nm
and smaller requires elliptical mirrors that are precise and

MIRRORS TO PRODUCE ACHROMATIC,
nm-SIZE X-RAY BEAMS

TT hanks to the successful development of highly precise elliptical mirrors for achromatic nanofocusing of hard x-ray
beam, a focal spot of 95 nm has been achieved using an APS undulator beam. Analyses indicate that vibration
control and precision positioning of the mirrors should lead to a spot size approaching 30 nm. For comparison,

analyses show that a perfect mirror would ideally provide a focal spot of 26 nm. 

Fig. 1. Four state-of-the-art, elliptically shaped mirrors were produced
from one parent substrate (top photo). The backside of the parent is
shown here. After figuring the mirror front surface, the area between
the channels is cut from the parent, and it is further cut perpendicular
to the channel length to produce the four mirrors. Inset: The 40-mm-
long palladium-coated mirror tested at the APS is shown. This is one of
the four identical mirrors cut from the parent shown.
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smooth. Small surface deviations from a perfect ellipse can
result in a much larger focal spot size. For instance, a root-
mean-square (rms) slope-error deviation from an ideal elliptical
surface of only σ = 0.5 μrad in the above example can result in
the expansion of the image by as much as 2 σ × 60 mm = 60
nm rms or 140 nm full width half maximum (FWHM)—approxi-
mately five times the geometrical demagnification of 30 nm.
This is why producing high-performance mirrors that work near
their theoretical limits is vital and requires both very precise
fabrication tools and extremely accurate metrology.

State-of-the-art mirror surfaces can be produced in a num-
ber of ways. One approach involves polishing the precise ellip-
tical profile into the surface by means of a chemical/plasma
process, magneto-rheological finishing, ion etching, or com-
puter-controlled optical surfacing (CCOS). 

The proprietary CCOS process used to fabricate APS mir-
rors has recently been successfully employed in the fabrication
of a series of increasingly demanding optical systems for
extreme ultraviolet lithography for use in the production of
future generations of microelectronics devices. Against this
backdrop, and working with Tinsley Laboratory and in collabo-
ration with Oak Ridge National Laboratory and ASML Optics,
APS has successfully spearheaded the four-year program for
the development of a set of precisely figured elliptical mirrors
for x-ray nanofocusing. A set of four identical elliptical mirrors
on a single substrate was fabricated using a well-characterized
20-mm-thick, single-crystal, float-zone silicon disk of 150-mm
diameter. At the APS, the substrate was oriented, ground,
lapped, etched, and topographed to ensure low residual stress.
Channels were then configured along crystallographic planes
on the backside of the substrate, as shown in Fig. 1. The sub-
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Fig. 2. A Lorentzian curve fit through the experimental data show-
ing the vertical profile of the focused beam at 60 mm from the
mirror. The FWHM is 95 nm for the white incident beam. Results
were the same for monochromatic (7-20 keV) beams. 

strate was etched and topographed again to make sure it was
free of any discernible strain. The role of these channels is to
reduce the potential distortion of the mirrors caused by a redis-
tribution of any residual internal stress when they are cut from
the figured parent substrate. The mirror surface was then man-
ufactured via a series of alternating figuring and finishing steps
to approach the final specifications. The parent was then cut
into four mirrors, such as the one shown in the Fig. 1 inset. Prior
to cutting out the mirrors from the parent, an independent set of
metrology measurements was made at ASML Optics showing
comparable results. After cutting from the parent, the mirrors
were individually evaluated by Tinsley Laboratory, the APS,
and, more recently, Osaka University. It is important to note that
accurate metrology, with sub-nanometer accuracy and repeata-
bility, is essential for the fabrication and measurements of these
mirrors. 

Developing multiple mirrors on the same substrate was
demonstrated in the course of this program. This not only
results in a substantial reduction in cost per mirror but, more
importantly, it allows working with a larger circular substrate,
which is advantageous for fabrication and in making the critical
metrology easier and more precise. 

One of these mirrors was coated with a thin layer of plat-
inum and installed and evaluated on an XOR/UNI sector 34
beamline at the APS to vertically focus an incident undulator
beam. Figure 2 shows the profile of the focal spot obtained. Its
FWHM is 95 nm. Subsequent metrology measurements and
simulations carried out at Osaka University indicate that these
mirrors should provide near-diffraction-limited performance,
reaching 30-nm FWHM focal size compared with 26 nm for an
ideal elliptical mirror. The difference between prediction and
measurements is thought to be largely due to vibration. A plan
to mitigate this problem through a combined effort of reducing
noise at its source and using vibration-damping pads has been
developed for the next round of experiments at APS. 
Ali Khounsary, Gene Ice, Wenjun Liu, Jay Daniel, Lahssen
Assoufid, Kazuto Yamauchi, Al Macrander
Contact: amk@aps.anl.gov
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edge. However, the 3.3-cm device is not optimal for these
experiments because the intensity output of the undulator falls
off rapidly above 12 keV. Thus, the experimenter must decide
whether to stay on the undulator's first harmonic with its
decreasing intensity or switch to the undulator's high-power
third harmonic, with the potential for inducing thermal drift of the
monochromator.
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Light was demonstrated by simultaneously observing
x-ray beams on YAG crystals positioned in-vacuum imme-
diately after each monochromator. During 2005, the com-
missioning of the first ID beamline was completed and the
user program was ramped up. The beamline was declared
operational and is accepting general users and users from
the special projects of our sponsors, the National Institute of
General Medical Sciences and the National Cancer Institute
of the National Institutes of Health. The end sta-
tion for the second line was installed and, after
initial crystallographic commissioning, the first
data set was recorded in December 2005.

Independent operation was a critical
aspect of developing two ID beamlines based
on the canted-undulator geometry. The new
front-end design incorporates particle-beam
position monitors and corrector magnets
before, between, and after the undulators. The
APS developed software to steer the two ID
lines independently and incorporated the three
beam position monitors into the storage ring
feedback system. The gap of one ID device or
the steering of one line can now be changed
without affecting the other beamline. This com-
pletes the proof-of-principle that canted undula-
tors can provide truly independent ID beam-
lines, thereby doubling the capacity of an APS
straight section.

The standard APS undulator A (3.3-cm
period with 72 poles, or 62 poles for canted-
undulator beamlines) has been the workhorse
for macromolecular crystallography beamlines at the APS. The
small beam size and low divergence have significantly
improved the quality of crystallographic data obtained. Many
structures have been solved using multiwavelength anomalous
diffraction (MAD) about the Se K-edge (12.658 keV), where dif-
fraction data are recorded at energies corresponding to the
edge inflection point, the peak, and a third point well above the

FIRST LIGHT FROM THE SECOND GM/CA-CAT
CANTED UNDULATOR

Hahn Bui (left) and Adam Brill (right), both ASD, checking diagnostics near the
canted undulators at sector 23.

Fig. 1. GM/CA, ACCEL, and APS staff members pose with the simultane-
ous images of the monochromatic beams form the dual-canted undu-
lators. Left to right are: (front row) Sergey Stepanov and Derek Yoder,
(back row) Glenn Decker (ASD), Rich Benn, Leif Schroeder (ACCEL), Bob
Fischetti, Ward Smith, Chitra Venkataraman (ACCEL), Shenglan Xu,
Steve Corcoran, Sheila Rossi, Satish Devarapalli, and Alex Urakhchin.

NOVEL X-RAY TECHNIQUES & INSTRUMENTATION

TT he General Medicine and Cancer
Institutes Collaborative Access Team (GM/
CA-CAT) has completed installation of the

second of two canted-undulator beamlines for
macromolecular crystallography that were
described in APS Science 2003 (ANL-04/07, pg.
115). In February 2005, staff members from
GM/CA; ACCEL Instruments, GmbH; and the APS
celebrated first monochromatic light from the
second insertion device (ID) beamline (Fig.1). 
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The GM/CA-CAT investigated other undulator peri-
ods and concluded that a device with a 3.0-cm period
would be more appropriate for MAD experiments about
the K-edges of Se and Br (13.446 keV). The XSD
Magnetic Devices Group did the design work and, in
August 2005, replaced the existing undulator on the first
of GM/CA’s ID lines with a 3.0-cm, 69-pole device (Fig 2).
The device performs well and provides approximately
two-fold greater measured flux at the sample when com-
pared to the 62-pole, 3.3-cm device (Fig 2). Of particular
interest is the region between 12 and 15 keV. One can
clearly see that, with the 3.0-cm device, the fundamental
emission curve extends to 15 keV, allowing experi-
menters to use the first harmonic for Se and Br MAD
experiments and to collect data under lower-power con-
ditions in which the monochromator is more stable.

Measured Intensity from the 3.0- and 3.3-cm Undulators
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Fig. 2. These plots compare the measured intensity vs energy for
the first and third harmonics of the 3.3- and 3.0-cm period undu-
lators. The vertical lines indicate the energy of the K-edges of
Se-Met and Br. The intensity was measured in the focused beam
at the sample position. The beamline optics include a double-
crystal monochromator with Si(111) crystals and a pair of mirrors
oriented in a Kirkpatrick-Baez geometry. The rhodium strip of the
mirrors intercepts the beam at a grazing angle of 3.0 mrad.

GM/CA-CAT DEDICATES NEWEST APS BEAMLINES
The General Medicine and Cancer
Institutes Collaborative Access Team
marked the beginning of a new era
in structural biology research with
the dedication of the GM/CA-CAT
beamline facility at the APS. “The
need for structural biology beam
time continues to grow,” GM/CA-
CAT Director Janet Smith told the
crowd gathered in the APS experi-
ment hall in August, ‘and this facility
will help provide researchers from
the National Institutes of Health and
other organizations the tools to dis-
cover how proteins and biomole-
cules work.” The GM/CA-CAT facility
is a collaboration between the U.S.
Department of Energy, the National
Institutes of Health's National Institute
of General Medical Sciences
(NIGMS), and the National Cancer
Institute. Shown cutting the ribbon
are (l. to r.): Janet Smith; Jeremy Berg, Director of the NIGMS; Murray Gibson, Associate Laboratory Director for Scientific User
Facilities; Marvin Cassman, Past Director of the NIGMS; Bob Fischetti, GM/CA-CAT Project Manager; and Dinah Singer, Director
of the National Cancer Institute’s Division of Cancer Biology.  Contact: janetsmith@umich.edu, rfischetti@anl.gov
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Contact: Robert Fischetti (rfischetti@anl.gov), Janet Smith
(janetsmith@umich.edu)

GM/CA-CAT has been funded in whole or in part with Federal funds
from the National Cancer Institute (Y1-CO-1020) and the National
Institute of General Medical Sciences (Y1-GM-1104).
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THE APS USER COMMUNITY: TRENDING UP

Continued growth characterized the APS user community during the past
year: growth in the number of individuals carrying out experimentation at the
APS, and growth in opportunities for research, communication, and collabora-
tion.

During FY2005, more than 3,200 researchers came to the APS, 917 of
whom were first-time users. In total, these users made 9,640 visits and con-
ducted 2,660 experiments in disciplines ranging from materials science and
biology, to geoscience, high-pressure research, environmental remediation,
and archaeology. In addition, several opportunities for users to mail in samples
were introduced, primarily in the areas of macromolecular crystallography and
powder diffraction. Research conducted by remote users either mailing in sam-
ples or actually manipulating the beamline remotely is expected to grow signif-
icantly in the coming years.

A full spectrum of research affiliations was represented in this year's user
community, with approximately 70% of the users coming from academic institu-
tions (both U.S. and foreign), and the rest from industry, other national labora-
tories, private research institutions, and medical centers.

Research opportunities also continued to grow, with five new beamlines (8-
BM, 9-BM, 22-ID, 31-ID, and 33-BM) becoming available for research by gen-
eral users (GUs), who submit proposals for peer review to obtain beam time.
During 2005, 81,464 hours were available for peer-reviewed competition, 11%
more than were available in 2004.

Opportunities for communication increased as well. During the past few
years, informal scientific interest groups (SIGs) have begun to spring up in the
APS user community. These groups meet during lunch time in various locations
at Argonne, where they listen to speakers, discuss issues of general or specific
interest, and eat lunch-time fare ranging from pizza to Thai food. At present,
these SIGs meet regularly: “High-Pressure,” “Interface Scattering,” “Liquid and
Soft-Matter Surface Scattering,” “Macromolecular Crystallography,” “Small-
Angle Scattering,” “Tomography,” and “X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy.”
Information about these groups is located on the APS Web site under “Meetings
and Seminars” at (http://www.aps.anl.gov/Users/Meeting/2005/Program/
index.html).

An increasing number of users have registered to come to more than one
of Argonne's national user facilities (APS, the Center for Nanoscale Materials
[CNM], the Electron Microscopy Center, and the Intense Pulsed Neutron
Source). Of the almost 9,000 users currently registered, more than a quarter
expect to use at least two of these facilities for their research. The back-to-back
users meetings for the the APS and the CNM sparked some of these potential
collaborations. Joint workshops for all four of the facilities are being planned for
the 2006 APS Users Meeting.

THE APS USER PROGRAM



THE 2005 APS/CNM

USERS MEETING

The 2005 Users Meeting for the Advanced Photon Source
and the Center for Nanoscale Materials was in every way a cel-
ebration of science: past, present, and future. U.S. Senator
Dick Durbin (D-IL), the Senate Minority Whip, opened the APS
meeting with his views on the current state of science funding
and called for a “sound, sustainable national energy policy that
protects our national security, strengthens our economy, and
preserves the health of the world and its people for generations
to come." The Senator was followed by Pedro
A. Montano (Department of Energy, Office of
Basic Energy Sciences [DOE-BES]), who out-
lined the DOE-BES perspective on its user
facilities and the ongoing BES initiatives and
goals. Next came facility updates from APS
Director J. Murray Gibson and CNM Director
Eric D. Isaacs.

The morning session, chaired by Mark
Rivers (University of Chicago/CARS) included
the presentation of the APS Compton Award to
Günter Schmahl (University of Göttingen) and
Janos Kirz (SUNY-Stony Brook/LBNL-ALS) for
pioneering work in the field of x-ray microscopy
using Fresnel zone plates. They each presented
scientific and historical perspectives on their
work, which has had exceptionally wide impact,

both in terms of optics hardware and scientific applications.
Because March of 2005 also marked first light at the newly con-
structed hard x-ray nanoprobe beamline station on APS sector
26, the recognition of the work the Schmahl and Kirz on zone
plates generated much enthusiasm in the audience. The open-
ing session concluded with David Moncton presenting an
overview of the impact of the APS on current and future syn-
chrotron sources. 

Continued on next page

This photo: A full house in the APS conference center for the
opening session of the 2005 APS/CNM Users Meeting. Above
right: U.S. Senator Dick Durbin. Top: Presentation of the
Compton Prize; left to right: Mark Rivers Janos Kirz, Günter
Schmahl, Murray Gibson. 

APS USERS
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The week concluded on Friday with a dedication and cor-
nerstone ceremony for the CNM. Robert Rosner, Director of
Argonne National Laboratory, welcomed the 100 or so invited
guests to the CNM site, then introduced Don Randel, President
of The University of Chicago); Raymond Orbach (Director, Office
of Science, Department of Energy); U.S. Representative Judy
Biggert (R-IL-13), Rod Blagojevich (Governor, State of Illinois),
and Samuel Bodman (U.S. Secretary of Energy), each of whom
spoke briefly and offered congratulations to the project team.

The record-setting 600-plus attendees heard outstanding
science talks, view more than 140 posters, choose among nine
half- or full-day workshops, and attend a number of social func-

tions, including the traditional mid-week
banquet—a “Celebration of Light” commem-
orating the tenth anniversary of first light at
the APS and the first nanoprobe light. 

Plenary science talks were: Simon Bare
on “Uniform Catalytic Site in Sn-beta Zeolite
Determined Using X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure,” Peggy O'Day on “It's Not As
Easy As It Looks: Application of
Synchrotron-Based Techniques to the
Analysis of Environmental Contaminants,”
Brian Newbury on “The APS and
Archaeometallurgy: Studying the Alloys and
Forming Techniques of the Medieval Brass

Industry,” Alfonso Mondragon on “Structural Studies of Catalytic
RNA Molecules,” Peter Abbamonte on “Imaging Electronic
Motion in Water with Attosecond Time Resolution,” Michael
Borland on “A Survey of Possible Near-Term Accelerator
Improvements,” and Aled Edwards on “Structural Biology and
Genomes.” Student poster prize winners (Jeremy Robinson from
the University of California, Berkeley, for “Metal-Induced
Assembly of a Semiconductor-Island Lattice: Ge Islands on Au-
Patterned Si,” Anthony Escuadro of Northwestern University for
“XSW Imaging of Submonolayer Vanadium Oxides on α-Fe 2 O

3 (0001),” and Marcus Young of Northwestern University for
“Internal Strain Measurements in Ultrahigh-Carbon Steels” spot-
lighted APS science, and scientists, of the future.

Workshop topics included nanoscale bio-hybrid materials,
advanced nanopatterning, and scientific applications of the hard
x-ray nanoprobe, all conducted jointly by APS and CNM.
Workshops conducted solely by the APS addressed collection of
good diffraction data, scattering from liquid surfaces and inter-
faces, metals and metalloids in cell biology, deep x-ray lithogra-
phy and LIGA, applications of grazing incidence small-angle x-
ray scattering, and generation and use of short x-ray pulses at
the APS. Contact: Susan Strasser (strasser@aps.anl.gov)

Top photo: The poster session on the APS experiment hall floor. (Middle
row) Poster presenters and their attentive audiences. Bottom photo: A
tour of the APS experiment hall capped off the CNM groundbreaking cer-
emony on the last day of the user meeting. Murray Gibson (third from
right) regales (left to right) Illinois Governor Rod Blagojevich; Marvin E.
Gunn, Jr., Manager, U.S. DOE Chicago Operations Office; U.S. Secretary
of Energy Samuel Bodman; Don Randel, President, The University of
Chicago; Jack Lavin, Director, Illinois Department of Commerce and
Economic Opportunity; and Argonne Director Robert Rosner.
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Experiments at the APS by Fiscal Year User Visits to the APS by Fiscal Year

APS Users by Employment Level (FY05)APS Publications by Calendar Year (99-05)

Number of Visits to the APS by User Type

APS Users by Institution Type (FY05)
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NEW CONTROLS FOR 8-ID

When XOR beamline 8-ID became part of the APS, its anti-
quated, PC-based control system was replaced with standard
hardware and software tools from the AES Beamline Controls
and Data Acquisition (BCDA) Group, based on the
Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS)
software toolkit. These changes led to improved functionality,
improved ease of use, significantly faster data acquisition, and
markedly greater beamline automation and reliability.

The original control and data acquisition system at XOR
sector 8 was based on spec running on Linux PCs. Motor con-
trol and some data acquisition were done in or near the experi-
ment enclosures, using PCs with legacy Industry Standard
Architecture (ISA) cards and bus extenders. The ISA-based PC
workstations and associated control hardware were obsolete,
but the task of upgrading and replacing them was too difficult
and time-consuming for the beamline staff to accomplish. The
8-ID beamline staff decided to convert to BCDA-standard hard-
ware and software tools at that time. The BCDA Group recom-
mended VME-based processor and control hardware and an
EPICS-based software package (synApps) for this large-scale
beamline control application. Because XOR sector 8 had
become part of the APS, BCDA would be primarily responsible
for implementing the control system upgrade.

A primary goal of the XOR sector 8 control system conver-
sion was to ensure that no scheduled experiments would be dis-
rupted. This goal was accomplished by using an incremental
approach that involved converting one hutch per shutdown
period. Other goals were for existing beamline motor stages
and stand-alone control and data acquisition devices to be
reused, and for compatibility with spec to be maintained. The
beamline staff and the BCDA Group were successful in achiev-
ing all of the project goals. Over the span of three shutdown
periods, all four 8-ID hutches were converted to an
EPICS/VME-based control system running the synApps beam-
line control package. 

The A station control conversion supported all the existing
optical components (two tables, white-beam slits, and mirror

stage). The beamline control system was enhanced by adding a
direct interface to the beamline equipment protection system
and remote shutter control (with an auto-open feature). Since
the initial control conversion, improvements have continued in
the A station. Position data for all the optical components are
now fed back into the control system.

The D station (monochromator) conversion supported the
existing motors. Support was added for an existing rotation posi-
tion feedback device. In addition, APS-provided storage ring sta-
tus information was made available to 8-ID by adding the bunch
clock generator and machine status link interface cards to the D
station. The 21-slot VME card cage used for the D station was
also capable of controlling the E experimental station.

The I station was the first one converted from PC-based
control to EPICS. The station contains several motor-driven
optical components (one table and four slits), a digitally con-
trolled filter stage, and a multitude of serial-interfaced devices
(current preamplifiers, slits, a power supply, and a temperature
controller). Support for all of the I-station devices—except the
programmable power supply, which was added to synApps as
part of the switchover—was already contained in synApps.
General-purpose input/output was added to the VME control
platform to provide flexibility in designing experiments. 

The standalone E station has many of the same optical and
data acquisition devices as the I station. The VME-based control
hardware and software for these devices was installed in the
combination D-E control VME crate. In addition, synApps sup-
port was created for a scanning electrometer and a sub-micron-
accuracy, three-axis positioning system. For this latter applica-
tion, synApps general motor support software maintained
“closed-loop” control to encure submicron accuracy with this
stage.

In summary, the BCDA Group has efficiently and effectively
upgraded the beamline 8-ID control scheme to a modern VME-
based control system and provided many benefits to 8-ID, such
as greater automation, reliability, and data acquisition rates.
Moreover, and perhaps more important, the successful conver-
sion demonstrates that the BCDA Group can effectively support
and enhance the many new beamlines that the APS is charged
with operating. Contact: Joe Sullivan (sullivan@aps.anl.gov)

Fig. 1. Top-level 8-ID beamline schematic implemented in MEDM.

Fig. 2. Top-level control screen for the I station (implemented in MEDM).

USER SUPPORT

APS USERS
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SUPPORTING SPEC
In response to requests from scien-

tists at numerous APS beamlines, the
AES Beamline Control and Data Acqui-
sition (BCDA) Group has initiated a pro-
gram to support spec (Fig. 1), software
from Certified Scientific Software that is
used for x-ray diffraction and data acqui-
sition. The APS purchased a site license
and has installed spec at a number of
instrument stations around the experi-
ment hall. While the Experimental
Physics and Industrial Control System
(EPICS) is the major hardware control
platform at APS beamlines, spec re-
mains an essential front-end data acqui-
sition program because of its compatibil-
ity with EPICS. Many APS users prefer
spec because of its extensive built-in
functionalities for numerous experimental
geometries and its versatile macro com-
mand language, through which scientists
can expand and customize spec’s built-
in capabilities. In 2005, the BCDA Group added an engineer to
provide technical support to the spec community.

One of the major goals of the BCDA spec support pro-
gram is the development of a central spec repository for macro
command sequences. Site-dependent macros are tailored to
meet the specific needs for each instrument, as researchers at
various beamlines develop macros for their specific controls;
some of these macros might be useful to others, with minor
modifications, and there are many general-purpose macros that
can be shared amongst the community, such as those for
charge-coupled device detector control and user-defined
header and data columns. The BCDA Group implements, col-
lects, and sorts these common macros; maintains and expands
the repository; and distributes these macros throughout the
APS-managed file system. The BCDA repository helps to
reduce duplication of effort in the creation of macros, while the
APS users benefit by having the same interface at different
beamlines. 

In addition to assisting beamline staff on spec configura-
tion based on a beamline's EPICS control system, the BCDA
Group develops and evaluates spec-related tools and applica-
tions, installs and upgrades spec for APS beamline research
stations, and surveys beamline needs for future development.
The support staff also writes site-specific macros in a timely
manner for the beamlines. For instance, in 2005, many macros
were written for beamlines 4-ID and 8-ID per requests from the
beamline personnel. 

Some of the BCDA-developed macros in use at various
beamlines include a package to control multi-channel analyzers
(MCA) on top of the EPICS interface that allows users to trigger
multiple MCAs and save the spectra and regions of interest into
the spec file during scans. This package has been deployed at

XOR 4-ID and XOR/UNI. It can be used at any other beamline
if the EPICS-based MCA DXP server is installed for hardware
control. 

The BCDA Group also assists with the integration of spec
into the EPICS control system. For example, a soft input/output
controller tool (specIOC) was implemented to allow spec to
send out the Miller indices and the orientation matrix as EPICS
PVs. Other applications can monitor these values in real time
via the channel access. 

All of these macros, complete with documentation, can be
accessed from the BCDA spec macro repository at
http://www.aps.anl.gov/aod/bcda/spec.
Contact: Xuesong Jiao (jiaox@aps.anl.gov)

Jonathan Lang (left) of the XSD X-ray Magnetic Materials Group confers with Xuesong Jiao,
AES BCDA Group spec specialist, in the XOR 4-ID control room.

Fig. 1. A typical spec graphical user interface.

APS USERS
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Providing a computing environment
suitable for a state-of-the-art user facility
such as the APS is the challenge for the
AES Information Technology (IT) Group.
Users of the APS constantly push the lim-
its of computing technology, with faster
and higher-resolution imaging detectors
and faster computers that generate data
at ever-increasing speeds and quantities.
Beamlines operating 24 hours per day for
up to three months at a time host thou-
sands of visiting scientists and experi-
ments each year, resulting in a dynamic
and ever-changing computing environ-
ment. The IT Group has developed a sys-
tematic approach to designing and main-
taining a network and computing environ-
ment that meets the current and future
needs of APS users.

When the first APS beamlines were
commissioned, IT supported three sectors
(five beamlines). Data storage consisted
of two disk array systems with an aggre-
gate of about 30 gigabytes (GB) of stor-
age. The data output of most experiments
was measured in megabytes (MB) per
day. Today, IT services 12 beamlines (9
sectors), and that number is expected to
grow to about 21 beamlines (16 sectors)
within a year. During 2005, the IT Group
completed a number of projects aimed at
increasing the reliability of IT support sys-
tems, as well as improving the ability of
APS users to store and access data from
these experiments.

Beamline Networking Cyber

Security Cyber security for beamline
networks that meets U.S. Department of
Energy and Argonne requirements is pro-
vided by APS-managed firewalls. Three
levels of firewall protection mitigate risks
from vendor vulnerabilities and leverage the security capabili-
ties of different vendors. The firewalls, which are placed at dif-
ferent tiers of the network to provide multilayer security,
include antivirus, anti-spam, and URL filtering to prevent intru-
sions. Network traffic is analyzed by using APS-developed
programs that detect network intrusion attempts and automat-
ically block the source address of the attacker.

Moving Data The first APS beamline network consisted of
10-megabit (Mb)/s shared bandwidth. The IT Group has
upgraded those networks to a level that will meet user needs for
many years. Network components have been used to construct

a backbone comprising multiple redundant 1-gigabit (Gb)/s opti-
cal fiber connections. Switches located at each sector provide
gigabit connectivity to the desktop, allowing the newest comput-
ers to access the network and move data files at maximum
speed. The switches were engineered for easy upgrade to a 10-
Gb/s backbone network. The wireless network was upgraded
and expanded in the APS experiment hall and laboratory/office
module buildings and now provides 802.11G 54-Mb/s connec-
tivity to all user beamlines, offices, and labs at the facility. 

Managing Data File servers are the heart of beamline data
storage. During 2005, file servers for beamline support were

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT FOR THE APS BEAMLINES

David Wallis (left) and Fred
Carter (both AES) in the APS
computer room, amid the
accelerator and beamline
servers.

APS USERS
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upgraded to a pair of Enterprise servers configured as a high-
availability cluster. Each server monitors the other; if one
server fails or is shut down for maintenance, the other automat-
ically takes over. Each server also has redundant hardware
configurations to ensure that it can stay on line in the event of
even the most common failures.

Storing Data During 2005, an aging assortment of disk
arrays was replaced with a new storage system that provides
20 terabytes (TB) (20,000 GB) of high-performance, high-avail-
ability storage. The system connects to file servers via a 2-Gb/s
optical fiber technology and features redundant RAID-5 con-
trollers in 10 disk trays, a number of warm spare disk drives,
and a storage management controller that automates many of
the operations required to configure and maintain the storage
system. Hot-swap capability allows replacement of compo-
nents without storage system shutdown. The system can be
expanded to a total of 60 TB of storage. A near-term goal for
the IT Group is developing a system that will allow users to
archive all of their beamline data nearly indefinitely and retrieve
historical data easily and automatically.

Distributed Network Services New workgroup servers
provide better access to a number of network information serv-
ices, including distributed domain name service, dynamic host

configuration protocol, and network time protocol. These
servers are configured so that in the event of a network failure,
beamlines will have access to necessary services so that
experiments can continue.The servers are also a platform for
distributing Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System
and locally developed beamline control and data analysis soft-
ware.

Taking Data Home In response to requests from beamline
users, the IT Group is upgrading a single file transfer protocol
(FTP) server with two new servers and expanded storage.
Visiting scientists often generate more data than can be conve-
niently written to DVDs that they transport to home institutions.
Or a user might submit experiment samples to be processed by
APS personnel without the user actually visiting the APS. File
transfer protocol provides a simple and reliable method of
transferring data files from the APS to an external user's com-
puter. Typically, more than 1,000 files per week are transferred
from the FTP server when experiments are generating data.
The new FTP servers are configured as a high-availability pair.
In order to support the large amount of data that users gener-
ate, each server provides 1 TB of storage. Users also have the
option of accessing the FTP servers via their web browsers. 
Contact: Kenneth Sidorowicz (kvs@aps.anl.gov)

THE DEDICATED INELASTIC X-RAY SCATTERING PROGRAM AT THE APS
The dedicated inelastic x-ray scattering

beamline at the APS that could only be
described in the 2004 APS annual report
(APS Science 2004, ANL-05/04, pg. 138)
can now be visited as it draws closer to
completion in 2006, with a general user
program starting in 2007. The gleaming sil-
ver 9-m-long movable arm of the HERIX
spectrometer (photo at right) has been
installed in the research station at beam-
line 30-ID. HERIX and the companion MERIX
instrument will enable a scientific program
that covers a range of exciting research
areas, including correlated electron sys-
tems, high-melting-temperature liquids,
biologically important DNA solutions or
proteins, and nanophase materials. The
microfocusing capability will enable high-
pressure experiments in diamond-anvil
cells. HERIX will be used predominantly to
study phonon excitations in solids, while
MERIX is designed to study electronic exci-
tations. Construction of the Inelastic X-ray
Scattering Collaborative Development
Team sector 30 is funded by the National
Science Foundation; the U.S. Department
of Energy, Office of Basic Energy Sciences; and participating universities. See: http://www.ixs.aps.anl.gov/. Contact: John Hill
(hill@bnl.gov), Ercan Alp (eea@aps.anl.gov), Harald Sinn (HERIX, sinn@aps.anl.gov), or Clem Burns and and Yuri Shvydko (MERIX,
burnsc@wmich.edu, shvydko@aps.anl.gov).

AA R O U N DR O U N D T H ET H E EE X P E R I M E N TX P E R I M E N T HH A L LA L L

Present at the installation of the HERIX spectrometer (all ANL unless otherwise indi-
cated). First row: Ayman Said, Jacques Van Zyl (Oxford Danfysik), Harald Sinn, Ian
Campton (Oxford Danfysik), Bran Brajuskovic, Tim Roberts. Second row: Mike Bosek,
Scott Wesling, Kristine Mietsner, Stan Johnson. Third row: Keith Knight, Ahmet Alatas,
Bill Jansma. Last row: Mike Johnson, John Wozniak, Ed Theres.

APS USERS
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THE ACCELERATOR

LIGHT SOURCE OPERATIONS

In calendar year (CY) 2005, the APS scheduled 5024.4 h
for user-beam operations and delivered 4925.3 h. The empha-
sis on meeting established availability and reliability goals has
continued to yield impressive results, with the reliability—
expressed as the mean time between faults (MTBF)—climbing
to 86.4 h. The focus of accelerator R&D has moved in the direc-
tion of identifying and addressing accelerator issues to support
the APS tactical plan.

BEAM AVAILABILITY AND MTBF

During 2005, accelerator operation, as quantified by avail-
ability and MTBF, was exceptional (see Table 1). The APS has,
since 2000, routinely exceeded the goal of 95% availability. A
concerted effort has been made to maintain this level of avail-

ability while reducing the number of faults. These efforts have
resulted in a reliability figure-of-merit of 88.4 h MTBF, an
increase from 68.1 in CY 2004. Although the number of faults
has remained low, the accelerator complex (now in operation for
nearly 10 years) is experiencing end-of-life aging on many com-
ponents. The facility cannot afford to preemptively replace the
larger, more costly components, resulting in a longer "mean
time to recovery" when these devices fail. (A storage ring radio
frequency [rf] system klystron failed during Run 2005-3.) 

USER OPERATION FILL PATTERNS

Various storage ring operation modes have been devel-
oped to meet different user-beam requirements. The operating
modes used in 2005 were:

• Top-up, 24 singlets fill pattern
• Top-up, 1 + 7 x 8 hybrid (singlet) fill pattern
• Non-top-up, 324 multibunch
• Non-top-up, 1296 multibunch
See Fig. 1 for relative utilization.

Continued on page 172
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Table 1. Operations statistics—CY 2004-CY 2005.

CY2004 CY2005

Run number Run 05-1 Run 05-2 Run 05-3

Start 1/31/05 6/1/05 10/4/05

End 4/21/05 8/25/05 12/22/05

Total hours scheduled (h) 5,128.3 1,639.3 1,792.1 1,593.0 5,024.4

Beam available for users (h) 5,039.3 1,617.0 1,764.8 1,543.6 4925.3

Beam availability (%) 98.3 98.6 98.48 96.9 98.03

Total downtime (h) 88.9 22.4 27.4 49.4 99.2

Average current (mA) 99.4 99.6 100.88 100.3 100.3

Number of faults 74 15 20 22 57

Mean time between faults (h) 68.1 107.8 88.2 70.2 86.4

Mean time to recovery (h) 1.2 1.5 1.4 2.2 1.7

Injector availability (%) 98.4 98.76 97.60 95.47 97.28

Above: Raul Mascote (AES) in the APS storage ring. An APS undulator A  is at left. 

Right: Fig. 1. Calendar year 2005 scheduled times for different APS operating 
modes. Total scheduled hours: 5,024.4.



Note that all operations now utilize the low-emittance lattice
developed over the last several years, CY 2004 being the first
year in which this was the case (see Table 2).

The most common fill pattern was 24 singlets spaced by
154 ns. Top-up injection (injecting beam into the storage ring
every two minutes.) is utilized for this fill pattern.

The hybrid singlet pattern is used by the timing community
to perform dynamic biological, chemical, and condensed mat-
ter/materials science studies. This pattern is defined as a single
bunch containing a maximum of 16 mA isolated from the
remaining bunches by symmetrical 1.59-μsec gaps. The maxi-
mum current in the single bunch has been increased this year
to the 16-mA level from 8 mA in the previous year. (See page
176.) The remaining current is distributed in 8 groups of 7 con-
secutive bunches and a spacing of 48 ns between groups. Top-
up is also utilized in this mode, but in order to maintain the
higher current in the single bunch, injection is scheduled every
60 s as opposed to the 2-min interval in the normal sing-let fill
pattern.

Non-top-up operation (refilling the storage ring twice every
24 h) is mainly used to provide injector beam time for parasitic
injector study, operator training, and injector maintenance and
improvement. A 324-multibunch fill pattern (bunch spacing of
11.4 ns) has been utilized; in CY2005, the APS began using a
fill pattern in which all rf buckets (1,296) in the storage ring are
populated. This mode was developed primarily as a reliability
initiative; the particle accumulator ring (PAR) is used to manip-
ulate the time structure of the beam to contain all of the incom-
ing charge into one 352-MHz storage ring bucket. If the require-
ment for clean single bunches (no charge in neighboring rf
buckets) is relaxed, the PAR is not needed. Thus, the 1,296-
bunch fill pattern was created primarily as a backup plan in case
a major failure occurs in the PAR during operation. However,
the lower per-bunch current results in a much longer lifetime
(about 100 h as opposed to 60 h for the 324-bunch mode) and,
therefore, more constant current across the refills. There is
about 92 mA remaining after 12 h (with 324 bunches, this has
been approximately 83 mA). Non-top-up operation in CY 2006
will continue to use a mix of these two modes.

Beam current is 102 mA for all modes. The APS has con-
tinued to explore a program of raising the current during short

“The Accelerator” from page 170

Table 2. APS beam parameters at radiation points,
2.5-nm horizontal emittance, 1% coupling.

ID BM

Horiz. beta function (m) 19.4 2.39

Horiz. dispersion (m) 0.172 0.059

Horiz. rms beam size (μμm) 275 95.3

Horiz. rms divergence (mrad) 11.3 56.7

Vert. beta function (m) 2.98 24.6

Vert. rms beam size (μμm) 8.8 25.2

Vert. rms divergence (mrad) 2.9 1.2

TTYPICALYPICAL APS MAPS MACHINEACHINE

OOPERAPERATIONSTIONS PPARAMETERSARAMETERS

LINAC

Output energy 325 MeV

Output beam charge 1–3 nC

Normalized emittance 10–20 mm-mrad

Frequency 2.856 GHz

Modulator pulse rep rate 30 Hz

Gun rep rate 2–12 Hz
(1–6 pulses, 33.3 ms apart every 0.5 sec)

Beam pulse length 8–30 ns

Bunch length 1–10 ps FWHM

PARTICLE ACCUMULATOR RING (PAR)

Nominal energy 450 MeV

Circumference 30.66 m

Cycle time 500 ms

Fundamental rf frequency (RF1) 9.77 MHz

12th harmonic rf frequency (RF12) 117.3 MHz

RMS bunch length 0.34 ns
(after compression) 

INJECTOR SYNCHROTRON (BOOSTER)
Nominal extraction energy 7.0 GeV

Injection energy 325 MeV

Circumference 368.0 m

Lattice structure 10 FODO cells/
quadrant

Ramping rep rate 2 Hz

Natural emittance 65 nm-rad

Radio frequency 351.930 MHz

STORAGE RING SYSTEM

Nominal energy 7.0 GeV

Circumference 1,104 m

Number of sectors 40

Length available for insertion device 5.0 m

Nominal circulating current, multibunch 100 mA

Natural emittance 2.5 nm-rad

Momentum spread 0.096%

Effective emittance 3.1 nm-rad

Vertical emittance 0.025 nm-rad

Coupling 1%

Revolution frequency 272 kHz

Radio frequency 351.930 MHz

Number of bunches 24 to 1296

Time between bunches 153 to 2.8 ns

Bunch length 70 ps to 23 ps

Bunch length in hybrid mode @ 16 mA 70 ps to 23 ps
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periods of operation as part of a strategy for raising normal
operational current. This has been put on hold while a thorough
analysis is done on the reliability and performance of all front-
end and beamline components that are exposed to insertion
device x-rays. This work is ongoing.

ACCELERATOR R&D IN SUPPORT OF

THE APS STRATEGIC PLAN

The APS Strategic Plan has a number of implications for
accelerator innovation. The notable implications are requests
for longer straight sections (see the article on page 175) that
allow space for additional insertion devices, and for customized
lattice functions—reducing the horizontal beam size—in the
insertion device straight sections. Both of these issues have
been studied in stand-alone cases. However, as the strategic
plan is developed, there will be multiple requests for each of
these types of accelerator modification, and the requests will
come from arbitrary sectors (from an accelerator symmetry per-
spective). Because of the significant beamline infrastructure in
place on the experimental hall floor, it is desirable to leave that

They are “machine operators” in more ways than one. Personnel in the APS Main Control Room (photo above) are not only highly skilled at oper-
ating the APS accelerator and beamline systems—they have also been trained to provide limited after-hours machine shop support for users in
dire need of drill-press services at 3:00 a.m. Shown are (l. to r.): Bryan Oakley (ASD), Shane Flood (ASD), John Forrestal (AES), and Joe Sutton (ASD).

infrastructure where it is and apply the accelerator modifica-
tions where needed. This will mean asymmetric accelerator
modifications—perhaps in consecutive sectors, perhaps in
combinations of the modifications in adjacent sectors. It is this
problem that has been studied in both simulations and on the
storage ring. (See the article, “A High-throughput Interface for
Storage Ring Modeling,” on the next page). The storage ring is
proving to be a very flexible accelerator, but specific steps for-
ward have not yet been defined.

Time domain science is another component of the strate-
gic plan that affects the accelerator. There is considerable inter-
est in producing x-ray pulses on the order of 1 ps. A method for
producing these short pulses using rf manipulation of the circu-
lating electron beam and x-ray optics has been proposed by
Zholents of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. The parameters of
the APS storage ring make it a very good candidate for imple-
mentation of this scheme. Accelerator physicists at the APS
have demonstrated the feasibility of the scheme. Research and
development on the rf systems is under way.
Contact: Rod Gerig (rod@aps.anl.gov)

THE APS LIGHT SOURCE
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Researchers in the APS Accelerator Systems
Division have developed a graphical user interface
(GUI) to a popular APS-developed accelerator simula-
tion code that provides physicists with high-throughput
analysis of storage ring designs. The interface allows
the physicist to concurrently and easily use many nodes
of a Linux cluster. With this interface, physicists can per-
form, in less than an hour, analyses that used to take
days. It also produces some eye-catching graphics. 

The simulation code in question is known as “ele-

gant” (eelleectron ggeneration aannd ttracking), and it is the
basic tool used by accelerator physicists at the APS for
accelerator design and simulation. In fact, all of the
accelerator configurations presently in use at the APS—
from the linac to the storage ring—were designed using
this code. The code is also used at the APS and world-
wide for research into next-generation light sources,
including storage rings, energy recovery linacs, and
free-electron lasers.

One of the salient features of elegant is that it uses the
APS-developed SDDS (Self-Describing Data Sets) file protocol
for input and output, which means that the powerful SDDS
Toolkit is available for pre- and post-processing of data. As a
result, any scripting language—such as Tcl/Tk—can be used to
configure and run elegant and process the data. These are, not
coincidentally, the same tools used for development of much of
the software that is used to operate the APS. However, whereas
in the case of the APS a wealth of GUIs are provided, the indi-
vidual elegant user is left to develop private scripts.

Owing, again, to its use of SDDS files, elegant is well
suited for a Linux-cluster-based batch queue, which permits
running many jobs simultaneously. With SDDS files and scripts,
the results of these jobs can be easily monitored, collated, and
post-processed. The newly developed GUI makes it unneces-

sary for users to develop their own scripts for certain common time-
consuming calculations, such as phase space tracking, dynamic
aperture tracking, and frequency map analysis. It also permits the
user to make efficient use of a large cluster because it allows simul-
taneous submittal and monitoring of many tasks, each consisting of a
multitude of jobs.

The elegant software was used in many APS lattice development
efforts in the last year to gain insight into which lattices can be
expected to work well and how to improve those that work poorly. For
example, work on mocked-up long straight section (LSS) lattices and
lattices providing reduced horizontal beam size (RHB) all made use of
the new interface. Figure 1 shows an example of frequency map
analysis for the “combo lattice,” which is a developmental lattice for
determining whether one can eventually provide a mixture of LSS and
RHB straight sections.
Contact: Michael Borland (borland@aps.anl.gov)

Fig. 1. Frequency map analysis for candidate combo-lattice configurations from
the elegant Ring Analysis GUI. The left-hand plot shows a lattice with inadequate
momentum aperture, indicated by a gap in the colored region near d=0.02,
which is caused by a resonance. The right-hand plot shows a revised configura-
tion that extends the energy aperture above the 2% boundary. The black sym-
bols show various resonances that may cause performance problems in a poorly
corrected lattice.

A HIGH-THROUGHPUT INTERFACE FOR STORAGE RING MODELING

Accelerator physicists Louis Emery (l.) and Michael
Borland (both ASD) contemplate the interface.

ACCELERATOR OPERATIONS
AND IMPROVEMENTS
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Thanks to the foresight of those who designed it, the APS
storage ring has a great deal of built-in flexibility, which opens
up many avenues of improvement. In particular, unlike any pre-
vious storage ring light source, the APS has independent power
supplies for every one of its 400 quadrupole magnets and 280
sextupole magnets. This allows physicists to more readily con-
template such things as beta-function customization or
increased straight-section length, because the electron beam
optics can be adjusted (within limits) on a sector-by-sector
basis. In addition, because the APS performs top-up, it can be
operated with such customizations even if they may result in
decreased beam lifetime.

History and Options

APS straight sections provide space for two 2.4-m-long
insertion devices and associated hardware. Following a ques-
tion raised by a beamline scientist during the APS Strategic
Planning Meeting in 2001, on-the-spot electron optics calcula-
tions on a laptop showed that a configuration providing 7.7 m
for undulators was possible with relatively simple modifications.
About a year later, interest was expressed in having four 2.4-m-
long undulators in a single straight section. This configuration
was investigated, and a possibility was found for providing
space for up to 10.8 m of undulators [1], albeit with extensive
modifications. A detailed design study and cost estimate was
undertaken by a group of APS accelerator physicists, mechan-
ical engineers, and project managers. 

Figure 1 shows, in schematic form, the various arrange-
ments that were investigated, along with the amount of free
space for each. Option 1 involves the fewest changes to the
ring. Essentially, a large quadrupole magnet is removed from
each side of the undulator, and the existing small quadrupole
magnet is moved into its place, increasing the free space from
5.6 m to 8.5 m. Options 2, 3, and 4 involve shortening the exist-
ing dipole magnets and building new magnet girders, which
makes them considerably more expensive. 

Figure 2 shows the brightness one could achieve with
Option 4 and four 2.4-m-long U27 undulators in a single long

straight section. The improvement is slightly less than a
factor of four, because the beta functions for the long
straight section optics do not match the undulator radia-
tion as well as the normal beta functions.

Experimental Tests

Given the flexibility of the APS ring, one can mock-
up an Option-1-type long straight section by turning off
some quadrupole magnets on either side of a straight
section. (Of course, one must also make other adjust-
ments.) The first tests were conducted just after the 2001
APS Strategic Planning Meeting and showed that the
idea was workable in a single straight section. Further
tests in 2003 explored the dynamic aperture and other
aspects of the lattice.

In 2005, it became known that several sectors might
benefit from having an Option 1 long straight section. A
workable lattice was developed that mocked up long
straight sections in sectors 1, 3, 9, 11, 30, and 32.
Subsequently, a similar lattice—that also includes
smaller beam size in three other sectors—was tested
and also appears workable, although the lifetime is
reduced from ~7 h to ~4 h. This limitation is readily han-
dled with faster top-up injection. In addition, the effective
beam emittance increases from 3.1 nm to 3.8 nm, an
unfortunate trade-off that must be made for such exten-
sive lattice changes. 
Contact: M. Borland (borland@aps.anl.gov), Louis Emery
(emery@aps.anl.gov), Efim Gluskin (gluskin@aps.anl.gov),
Kathy Harkay (harkay@ aps.anl.gov), Vadim Sajaev (sajaev@
aps.anl.gov)

REFERENCE

[1] L. Emery et al., "Progress and Prospects Toward
Brightness Improvements at the APS," Proc. of PAC
2001, p. 2602 (2001).

Fig. 1. Diagrams of two sectors, showing various possible configurations for
lengthened straight sections. The values in parentheses indicate the maxi-
mum distance between the gate values on either side of the straight section.

Fig. 2. Brightness curves for U27 undulators for a normal APS
straight section with one undulator, and a long straight section
with four undulators.

1 ×× 2.4 m

4 ×× 2.4 m

LONG STRAIGHT SECTIONS

THE APS LIGHT SOURCE
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Stored beam at the APS consists of a set of up
to 1,296 circulating electron bunches. The injection
system is flexible enough to allow filling of any pat-
tern in the 1,296 available slots, although not all of
the possible patterns or modes are compatible with
good operation of the ring. Among the modes used
at the APS are 1,296-, 324-, and 24-bunch patterns
with equispaced bunches of nominally the same
intensity. The storage ring also routinely operates in
the so-called “hybrid mode.”

Hybrid mode refers to a bunch pattern in which
there is one intense bunch on one side of the ring
and a train of 56 less-intense bunches on the other
side of the ring. The intensity of the single bunch and
the space between it and the other bunches are
important for certain types of time-resolved experi-
ments. The intensity of the single bunch is limited by
a collective instability that originates in the electro-
magnetic interaction of the bunch with the walls of
the vacuum chamber, particularly the small-gap
chambers at beamlines 3-ID (now removed) and 4-ID.
Overcoming this instability requires increasing the
strength of the sextupole magnets in the ring, which
stabilizes the beam by introducing a spread in reso-
nant frequencies for different electrons in the intense
bunch. However, increasing the sextupole strength
also reduces the beam lifetime for both types of
bunches. It has long been known that decreasing
the top-up interval would compensate for shorter
lifetime. What was not known is how high the single
bunch current could go and at what cost in increased
top-up rate.

Following the removal of the 3-ID vacuum
chamber (for other reasons), it was expected that
the single-bunch current limit would increase.
Furthermore, improvements to the storage ring
optics made the sextupole magnet stabilization more
effective. In other words, one could achieve a given
stable bunch current for a lower sextupole strength
and, hence, longer lifetime. Increasing the sextupole
strengths further than before possible made it fea-
sible to go as high as 20.7 mA, a new record for the
APS and significantly higher than the normal 8-mA
hybrid bunch. 

However, there is a downside. The effective hor-
izontal emittance of the hybrid bunch increases with
increasing current, due to a phenomenon known as
the microwave instability (which cannot be cured
with sextupoles). Figure 1 shows the ratio of hybrid-
bunch current to hybrid-bunch emittance, which is
roughly proportional to the brightness delivered by
the hybrid bunch. It continues to increase even as
the 21-mA limit is approached. Backing off to 16 mA
permitted the establishment of a conservative new

operating point with twice the former hybrid bunch intensity. This was found
to be consistent with a 60-s top-up interval, with about 3 of every 4 top-up
shots going to replenish the hybrid bunch. 
Contact: M. Borland (borland@aps.anl.gov), L. Emery (emery@aps.anl.gov),
K. Harkay (harkay@aps.anl.gov), V. Sajaev (sajaev@aps.anl.gov)

Fig. 1. Hybrid bunch current over hybrid bunch emittance as a bunch of current.
This demonstrates that the brightness continues increasing even up to the insta-
bility limit at about 21 mA.
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Fig. 2. Measured rms bunch duration of the hybrid bunch as a function of its
current
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In addition, an unusual feature of the APS linac was uti-
lized, namely the existence of special bunch-compression mag-
nets, known as alpha magnets, following the rf guns. These
magnets have a unique property: if the beam energy changes,
so does the time required for the beam to travel through the
magnet. Hence, one can detect energy changes by looking for
arrival time changes (i.e., by looking for beam-to-rf phase
changes when the beam arrives at the accelerating structure).
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Using this analysis, feedback on the
beam energy from the gun was also established, a method that
is much more precise and reliable than the old method of feed-
ing back directly on the detected rf power.
Contact: Nick Sereno (sereno@aps.anl.gov),

M. Borland (borland@aps.anl.gov)

The APS storage ring creates x-rays by
sending a beam of electrons through the
magnetic fields of undulators and bending
magnets. Those electrons originate in the
APS linear accelerator (linac) and go
through a complex chain of acceleration and
conditioning before injection into the storage
ring. In top-up mode, the linac is required to
provide beam at intervals of 60 or 120 s. This
process is highly automated and has
recently become more reliable owing to the
addition of new diagnostics and feedback
loops.

Like all high-energy electron linacs, the
APS linac uses radio frequency (rf) electro-
magnetic fields to accelerate electrons. This
process starts in one of two rf electron guns
and continues through a long series of accel-
erating structures. Both the guns and the
structures have a resonant frequency of
2856 MHz. How much energy the beam
picks up from any structure depends on the
phase of rf in these resonant structures
when the beam arrives. If the beam is “mis-
phased,” the result is not only less energy,
but a large energy spread. Such a condition
will create difficulties in the transport and
capture of the beam, resulting in a poor fill
rate or failure to keep up with beam losses
during top-up.

Traditionally, direct feedback was used
on the measured rf phase relative to a refer-
ence signal to attempt to control this.
However, these measurements were subject
to drift. Occasionally, operators would have to interrupt top-up
in order to maximize the beam energy and minimize the energy
spread. In addition, operators would have to adjust phases
manually whenever starting the linac.

As a result of several years of development by the ASD
Diagnostics Group, the APS linac now supplies measurements
of the rf phases relative to the beam itself. This eliminates prob-
lems with drift of a reference signal, since the beam now gen-
erates the reference for each structure. Using these signals, the
ASD Operations and Analysis Group, working with the
Diagnostics Group and the ASD Main Control Room Group, set
up feedback loops that regulate the beam-to-rf phases. These
obviate the need to interrupt beam and to make manual adjust-
ments at startup. This provides more reliable beam and faster
recovery from linac shutdowns.

Fig. 1. Schematic of the concept behind rf gun energy regulation using an alpha mag-
net and phase detector, an idea originated and first applied at APS. The time-of-flight
through the alpha magnet varies with changing beam energy, as illustrated by the three
different colors. This is detected as a change in beam-to-rf phase between the rf power
into the gun and the beam after the alpha magnet. The phase error signal is used in a
feedback loop to correct the beam energy error.

NEW PHASE DETECTORS AND SOFTWARE

TO REDUCE LINAC DRIFT AND TOP-UP INTERRUPTIONS

THE APS LIGHT SOURCE
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For users who perform certain types of time-resolved stud-
ies, storage ring bunch purity is an important measure of per-
formance. Bunch purity is defined as the ratio of the number of
particles in the unwanted bucket to that in the main buckets.
The principal responsibility for generating pure bunches rests
with the particle accumulator ring (PAR), one of the accelerator
systems in the APS injector. The PAR is a 325-MeV electron
storage ring that has two functions: First, it accumulates charge
from the injector linear accelerator in order to make a bunch
with the desired intensity; second, it reduces the duration of that
bunch in order to make it acceptable for further acceleration in
the synchrotron. 

To accomplish these tasks, the PAR employs two radio fre-
quency (rf) systems, a low-frequency (“fundamental’) system
and a higher-frequency (“12th harmonic”) system. The funda-
mental system is used to capture long beam pulses from the
linac, while the harmonic system is used to compress the bunch

length to make it acceptable to the synchrotron. During the
compression process, satellite bunches with very low charge
may form during the harmonic rf capture and bunch-length com-
pression processes if the rf phase or beam charge of the rf sys-
tems vary. Once injected into the storage ring, these satellites
have much longer lifetimes than the main bunches and, hence,
they build up as top-up runs. 

In order to maintain good storage ring bunch purity, the
injector beam needs to be “clean” before it is injected into the
storage ring. The new PAR bunch cleaning system is designed
to ensure that this is the case. 

Figure 1 shows a PAR cycle. The first 167 ms is used for
fundamental rf beam capture. The next 80 ms is used for
bunch-length damping under fundamental rf. Rms bunch length

THE PARTICLE ACCUMULATOR RING GETS CLEANER

Fig.2. A bunch-cleaning drive signal The red trace is the drive sig-
nal and the black trace is the amplitude modulation signal.

Fig. 3. A bunch purity measurement result. The main peak reflects
the change in the main bucket. The blue lines mark the location
of the satellites. Left is the later side in time.

is reduced to about 0.9 ns by the end of this period. The har-
monic rf is then turned on, and beam is again captured into the
much shorter harmonic rf bucket. The bunch is further com-
pressed to about 0.34 ns in length. At this point, the bunch
cleaning system is turned on. It applies a high-frequency hori-
zontal kick to the beam that preferentially affects the satellites
and so drives out the unwanted satellites in 20 ms. After clean-
ing, the bunch in the PAR continues to damp its beam size and
bunch length and is then extracted into the booster synchrotron.

Figure 2 shows the bunch cleaning waveform. The basic
waveform is synchronized with the PAR revolution frequency
and consists of two pulses with opposite polarity. The basic
waveform is amplitude-modulated by a sinusoidal signal with a
frequency that matches the natural horizontal frequency (or
“tune”) of the beam. The main bunch is timed at the zero cross-
ing part of the basic waveform and therefore is not driven. The
satellite bunches are timed at the top of the basic waveform and

Fig.1. PAR operation cycle. The top trace is a harmonic rf wave-
form; the bottom trace is a beam current waveform. The marks
indicate the beginning of a time segment.

THE APS LIGHT SOURCE
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are driven by the modulating tune signal. The oscillation ampli-
tude of the satellite bunches grows with time due to resonant
excitation and these bunches are eventually lost. The effective-
ness of the system depends strongly on the timing accuracy
and consistency between beam bunches and the drive wave-
form. Substantial effort was spent on improving beam stability in
order to achieve better bunch cleaning performance.

Three injector accelerators must work together to provide
the stable, reliable, high-energy electron beam that the APS
storage ring uses to produce x-rays for user science. The APS
booster synchrotron (the third and final stage in the acceleration
process) injects electron beam into the ring at 7 GeV. In top-up
mode, the booster is required to provide beam at intervals of 60
s or 120 s. This represents the most demanding APS opera-
tions mode. Injector operation is now highly automated and has
recently become more reliable owing to the addition of new
automatic software to correct errors in the booster magnet
power supply outputs.

The booster accelerates the electron beam from low
energy (usually 325 MeV) to 7 GeV in 223 ms. The booster
magnets, which are families of dipoles, quadrupoles, and sex-
tupoles, must ramp from low to high current in 223 ms during
the acceleration process. As these magnets ramp, the current
in each must follow a linear trend within a tight tolerance so that
the electron beam is not lost as it accelerates.

In the past, human operators were required to monitor
each magnet power supply and manually operate software to
correct the magnet power supply current. This would some-
times lead to poor efficiency until an operator could correct the
supplies manually. Now, new software operates in a watchdog
mode, detects when the booster power supplies require feed-
back correction, and corrects the supplies immediately as
required, thereby relieving operations personnel of the need to
constantly monitor the power supplies. Routine booster opera-

tion is now fully automated, thanks to the addition of this soft-
ware. Other tasks previously requiring manual intervention,
such as optimization of the injection trajectory, injection energy,
and injection phase, were automated in 2004.
Contact: N. Sereno (sereno@aps.anl.gov)

Fig. 1. Relative current error of the booster dipole before and after
correction. The large ripples in the uncorrected trace would result
in a loss of beam in the booster, making top-up injection difficult.
The new software automatically detects and corrects problems
such as these.

Bunch purity in the storage ring is measured by an x-ray
avalanche photon detector. Bunch purity of the storage ring has
improved from a few × 10-6 to 2 × 10-7 since the installation and
operation of the PAR bunch cleaning system. The consistency of
the bunch purity has also improved greatly. Figure 3 shows a plot
of a recent storage ring bunch purity measurement.
Contact: C.-Y. Yao (cyao@aps.anl.gov)

The APS booster synchrotron.

IMPROVING INJECTOR RELIABILITY
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The APS is working with the National High Magnetic Field
Lab (NHMFL, in Tallahassee, FL), and with Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL) on the challenges involved in build-
ing a superconducting undulator for the APS. 

APS Science 2004 (ANL-05/04) carried a report
(“Superconducting Undulator R&D,” page 153) on successful
tests at the APS of an undulator segment using NbTi supercon-
ductor. The possibility of using the alternative Nb3Sn supercon-
ducting material is now being investigated. Nb3Sn supercon-
ductor offers a higher superconducting quench temperature, a
higher critical field, and higher critical current density. An undu-
lator built with Nb3Sn wire would be expected to reach higher
field strength. The drawback is that Nb3Sn conductor requires
heat treatment, after which the superconductor strands become
brittle. (The advantage of a Nb3Sn undulator can be seen in Fig.
1.)

A conceptual design for a Nb3Sn 15-cm-period supercon-
ducting undulator and cryosystem for the APS was completed
at the NHMFL [1], and a follow-on project is now under way to
demonstrate the feasibility of the design and to test two differ-

A MULTILAB COLLABORATION TOWARD
A SUPERCONDUCTING UNDULATOR

< Fig. 2. A conceptual design for the supercon-
ducting undulator. The superconducting coils
are above and below the beam tube. Thermal
standoffs maintain the vacuum gap between
the 77K beam tube and the 4K superconductor.

Fig. 1. Calculated peak field on the beam axis (right) and the
maximum field in the coil (left) for a 14.5-mm-period undulator are
shown as a function of the average current density in the coil for
three pole gaps: 7, 8.5, and 10 mm. The critical current densities
Jc and maximum coil fields of the two superconductor coils at
4.2K are also shown. The filled triangle on the peak field curve for
the 8.5-mm gap was achieved for the NbTi test. The filled rectan-
gle was achieved in the Nb3Sn test.

To MF
2.13.06 cor-
rected 2.20
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ent assembly schemes. A schematic is shown in
Fig. 2. Superconducting coils above and below
the beam axis are thermally isolated from the
beam tube by a small vacuum gap. The
beam tube will be held at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature so that much of the beam heat load
will be removed without affecting the ~4K
environment of the superconductor. The
smaller heat load at 4K—and absence of
beam tube heating and pressure bursts in the
storage ring vacuum in the event of a super-
conductor quench—make this design attractive for a
storage ring that demands high reliability. The slightly larger
pole gap required for thermal isolation is compensated for by
using Nb3Sn superconductor, which has a higher critical current
as compared to NbTi.

Two different assembly schemes are being tested. One
starts with a single-piece iron yoke (Fig. 3). The supercon-
ducting wire is wound around the yoke, with all periods being
wound continuously. This avoids joints in the superconduct-
ing wire that would add slightly to the heat load at 4K.

The other scheme, shown in Fig. 4, is to make the undula-
tor modular. Individual coils are manufactured, each wrapped
around its own stainless steel core. The coils would be stacked
on a pair of assembly rods, alternating with iron pole pieces.
Joints would have to be made between the coils after assem-
bly. This scheme may allow more adjustment possibilities than
the monolithic core, and a coil with problems could simply be
discarded.

One of the potential challenges with Nb3Sn conductor is
flux jumping, which results in the coil quenching at currents well
below what was expected from quench measurements of short
sections of wire. Some tests were run at the APS with Nb3Sn

Fig. 3. Five-period-long test yoke. After the winding is complete in
one groove, the wire is wrapped around a “button,”, seen on the
lower edge, to reverse the winding direction for the next groove.
This use of buttons was developed at LBNL [3].

conductor wound on the same design of low-carbon steel cores
that was used in the earlier NbTi tests. In these initial tests, the
expected critical current was not reached, as shown in Fig. 1,
because flux jumping intervened.

A common cure for flux jumping is to make the conductors
smaller in diameter. The usual fiberglass insulation is thick, so
when the strands get smaller the fraction of superconductor in
the coil pack drops. Less superconductor means less current
and a smaller field on the undulator axis. In Fig. 1., the critical
current Jc for Nb3Sn would be higher than what is shown if the
wire could be packed more compactly than the ~56% packing
assumed. With NbTi, the packing factor exceeded 90%
because of the thin Formvar insulation. However, the insulation

Fig. 4. Coils would be wound, heat treated,
and epoxy-impregnated individually around
their separate cores. The cores would then be
stacked alternately with iron poles to produce
a full undulator assembly.

Continued on next page
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APS SOURCE PARAMETERS

UNDULATOR A
Period: 3.30 cm
Length: 2.4 m
Kmax: 2.74 (effective; at minimum gap)
Minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Tuning range: 3.0–13.0 keV (1st harmonic)

3.0–45.0 keV (1st-5th harmonic)
On-axis peak brilliance:

5.0 × 1019 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 7 keV
Source size and divergence at 8.0 keV:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 12.6 μrad Σy': 6.4 μrad

2.70-CM UNDULATOR (SECTOR 3)
Period: 2.70 cm
Length: 2.4 m
Kmax:: 1.78 (effective; at minimum gap)
Minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Tuning range: 6.7–16.0 keV (1st harmonic)

6.7–60.0 keV (1st-5th harmonic, non-contiguous)
On-axis peak brilliance:

7.0 ×× 1019 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 8.5 keV
Source size and divergence at 8.0 keV:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 12.6 μrad Σy': 6.4 μrad

3.00-CM UNDULATOR (SECTOR 30)
Period: 3.00 cm
Length: 2.4 m
Kmax:: 2.20 (effective; at minimum gap)
Minimum gap: 10.5 mm
Tuning range: 4.6–14.5 keV (1st harmonic)

4.6–50.0 keV (1st-5th harmonic)
On-axis peak brilliance:

5.9 × 1019 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 8 keV
Source size and divergence at 8.0 keV:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 12.6 μrad Σy': 6.4 μrad

3.50-CM SMCO UNDULATOR (SECTOR 4)
Period: 3.50 cm
Length: 2.4 m
Kmax:: 3.08 (effective; at minimum gap)
Minimum gap: 9.5mm
Tuning range: 2.3–12.5 keV (1st harmonic)

2.3–42.0 keV (1st-5th harmonic)
On-axis peak brilliance:

4.5 × 1019 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 7 keV
Source size and divergence at 8.0 keV:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 12.6 μrad Σy': 6.4 μrad

5.50-CM UNDULATOR (SECTOR 2)
Period: 5.50 cm
Length: 2.4 m
Kmax:: 4.97 (effective; at minimum gap)
Minimum gap: 14.0 mm
Tuning range: 0.6–7.0 keV (1st harmonic)

0.6–25.0 keV (1st-5th harmonic)
On-axis peak brilliance:

2.0 × 1019 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 4 keV
Source size and divergence at 4.0 keV:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 13.9 μrad Σy': 8.6 μrad

for Nb3Sn must be able to survive the ~700° C heat treatment.
A group of researchers at LBNL has been working on the

development of a Nb3Sn-based superconducting undulator for
ALS [2,3]. The group is funded by the APS to investigate an
alternative type of ceramic insulation that is much thinner. They
are winding test sections of undulator using the same conduc-
tor, but with the two types of insulation in order to compare the
properties. The fiberglass (“S-glass”) thickness is ~70 μm,
whereas the thickness of the ceramic is ~15 μm. If the ceramic-
insulated wire works well, it would be a good choice for a full-
size undulator. Figure 5 shows the fiberglass test section after
winding and heat treating.

Another aspect of the work at LBNL is examination of the
Nb3Sn reaction process. The raw material must be heated for
the Nb and Sn to react and make the brittle superconducting
material. If the temperature stays hot for too long, the Sn begins
to contaminate the Cu matrix. (The superconducting wire con-
sists of small strands of superconductor embedded in a Cu
matrix.) Sn contamination raises the resistivity of the Cu at cryo-
genic temperature. A low resistivity in the Cu matrix at cryogenic
temperature contributes to a more stable superconducting coil
and can help reduce instability from flux jumping. It may be
advantageous to incompletely react the Nb and Sn, even
though that reduces the superconducting critical current, if the
current where flux jumping begins is increased. 

Ultimately, results of these studies will be used to construct
a superconducting undulator to be installed in the APS storage
ring. The first goal is an undulator that produces first-harmonic
radiation ranging from 19 to 28 keV. 

Fig. 5. A test section of undulator,
designed, wound, and heat treated
at LBNL. Another section is being pre-
pared using ceramic-insulated wire.
The LBNL design includes endshoes,
at the top and bottom in the photo
above, that provide additional sup-
port to the coil and help fill in voids.



APS SOURCE PARAMETERS

CIRCULARLY POLARIZED UNDULATOR (SECTOR 4)
Period: 12.8 cm
Length: 2.1 m
Circular mode:

Kmax:: 2.65 (effective; for both horizontal and vertical fields
at maximum currents of 1.2 kA horizontal and
0.34 kA vertical)

Bmax: 0.26 T (peak fields)
Tuning range: 0.5–3.0 keV (1st harmonic)
On-axis peak circular brilliance:

3.6 ×× 1018 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 1.8 keV 
Linear mode:

Kmax:: 2.80 (effective; for both horizontal and vertical fields
at maximum currents 1.4 kA horizontal and
0.40 kA vertical)

Bmax: 0.29 T (peak fields)
Tuning range: 0.8–3.0 keV (1st harmonic)

0.8–10.0 keV (1st–5th harmonic)
On-axis peak linear brilliance:

2.7 ×× 1018 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 2.1 keV
Switching frequency: 0-5 Hz
Switching rise time: 20 ms
Source size and divergence at 1.5 keV:

Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 18.0 μrad Σy': 14.3 μrad

ELLIPTICAL MULTIPOLE WIGGLER (SECTOR 11)
Period length: 16.0 cm
Number of poles: 34 permanent magnets,

36 electromagnets 
Length: 2.8 m
Kx-max: 1.3 (effective; at maximum current 1.15 kA)
Ky-max: 14.4 (peak; at minimum gap 24.0 mm)
Switching frequency: 0–10 Hz
Critical energy: 31.4 keV (at minimum gap)
Energy range: 5–200 keV
Elliptical mode (Kx = 1.3, Ky = 14.4)

Degree of circular polarization (Pc) ~90%
On-axis peak brilliance:

1.0 ×× 1017 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 7 keV
On-axis peak angular flux density:

1.6 ×× 1015 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 7 keV
Linear mode (Kx = 0, Ky = 14.4)

On-axis peak brilliance:
2.0 ×× 1017 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 26 keV

On-axis peak angular flux density:
3.1 ×× 1015 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 26 keV

Source size and divergence at the critical energy:
Σx: 275 μm Σy: 9 μm
Σx': 820 μrad (FWHM 1.9 mrad; non-Gaussian; linear mode)
Σy': 47 μrad (linear mode)

APS BENDING MAGNET

Critical energy: 19.51 keV
Energy range: 1–100 keV
On-axis peak brilliance:

6.5 ×× 1015 ph/s/mrad2/mm2/0.1%bw at 16 keV
On-axis peak angular flux density:

9.6 ×× 1013 ph/s/mrad2/0.1%bw at 16 keV
On-axis peak horizontal angular flux density:

1.6 ×× 1013 ph/s/mradh/0.1%bw at 6 keV
Source size and divergence at the critical energy:
Σx: 92 μm Σy: 26 μm
Σx': 6 mrad Σy': 47 μrad

Contact: Liz Moog (moog@aps.anl.gov)
Suk Hong Kim (shkim@aps.anl.gov)
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The first undulator at the APS to be made using SmCo
permanent magnets was installed in XOR sector 4 in
December 2005. It is a planar hybrid device with a 3.5-cm-
period length. It was designed and fabricated at the APS
(Fig. 1). Sector 4 is one of two APS sectors where radia-
tion damage to undulators has been a significant issue in
recent years, as reported in APS Science 2003 (May 2004,
ANL-04/07). Those two sectors were the only ones with
small-gap (5-mm beam clearance) insertion device (ID)
vacuum chambers installed. The radiation damage in one
of the two sectors was addressed successfully by replac-
ing the small-gap vacuum chamber with a standard 7.5-
mm-aperture ID vacuum chamber during the May 2005
shutdown. No further radiation damage to the undulators
in that sector has been observed. 

Replacing the vacuum chamber was not an option for
sector 4, however, because the circularly polarizing undu-
lator also installed in sector 4 requires the smaller gap. It
is hoped that the greater radiation resistance of the SmCo
magnets, as compared to the NdFeB used in other APS
undulators, will significantly reduce the radiation damage
rate. The magnets used in the undulator are of grade
R32HS from Shin-Etsu Magnetics, Inc., a grade that offers
a remanent field of 1.12 to 1.2 T and a coercivity HcJ of 20
to 30 kOe. A high HcJ is correlated with higher radiation
resistance.

The period length chosen for the undulator is longer
than for the standard undulator A so that photon energies
at the L edges of ruthenium and molybdenum can be
reached. Figure 2 shows the on-axis brilliance tuning
curves for the first, third, and fifth harmonics of the 3.5-cm-
period ID compared to undulator A (3.3-cm-period length).
Although the on-axis brilliance is lower by ~5% at low har-
monic energies, the 3.5-cm device offers the advantage of
being able to tune to lower photon energies.

The ruthenium oxides exhibit a wide variety of fascinat-
ing properties, ranging from superconductivity to itinerant
ferromagnetism to negative magnetoresistance. As such,
they represent an important complement to the more famil-
iar transition metal oxides, though they are much less well
studied or understood. In many of the ruthenates, the spin,
charge, and orbital degrees of freedom are believed to con-
tribute to their complex behaviors. The best and most direct
way to study this complex behavior is to perform resonant
x-ray scattering at the Ru L2-edge (2.967 keV). 

Another important class of problems is one-dimen-
sional inorganic materials that show a charge density wave,
such as the molybdenum-containing blue bronze
(K0.3MoO3). Recent measurements on the blue bronze pro-
vided evidence for a complicated many-electron quantum
state. In order to provide further insight, resonant x-ray dif-
fraction at the Mo L2-edge (2.625 keV) can provide detailed
information on the electronic structure of the Mo. 

A NEW, BLUE SMCO INSERTION DEVICE

Contact: L. Moog (moog@aps.anl.gov)
George Srajer (srajerg @aps.anl.gov)

This work was was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of
Science, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, under Contract No. W-31-109-
ENG-38.

Fig. 1. The new SmCo undulator (3.5-cm-period length) in the magnet
measurement laboratory prior to installation. The blue color is from anodiz-
ing of the clamps and not from the SmCo magnets. (Photo: Kurt Boerste
[ASD])

3.5 cm period
(SmCo Undulator) 3.3 cm period

(Undulator A)

Fig. 2. On-axis brilliance tuning curves for the first, third, and fifth harmon-
ics of the 3.5-cm-period SmCo undulator and for undulator A (3.3-cm-
period) at 7.0-GeV beam energy and 100-mA beam current. The mini-
mum gap is 9.5 mm for the SmCo undulator and 10.5 mm for undulator
A. Both devices are 2.4-m long. The lowest reachable energy in the first
harmonic is 2.3 keV for the SmCo device and 3.0 keV for undulator A.

THE APS LIGHT SOURCE
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The APS linac uses long
runs of radio frequency (rf)
transmission waveguide for
the accelerating structures.
The original structures were
fabricated with WR-284-size
copper waveguide. However,
the power loss inherent in the
waveguide was always a limit-
ing factor in making power avail-
able to the accelerating struc-
tures. A new, lower-loss,
WR340-size copper waveguide
was developed that uses
ceramic in-line windows.
Because the windows were not
stock items, the industry price
was extremely high. The APS RF
and Vacuum Technology groups
decided to design and fabricate a
window that could be produced at
a lower cost and would solve a
number of operational limitations,
such as insertion loss, high-power
performance, and the need to dis-
card a complete window in the
event of a failure.

The APS has now successfully produced WR340
ceramic windows that exhibit a measured loss between 40
and 54 dB when tested at 2856 MHz, which is the linac
operating frequency. A simple linear actuator is used to
adjust the power transmission through the window. In high-
power testing, 42 MW of peak power was safely transmit-
ted through the window. This is well above the 35-MW
peak power available for windows produced by commercial
vendors.

In addition, the APS-designed window is made with
replaceable subassemblies. A ceramic window is brazed to
ConFlat flanges. Separate assemblies are fabricated to
mate with the waveguide flanges. If any one of the sub-
assemblies is damaged, only that component must be
replaced. 

The window is now in routine operation in the APS
linac transmission system, both in the vacuum section and
as isolation between 10-9-torr vacuum sections and 30-psig
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) pressurized sections.

Recently, Mega Industries, a manufacturer of rf com-
ponents and equipment, has purchased the licensing rights
to sell the APS 340 window commercially. They were
impressed with the low return loss, elimination of fixed
brazing posts, the single-braze-cycle fabrication of the win-
dow, and the fact that the window design is adaptable to
other waveguide sizes besides WR340.

A TUNABLE RF WAVEGUIDE WINDOW

Contact: T. Smith (tls@aps.anl.gov), G. Goeppner (gag@aps.anl.gov),
A. Grelick (grelick@aps.anl.gov)

Center ceramic subassembly

Demountable

waveguide

assembly

Demountable

waveguide

assembly

Water jacket

Conflat flange

Power tuner

Pro-E Model

of the 340 rf

waveguide

window

The production 340 waveguide window and the APS personnel who
collaborated on the project. Front to back: Art Grelick, Terry Smith,
Steve Berg (all ASD), and George Goeppner (AES).
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PARTNER USER PROPOSALS APPROVED FOR BEAM TIME
Investigators Partner User Proposal Title Beamline Beam Time Award

(PUP number)

T.A. Calcott, D.L. Ederer Soft X-ray Spectroscopy for the Study of 4-ID-C
J. Freeland, G. Srajer Complex Magnetic Materials (PUP-1) 10%/run for three years beginning with run 2003-3 through 2006-2

J. Wang, S. E. Parrish Fuel Spray Research at the 1-BM Beamline at the APS (PUP-3) 1-BM 30%/run for three years beginning with run 2003-3 through 2006-2
R. Poola, P.V. Farrell
M.-C. Lai, S. Gruner

J. Lang, D. Haskel Enhanced Sensitivity of X-ray Magnetic 4-ID-D 15%/run for two years beginning with run 2003-3 through 2005-2
Z. Islam, G. Srajer Circular Dichroism Measurements Using

Phase Lock-in Detection (PUP-7)

D. Keavney, J. Freeland Incorporation of a High-Field Magnet on 4-ID-C 15%/run for one year beginning with run 2003-3 through 2004-2
R. Rosenberg Beamline 4-ID-C (PUP-8) (completed) 

S. Shastri, D. Haeffner High-Energy X-ray Optics Development (50-100 keV) 1-ID 10%/run for three years beginning with run 2003-3 through 2005-2
W.-K. Lee, U. Lienert at the XOR 1-ID Beamline at the APS (PUP-9)

W. Sturhan, J. Zhao Nuclear Resonant Scattering under High Pressure 3-ID 15%/run for one year beginning with run 2003-3 through 2004-2
J.-F. Lin, J. Jackson and High Temperature (PUP-10) (completed)
G. Shen

S. Mochrie, L. Lurio Development of X-ray Photon Correlation Techniques to 8-ID-I 15%/run for one year beginning with run 2003-3 through 2004-2 (completed)
A. Sandy, S. Narayanan Probe Soft Matter and Complex Fluids (PUP-17)

U. Lienert In Situ Structural Characterization of Bulk Polycrystalline 1-ID 10%/run for two years beginning with run 2004-1 through 2005-3
H. Poulson Materials on the Single-Grain Length Scale by
R. Suter High-Energy Synchronization (PUP-19)

D. Reis, P. Bucksbaum Ultrafast X-ray Science: A Partner User Proposals for 7-ID 20%/run for one year beginning with run 2004-1 through 2004-3
R. Clarke, E. Dufresne Establishing a User Base for Time-Resolved Science

at MHATT-CAT, Sector 7 (PUP-20)

E.D. Crozier Pacific Northwest Consortium Synchrotron 20-ID 15%/run for three years beginning with run 2004-1 through 2006-3 
Radiation Facility-XOR Partnership Proposal (PUP-21)

E. Stern, E.D. Crozier Novel X-ray Spectroscopies and Microscopies for the 20-ID 30% for two years on both lines beginning with run 2004-3 through 2006-2
S. Heald, G. Seidler Determination of Structure with Atomic Resolution (PUP-24) 20-BM
Y. Yacoby, D. Brewe
J. Cross 

S. Mochrie, A. Sandy Development of Small-Angle X-ray Photon 8-ID-I 20% for three years beginning with run 2004-3 through 2007-2 
L. Lurio, S. Narayanan Correlation Spectroscopy for Studies of the

Dynamics of Soft Matter (PUP-35)

L. Young, S. Southworth Ultrafast and Ultrasmall Laser X-ray Techniques (PUP-37) 7-ID 15% for three years beginning with run 2004-3 through 2007-2
D. Ederer, E. Landahl
E. Kanter, B. Kraessig
R. Dunford

L. Soderholm Short-range Order in Solution: Development 11-ID-B 10% per run for two years beginning with run 2005-1
S. Skanthakumar of a Dedicated Beam Line for Pair-Distribution 
J. Neuefeind Functions Studies at the APS (PUP-42)
P. Burns, M. Beno

Y. Lee, B. Khaykovich Establishing a High-Magnetic-Field Capability at the APS 4-ID-D 10% per run for two years beginning with run 2005-1
Z. Islam, G. Srajer (PUP-43)
J. Hill, J. Lang

D. Keavney Implementation of Low-Temperature Magnetic Imaging Using 4-ID-C 10%/run for one year beginning with run 2005-1
Photoemission Electron Microscopy at 4-ID-C (PUP-44)

D. Reis, R. Clarke Ultrafast X-ray Science: a Partner User Proposal 7-ID 15% of each run for one year
P. Bucksbaum, D. Arms for Establishing a User Base for Time-Resolved
E. Landahl, D. Walko Science at MHATT-CAT, Sector 7 

(PUP-47 [update of PUP-20])

L. Soderholm, P. Burns Short-range order in solution: development of a Dedicated 11-ID-B 20% beginning 2005-3 through 2008-2
J. Neuefeind, M. Beno Beamline for Pair-distribution Functions (PDF) studies at the APS
S. Skanthakumar (PUP-52)

J. Miao, M. Glimcher Three-dimensional Imaging of Nanoscale Systems 2-ID-B 15% beginning 2005-3 through 2008-2
Using Coherent X-rays (PUP-53) 

S. Risbud, J Amonette Novel X-ray Spectroscopies and Microscopies for the 20-ID Various allocations for different programs
I. McNulty, D. Paterson Determination of Structure with Atomic Resolution
E. Stern, E. D. Crozier (extension of PUP-24) (PUP-55)
S. Heald, G. Seidler
D. Brewe, J. Cross 

L. Chen, K. Attenkofer Developing Laser Initiated Time-resolved X-ray Facility 11-ID-D 20% beginning 2006-2 through 2007-3
G. Jennings, D. Tiede at 11-ID-D for Photochemical Research using XAS and WAXS

(PUP-56)

E. D. Crozier, T.-K. Sham Pacific Northwest Consortium Synchrotron Radiation Facility- 20-BM 10% beginning 2006-1 through 2006-3
R. Gordon XOR Partnership Proposal (PUP-57) 

Abstracts for these proposals are at http://www.aps.anl.gov/Users/Scientific_Access/Partner_User_Information/Results/index.html
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(KEY: UA: 3.3 Undulator A; BM: Bending Magnet; CPU: Circularly Polarized Undulator; CU: Canted undulator; EMW: Elliptical Multipole Wiggler; GU: General Users)
Beamline Sector Discipline Supported Techniques Source Status

1-BM XOR Materials Sci., Physics, Powder diffraction, Radiography (not GU) • BM Operational/GU 
Chemistry, Geo. Sci. Reflectivity/grazing incidence small-angle

x-ray scattering

1-ID XOR Materials Sci., Chemistry, High-energy x-ray scattering • UA Operational/GU
Physics, Geo. Sci., Phase contrast imaging • High-pressure
Instrumentation pair distribution function analysis

2-BM XOR Materials Sci., Life Sci. Microtomography • Diffraction microscopy BM Operational/GU 

2-ID-B XOR Materials Sci., Life Sci. Scanning transmission/fluorescence 5.5-cm und. Operational/GU
x-ray microscopy •

Coherent x-ray scattering

2-ID-D XOR Materials Sci., Life Sci. Scanning fluorescence x-ray microscopy • UA Operational/GU 
Micro/nanodiffraction

2-ID-E XOR Materials Sci., Life Sci. Scanning fluorescence x-ray microscopy 3.3-, 5.5-cm unds. Operational/GU 

3-ID XOR Physics, Geosci., Nuclear resonant inelastic 2.7-cm unds. (x 2) Operational/GU 
Materials Sci, Optics x-ray scattering • Momentum-resolved
Biochemistry inelastic x-ray scattering •

Synchrotron Mössbauer spectroscopy

4-ID-C XOR Physics, Materials Sci. Photoemission electron microscopy • CPU (canted) Operational/GU 
X-ray excited optical luminescence •
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism •
X-ray resonant magnetic scattering

4-ID-D XOR Physics, Materials Sci. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism • 3.5-cm CU Operational/GU 
Anomalous & resonant scattering •
Magnetic x-ray scattering

5-BM-C DND-CAT Materials Sci., Polymer Sci. Tomography • Powder diffraction • BM Operational/GU 
White-beam experiments

5-BM-D DND-CAT Materials Sci., Polymer Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) • BM Operational/GU 
High-energy x-ray scattering •
Polymer scattering • White/pink beam

5-ID DND-CAT Materials Sci., Polymer Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • UA Operational/GU 
Powder diffraction • Polymer scattering • 
Small-angle x-ray scattering • X-ray optics
development • Inorganic crystallography •

Simultaneous SAXS/WAXS

6-ID MU-CAT Materials Sci. Liquid surface diffraction • Resonant & UA Operational/GU 
nonresonant magnetic x-ray scattering •

Solid surface diffraction

6-ID-D MU-CAT Materials Sci. High-energy/high-Q scattering • UA Operational/GU 
Powder diffraction

7-ID XOR Materials Sci. Time-resolved x-ray scattering & spectroscopy UA Operational/GU
following a 50-fs-laser-pulse excitation •

Microprobe • Ultrafast x-ray imaging •
General interface & surface diffraction
w/a 6-circle diffractometer

APS BEAMLINE GUIDE
As of 3.1.06. Source: DOE-BES Program Review of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Laboratory, Volume 2 - Beamlines & Publications, 2005; and addt’l.
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APS BEAMLINE GUIDE CONT’D.
(KEY: UA: 3.3 Undulator A; BM: Bending Magnet; CPU: Circularly Polarized Undulator; CU: Canted undulator; EMW: Elliptical Multipole Wiggler; GU: General Users)
Beamline Sector Discipline Supported Techniques Source Status

8-BM NE-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • BM Operational/GU 
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD)

8-ID XOR Materials Sci. X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy UA Operational/GU 
(transmission & reflection geometries) •

Time-resolved small-angle x-ray scattering •
Small-angle x-ray scattering •
Grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray scattering

9-BM XOR/CMC Materials Sci., Chemistry X-ray absorption spectroscopy • BM Operational/GU 
X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy

9-ID XOR/CMC Materials Sci., Physics Momentum resolved inelastic x-ray scattering • UA Operational/GU 
Liquid surface/interface scattering

10-ID MR-CAT Materials Sci., Enviro. Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure microscopy • UA Operational/GU 
X-ray absorption fine structure •
Powder diffraction • Reflectivity •
X-ray optics development •
Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction & XAFS

11-BM XOR Materials Sci., Geo. Sci., High-resolution, high-throughput BM Construction
Chemistry, Physics powder diffraction

11-ID-B XOR/BESSRC Materials Sci., Geo. Sci. High-energy x-ray scattering EMW Operational/GU 
Chemistry, Physics

11-ID-C XOR/BESSRC Materials Sci., Geo. Sci. High-energy x-ray scattering EMW Operational/GU 
Chemistry, Physics

11-ID-D XOR/BESSRC Materials Sci., Geo. Sci. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAFS) • EMW Operational/GU 
Chemistry, Physics X-ray absorption near-edge

spectroscopy (XANES) • General diffraction •
Time-dependent XAFS & XANES

12-BM XOR/BESSRC Materials Sci., Geo. Sci. X-ray absorption spectroscopy • BM Operational/GU 
Chemistry, Physics Surface scattering • General diffraction

12-ID XOR/BESSRC Materials Sci., Geo. sci. Small-angle x-ray scattering • UA Operational/GU 
Chemistry, Physics Surface & interface scattering

13-BM GSECARS Geo. Sci., Enviro. Sci. Microtomography • Brillouin spectroscopy • BM Operational/GU 
X-ray absorption fine structure •
Diamond anvil cell diffraction •
Multi-anvil press diffraction & imaging

13-ID GSECARS Geo. Sci., Enviro. Sci. Surface diffraction • Microdiffraction • UA Operational/GU 
Microprobe & micro-XAFS • Inelastic scattering •
Diamond anvil cell diffraction & spectroscopy •
Multi-anvil press diffraction & imaging

14-BM-C BioCARS Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography BM Operational/GU 

14-BM-D BioCARS Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography (MAD) BM Operational/GU 

14-ID BioCARS Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography (MAD & Laue) • UA Operational/GU 
Time-resolved crystallography

15-ID ChemMatCARS Materials Sci., Chemistry Anomalous scattering • Chemical crystallography • UA Operational/GU 
Small-angle & wide-angle x-ray scattering •
Liquid & solid surface & interface scattering
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(KEY: UA: 3.3 Undulator A; BM: Bending Magnet; CPU: Circularly Polarized Undulator; CU: Canted undulator; EMW: Elliptical Multipole Wiggler; GU: General Users)
Beamline Sector Discipline Supported Techniques Source Status

16-BM HP-CAT Materials Sci., Geo. Sci. Powder diffraction • BM Construction 
Single-crystal diffraction

16-ID-B HP-CAT Physics, Chemistry, Angular dispersive x-ray diffraction • UA Operational/GU
Materials Sci., Geo. Sci. Nuclear resonant forward x-ray scattering •
Biology Nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering •

High-resolution x-ray emission spectroscopy •
Light-element K-edge inelastic scattering •
Non-resonant inelastic x-ray scattering •
Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering

16-ID-D HP-CAT Physics, Chemistry Angular dispersive x-ray diffraction • UA Operational/GU 
Materials Sci., Geo. Sci. Nuclear resonant forward x-ray scattering •
Biology Nuclear resonant inelastic x-ray scattering •

High-resolution x-ray emission spectroscopy •
Light-element K-edge inelastic scattering •
Non-resonant inelastic x-ray scattering •
Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering 

17-BM IMCA-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • BM Recommissioning
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion 

17-ID IMCA-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • UA Operational/GU 
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

18-ID Bio-CAT Life Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure • UA Operational/GU 
Fluorescence spectroscopy • Small-angle 
x-ray scattering • Time-resolved
x-ray scattering • Fiber & powder diffraction •

High-resolution inelastic x-ray •
scattering spectroscopy •

μ diffraction • μ XAS imaging

19-BM SBC-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • BM Operational/GU 
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
(MAD/SAD)

19-ID SBC-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • UA Operational/GU 
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
(MAD/SAD)

20-BM XOR/PNC Materials Sci., Enviro. Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure • BM Operational/GU 
Chemistry, Physics Diffraction anomalous fine structure •

General diffraction • X-ray microprobe

20-ID XOR/PNC Materials Sci., Enviro. Sci. X-ray absorption fine structure • UA Operational/GU 
Chemistry Microfluorescence • Time-resolved XAFS •

EXAFS microscopy • Diffraction anomalous
fine structure • Microprobe •

General diffraction • X-ray Raman spectroscopy

21-ID-D LS-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • CU Construction
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
(MAD/SAD)

21-ID-E LS-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • CU Construction
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
(MAD/SAD)

22-BM SER-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • BM Operational 
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

APS BEAMLINE GUIDE CONT’D.
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(KEY: UA: 3.3 Undulator A; BM: Bending Magnet; CPU: Circularly Polarized Undulator; CU: Canted undulator; EMW: Elliptical Multipole Wiggler; GU: General Users)
Beamline Sector Discipline Supported Techniques Source Status

22-BM SER-CAT (cont’d.) Macromolecular structure determinations •
Single-wavelength anomalous scattering (SAD)
macromolecular structure determinations

22-ID SER-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • UA Operational 
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
macromolecular structure determinations •

Single-wavelength anomalous scattering •
macromolecular structure determinations

23-BM GM/CA-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • BM Commissioning
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
(MAD/SAD)

23-ID-B GM/CA-CAT Life Sci Macromolecular crystallography • CU Commissioning
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
(MAD/SAD)

23-ID-D GM/CA-CAT Life Sci Macromolecular crystallography • CU Operatiional/GU
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion
(MAD/SAD)

24-ID-C NE-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • CU Commissioning
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

24-ID-E NE-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • CU Construction
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

24-BM NE-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • BM Construction
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

26-ID CNM-CDT Nanoscience, Fluorescence, diffraction, & UA (x 2) Commissioning
Energy Science, transmission imaging • Tomography •
Materials Science, Small-angle scattering • 
Optics Development Polarization dependent scattering

30-ID IXS-CDT Physics, Geo. Sci., Medium-energy resolution inelastic U 3.0 (x2) Construction
Materials Sci. x-ray scattering • High-energy resolution

inelastic x-ray scattering •
Nuclear inelastic x-ray scattering

31-ID SGX-CAT Life Sci. Macromolecular crystallography • UA Operational/GU 
Multiwavelength anomalous dispersion

32-ID XOR Materials Sci. Full-field microscopy & diffraction imaging • UA Construction/GU 
Life Sci. Phse contrast imaging

33-BM XOR/UNI Materials Sci., X-ray topography • Diffraction & scattering • BM Operational/GU 
Condensed Matter Physics Powder diffraction • XAFS •

Single-crystal diffraction • General diffraction

33-ID XOR/UNI Materials Sci. Anomalous & resonant scattering • UA Operational/GU 
Condensed Matter Physics Inelastic scattering •

Ultra-small-angle x-ray scattering •
Surface diffraction • General diffraction •
Pulsed laser deposition film growth

34-ID XOR/UNI Materials Sci. Coherent x-ray scattering & diffraction • UA Operational/GU
Condensed Matter Physics Microbeam diffraction • Microprobe

APS BEAMLINE GUIDE CONT’D.
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